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This Is a comparative study of the presence and function of 
acadenic literary theory and Ideology In translations of 
authoritative works, especially Xiddle English Lives of Christ, 
which were very numerous, varied, culturally central and literarily prestigious, using comnentary-tradition and showing at 
times definite theoretical sophistication. They drew on fields 
of attitudes concerning literary authority, the literal sense, 
Intentionality and value, form, structure, and theory of 
Inagination, being influenced by the scholastic prologue and 
acadenic conceptions of literary roles (compiler, commentator, 
preacher). These Ideas were frequently and flexibly exploited. 
and they were the norms for other English writers to use or 
subvert. I aim to show the inportance of an academic literary 
sensibility in the late-medieval period and to show that such 
theory offers the nodern critic valuable interpretative purchase, 
if applied unreductively. Special attention is given to the 
prologues and the translating In Love's Mirrour, the Speculum 
Devotarum, and the Stanv%je tAfe. Consideration is also given to 
the Wycliffites, Bakenham, Gavin Douglas, Orm, The Xirnura nf 
Mjnnnp-, Sa1uRc1nnnP,, amongst others. Consideration Is also 
given to the dominant assumptions of medieval granmatical 
thought. 
Appendix I refutes the accepted theory that much of the 
Mirrour's supposedly original modifications actually came from an 
taberrant' Latin recension of the source. 
Appendix II demonstrates how John Walton, in his popular 
English Soethius, behaves, in Bk III. met. 12, like a poet- 
commentator, striving for a contemporary eloquence whilst drawing 
on the authority of com ntary-tradition. In his prefaces, 
assuming a role of a wiser Orpheus, he zaarginalises Orpheus and 
the Chaucer of the Troilus for their excessive affectivity, 
presenting himself as a poet of Christian wisdom. 
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I. MEDIEVAL TRAISLATIOX, AUDEXIC LITERkRY THEORYl IND MIDDLE 
ENGLISH LIVES OF CHRIST 
Xost medieval English literature Is translation of one kind or 
another. In the later Kiddle Ages Is found an increasing 
interest in the process of translation itself, as Is witnessed by 
debates and writings an the subject. Often these involve the 
Bible; this is the age of the Vycliffite Bible. It Is also a 
time of the increasing prestige and use of the vernacular. 
Literary translation often attracted prestige: Geoffrey Chaucer 
was praised by the French poet E4stache Deschamps. not so much as 
a poet. but as the 'great translator'. ' Translation was a way, 
perhaps the way, of literary life. In England, Latin, French, 
and English were different languages related in an extensive 
literary culture. The literature of France, which provided models 
for the English, bad a strong tradition of translatione the more 
notable exponents being Jean de Mun, Ticole d'Oresme, Jean de 
Vignay, Laurent de Premierfaiti Pierre Bersuire, and the 
translator of the QvIde MnrallsA, among others. There were also 
mauy French Biblical translations. French translators often 
describe their activities using terminology and attitudes which 
originated in the academic appraisals of the texts of the 
auctores as studied in the medieval schools and universities. 
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The question to whether such scholastic literary attitudes 
significantly affected late-medieval English literary 
translation, and what they can tell us about it In general. To 
test the significance of such medieval literary theory It Is 
fitting that Middle English Lives of Christ are examined. These 
are suitable because they occupied an untronizable, central and 
authoritative position in medieval English culture, as is 
witnessed by the fact that sone twenty-four Middle English Lives 
survive In a plethora of nanuscripts and Early Printed Books. 2 
These Xiddle English Lives of Christ are inmensely varied in 
the ways in which they treat the holiest of lives and In the 
types of audiences that they appear to have catered for. For 
example, the Life and Pas-ralan poeis in Jesus College XS 29 
appropriates the style of the chanson de geste. 2 The Papyalan 
r, nRpA1 Harnnny (c. 1400? ) was probably a book of private devotion 
and Is divided into sections suitable for daily use. 4 The late 
fourteenth century Stanzaic T. Jf@ nf Cbrtrt moralises and expounds 
and divides themes after the nanner of the sermon in order to 
elucidate the life of Jesus. 0 Nicholas Love's Mirrnur nf thA 
RIP--npd Lyf nf Jasii rhrlrt. written before 1410, is didactic, 
meditative and draws also on homiletic materials. 0 The 
fourteenth century translation of Hoveden's Philangna is almost 
not a Life of Christ because it is rather fractured into lyrical 
reflecti OUS. 7 
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Indeed, then, Xiddle English Lives of Christ differed amongst 
themselves, but as instances of a culturally centrals 
authoritatival and prestigious genre, they had one paramount 
function in common, that of instruction In the vernacular In the 
all-inportant words and works of Christ. Another Important 
function which featured more prominently as the Xiddle Ages 
progressed was that of stirring the soul affectively towards the 
love of God by a sympathetic rendering of Christ's life and 
particularly His Passion. The very number and diversity of the 
Xiddle English Lives can be seen as a measure of the general 
demand for them by their various audiences. Variety within this 
genre Is normally Indicative of the spiritual and educational 
capabilities (in the opinions of the clerical translators) of the 
intended audience and readership. The different versions are to 
be regarded as truly complementary. Holy VrIt could be and had 
to be expounded in diverse manners to diverse people for diverse 
purposes. Each Xiddle English Life of Christ was a variation of 
the treatiment of the one supremely important life and Its 
teachings. All Christians needed to know and believe it. 
Howeverl different Christians were deemed capable of knowing and 
believing according to their limitations, duties, needso and 
situations in life. A translator would have in nind whether his 
audience were learned or Isimple', lay or enclosed religious, . 
male or female, readers or bearers. Such conplenentary variety 
was rooted in a comnon conception of what was right for any given 
audience. 
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Xoreover, It was a truism of academic literary theory that the 
Bible had a multiple nods of communicating truth to accord to the 
varying capacities and situations In life of the audience. 
Alexander of Haler. In his Stim nf ThanIngy Is a case in point. 
The understanding nay be slow, It nay be quick, or it 
may be moderately quick. So, the truth must be 
taught In different ways and in a different form to 
the slow, quick, and moderately quick understanding, 
so that what the slow intellect does not understand 
In one form it understands In another. Besides. the 
sinple-minded young must be instructed In a different 
way from those who are fully adult. As the Apostle 
says in I Cor. 3: 1-2i 11 have given you milk to drink, 
not food, as you are little children in (your 
knowledge of) Christ. For you were not yet able for 
food, nor are you able now'. For this reason a mode 
which takes many forms Is necessary. 0 
Likewise Bonaventure in his IRr@vIInqujjLx raw an interlinking of 
manifold neaning and form with audlence-diversity, though all 
bearers must be properly norally disposed: 
This manifold neaning of Scripture Is appropriate 
to the bearer. For no one Is a fitting bearer of 
Scripture unless he Is humble, pure, faithful, and 
attentive... And, because the recipients of this 
-4- 
teaching do not belong to any one class (genus) of 
peoplej but come from all classes - for all who are 
to be saved must know something of this teaching - 
Scripture has a manifold meaning so that it may win 
over every mind, reach above the level of every mindo 
rise above every mind, and illuminate and fire with 
its many rays of light every mind which diligently 
searches for it. * 
A little later In the same work he treats In similar vein of the 
mode of procedure of the Bible, which Is both multiple and 
uniform, the uniformity proceeding from authorityi 
Imong all the many kinds of wisdom which are 
contained In the width, length, height# and depth of 
Holy Scripture, there Is one common way of 
proceeding: by authority. Grouped within it are the 
narrative, preceptive, prohibitive, exhortatory. 
instructive, threatening, promising, supplicating, 
and laudatory modes. All these modes come within the 
scope of that one nodej proceeding by authority, -and - 
quite rightly so. ") 
Henry of Cheat in the Sum of Ordinar; c Questions agreed with such 
views: 'each nay take It In according to h1s capacity'. " 
Because of this superabundance of form and meaning, makers of 
Lives of Christ, by selecting their expositions accordingly. 
-5- 
could produce a text which concentrated more or less on a single 
audience, or which reworked the Bible In a such a way as to be 
capable of being read at different levels according to varying 
Individual capacities. There was to one right way of making a 
Life of Christ. 
Complementary variety was also rooted In the harmonious 
diversity of the works of comnentary and the Latin and French 
Lives of Christ used as sources by translators, for there was an 
orthodox tradition of following established authorities. 
Translators also exploited their choice of permissible roles, 
forms and procedures. These were to be found often In their rich 
and flexible tradition of literary theory and attitudes. 12 This 
was an academic tradition but it bad a highly practical bento and 
was readily put into use by some important translators. They did 
not and they could not avoid common medieval Ilterary-thearetical 
concerns and habits derived from scriptural exegesis and the 
scholastic treatment of other authoritative texts. In putting 
Lives of Christ into the vernacular, translators turned to 
literary terminology and attitudes at once available, 
appropriable, prestigious and authoritative, which were to be 
found In the educational system, In commentaries and not only in 
the actual sources themselves but also in the tradition of the 
Vitae Christi. Here they found the wherewithal to help them 
translate properly and to Justify their activity. 
-e- 
I am not, however, clalming that such texts can only be 
finally and comprehensively expounded by the modern critic by 
using such theory alone. This would be reductive. But an 
examination of Xiddle English Lives of Christ indubitably reveals 
the frequent presence of postures and terminology quite clearly 
of an academic origin. It can be demonstrated that In many 
important respects such theory is creatively used by the 
translators, sometimes to the point of self-consciousness or even 
display. Xoreovert it offers the nodern critic interpretative 
purchase. It is historically and theoretically appropriate to 
the texts In which It functions, and as such this approach has 
advantages over modern critical terms and norms. Xodern 
critical practice might deem some medieval translators' 
renderings erroneous in their treatment of the gospels. However. 
an awareness of medieval exegetical tradition shows that the 
translators deliberately expounded the significance and the 
teachings of the text according to the priorities of their 
culture. There Is much more to this kind of medieval translating 
than just translating, especially when it comes to the gospels. 
II. THE LITERARY GETRE OF THE LIFE OF CHRIST 
It is not necessary extensively to survey the bistory of the 
manifold genre of the Vita ChristI, for it has been done 
adequately elsewhere. 12 Suffice it to say that the Seure 
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developed fruitfully within the context of Latin culture from the 
earliest times. The tradition begins with Tatian's nintgnmaran, 
written in Greek c. 170, which strongly influenced Victor of 
Capuals sixth-century Latin harmany. 1-4 Both these works 
contained no extra-Biblical mmterial. for they were concerned 
with the harmonising of the four gospel accounts only. Likewise, 
St Augustine, in his important seminal treatise, Da Canzenau 
Rvatrallstarlin, conpared. contrasted and reconciled the four 
gospels. 10 
The life of Christ became the basis of the liturgy and the 
Church year, especially with the evolving practice of reading 
from the Canonical Gospels, and preaching an them. The 
institution of this practice naturally gave impetus and authority 
to the production and use of further Vitae Cbristi. And so, as 
we move further into the nedleval period, the harnonised gospels 
are presented with Increased variety and potential uses, either, 
for example, as simple, relatively unadulterated harmonies like 
the Unum Fr Qimttunr- of Clement of Llanthany. or with historical 
exposition, as with Peter Comestor's Histarla Rehniantica, which 
incorporates nuch didactic and legendary material. and which was 
inpartant as a source for further reworkings of the life of 
Jesus. 16 St Bernard, and the Franciscans who came after him. 
were at the forefront of a movement In the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries to present Christ as an object of affective 
devotion and izeditation: works like St Bonaventure's Manum Vitae 
and the Pseudo-Boneventurean MadItntInnpq Vitna rbrlRtl are at 
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the centre of this tradition. 17 One of the most extensively 
known sources of the Life of Christ was the famous Uganda hures 
of Jacobus a Varagine, Archbishop of Genoa. 10 The fourteenth- 
century Sppculuia Humnae RalvationIAL was a typological Life, 
drawing key parallels between the Old and New Testaments. " The 
culmination of this medieval Latin literary tradition Is the 
universal all-enconpassing Life of Christ compiled by Ludolphus 
the Carthusian, which Incorporates all previous approaches to the 
Life of Christ, Biblical narrative and legend. didactic comment, 
moralisation, theologising, mysticism, and meditation. 20 
The medieval English Lives of Christ, some of them dealItg 
only with the Passion, mirror tot only the central features of 
the larger Latin tradition but also the needs of their Intended 
audiences. Elizabeth Salter has divided then Into six groups 
according to their subject-matter and general approach: those 
consisting of more or less only Biblical naterial; those 
consisting of biblical narrative and didactic commentary at 
Intervals; those paraphrasing the gospels and drawing on homily 
and legend (this being a large group); those like the previous 
group but significantly different In also being reflective or 
meditative (another large group); those consisting of lyrical 
reflection in which the narrative Is almost lost sight of; and, 
finally, cue Life Incoporating a universality of approaches, the 
English rendering of Ludolphus. 21 
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The literary strategies adopted by the translators of the 
Kiddle English Lives of Christ had one over-riding purpose In 
commoni to communicate without corruption the sententla 
originating In and latent In th* gospels and demanding to be 
expounded. It was a positive duty, not just a literary task. to 
spread Christian teaching on the life of Jesus for the benefit of 
others. with obedience to Holy Church and to orthodox teaching. 
The ethical preceded the literary. 
In rendering the part of the Bible which was the ultinate in 
aucto. ritas, the most dangerous, most powerful, and the most 
necessary, the trauslators had two golden rules; firstly, the 
principle of security through auctoritas, or as the Speculum 
Devotoruir-compiler puts It, 'ýe grounde of the boke folawynge ye 
gospel & doctorys goynge tbervpon'. 22 In other words we 
have something like an anxiety of Influence writ upside-down, 
that is an anxiety of not being properly Influenced, an anxiety 
of authority. This is conplemented by the second golden rule. 
the principle of security through a good and norally pure 
intention, or as the writer of the Sq=ulum r%gyntgrilm aptly puts 
it, 'boso cunne not escuse the werke lete hym escuse the 
entent' (p. 5). 
But before proceeding further, consideration must be given to 
the dominant conception of authoritative translation In the later 
medieval period, when It was seen as being akin to commentary or 
exposition. In the great dictionary of the age, the Catballcon 
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of John of Genoa/Joannes Jamenals/Giavaunt de'Balbi (a 
glossator, fittingly, with a glossary of nameal), it is stated 
that *translation Is the exposition of meaning/teaching 
through/by another language', (Itrauslatio est expositio 
sententie per allan lingUaM'). 22 Translation, then. elucidates 
the sententla, that Is the deeper meaning, the teaching, the 
signifIcance, the profundior Intelligentia of the text, not just 
its surface meaning. The target language is the means of this 
exegetical opening-up. Expositio sententle is carried in English 
renderings not only in the elaborations and extrapolations of the 
literal sense but also In the Incorporation of commentary- 
materials and extensive discussions of the profundlor 
intelligentia, the sententla. " 
This definition, nuch broader than the modern understanding of 
translation, is serviceable In application to the enormous 
diversity of types of medieval translations. Tin Xachan notes 
that Chaucer was, In medieval terns, a translator In respect of 
widely differing works. Xedieval translation, he observes, 
encompassed everything from Trailun (in whose case it Is 
Inpossible to describe its source-treatment in terms of syntax 
and lexicon) to the first version of the Wycliffite Bible, a 
literal gloss, and Trevisa's rendering of De ProprIetmtibus 
Rarum, 'which Is a close translation but decidedly acceptable 
English at the same time'. 26 Though all are indeed different, 
all of then come together as vernacular expositions of the , 
sententia, the deeper meaning of the original. In that this 
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diversity Is an historical fact and Ideologically grounded. it to 
best to recognise It and proceed from there. So, when Xachan 
rightly comments that Chaucer, in his Incorporation of 
commentary-tradition into his rendering of Boethlus, provides 
$evidence not for Chaucer's translation of the Cnnnnlatfn - as 
Silk argued - but for his interpretation of it'21. he Is showing 
us why the word for $translator' was 'Interpres'. Translation 
and Interpetation went hand-in-band. 27 
This range of types of translations has implications for the 
way In which we should assess then. It Is valid and valuable to 
study the traditional close-linguistic aspects of translation, 
for example doubleting, or the resolution of problematic Latin 
constructions and idioms. or shifts In word-classes and clause- 
types. This nethod of analysis. buttressed by theoretical 
linguistics and philology, has been privileged by the modern 
conception of translation as primarily an Interlingual transfer 
of information, which is not the same as the medieval definition 
above. It is also valuable to see translation in terms of 
making a whole vernacular cultural artefact for Intended 
audiences, sonething which necessarily entails adaptation and re- 
orientation of the matter and manner of the original, not just 
conservation of the literal sense or the naked word; for even If 
the literal sense were fully reproduced, the conditions of the 
work's reception and its audience in the vernacular culture would 
militate against formal equivalence. It Is. for example, an 
Integral part of a translation of the Life Of Christ that non- 
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evangelical material describing the birth in naternalistic detail 
be included, as with the Speculum Dayntmrtim (see below, pp. 364- 
7). It Is Integral to the act of translation that anti-Lollard 
polemic and a treatise on the Eucharist be interpolated into 
Love's Xirrnur (see note 18, p. 288)l for this Is the political 
and theological filter through which an orthodox understanding of 
the subject-matter nuat be refracted to avoid error. Such 
'additional are part of translation, the purposeful and 
inevitable conditioning and moving of one text into another 
culture for another audience. 
111. FORK AND STYLE AS EXPOSITION 
It Is true that the style of translations has received more 
attention than It merits. 20 This Interest in the style of 
translation has traditionally been within the context of the 
history of the formation of English literary style upder the 
Influence of rendering from Latin and French, and not so nuch as 
something to do with translation itself. It is not wholly true 
to say that style becomes Interesting only as a symptom of 
original work, and therefore not of translation. Choice of style 
(or genre) in the vernacular recasting of material can be 
significant, as a mode of communicating particular aspects of the 
source to a particular audience. Though the matter and its 
meaning (for an Intended audience) constituted a controlling 
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principle, there was often considerable leeway, opportunity or 
even necessity for formal variation within such strictures. 
Vhatever its generic affiliations. each individual Life of Christ 
always had the same invariant core of narrative material and was 
didactic and edifying. Its sentence could be rendered through. 
for example, sermon-form, like the Stnnitaic tAfP nf rhrint, 
through typological allegory, like the Mirnura nf Man 
Raluaclnnnp, through Imaginative neditation, like Love's XIrrour 
and the Speculum lnpvntnrti? 2, or through affective lyricism, as 
with the translation of Hoveden. 22 Choice of genre was motivated 
by the translator's two choices of which parts of the 
superabundance of meaning to render for which audience. Genre 
1nposes a mode of reading on the reception of the texts and 
predisposes the affections of the reader to be moved in a certain 
desired way - medieval exegetes held that literary modi were 
Integral to the Bible. Even when an English Life of Christ 
sticks closely to its Immediate source (say a French or Latin 
Vita Christi), without altering form, there is still a palpable 
difference between it and the four gospels, and this difference 
Is per se expository. To translate is not just to replicate but 
to explicate. Generic choice Is not to be dismissed as 
pertaining to mere originality, but should be acknowledged as 
pertaining to exposition, for It was as Inevitable to medieval 
translation as is resolving clauses and forming doublets. 
I good exanple of the expository Intention In generic choice 
occurs with the thirteenth century poem in Jesus College Oxford 
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XS 29, which employs a most interesting procedure In expounding 
the life of Christ to Its Intended audience, and thereby 
confirming arthodoxy. 110 This poen Is an accurate and systematic 
gospel harmony In rhyming couplets. It also appropriates and 
subverts the genre of the cbanson de geste. Because his gospel- 
harmontsing Is so systematic and faithful, the translator Is able 
to take liberties with the idiom of the c1anson de geste for his 
own purposes*of edifying Christians. The poet uses the popular 
Idiom to Interest and win over his audience, but be also does 
more. The piece begins thus: 
Iber+ riv one lutele tale. 
ýmt Ich eu wille telle. 
As we vynd+ hit iwrite. In ýe godspelle. 
lis hit noubt of karleneyne ne of 
ýe Duzeper. 
Ac of cristes 
ýruwinge. ýet he ýolede her. (11.1-4) 
The first word. before any subject-matter has been divulged, 
Inmediately establishes the poem in the genre of the orally- 
delivered tale. The poet uses the term Ilutele tale'. However, 
the last thing to be associated with the gospels would be a 
little tale as such. The very act of Informing his audience that 
this tale Is not about Charlenagne or his twelve retainers Is a 
cunning way of saying that Christ can nevertheless be seen in 
terms of the cbanson de Seste, by virtue of having such a tale 
told about Hin. The Duzeper correspond to Christ's own Duzeper, 
the twelve disciples. In the fourth line the hero of the tale is 
named, and his deeds, the matter of the tale$ declared: lac of 
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crlstes 
ýruwinge. ýet he ýolede bar'. Significantly, Christle 
passive suffering Is, by the use of the active verb 'ýoledels 
accorded the status of an active feat as performed by a hero. A 
little later. the post deliberately jars the convention again: 
lNv bigyzneý vre tale. tys hit to lesyngel(l. 20). Though a 
medieval audience would know that a cbanson do geste, was 
obviously a fable. a medieval poet would habitually claim, 
somewhat formulaically, that his tale was true. However, In the 
case of this poem, this is applied to the story of Christ, which 
really Is true. The poet 'cashes In' on the popular genre and 
gets the better of it. Moreover, Christ's heroism is of a 
different and superior order such that worldly heroes are thereby 
marginallsed and so are the literary genre and values proper to 
then; for exanple, 'wel mylde weren his dedel (1.41). 'Mylde' is 
bathetic in following 'well and the noun it modifies and defines, 
Idedel, which, In this genre normally means an heroic feat. The 
moral connotation of the word lmyldel undermines worldly heroes, 
who are anything but mild folk. In the same vein the poet does 
not miss the opportunity of showing his audience the humility of 
Christ as king and bero in contrast to the kings and heroes of 
the chanson do geste. The Ifowel and 'gray' are rightly excluded 
from their own literary genre: 
ýo 
he com toward terusalem. a palme sune-day. 
le bedde he none robe. of fowe. ne of gray. 
Ire he nedde stede. ne no palefray. 
Ac rode vppe on asse. as ich eu segge nay. (11.05-68) 
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The contrast is made all the zaare emphatic by the deliberate 
painting in the manuscript by which each royal attribute Is 
Inventoried one by one. The passage Is completed by the 
for=lalc tag Indicating oral delivery, 'as ich eu segge nay', 
which Is normally only pleonastic. Here, however, it Is 
subverted and defaniliarised because, deprived of its pleonastic 
function, it literally means what it says. The bluff of the 
genre is called, and called from a position of conplete authority 
of gospel harmony and ortbodox Interpretation. 
Although this exposition of the life of Christ does not, like 
other vernacular treatments, draw on additional glossatory or 
homiletic materials, it can still be called an expositio. 
Exposition is achieved through the transformation of materials by 
exploiting another genre. In translating into the English 
language, the poet translates purposefully into another generic 
language. He appropriates and expropriates the cbanson de geste 
norms by virtue of auctoritas. To modify Bonaventure's 
. 
definition of the commentator (see below, pp. 51-52), a literary 
Idiom Is annexed to the principal gospel naterial In order to 
confirm it. 
Ind so, genre and style, or as the medievals put it with 
greater generality, the 'form of treatment' (Iforna tractandi 
(see below, p. 109), does natter In consideration of translation. 
Not for nothing did Walton overgo Chaucer's prose Race by 
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translating Boethius into eloquent stanzaic form, for this was 
closer to the eloquence integral to the original (see generally 
Appendix II, below). 
IV. TRAYSLATIO, METAPHOR AND TRINSLATIOR 
A close relationship between metaphor and translation for 
Chaucer and his contenporaries has been posited in recent 
years. 21 There are, however. problems with this approach. 
It Is understandably tempting to forge a relationship between 
what is In modern critical eyes a low-prestige activity, 
translation (belonging to a low-prestige historical period, the 
Xiddle Ages), and the appealing concept of metaphor. Xetaphor is 
so often associated by the twentieth century with what is 
literary, original, strange-making and imaginative, let alone 
theoretically Interesting. According to Rita Copeland, the 
Identification of metaphor and translation *represented a 
realization (either at the local linguistic scale of metaphor or 
at the larger recreative scale of translation) of the 
hermeneutical function within the rhetorical act of Inventio'. 12-2 
To make such a point about the recreativeness and 
recontextualisation common to metaphor and translation is to do 
no more than reapply a general point about language, a point 
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which does not specifically Illuminate or Isolate a particular 
relationship between metaphor and translation. 'Both (metaphor 
and translation)', it Is claimed, las linguistic acts of turning 
meaningo are acts of Interpretation'. 22 But, it nay be 
commented, they are such dlfferent acts of Interpretation. 
Indeed. it Is what they do tot share that gives then their 
Identity. Metaphor, especially In Its medieval sense of 
translatio, (meaning a transferred sense or an Intentional 
defamillarlsation through unusual language-use. (see below, 
p. 81), substituted something else for the 'literal'-sense 
referent. Such translatia is not the prine &in of translationo 
which attenpts to preserve the literal unnetaphorical sense, and 
perhaps extrapolate an that, not to displace it with metaphor. 
It Is true that the Latin word for metaphor is translatio. but 
medieval dictionary tradition, as witnessed through the Magnme 
r)Pr1vat1nnPq and the Cathallenn, is very clear about the 
separation of the two senses of Itranslatiol. The Cathallean 
deals with translation under heading of 'Interpres' for the 
treatnent of the sense of rendering from one language to 
another. 34 There was, It would appear, no overlap between the 
two senses of the word because each had a separate senantic 
domain. That the senses of metaphorical transference and 
interlingual interpretation were not interrelated, let alone 
synthesised, in such an age of prolifically Inventive, not to say 
promiscuous, etymologising explication and linguistically-realist 
morphosemanticism, Is Itself significant. There is no sign of 
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even a tenuous linkage or mock-linkage. Even If an example or 
two were found, their very rarity would dent their claims for 
cultural centrality. Irowhera In a vernacular translator's 
prologue or text to there a hint of a relationship between 
metaphor and translating from one language to anotherl nor, to my 
knowledge, are the two linked in any rhetorical treatise or 
gra-matical text. 
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XEDIEVAL GRAXXATICAL TRADITION AND TRANSLATION 
Medieval grammatical theory was important to translators, 
because it assumed that gra-mr and syntax had the function of 
referring to the concepts of the nind and realities. A perfect 
construction was not just a matter of fornal grammatical and 
syntactical correctness; it was the complete expression of an 
intended thought. In brief, the orthodox attitude to language 
was homologous to the late-medleval exegete's belief In the 
primacy of the literal sense as Intended by the author. As 
Bursill-Rall puts It, 'the medieval grammarian argued that 
anything that can be grasped by the mind can be expressed by 
language'. ' And so, in the late Middle Ages. grannar became the 
concern of the philosopher. 
The men who made the vernacular lives of Christ would have all 
had to study grammar as schoolboys, and, in many cases, at a nore 
advanced level in the universities or cathedral schools. Late- 
medieval graymatical thinking exhibited considerable homogeneity, 
in grammar schools and at more advanced levels, In its basic 
assumptions about language and how gramina related to the mind 
and to the realities expressed by utterances. Developments in 
grammatical theory, though they drew an the logic and the 
philosophy of the schoolmen, were nevertheless firmly based an 
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the parts of speech as defined by Priscian and Donatus, the twin 
pillars of medieval grammatical tradition. 2 
Donatus was used to teach boys$ whereas PriGclan was used at 
more advanced levels. The most popular teaching-nanual for 
teaching Latin grammar was the Dantrimnle of Alexander de Villa 
Del (c. 1200). Consisting of 2645 hexameters it was a highly 
seviceable memory ald. 3 
However, the medieval Interest in gra=zar was not merely 
pedagogic. Bursill-Hall notes that there are extant at least 
three thousand different grannatical treatises, and he goes an to 
refer to what he calls 
... the period of grammtical speculation, cue of the 
most exciting periods in the history of 
linguistics... Ve can... point to grammarians of 
distinction who belong to this period. e. g. Villian 
of Conches, Petrus Helias, Ralph of Beauvais, Petrus 
Hispanus, all of the 12th century; Jordan of Saxony# 
Nicholas of Paris, Robert Kilwardby, Roger Bacon, the 
Xodistae, all of the 13th century. Add to these the 
glassators Paplas, Hugutio of Pisa. Osbern of 
Gloucester, Villelnus Brito, John of Genoa; teachers 
of grammar, John of Garland, Alexander de Villa-Dei, 
Eberhardus Bethuniensis, Hugo Spechtsart, Ludolfus de 
Luckowe, to mention but a few; the scares of 
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treatises an grammr and syntax, commentators an 
Donatus and Prisclan, the nany connentaries an the 
nr. -trInAIP, the Graedsmis, an John of Garland's 
prolific writings, all are part of a rich tradition: 
little wonder then that Robins could refer to the 
feverish nature of contemporary grammatical 
research... 4 
In the twelfth century, Villtan of Conches expressed 
dissatisfaction with Prisclan. Villian wanted more than 
grammatical description alone. He complained of Priscian's 
neglect of the 'causal basis of various parts of speech and their 
accidents': (Ocausas vero Inventionis diversarum partium et 
diversorun accidentium... praetermittit'. ) 6 
In XS Bib. lat. Lat. 16297, fol. 131 we find a statement in 
keeping with William's conplaint. 'It is not the grannartan but 
the philosopher who, carefully considering the specific nature of 
things, discovers grannar'. 4 ('Non ergo gramnaticus sed 
philosophus, proprias naturas reruix diligenter 
considerans... grannaticam Invenit'. )v This ties In generally with 
an orthodox Neo-Platonic belief In the discoverability of 
concordance in the universe. Increasingly, grammar became 
accountable to other disciplines. After all, It had its place In 
the triviuirin an interdependent relationship with rhetoric and 
logic. Schoolmen were concerned to unify these disciplines, each 
discipline playing its part in the sane scheme of knowledge. 
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When premises for the traditional granmar were increasingly 
sought and found outside grammar then grammar acquired something 
of a philosphical bent, which fostered at more humble educational 
levels an understanding of language as moderately realistic. 
However. this granmatical speculation served not to undermine 
Pr1sclan and DonatUs but to explain and re-inforce them In terms 
of the 'laws of thought' and 'the nature of things'. 0 As Robins 
puts it. 
In essence, the grammar of Priscian and Donatus was 
presented as an accurate reflection of the 
constitution of reality and the powers of the human 
mind, an which it depended... Every part of speech, 
or class of words, is distinguished by Its 
representing reality through a particular node or 
from some particular point of view; and every 
category applicable to any word class is itself a 
mode contributing its own semantic component. 9 
Grammar. according to John of Salisbury in his Metalogican, 
though not itself natural, imitated nature, representing 
realities. Therefore: 
Upon reflection, one sees that this imitation of 
nature also naintains in other parts of speech... 
Since a substance presented to our senses or 
intellect cannot exist without some movement (or 
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change], whereby it undergoes temporal change by 
acting or being acted upon, verbs have been invented 
to denote the changes occurring in things acting or 
being acted upon In tine. Also, since there is no 
movement independent of tine. there cannot be a verb 
without designation of Its tense. ... Is this not a 
clear footprint of nature Impressed an the devices of 
hunan reasou? 'O 
Speculative grammar, a later medieval development, was founded 
an a Imadistic scheme', hence the terns Inodistic grannarl and 
'Modistael (its practitioners). In the modistic schene there 
were, firstly, the modes of being of real things, or Imodi 
essendilo whereby these things had their own properties. 
Correspondingly, the human mind apprehended and understood these 
properties with its own modes of understanding, or Imodi 
intelligendil. The properties of things as understood by the 
human mind were then signified by words, the Imodi 
significandil. 11 This s1nple system proposed a natural and 
logical continuum Iran reality to conceptualization, and from 
conceptualization to satisfactory linguistic utterance. Such a 
morphosemantic approach was standard. It finds its-conpletest 
expression in the Grammatica Speculativa of Thomas of Erfurt, a 
grammarian who was read In England, who defines a noun as: 
... a part of speech signifying by neans of the mode 
of an existent or of something with distinctive 
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characteristics... The mode of an existent in the 
mode of stability and permanence. 
lonen eat pars orationle significans per modum entle 
vel deternitatae apprehensionts; modus entis eat 
miodus babitus et permanentls. 12 
Thomas defined a verb as 
.., a part of speech signifying through the mode of 
tenporal process, detached iron the substance [that 
Is, the substance of which it Is predicated]. 
Verbum est pars arationis siguilicans per moduis esse 
distantls a substantia. 13 
Syntax too, as well as grammar. was similarly accounted for in 
extra-linguistic philosophical terms. As Robins puts it. 'in 
applying this terminology [i. e. scholastic categories] to the 
indeclinable word classes, the modistae treated nodus 
significandi almost as the equivalent of syntactic functioW. " 
A perfect formal construction was at the same time the complete 
expression of a concept of the mind. Thomas of Erfurt wove the 
idea of expressive intention into the very fabric of his 
syntactical scheme by denoting as its final cause, 'the 
expression of a compound concept of the mindl. 16 As a scholastic 
grammarian of his time, Thomas employed kristotle's scheme of the 
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four causes to describe a satisfactory sentence-log Not only did 
Thomas appropriate the terminology of the philosopher, he also 
used it as a philosopher, because he integrated the formulation 
of concepts with formulation of syntactical combinations. He 
cited the material cause. or principle, as the 'constructibilial, 
these being words as nembers of grammatical classes. The formal 
cause was the union of these constructibles. The efficient cause 
was divided into an intrinsic efficient cause and an extrinsic 
efficient cause. The intrinsic efficient cause was the 
grammatical relations between the constructibles. The extrinsic 
efficient cause was 'of the mind'. It was therefore outside the 
realm of the constructibles. It was the mind which effects the 
actual union of the constructibles. As the final cause was 'the 
expression of a compound concept of the mind', syntactical form 
was accounted for as semantic: 'the sign achieves its goal by 
virtue of Its waning. therefore the construction or the sentence 
in grammar achieves its goal as a result of its expression of a 
concept of the mind'. 17 And so, the business Of syntax was 
concepts. To ask a question about language was to ask a question 
about the mind, about the things it apprebends, and about what a 
speaker or writer Intended to say in the literal sense. Thus 
there was, in medieval gramm ,a theory involving the intention 
of the speaker or writer. This had its literary-theoretical 
correlate In the concept of Intentio auctoris. This postulated a 
message in the text as, proceeding f ron, the mind of the author. 10 
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The speculative grammarians believed that languages 
communicated &like, their differences being accidental rather 
than substantial; for they held that all languages represented 
not only the stable verities of the world, but also concepts 
drawn fron the world. " As Roger Bacon, no Xodistal agreed in his 
Greek granmar, Igramatica una et eaden est secundun substantiam 
in o=Ibus linguis, l1cet accIdentaliter varietur'. 211 This, 
then, was a general theory of universal grammar. The differences 
between languages were marginallsed as accidental, not 
substantial. The model for universal grammar. however, was 
Latin, a specific tongue. 
Translators used traditional Latin grammar when translating 
into English. because English could be more or less worked Into 
Latin grammatical categories, as well they knew from their 
schoolboy exercises with latinitates. In any case, they had 
nothing else. As stated by Baconj grammatical divergences 
between source language and target language could be seen as 
accidental. a superficial Issue of form which did not affect 
substance or semantics. Therefore our translators, in theory, 
could resolve these divergences. Therefore the more academic 
translators, like John Trevisa and the Vycliffites, stated that 
they would change granantical form but not the intended literal 
meaning, which was the substance. or as translators would say in 
Xiddle English, the sentence of their originals. The substance. 
or sentence, in the words of Thaws of Erfurt, was 'the 
expression of a compound concept of the mind'. Below Is a 
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statenent fron the fifteenth chapter of the prologue to the 
second version of the VyClIffite Bible. 
First it Is to knowe 
ýat ý beste translating is, out 
of Latyu into English, to translate aftir va sentence 
and not oneli aftir ýe wordis, so jat e sentence be 
as opin elýer openere in English as in Latyu, and go 
not far fro 
ýa lettre; and if 
ýe lettre mai not be 
suld inpe translating, let ýe sentence euere be hool 
and open, for e wordis owen to serue to e entent 
and sentence, and ellis e wordis ben superflu eiýer 
false. In translating Into English. maie 
resoluclons moun make e sentence open, as an ablatif 
case absolute nay be resoluld into 
ýese 
re wordis. 
wt couetable verbe. Ie while. for. if', as 
gramariens seyn; as ýus 1ýe maistir redinge, I 
standel, mal be resoluid ýu a 'while 
ýe 
maistir re+ 
I standel, eiVer 'it ýe maistir redlý$ etc., ejýer 
'for ýe maistirl etc. And sumtyme it wolde acorde 
wel wiý 
ý 
sentence to be resoluid Into 'whanne' 
+r into laftirward', ýUs 'Whanne ýe maistir red, I 
stood', eiýer laftir ýe maistir red, I stood'. And 
suntyme It mai wel be resoluid Into a verbe of 
ýe 
sane teus as 
+re ben In e same resoun, and into 
ýis word let'. ýat Is laud' in English, as ýUs 
larescentibus hominibus pre tinore', ýt is land man 




pretert, or actif vote eiýer 
passif, mai be resoluid into a verbe of 
ýe 
same tens 
and a coniunccloun copulatif, as 
ýus 'dicens', ýat Is 
Iseiyngel. mai be resoluid. ýus land so I elýr 
Art 
se 1. And s wole in manle placis make 
ýe 
sentence 
open, where to englisshe it aftlr e word wolde be 
derk and douteful. 21 
It Is worthy of interest, though hardly surprising, that the 
Wycliffites anglicized their gram3zatical terminology, for exanple 
'tens', 'coniunccioun copulatifl, lablatif case absolute'. At 
this time schoolboys and university students learnt Latin through 
English. Here the converse was true. The translator thought 
naturally in Anglicizations about the comparative English and 
Latin constructions. Vycliffe's own Latin often corresponded to 
an English word-order. Latin, as a synthetic language, could be 
re-ordered without losing Its sense. This must have been a 
contributory factor tending to an assumption about the general 
validity of English word-order when translating Latin. 
In a similar vein, Trevisa in his epistle to Berkeley an the 
occasion of his translating of the Polychrontenn, said that he 
changed word-order and construction, but never meaning: 
... in som place Y scbal sette word vor word and 
actyue vor actyue and passiue vor passyue arewe rý3' 
as a stond+ withoute changyng of a ordre of wordes. 
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But yn. som place Y mot cbange ýe rewe and ordre of 
wordes and sette 
ýe 
actyue vor e passiue and 
a3 enward. And yn som place Y not sette a reson vor a 
word to telle what hyt men+ Bate vor al such 
chaungyng, 
ýe neayng schal stonde and n5t be 
ychanged. 22 
Igain In the fifteenth chapter of the prologue to the second 
version of the Wycliffite Bible there are signs of the influence 
of orthodox grammar. This influence it; to be seen in the freedom 
with which indeclinable syncategorematlc words were treated. 
F. C. Copleston has observed that *they were regarded as ornaments 
of speech. as pertaining to its (i. e. language's) bene esse 
rather than to its esse. And there was a tendency to look an then 
as pretty Inferior parts of speech'. 23 Syncategorematic words, 
i. e. adverbs, conjunctions and prepositions, were classified 
together after the manner of the speculative gramnarians by the 
Vycliffite translators: Inanie suche aduerbis, coniunccions and 
preposicions ben set ofte oon for au+r and at fre cbois of 
autoris sumtyise; and now ýo sbulen be taken as it acordl best to 
ýe 
sentence' . 24 
I translation, as we have seen, according to medieval 
dictionary-tradition, was held to expound the meaning in the nind 
of the original by means of another language. It also saw a 
translator not only as expounding meaning through another 
language but as mediating between two languages. 26 This accords 
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with the common grammatical belief In the compatibility of 
languages. A translator, or 'Interpreal was defined as Inedius 
duarun Unguarum, cum transfert uel exponit vnam lInguam per 
allaml. 213 The translator was hold to expound the actual source 
language Itself; therefore language as a phenomenon was seen as 
containing meaning. The literal sense and Its concepts were 
taken as the province of the gramnatical structure of any given 
language. At the same time it was the province of the 
translator. John of Genoa had a further statement to encourage 
the translator: let sclas quod interpretatio sit In diversis 
linguis'. 27 Translation could be In nany tongues, and was not 
reserved for any named languages. It was Implied that it was 
feasible In many. Trevisals description of 'interpreters': Isom 
man lurn+ and knoweý meny dyuers speches... such a man may be 
menel, echoes John of Genoa's Idiversis linguis' and Imedius 
duarun 11mguarum' - 11 
The attitudes and assunptions of the speculative grammarians 
filtered quite quickly down as far as the grannar school 6.29 In 
the last two decades of the thirteenth century Richard of 
Hambury, a graminar master of Oxford, was drawing on speculative 
grammar and referring to nodes. Another grammar nastere John of 
Cornwall, did the same In his Speculun OrnmRtInala (1348). John 
of Cornwall, appropiately, was also the first granwr master to 
replace French with English as the language of vernacular 
instruction in the schools. He also gave English equivalents to 
verb-paradigms and Latin sentences illustrating parts of speech 
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together with English equivalents. Trevisa tells of this change 
in the Pnlychranicon: 
... for lohn Cornwaile, a nalster of grammer, chaunged 
ýe lore in gramer scole and construccioun of Frensche 
In to Englische; and Richard Pencriche lerned at 
manere techynge of hym and 
4 




ere of cure Lards a 
ýwsand ýe hundred 
and fours scare and fyue, and of e secounde kyng 
Richard after 
ýe 
conquest nyne, in alle 
ýe granere 
scoles of Engelond, children leuep Frensche and 
constru+ and lerneý an Englische. 00 
In the grammar schools Latin was expounded and learnt through 
the vernacular(s). To apply John of Genoa's statement. English 
(and French) were the languages which expounded Latin. Douatus 
and Prisclan provided the gran-tical categories and the 
terminology. Therefore. throughout the entire educational 
systen, traditional Latin grannar met with vernacular exposition. 
The Statutes of Oxford University, conpiled before 1380, demanded 
of grammar masters that both French and English be used for 
translating and explaining Latin words. *' And so, English and 
French explication and Latin gramnar were different sides of the 
same educational coin. 
The orthodox late-nedieval view of language denoting realities 
and concepts of the mind of the utterer goes hand-in-band with 
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the common medieval conception of the translator as a 
commentator, elucidating the realities indicated by the signs of 
the text. The translators as commentators did not translate 
word-for-word In the manner of an interlinear gloss-type 
translation. Their way was to take sentences as more important 
units than words, because It was the larger syntactic 
constructions which conveyed discrete developments in a text's 
argument, as grammarians would have agreed. 
The Clathallenn, both a grammar and a dictionary, provided 
standard definitions of these larger units. These definitions 
were at the same time descriptive of the workings of language 
itself, and a methodology for the exposition of text. 22 This 
harmonises with the orthodox late-medieval view that the very 
structure of language functioned semantically. The definitions 
were as follows. Firstly. the period was a unit of the text 
where both construction and a discrete development in the 
argument were complete: 
Periodus est punctum cum uirgula deorsum deducta. 
quando nec constructio riec sentencia plus dependet. 
et talls distiuccio uocatur finittua. 3" 
Within the period itself. the 'conal or 'suspensive pause' 
indicated Incompleteness both of neaning and of construction: 
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Cona eat punctum cun uirgula sursum duct&. quando nec 
sentencla nec constructio eat perfecta. Et talis 
distinctio dicitur suspenslua. 36 
The 'colun' or 'constant pausel showed that, although granmatical 
construction night be complete, the exposition of the thought 
relevant to the periodus or sentencia was not complete: 
Colum est punctum alne ulla uirgula. quando uidelicet 
constructio est perfecta. sed adbuc pendet intentio 
dictatoris. et talls distluccio uocatur constans siue 
nedia. 36 
This was how the translators read their sources and wrote their 
translations. This was how scribes punctuated their translations, 
and how the texts themselves were read. The primacy of the 
lintentio dictatoris', that is, what was in the mind of the 
utterer. Is reflected in other statements of orthodox gran-r. 
For example, the distinguished grammarian of the twelfth century, 
Petrus Hellas. held that the general cause of the invention of 
words was that men, by them, could manifest their will. -'241 Xen's 
intentions are expressed in units of discourse greater than the 
word. It is a truism of translation history that St. Jerome 
claimed to translate not word-for-word but sense-for-sense. 
Appropriately, in his preface to Ezekiel, Jerome claimed to be 
translating 'per cola et commatal. 37 Jerone. of course, was the 
very model for translators of the Xiddle Ages. 
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THE VERIACUUR ACADEMIC LITERARY THEORY OF TRAISLATORS 
AID MIDDLE ENGLISH LIVES OF CHRIST 
1. THE PROBLEX OF LITERARY AUTHORITY 
The academic literary roles adopted by the translators of the 
Kiddle English Lives of Christ had one over-riding purpose in 
common. This purpose was to communicate effectively$ without 
corruption. writings of 'authority'. A work of authority (in 
Latin lauctoritasl)l was a work of truth and wisdom by an 
appropriately trustworthy, wise, known author (in Latin 
I auctor I). A work possessing auctari tas was one to be read, 
believed and obeyed. The ultimate In auctoritas was the Bible. ' 
Its authors were divinely inspired. The Bible was the truest 
book, and its teaching denanded to be broadcast and inplenented. 
Thus it was not merely desirable, but a positive duty* to spread 
Christian teaching an the life of Christ for the benefit of 
readers and hearers. To write a Life of Christ was an activity 
not to be understood In narrowly literary terns. It was a duty 
to be performed with a pure and humble intention for the benefit 
of others. and with obedience to Holy Church and orthodox 
doctrine. 
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Ve must not under-rate the awesome responsibilities with which 
these translators had to contend. They had to provide a worthy 
version of the most holy life. This life was derived fron the 
four equally authoritative but distinct gospels. These separate 
accounts constituted the holiest part of the most sacred text of 
all. Vithout corruption, they had to adapt this life for their 
intended audiences In a vernacular often thought too crude and 
unworthy to do the Latin sources justice. Latin. the language of 
the Vulgate text and the Church. was the natural language of 
sanctity, authority, learning, and literary sophistication. It 
was the language of literacy it general. The overwhelming 
majority of books made and read In England were In Latin. 
Translators must have felt that, in one sense, they were pulling 
against cultural gravity. Their problem was to render Into 
English Lives of Christ which authentically enbodled their 
authoritative sources. Scholastic literary attitudes offered 
them choice of 'correct' procedures. It offered then definitions 
of their roles. It gave them licence, guide, and concrete 
examples. Scholastic literary theory was put Into practice in 
the vernacular. Considering the number and Inportance of Kiddle 
English Lives of Christ, It would not be inaccurate to speak of 
an academic literary sensibility as integral to medieval English 
literary culture. 
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II. SCHOLASTIC LITERARY ROLES 11 GEIERAL 
The three nain. roles adopted by the translators were those of 
the compiler, the commentator and the preacher. These roles were 
seen as being distinct iron each other. but nevertheless related, 
as If In a continuous hierarchy. St. Boaaventure's following 
systematic definition of a graded continuum of literary roles has 
aroused the attention of recent scholars. 
... quadruplex est nodus faclendl librun. Aliquls 
enim scribit allena, nihil addenda vel =tando; et 
iste mere dicitur scriptor. AlIquis scribit allena 
addenda, sed non de sua; et iste compilator dicitur. 
Aliquis scribit et aliena et sua, sed allena tanquan 
principalia, et sua annex& ad evidentlam; et Iste 
dicitur connentator non auctor. AlIquis scribit et 
sua et aliena, sed sua tamquam prlucipalia, aliena 
tanquan annexa ad confirmationem et debet dici 
auctor. 2 
The method of naking a book is fourfold. For someone 
writes the materials of others, adding or changing 
nothing, and this person is said merely to be the 
scribe. Someone else writes the mmterials of others, 
adding, but nothing of his own, and this person is 
said to be the compiler. Someone else writes both 
the materials of otber men, and of his own, but the 
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materials of others as the principal materials, and 
his own annexed for the purposes of clarifying than# 
and this person is said to be the commentator, not 
the author. Someone also writes both his own 
materials and those of others, but his own as the 
principal naterials, and the materials of others 
annexed for the purposes of confirnitg his own, and 
such must be called the author. * 
This fourfold definition is a useful generalization and starting 
point. The Iscriptorl makes a copy. However, actual scribes 
often modified their texts, changing layout and punctuation to 
conforn with certain preferred readings of the text. The 
'compilatorl adds materials of others, it Is true, but there was 
much nore to the actual practice of compilers than the definition 
of Bonaventure might seem to offer at first sight. Compilers 
exercised considerable flexibility in re-dividitg and re-ordering 
materials, which it was up to then to select and combine: these 
materials may have been presented as being in harnony or in 
conflict. The 'commentator', according to Ronaventure, should 
repeat the words of others, his own words having an ancillary 
function, that of elucidation. However, actual commentators used 
their freedom to choose which materials to expound, and they 
shaped the principal understanding of their texts for their 
readers to trust. The translators certainly did not portray 
themselves as lauctores'. However, when they made assertions In 
their own words without a specific source, they still wrote with 
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authority, because In these cases they were drawing on the 
general authority of traditional preaching and their clerical 
office of preaching. After all, these translators were clerics 
working for the profit of Christian souls, for whom they bore 
cousiderable reponsibility and over whom they were meant to 
exercise authority. As priests they expected attentiveness and 
obedience from their audiences. The preacher can be seen as a 
special type of commentator. He expounded Christian teaching by 
the grace of God, Vho was conceived of as validating, pernitting, 
and to some degree actually moving the preacher in his office. 
Trevisals argument that 'such Englysch prechyng ys verrey 
Englysch translacion' Is convincing to the point of seeming self- 
evident. A In Piers Plowman, texts are frequently given In Latin 
like preachers' cues and preached an in English. 
III. VERNACULAR TRANSLATORS. XIDDLE ENGLISH LIVES OF CHRIST, AND 
THE LITERARY ROLE OF THE COXPILER 
Xany translators of Xiddle English Lives of Christ can be seen 
as conpilers. The ubiquitous, utilitarian and flexible medieval 
literary genre of C02Pilatlo was concerned essentially with the 
accessible presentation of authoritative naterials according to 
the needs of the users of the book. Materials must not be 
corrupted-6 The compiler nevertheless exercised the right to 
choose, exclude, re-order, expand. condense, repent, highlight, 
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juxtapose and contradistinguish materials as he saw fit. 
Translators, as compilers, were also aided by developments in 
habits of exegesis in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. 
At this time commentary-tradition, as exenplified by the works of 
such schoolmen as Albert the Great, Thomas Aquinas and Nicholas 
of Lyre, increasingly emphasised the literal sense of the human 
authors of Holy Scripture as it developed throughout the whole 
work. Authorial intention and argument were the criteria of 
appraisal. 6 Vorks were assessed as being constructed of 
discernibly and deliberately arganised parts. Compilers were 
permitted to re-arrange these parts and combined them with the 
materials of other writers when the context allowed it. 
Compilers worked by selecting materials, dividing then (divisio). 
and re-arranging them In a justifiable order (ordinatio) with a 
particular utility. 7 Xany of the great and standard nedieval 
works were also great compilations. for alongside the plethora of 
reference works. preachers' manuals and collections of 
distinctiones there were books like the Historia 521-holostica of 
Peter Conestor (sacred history), the Spenulum mfiiq of Vincent of 
Beauvais (encyclopaedia). the CatbolIcnn of John of Genoa 
(dictionary), the LpZPndn Aurpa of Jacobus a Voragine (collection 
of holy lives), and, of course, Gospel Harmonies. Lives of 
Christ were re-ordered, reorganised compilations. They combined 
four distinct but equally authoritative gospels. 0 The late- 
fourteenth century translator of n nf-Pnure, a rendering of the 
linjim VY Qunttunr of Clement of Llanthony, Involving a tradition 
of gospel harmony numbering, among others, St. Augustine's lboc 
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of acarding of 
ýe four gospeleis' (DA Cannenan Evangplintarum). 
indicates the desirability of making one of four, 'for not alle 
gospeleres seya alle 





not alle ngis bi kindeli ordre In her place'. * 'Kindeli ordrel 
is lordo naturalls'. the actual historical sequence of events. 
This was distinguished from 'ordo artificialis', an artificial 
order of narration, which may at times be more to a writer's 
purposes. Not all gospel events were recorded In each gospel. 
Therefore Christians needed to be shown the rum and combining of 
these events and their developments being harnonised from 
different accounts, not only for a copiousness of knowledge but 
as a demonstration of the real harmony existing between all four 
evangelists. The preoccupations of the Onn nf Fnura are also to 
be found in Chaucer's prologue to the Tale nf Mellbea, as a 
precedent for his own literary practice as a compiler and 
translator. 
*Gladly, " quod I, "by Goddes sweete pynel 
I wol yow telle a litel thyng in prose 
That oghte liken yow, as I suppose, 
or elles, certes, ye been to daungerous. 
It is a moral tale vertuous, 
Al be it told soxtyme in sandry wyse 
Of sondry folk, as I sbal yow devyse. 
As thus: ye woot that every Evaungelist, 
That telleth us the peyne of Jhesu Crist, 
le seith nat alle thyng as his felawe dootb; 
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But nathelees hir sentence is al sooth, 
And alle acorden as In hire sentence. 
Al be ther In hir tellyng difference. 
For somme of hen seyn moore. and somme seyn lease, 
Vhan they his pitous passioun expresse- 
I neene of Xark, Kathew, Luc, and John- 
But doutelees hir sentence is al oan. '* 
The accounts of the four evangelists do differ because sone say 
more and some say less. However, there Is no contradiction 
between then. Their meaning is all one. The evangelists were 
the most prestigious example to makers of Lives of Christ and to 
Chaucer of the feasibility of treating worthily the same subject 
in different ways. The gospels were conceived of as 
complementary. each evangelist performing a necessary task 
contributing to a satisfactory whole. St. Augustine was one of 
the most authoritative of the many commentators on the harmony of 
the gospels. upon which there was an extensive literature, 
including his own De Consennu Rvangellstar"Ya. which was referred 
to by the English translator of Clement of Manthany. as has been 
seen. " In Book I, Chapter II, section Iv, Augustine gives the 
following forceful and lucid account of the relative roles and 
harmony of the evangelists. 
And however they may appear to have kept each of them 
a certain order of narration proper to himself, this 
certainly Is not to be taken as if each Individual 
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writer chose to write in Ignorance of what his 
predecessor had done. or left out as matters about 
which there was to Information things which another 
nevertheless to discovered to have recorded. But the 
fact is, that just as they received each of them the 
gift of inspiration, they abstained from adding to 
their several labours any superfluous conjoint 
conpositions. For Matthew is understood to have 
taken It In band to construct the record of the 
incarnation of the Lord according to the royal 
lineage, and to give an account of most part of his 
deeds and words as they stood In relation to this 
present life of men. Mark follows him closely and 
looks like his attendant and epitonizer. For in his 
narrative be gives nothing in concert with John apart 
from the others; by hinself separately, he has little 
to record; In conjunction with Luke, as distinguished 
from the rest, he has still less; but in concord with 
Xattbew, he has a very large number of passages. Much 
too, he narrates in words almost numerically and 
Identically the sane as those used by Kattbew, where 
the agreement is either with that evangelist alone. 
or with him In connection with the rest. On the 
other hand, Luke appears to have occupied himself 
rather with the priestly lineage and character of the 
Lord. 12 
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In Book 1, Chapter IV, section vil, Augustine dealt with the fact 
that John undertook the exposition of Cbrist's divinity, which 
was not the primary concern of the three other evangelists. 
These three evangelists, however, (i. e. Matthew, Mark 
and Luke] were for the most part engaged with those 
things which Christ did through the vehicle of the 
flesh of man, and after the tenparal fashion. But 
John, on the other hand, had In view that true 
divinity of the Lord in which he to the Father's 
equal, and directed his efforts above all to the 
setting forth of the divine nature In his Gospel In 
such a way as he believed to be adequate to men's 
needs and notions. " 
or, as the Speculum Devatorum pithily put it, 'that one leuyth 
anothyr supplyeth'. 14 
No one evangelist offers a final and comprehensive treatment 
of the life of Jesus. yet each gospel Is worthy and necessary. 
Similarly, each rendering of the life of Christ compiled in 
English was regarded as profitable, but did not claim to be the 
final treatment. Each Xiddle English Life was limited to, and 
justified by, its particular intention. For example, the 
translation of the Unum Ex Qljnttunr was intended specifically to 
show the harmony of the four gospels' narratives; Nicholas 
Love's Xirrour was a devout series of meditations on the humanity 
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of Christ Intended to stir the devotion of ayisple soules, Ila 
Mirourp of Kann Ralumnianne enphasised through typological 
exposition the life of Christ as a fulfilnent of the Old 
Testament-116 Thp Early Version of UP Wartharn Homily Callection 
was designed to provide unlearned English people with an 
understanding of the Sunday Gospels: 
The faur godspellers us schawes, 
Cristes dedes & his sawes, 
Al faur a talle thay telle, 
Bot seer saues er in thair spelle, 
And of thair spel In kirk at messe, 
Er leszouns red bathe nar and lesse, 
For at euer ilke messe we rede 
Of Cristes wordes and his dede, 
Forthi tha godspells that always 
Er red In kirc on sundays, 
Opon. Inglis vil Ic undo, 
Tef God wil gif me grace tharto... 
... For wil Ic an Inglis schau, 
Ind ger our laued brether knawe, 
Quat alle the godpelles sales, 
That falles tille the sunnendayes a 
The evangelists between them tell the life of Christ. Each, 
though, has a separate tale. Fran their accounts were excerpted 
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I leszouns' , as in the Stmn7itle Life nf _Christ 
(11.201 1170). Ut 
Early Ver--lnn nf th@ Nnrthorn partook of the 
tradition whose approach to the Gospels was one of compilation. 
It recognised the fact that the gospels are distinct but that 
they combine. It also recognised the practice of excerption from 
them. 
The text of the earliest extant version of the Nortbern 
Passlan in XS CUL Gg. 1.1 clained to be harmonised fron three, not 
four. gospels. 
Of his passloun Ich wol you telle. 
Tef ye wolle a stounde dwelle. 
Here is Xathe, Luc and lohanne. 
ýei 
accorden heuchon. "P 
The main source of this work, the Old French Paqqlnn, according 
to the EETS editor, Faster, contains only two parallels with the 
Inissing' gospel. Xark, and one of these passages Is shared with 
Xatthew. Could the virtual absence of Xark from the source be in 
some way the cause of this exclusion? Readings of the sane line 
(1.9) In CUL XS 11.4.9, BL XS Addit. 31042, and CUL KS Gg. 5.31 
refer to all four evangelists. " It Is tempting to ask, however 
tentatively, if. somewhere in the complex textual history of the 
Wnrthart Passict. the tradition of the harmony of all four 
gospels proved to be too strong for the survival of a reference 
to the trio as cited above. It certainly would be interesting to 
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know it such a tradition could overcone scribal accuracy or 
authorial intention. 
k certain easy familiarity with gospel harmony is witnessed In 
a poem In a fifteenth century hand in XS Bodley Rawlinson C. 288. 
It was written to rid a place of rate, against whom the Ivertul 
of Jesus was invoked, as was 
vertu of Xark, Xathew, Luke, an lon. - 
Ille foure Awangelys corden Into on. '" 
That gospel harmony could be such a commonplace should be no 
surprise. Each of the multifarious instances of the compiling of 
the life of Christ was a re-aff1ruation of its capacity to be re- 
treated 'in sondry wysel, as Chaucer put it. No one could have 
beard, read, or adapted a gospel or gospels without bearing in 
mind gospel harmony. 
Pure gospel harmony, strictly speaking, is a form of compiling 
which Is the rearrangement of Biblical material alone. Compilers 
of the English Lives of Christ, however, exercised their right to 
include material from non-evangelical sources. These sources 
were authoritatively orthodox, and were specifically cited as 
such. The lines Immediately following those earlier quoted from 
the prologue to the T&IP nf Mallbee tell us that Chaucer Is 
Intending to add proverbial materials, and is allowed to do this 
because some evangelists say more on the subject of the passion 
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than others. Just as their additions do not Impinge on the 
'sentence*, neither shall his own additions Impinge on the 
$sentence' of his source. 
Therfore, lordynges alle. I yow biseche. 
If that yow thynke I varle as in my speche, 
As thus, though that I telle somwhat moore 
Of proverbes than ye ban herd b1foore 
Conprehended In this litel tretys beere, 
To enforce with th'effect of my mateere. 
And though I nat the same wordes seye 
As ye ban herd. yet to yow alle I preye 
Blameth me nat; for, as in my sentence 
Shul ye nowher fynden difference 
Fro the sentence of this tretys lyte 
After the which this nurye tale I write. J10 
As a compiler. Chaucer was justified In adding proverbial 
material because proverbs are commonplace authorities. In any 
case the proverbs in Mellbee are accorded sources. It was the 
standard practice of compilers to label their sources. Some 
indicated their own intrusions. Thus we find that in the 
Pnlynhrnnicon Ranulf Higden labels his own intrusions with an 
'Re. and. also, in the Speculum mallis Vincent of Beauvais uses 
the tern 'actor' for the same purpose. 21 In the vernacular. we 
find in Love's Xtrrnur that Nicholas Love's words are 
distinguished fron those of his Pseudo-Bonaventurean source by 
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the use of 'IN' and 1IB1 In the margin respectively. The 
fourteenth-century Stanzain Life and the fifteenth-century 
Rpusculum T)Pvntnrtl? 2 name sources most explicitly, and construct 
0 
their English texts accordingly. However, although the English 
Lives adhered to their sources. they exercised the freedon to 
divide and re-order their chosen naterials. An Intelligent 
compiler, like that of the Speculum Dayntnrum. succeeded both In 
following sources faithfully and providing a lucid array of 
teaching expounding a Judiciously compiled narrative. He puts 
into excellent vernacular practice the conpiler's twin concepts 
of ordinatio and divisio. The prologue to the Stanzate Life 
tells us that a 'worthy wyght' asked our translator for Christ's 
works to be ordered in English: 
an a rowe, 
To the whiche by good Auctorite 
He mygbte triste 7 fully knowe. 22 
In other words he asked for authoritative materials suitably 
ordered by the conpiler so that they could be both trusted as 
authentic and be understood. 
The tradition of 'translation as conpilation' goes quite back 
a long way, for Robert Xannyug. In his early fourteenth-century 
translation of the Passion-section of the Pseudo-Bonaventurean 
Maditationes Map Christi. the MadItations inn the Supper of nur 
Lord. and the Hours nf the Passlan, a work in which there Is 
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considerable condensation, cutting, expansion and abridgenant, 
refers to his work as a compilation which aball both nave and 
teach and save his unlearned 'congregacyun' through maditation an 
the Passion: 
For ýou shalt chaunge ýy chere a none. 
Or elles yu herte ys harder an stone. 
T wyl 
ýe lere a medytacyun 
Conpyled of-crystys passyun; 
And of hys modyr, 
Vat ys dere, 
Vlxat peynes jey suffred ou mayst lere. 
Take hede, for y wyl no yng seye 
But ýat ys preued by crystes feye, 
By holy wryt, or seyntes sermons, 
Or by dyuers holy opynyous. 
Vhan ou 
ýenkest ýyr- 
YU ýy ýojt 
Thyr may no fende noye ýe with no3t. 2m 
Mannymg takes care to rehearse, In idiomatic fashion, the 
categories of the scholastic prologue, with which be was familiar 
in his other famous translation, that of the Manuel dpq Ppchtpz; 
for he points out that the innere of the work Is affective and 
meditative, that Its imtere concerns Jesus's and Xary's 
sufferings, and that its entent Is to edify the soul. 24 He also 
points out, as a conscientious compiler, that be does not discord 
from authority. by basing his work on the Bible and orthodox 
interpretation. 
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In another compiling posture, the translator of the Nnrthern 
Passion combines a declaration of the necessity of producing a 
clearly expounded Life In English for the benefit of Christian 
souls with the concept of or-dinatio. which In emphasised by the 
Romance word lordand'. 
And for ýe passioun of ibesu crist 
Es medeful forto be puplist. 
Ind nedful to all cristen nen 
Clerely forto kun and ken. 
ýarfore 
s es It ordand here. 
In iglische [sic) land zoen, forto lere. 20 
The ardinatio of a Life of Christ was historical and it could 
be variously presented. For example, the Stan-yale- Life was 
structured according to the Church year and could have been used 
thus. Xannyng's Meditations on the Sýjpg@r nf nur Lnrd. mnd the 
ffours of the Passion take account of the canonical hours. 26 The 
Epecululn Devotarli'm was given thirty-three chapters to the worship 
of the thirty-three years of Christ's Life an earth. 27 Love's 
Mirrnur was divided into sections for the days of the week, and 
could also be used according to the times of the Church year-20 
Such divisions, as In the case of the Mirrour were perhaps 
made nore manifest by the use of tables, running titles at the 
tops of pages, underlining, colour, marginal annotation. paraph 
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marks and other features of scholarly textual orpaisation 
available to the compiler. 
Especially Important In the case of the Urrour and the 
Speculum Devotortin were the lengthy explanatory capitula. I. e. 
cbapter-headings. which were more than zero titles in that they 
summarised the text. Under the heading Icapitulum' the 
Cxthnllenn described their functiont lbroviter caplant, at 
contineant aliquam sententiamlill In other words they pointed to 
some of the worthwhile material In the text. The Stanzain Life 
expounds and develops the Latin text& of its headings. In the 
Mirrnur cbapter-beadings were put Into tables at the beginning or 
end of the book in order to facilitate reference and to give a 
recapitulation of the life of Christ at a glance. In fact. 
Nicholas Love employed the principle of recapitulation within his 
text. He transposed a sunnarising meditation on the sufferings 
of Christ from before those sufferings to Immediately after them 
as a Irecapitulactoun'. thereby providing both a retrospective 
sunwry narrative and a series of mnemonic headings. -210 Under 
this same heading of Icapitulum'. John of Genoa mentions the 
related verb Irecapitulol as pertaining to memory Vad memoriam 
reducerel). The prologue of the Speculum I)Pyntgruis explicitly 
instructed the reader to read one chapter diligently rather than 
more without diligence-ýbl The Papyslan Gospel Harmany s 
divisions seen suitable for daily use. Nicholas Love excluded 
material for reasons Involving its likely time-consuming 
irksomeness to the Intended readers and bearers. The Xiddle 
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EnSlish Lives of Christ are an excellent example of the laudable 
medieval desire to produce books with a maximum usability and 
accessibility. 
The theory of conpilatio Is central to many other English 
translations of works of authority and piety. Xany times does 
Osbern Bokenham, for example, refer to himself as a compiler- 
translator. in no way an auctor or assertor. The prologue to his 
MAppula anallae. his rendering of part of Higden's Pnlychranican. 
contains the following illuminating staterient: 
I of no ynge seyde 
ýere-ynue chalenge ne desire to 
be holdyn neytbur auctour ze assertourl ne wylle aske 
no more but to bya holdyn oanly the pore conpilatour 
& owte of latyne in to ynglyssh the rude & symple 
trauslatour. 32 
In the process of rendering his own Life of St Katherine, he also 
mentions another writer who also nade an English version of the 
same life, John Capgrave. referring to him as a compiler- 
trauslator. 33 Bokenhax did not see himself alone In the role, 
as Is witnessed further by a reference to his literary activity 
in his Life of St Christine: 
... tbe translatour 
Vych I legend compylyd, not wyth-out labour, 
In englyssh tunge 
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k nore famous example of trauslation as conpilation is 
Chaucer's adoption of the role of 'lewd compilatorl, who has not 
done anything of his own lengyn'. that Is, on his own authority. 
in the prologue to his Treatine nn thp-AntrnImbe: 
But considre wel that I no usurpe not to have founden 
this work of my labour or of myn ongyn. I ulam but a 
lewd compilator of the labour of olde astrologions, 
and have it translatid in nyn Englissh oonly for tby 
doctrine. ýg 
Though a compiler nay not assert, be is permitted to alter the 
structure, which nay have a profound effect on a source. This is 
normally done In order to re-orient the work for another 
audience. Invariably an audience of lesser sophistication than 
that of the original. A good example of re-orientation of 
A 
structure Is t2g Seuptg-Poyntas of TrPwP Lnu@77 FuPr1mqtvncrP 
VV, _, -, PrIPkmA. an 
English reworking of the Drolorlum Saplentim- of 
Henry Suso, a devotional treatise on the wisdom, love and Passion 
of Jesus. 1215 Suso's two books and twenty-four chapters are 
compiled into seven chapters. or 'poyntes' (as set out in a table 
of capitula at the beginning of the work) with much abridgement, 
conflation, and cutting out of repetition. The new compilation 
is written for a devout woman, so there have been cuts to 
clergiale, material, and preservation only of the natters which 
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will edify the Intended readership. There Is to b* no redundant 
renderlug: 
Butte for ale niche as in ýe forseyde boke re be. 
manye naters and long process& towchynge him ýat 
wrote hit and ojere religiose personas of his degre, 
e whiche, as bit sem+ to me, were lytel 
edificacione to wryte to 3 owe, my dere ladye, 7 to 
oýere deuowte persones 
ýat desyrane a drawynge owt 
In englisebe: 
ýere-fore I leve seche materes 7 take 
onelye 
ýt 
me ukeý ediflyng to 30we- 27 
A new, and symbolic, ardinatio Is declared. The compiler has 
exercised his freedom to change it according to his entent: 
and also I folownot (sic) 
ýe 
processe of ýat boke 
In ordere, but I take materes In-sindrye, as el 
acardene to mye purpos... I And 
ýus, 
cansiderynge 
alle e processe of e forseyde boke... after mye 
synple vnderstaudyng hit may be conprebeadet as in 
effecte in to VII poyntes 
ýt longene to ýe trewe 
loue of owre lorde Jhesu, aftere e VII 3 ifftees of 
ýe holye goste. ** 
The new ordinatio according to the Seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost, 
although it occurs at the level of forim tractatus, manifests an 
expository decision. 'Xateres', bowever closely translated, now 
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take their context and meaning from those Seven Gifts. This does 
not mean to say that the sentence is In any way being undermined. 
The compilers' manere Is based on respect for the original, and 
the nodus exerptorls, that is. the conpilatory mDde of the 
excerptor, is at one with that of the fidus interpres In 
communicating what Is most Important for the source In the target 
culture. 39 
IV. VERNACULAR TRANSLATORS. KIDDLE ERGLISH LIVES OF CHRIST, AND 
THE LITERARY ROLE OF THE COMMENTATOR 
The role of the translator as commentator or expositor was 
more responsible and prestigious than that of the compiler. Like 
the compiler. the ca=aeutatar offered faithful rehearsal of 
authorities, but he did more because be clarified and explained 
what was latent In his materials. As a canmentator the writer of 
an English Life of Christ offered exposition developed from 
gospel narrative with the Intention of edifying his audience. 
Although the Xiddle English Lives did not actually originate much 
commentary-material themselves. they were Important in bringing 
such expositions into the vernacular. The commonest expositions 
came from standard cozuwntary-tradition, reworkings of Biblical 
materials and devotional treatises, including the n1nqqx 
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Ordim-Arta, Comestor, Lyra# St. Bernard, the LgapnAa Auran , among 
others. Often a translator would find that the Latin or French 
Life from which he was translating had commentary In it already. 
Koreover. the very form of treatment$ the very arrangement of an 
English Life, was itself an expository act relative to the Bible. 
In having to be a single version, an English Life manifested a 
set of expository decisions. 
The activity of the commentator underwent some important 
changes during the course of the Xiddle Ages. Vbereas the Early 
Xiddle Ages concentrated on the allegorical senses of Holy 
Scripture, the emergence in the thirteenth century of an 
Aristotelian node of exegesis gave priority to the literal sense. 
The twelfth century Neoplatonist William of Conches wrote that 
the sententia was the level of meaning which could be reached 
only by a effort of commentary. The commutator considered only 
the sententia: neither grammatical construction nor the 
exposition of the letter were his concern. Such lower levels, 
according to William of conches. were the concern of the glass: 
Commentum enim est solum sententiam exequens, de 
continuatione vel expositione litterae ritbil agit. 
Glasa vera ammia illa exequitur. 
I comBentary only considers the sententin, but has 
nothing to do with the syntactical structure 
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(continuatio) or explanation of the literal text. 
Indeed, a gloss considers all these things. 40 
Hugh of St. Victor, In his MdAne'alfron, a standard text-book 
of the Xiddle Ages which taught reading and exposition, had a 
similar outlook: 
Littera eat congrua ordinatio dictionum, quan etlan 
constructionem voca=s. Sensus ect facilis quaedan 
et aperta significatio, quam littera prixa fronte 
praefert. Sententla eat profundlor intelligentla, 
quae nisi expositione vel Interpretatione non 
Invenitur. 
The letter (littera) Is the proper arrangenent of 
words which we also call construction. The sense 
(sensus) is a straightforward and open Interpretation 
which the letter offers at first sIght. The 
sentence (sententla) is a deeper understanding which 
Is discovered in no other way except by exposition or 
Interpretation. 41 
Such definite stratification of the levels of neaning, 
however, had broken down significantly by the time of Nicholas of 
Lyre in the fourteenth century. Around 1331 be completed his 
Pnstilla an the literal sense of the whole of the Bible. To 
Nicholas the sensus literalis was of paranount importance because 
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It alone was regarded as the basis for the adducing of proof, for 
the level of the literal sense was that at which the intention of 
the Inspired human authors of Holy Wit operated. This accounts 
for Lyre's use of the Interesting t*rn Isententia litterael, 'the 
profound neaning/teaching of the literal sense'. 41 This 
collocation would have been inpossible for earlier exegetes, who 
would have conceived of sententla and littern as nutually 
exclusive levels. Vhereas the later 'Aristatellans' take a 
literal route to sententia the earlier exegetes like Villiam of 
Conches went the allegorical way. Naturally there two traditions 
are not mutually exclusive. Both traditions were available to 
translators of the Lives of Christ. However translators did have 
an understandable interest In the exposition of the literal 
sense, for to expound the literal sense 18 tantamount to 
translating. The Vycllffltes. rebellious in nany ways but 
orthodox in scholarship. relied heavily an Lyre. So did the 
writer of the Speculun Dayntorum. who was In no way a rebel and 
used the Poc-atilla for the Ilettural vndyrstandyngel. -2 
Translating according to the sentence after the Hieronymic 
fashion Is the central tenet of the theory and Ideology of 
serious medieval translation In general. For exanple, the 
translator of the Seven Pointes feels obliged to elucidate 
'clergiale teremes' in the vernacular for his audience: 
Te I translate not e wordes, as I bene wrytene, one 
for a njere, 
ýat Is to seye e englische worde for 
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In clergiale teremes a wheche wold some vneaverya so 
to be spokene In englische: and 
ýere-for I take a 
sentence as me nk + noste opune to e Conine 
vaderstandyng In englische. 44 
The maker of the Myrourg nf Oure L: ld= Is typical in giving a 
greater priority to the sentence than the words, although he 
tries to keep as close to the words as he can, which is also 
typical: 
latyne words - by-cauce at re bý manye wordes 
In clergiale teremes a wheche wold some vneaverya a 
to be spokene In englischs: and 
ýere-for I take a 
sentence as me nk + noste opune to e Conine 
vaderstandyng In anglischo. 44 
Tt is not lyght for euery nan to drawe any longe 
thyng from latyu into aura Englyshe toingue. For 
there ye many wordes in Latyn that we haue no propre 
englyssh accordynge therto. And then suche wardes 
muste be turnyd as the sentence may beste be 
vnderstondyd. And therfore though I laboure to kepe 
bathe the wardes and the sentence in this boke as 
farre as aura language wyll well assente: yet some 
tyne I folowe the sentence and not the wordes as the 
mater asketh. 46 
It Is acknowledged that often a rendering will have to be 
glossatory or selective in order to catch the connotations and 
nuances not only of the Latin words, but also of the larger 
linguistic units: 
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There Is also nany wordes that haue dporce 
vnderstoudynges, & soma tyne they ar taken In one 
wyse, soma tyme in another, and son tyne they nay be 
taken In dyuerse wyse In one reson or clause. 
Dyuerse wordea also in dyuerse scrypturea% ar set and 
vnderstonde sone tyzw other wyse then auctoures of 
gramer tell or speke of. 40 
Like Jerone (and like his contexporaryt Osbern Bakenhan), he is 
thinking of translating In terms of cola et cozzuts. The fact 
that he has to change the words of the source makes his 
sheltering in his obedience to the correction of the authority of 
Holy Church the more significant., 47 Bokenham keeps faith with 
his auctor, not through translating word-for-ward but 'fro 
sentence to sentence'. In this way be will fully follow his 
source. St Ambrose: 
Vhom fully to folwyn was MY purpose# 
Zot wurde for wurde, for 
ýat 
ne may be 
In no translacyoun. after Jeronys decre; 
But fro sentence to sentence I dar wele seyn 
I byz haue folwyde euene by A by. 40 
There is something paradoxical about using 'folwyn' and 'folwydel 
to describe his not following the word-order of the original. 
The motivation for the appropriative wresting of the tern Into a 
slightly unexpected context is to show that a higher order of 
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sentence has been 'falwydel. It nay be possible to Initate the 
order of discourse of the original in terns of larger units, for, 
In his prologus to the Lpaondyn f3t HnniX Vilinmi, 71, Bokenham points 
out that the form of his treatment of the original has been to 
clarify it 'in dew ordre clause be clausel. 4" 
Wth a similar approach, Gavin Douglas, in his translation of 
Virgil, modelling his approach to his Scots Engl1shing of a 
classical source an a combination of Christian and pagan 
authorities, Horace and Gregory the Great, in no way feels bound 
to follow his original word-for-word. Indeedl so to do would 
spoil the Isentens': 
To follow alanerly Virgilis wardiss I weyn, 
Thar suld few vndirstand ne quhat thai meyn. 
The bewte of his ornate eloquens 
Xay nocht al tyme be kepit with the sentens. 
Sanct Gregor eik forbyddis ws to translait 
Vord eftir word bat sentence follow algait: 
*Quba haldis, 4 quod he, Oof wardis the propertels 
Full oft the verite of the sentens flays. " 
Ind to the sa=yn purpose we vay apply 
Horatius in hys Art of Poetry: 
OPres nocht, " says he, "thou traste interpreter 
Vord eftir word to translate tbi nater. 06p() 
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In his glossatory translation of the Pealter Rolle attempted 
to follow the letter, and only would circunlocute when he had to. 
In s werk I seke no strange Inglis, bot lightest 
and conunest and swilke t es mast like vnto 
Latyn, so ýmt ýi ýt knawes toght Latyn, be ýe 
Inglis may cum t1lle many Latyn wardes. 61 
His entent Is to provide access for the reader without Latin to 
as close an experience as possible of the linguistic texture of 
the original together with orthodox comeentary and affective 
extrapolation. His method of opening the Psalter has two main 
stages; firstly an Interlinear verbal gloss-type rendering, which 
allows the original to cast a literallstically Latinate shadow in 
the vernacular; and. secondly, a nore open translation together 
with expository (and devotional) extrapolation of the sentence, 
based In general an the catena of Peter Lombard: 112 
In ýe translactoun I folow ýe letter ale mekil als I 
may, and 




ýt ýai ýmt 
s. &I rede it, 
ýam 
thar naght dred errynge. In expounynge I folew haly 
doctours. " 
This can be exemplified by a typical expository sequence from 
Psalm 3-. 
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Vace nes ad doninun claimui at exaudluit me do monto 
Sancto Suo. 'Vith my voyce I cried til our* Lord and 
he me herd fra his haly hille. 1 Voyce of hert, 
ýa 
t. 
as, grate 3ernynge of Goddes luf, counes bifore 
Crist. His praler he calles cryinge, for the force 
of fire of luf as in his saule, at makis his prayer 
to thrille beuen. And so be herd hym fro his baly 
bille, ýat as, of his rigbtwiGnes, for It as 
rightwise byfor GcxI to help hym at es In angwya for 
his luf. 64 
This method of translating by drawing an the gloss permeates 
medieval literary culture and Is to be found also In ton-Biblical 
and non-devotional translations, notably those which dealt with 
the most prestigious and authoritative sources, for example in 
Chaucer's and Valton's translations of Boethius 00. and Gavin 
Douglas in his Scots version of Virgil. the Fnamdmg. All of 
these drew an comentary-tradition, and Its methodology, in the 
best nanner of the age. Chaucer drew on Trevet's commentary, 
some Remigian glosses, and the French translation of Jean de Xeun 
(itself an academic rendering). Valton, drew an Trevet and 
Chaucer's Bocce. In his 1wlgar Virgill' Gavin Douglas used 
commentary material from Ascensius and Servius, and employed the 
standard expository method; for example: 
Sun tyne the text non baue ane expositioun. 
Sun tyne the collour will causs a litill additioun, 
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Ind suit tyne of a word I mon make thre, 
In witness of this tern Ooppetere. "66 
An intriguing act of vernacular self-exegesis at this point 
provides a scholarly, and rather triunphant, gloss, a peculiarly 
medieval etymology backing up his point: 
Oppetere is alsmekil to say as are terram petere, 
lyke as Seruius expanys the samnyu torn, quhilk to 
translate in our tung is with nowth to seik or byte 
the erd. And lo, that Is ane hail sentens for ane of 
Virgill1s wordis. 07 
He also glosses in the sane manner sone other exanples of 
difficult Latin words, like 'animal' and lbomal. 0- Like 
commentators on the Bible, he notes that authoritative works have 
a superabundance of sentence. which forces the expositor to 
choose a neaning which accords with his entent. 
Eik weill I wait syndry expositouris seIr 
Xakls on a text sentens diuerss to heir# 
Is tbane apperis, accordyng thar entento 
And for thar part schawis ressonys euident. 
All this Is ganand. I will weill it swa be. 
Bot a sentens to follow may suffice me. 
Sun tyne I follow the text als neir I nay, 
Sun tyme I am constrenyt ane other way. " 
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Douglas proclaims his closeness to the text, which means 
closeness to the literal sense and the sentence: 'Rycht so am I 
to Virgillls text ybund'. Rather than let his lengynel be at 
liberty, he trusts In 'a fixt sentens or nater'. 4143 Note that 
this fixity is a business of Interpretative units of significant 
subject-matter. Caxton Is berated for perverting this Inater'. 61 
The Scot advertises that he is providing a wlgjr Virgill Ifut 
halte... In fresch sapour new from the berry run' i. e. from the 
true Latin source, not Caxton'r. Inank and mutulatel prose, liawyn 
fra tun to tun' via a mere French Intermediary. Here we have the 
same respect for the integrity of the originalla as shown by the 
makers of the Vycliffite Bible and the conpilers and editors of 
scholarly compilations. 
The later Xiddle ages had a considerable tradition of 
scriptural exegesis which paid attention to the literary features 
of the Bible. 62 The exegete who did not take Into account the 
literary forms and the very literariness of the Bible might be 
led into interpretative error. There emerged an understanding of 
the variety of genres within the Bible. Xoreover Alexander of 
Hales, St. Bonaventure, Thomas Aquinas and many others appraised 
and taught the multiform styles and modes of Holy Scripture. its 
*nodes' ( in Latin Imodil), whose function it was to move the 
will. Such modes Included the narrative. exhortative, 
preceptivet disputat1ve, deprecative, laudatory, oratory, 
exemplificative. revelatory, prophetic and figurative. The 
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figurative node did not concern the allegorical senseal rather it 
concerned the figurative language used by the human author. In 
the same vein William of Occan, harking back to Peter Abelarde 
warned that attention should not be paid to the more propriety of 
words but to Itranslationes's that intentional defamillarl2atlan 
through unusual use of language-04 Augustine, Jerome and 
Cassiodorus had set precedents for the Xiddle Ages by their own 
appreciation of the hundreds of rhetorical figures in the 
Bible. 164 Like many others they bold that It was the greatest 
literary work. Commentators such as Lyre showed an Interest In 
the psychological motivation of Biblical personages such as 
Herod. Judas. and of course Christ Himself. This was reflected 
particularly in the treatnent of characters/people/personages In 
the more affective and meditative/imaginative Lives of Christ 
such as the Pseudo-Bonaventurean Meditationes Vitae Chris-11. 
Lave's Mirrnur. and the Speculum 7)Pvntnrm2. Analysis of 
authorial roles was also provided for by a theory of personae: 
for example David was variously repentant sinner, king, prophet 
or saint. Salomon was credited with a Imodus dranatis' by 
William of St. Thierry. 60 Gerhoh of Reichersberg propounded a 
theory of Icharacteres scripturael (c. 1144-69) In which an author 
may speak words as from himself de suo lexegenatically', or 
dramatically. or both at once. " With such a commentary- 
tradition behind them translators were better placed to enploy a 
considerable literary sophistication In appraising their sources, 
translating them and making new English works. 
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The translator of the Speculum Devotatura told his reader in 
his prologue that be brought in Idoctorys' to expound the gospel, 
as was seen above (p. 10) Bonaventure's view of the role of the 
commentator as using the naterials of others as principal 
materials with his own annexed for the purposas of clarification 
was echoed by the Eppe-ulum Nyntnrtim. whose writer claim to add 
nothing of his own but that which may be conceived by the 
security of open reason and good conscience. " 
Orn, in his rendering of the life of Christ, did not wish 
merely to relate events; he rather, like nany other medieval 
writers. wished to transmit orthodox teacbIng an the Vita. 
Therefore he interspersed his narrative with counentary, in order 
to tell what the gospel means., 
ýat tatt te Goddspell meneýbi, se 
The word lmenejý' has a stronger connotation than today of the 
sense of intended meaning. He expounded by commenting as be 
went through the historical sequence. As'be put it, 
Forr whase not to laewedd follc 
Larspell off Goddspell tellean, 
He not wel ekenn mmnlj word 
Ammug Goddspelless wordess., 61, 
The comoentary-material was provided by an act of 'compiling'. 
It was not original material, but because It was put by Ora Into 
his own English words for the purposes of elucidation be can be 
seen as a commentator, fitting Into Bonaventure's definition. 
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Also It Is seen here that the act of translation forces together 
the related roles of counentator and compiler. 
The Lives of Christ were designed to be faithful expositions 
of Christ's words and deeds and Sacred Hunanity, His 'dodo & 
sawes' and His 'nanbedel. For example Nicholas Love caw himself 
as partaking in a tradition of clarifying what was latent in the 
gospels for symple soules, both Irk providing his own elucidation 
and by his translating a source which expounded the Life of 
Christ in a manner plainer than the evangelists did themselves-" 
The zuteria of the literal-historical sense could be translatedo 
and remain laden with auctoritas. 71 The writer of the Speculum 
N-yntgrum, following 'Lire' and Peter Comostor. for the literal. 
and historical, senses respectively, took an the role of 
commentator. His own comnentary-practIce consisted of perhaps 
giving a Latin text, followed by a close English translation. 
followed by a longer, moreopen English rendering. Then be would 
give some literal-historical exegesis as to how It pertained to 
the reader for whose utility the book had been made. 
The exegetical mode of translation has been seen as being a 
form of displacement of the original text. For Rita Copeland, 
the commentaries drawn on by the vernacular translator are held 
to serve to Invoke and also displace the teXt. 72 Though her 
article deals with Bcmthian tradition and not the devotional or 
Biblical texts an which this thesis concentrates the fact that it 
centrally concerns Itself with the relationship between 
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translation and commentary- tradi t Ian and auctores has direct 
inplications for Lives of Christ, which also draw an exegetical 
tradition and auctores. 
The use of the tern 'displacemante It application to 
exegetical translation Implies that the source text Is being 
displaced from its cultural position in some way. However, 
because the source may never have had a presence in the 
vernacular culture, it could not be displaced. The concept of 
displacement can be rather misleading because a translation 
generally valorises its source. It has already been seen (above, 
pp. 61-62) how Chaucer, albeit somewhat in game, argues In his 
prologue to Mellbee. that his re-treatment of his sources though 
apparently different from more familiar renderings. is 
nevertheless dutiful to the sentence of the original, and hence 
does not in any way displace it. The rather reductive 
mechanicism of the concept of displacement does not do justice to 
the variable complexities of inter-relationships between source 
and translation as conceived of by the translator and as received 
by a diverse audience, who may (well or Imperfectly) know or nay 
not know the source. Translation can more readily be be seen 
thus; not that the vernacular culture Is merely unilaterally 
appropriating and aggrandising itself through translation, but 
that the original and its Ideology are linperialising' and 
modifying the target culture. This is especially so with 
medieval vernacularisations of authoritative works, in whose case 
the culture of the original is extensively the same culture as 
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the vernacular culture. The vernacular culture can also be seen 
as a subculture Imposed on from the heights of the mainstream 
authoritative Latin Christian culture. 
Conwatary Is not displacement of the Bible as far as the 
Xiddle English Lives of Christ are concerned. They would not 
regard themselves as competing with anything. not even each 
other; for they are supreme. Isouereyn'. They complement, 
supplements redimensions reorient the matere for differing 
audiences. Whether the translation has displaced a source 
depends an the nature of reception. For example# nothing would 
have been displaced in the case of a simple soul who has not read 
any Latin Life of Christ; but for a learned (and perhaps lazy) 
person, the Mirrnur, say, might actually displace the 
Xeditationes Vitme Chrlstl. However, knowledge of the gospels or 
of the original Is not necessarily displaced: It my even be 
preserved. A reader in the process of responding to a Life of 
Christ may read back to an original through. the translation, and 
read the translation according to knowledge of the gospelso 
perhaps both at the same time. Also. as Rolle put It, a 
translation may bring the simple English reader to zany Latin 
words. thereby enhancing the position of the original and making 
the use of the source easier . 7-3 Likewises Chaucer's Rnpep 
provides an increased access to the original, refracted through 
the orthodox glasses of Trevet and the ca3moentary-translation of 
lean de Xeun (see Appendix U. below). 
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It is feasible to so* a translation as a further unnifestation 
of the source, not just a displacement of It. Actually, there Is 
more likely to be displacement within the vernacular culture of 
translations by newer translatlons; for example, Chaucer's 
Boethius was outdone to some extent by Valtan's version, which 
responded to both the sapientla of commentary-tradition and the 
eloquentia of the original by virtue of its stanzaic form. On 
the other hand the various versions of the passion-sectlon of the 
MAditationes Vltap Chrictl imade in the fourteenth century In no 
way displaced either the original or each other, because each had 
its own Isolated audience and Individual literary procedures. " 
In the fifteenth centuryl bowevers Love's Mirrnur was very widely 
read; though. to be sure# It Is never possible to know for 
certain how much the earlier versions would have been used anyway 
in the 14001s. Perhaps, in that some of them exist In fifteenth- 
century manuscripts, It could be conjectured that the fame of 
Love's Mirrnur might have made other attempts at the same 
original more likely to be preserved or read. 
So, bow far are the Lives of Christ substitutive? They are so 
in the narrow sense that they may have been used Instead of the 
Bible or other Lives of Christ (French or Latin) for certain 
audiences; but they are not in that they do not pretend to be the 
Bible, but 'writyugel and scripture, not scripture per so, as 
Love put it In his probeim. 76 They knowingly participate in a 
larger tradition. They always witness to where they are from and 
to where they are going, not that they are replacements. They 
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could be called with reason 'from/tal-texto not 'instead oil- 
texts. 
V. VERNACULAR TRANSLATORS, XIDDLE ENGLISH LIVES OF CHRIST. AND 
THE LITERARY ROLE OF THE PREACHER 
Ve must never lose sight of the fact that these Lives were 
generally made by preachers. The obligations of the commentator 
were also part of the preacher's office, but a preacher 
additionally had a special relationship with God of grace as an 
instrument of the divine authority which moved, permitted, and 
validated his conduct and which was also the end of his duties. 
The preacher also had a special duty to his flock, whom he taught 
the rudiments of the faith and Christian behaviour. 
Raymond Lull called preaching 'the highst, the most difficult, 
and the most noble office'. 716 The first and greatest preacher 
was God the Father, Vhoz Humbert of Romans dubbed a zuSister as 
'Xaster of Preachers'; and Vhoz Christ, the ultimate In human 
preaching. followed. " As Robert of Basevorn expressed it In his 
Fnrja Prapd1candt: 
God preacbed... to Adam... Afterward He preached 
frequently through angele-through Xoses and some 
Prophets... through John the Baptist... And at last He 
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Hinself. taking on a human soul and body in the unity 
of substance came preaching the sane theme which his 
precursor had preached before. '* 
To preach was to imitate Christ, Vho, as the Epaculux 
Dgyntnrun puts it, in His ministry. lyh* nay thenke how he goth 
forthe into te worlde. And precheth 
ýe kyngedoze of god. and a 
waye to euerlastynge lyfe'. 7" Hence the life of Christ was all 
the more suitable a subject for the literary activity of 
preachers. 
In his influential U=nAlum on the Art of Prpachlng, Alan of 
Lille. paraphrasing two Instructions from Jesus In Xattbew X. 27. 
defines preaching as 'manifest and public Instruction in faith 
and morals, zealously serving the Information of nankind. 
proceeding by the narrow path of reason and the fountain of 
authority'-00 Also, preaching is a very special kind of 
discourse becauSe It transcend& the normal rhetoric and 
dialectic of language use, having Its own loci In the Sacred 
0 Page. where proofs of Irrefutable quality are always to be found. 
Little wonder then, that Aquinas called preachers the *mouth of 
Christ, and described preaching as Itbe noblest of all 
ecclesiastical functions'. 01 
In his office the preacber mediated auctoritas to his flock: 
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There are two lights, a greater and a smaller one, 
that is to say, the wiser non and the less wisel the 
day signif Ies the wise men, and the night the 
uninformed. The greater light Illuminates the days 
for the wiser men Instruct those who are more able. 
Vhat is Augustine If not a run In the Church? to 
( sic) whom does he speak if not to the wise? Youi 
however, the priests, knowing less, are the smaller 
light, you Illuminate the light, for you preside over 
the laity who do not know the Scripture and remain In 
the darkness of Ignorance. 02 
A preacher mediated authority to his flock because be knew what 
to teach. and because he was ordained by God and submitted to His 
will. Therefore, a preacher was seen as an Instrumental 
efficient cause, with God as the higher efficient cause. Among 
the many treatises an preaching we find, in the Fnrma Prapd1randt 
of Robert of Basevorn. (written c. 1322), a conflation of efficient 
causality and final causality. In his Aristotelian prologue, 
Basevorn stated that God was the end of the preacher's activity, 
and at the sane time part of the neans for effecting that 
objective. As he says: 
The final cause is designated when It Is said: 'The 
Lord stood with me and strengthened male for He is my 
end; ... He who is also the end nay be the efficient 
cause affecting the whole. 03 
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To effect the objective a preacher also needed a pure and humble 
Intention, and he needed to be a good man. All manner of 
problems were hold to be possible If this were not so. The 
fourteenth century witnessed a controversy as to whether the 
sacrament or sermon of sinful priest, or a priest of Impure 
Intention, actually worked. Comments which the Xiddle Ages 
attributed to Thomas Aquinas in a work tamed D@ Art@ Proodicandi 
stated that 'two things are necessary for preachers. that they 
may lead to Christ. The first is an orderly discourse; the 
second is the virtue of good works'. 04 The slippery problem of 
Chaucer's Pardampr's Tale, to which Chaucer characteristically 
offered no solution, Is that an excellent examplon is told by an 
evil man with an evil Intention. " Vycliffe was fiercely strict 
on this point. He held that preaching had greater priority than 
the Eucharist. In De Verltate Saarme ScrIpturap, he wrote that 
'predicacio verbi dei est actus solempular qua= confecclo 
sacramentil. ", Vycliffe believed that Holy Scripture could be 
ruined by a writer's or preacher's impure Intention: 
Si sensus sacer Inscribitur menti sacre. tunc 
scriptura est sacra, et ut videtur, el. mens sit 
maculata scripturan continens, tunc quedan scriptura, 
que est dicclo peccatorls, est, scriptura falsa. licat 
sit alla prior lmoculata. 107 
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1ccorditSly the translators of the second version of the 
Wyclifilte Bible portrayed themselves an well-intentioned, 
morally-living men. It should be remembered that the 
performance of the preacher was permitted and defined by the 
grace of God, as It related to the Intended profitability of the 
book to the audience. - Or, as Humbert of Romans put it In a 
treatise an preaching, the preacher should 'preach according to 
the needs of his bearers, as St. Gregory advises in his 
Pastoral'. He continues: 
Finally, the preacher should be aware that the skill 
he possesses results from knowledge conzunicated by 
the Holy Ghost... Happy are those who are provided 
with this knowledge which nakes up for the 
Inperfections of all other kinds of learninglOO 
Likewise Alan of Lille wrote that the preacher should tailor his 
preaching to his audience, with a view to their social station, 
wealth, and their sins. *4(31 
Preaching and translation were Often linked In the Xiddle 
Ages. The Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 stressed the importance 
of preaching to the masses. and the Decrees of the Council of 
Oxford of 1222 fornallsed the commitment of the English church to 
the production of vernacular vanuals. treatises and narratives. 
Such works, however, were not conceived of as vernacular versions 
of the Bible in the wycliffite sense. Generally, the nearest the 
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laity got to the Bible-text was paraphrases, sermons expounding a 
Latin Biblical quotation. or Biblical art In churches. The 
Biblical text was almost exclusively reserved for the clergy. It 
was enough. as Langland put it, for a poor man to pierce with 
Paternoster the Palace of Heaven. "' Nevertheless there survives 
an I=ense corpus of religious literature derived fron the Bible 
and writings and commantary an the Bible Intended to provide the 
faithful with edification. English Carthusians like Nicholas 
Love and the compiler of the Speculure T)Pvmtnr"? a were obliged to 
make devotional books. This was a form of long-range preaching. 
Alan of Lille. In his Q=mMum an the, Art of Prone-hing, 
enumerated three different types of preaching, backing each of 
these up with an authority: 
The first Is done by word of mouth, as In the cominnd 
of the Lord, "Go. preach the Gaspel to every 
creature, etc. " Mark 16); the second is done by 
writing, as when St Paul said that be bad preached to 
the Corinthians because he had written then letters; 
and the third is done by example. as it is written, 
'Every action of Christ Is our Instruction". 92 
Two Inportant Carthusian Lives of Christ, the s2gcujun IDevotnrum 
and the Mirmur of licholas Love, are Cast in an epistolary 
style. Both regarded their literary activity as a preacherly 
role. John Trevisa (c. 1342-1402), In, his Dial gruP_bPtw@Pn a T_nrd 
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Anfi Clerk upnn Tranqlpktlnn (1387). equated preaching with 
translation, because to translate lit a sintlar duty to preaching, 
i. e. providing the people with vernacular Christian teaching. 
Also holy wryt In Latyn ys b+e good and fayr, and 
3et for to make a sermon of holy wryt al yn Latyn to 
men 
ýt 
kcnneý Eaglysch and to Latyn hyt were, a lowed 
dede, vor by buý neuere 
ýe 
wysor vor 
ýe Latyn bote 
hyt be told hen an Englysch what byt ys to mene, and 
hyt may D03 t be told an Englysch what e Latyn ya to 
mene withoute translacion out of Latyn into Englysch. 
ýanne byt ned+ to haue an Englysch translacion. And 
for to kepe hy-t in muynde 
ýat hyt be not vo'3 ut hyt 
ys betre 
ýat 
such a translacion be ymad and ywryte 
ýan yseyd and no3t ywryte. *: b 
The Lord goes on to Dver-ride the Clerk's objections that Oýeuse 
bakes stond+ macbe by holy wryt, by holy doctors and by 
phylosaty. 
ýauue euse bakes scholde ud5t be translated ynto 
Englysch'. The Lord's first concern, Is. however, dutj and 
profitability: 
Also e gospel and prophecy and 
ý 
ry3t fey of holy 
churche not be tau3 t and yprecbed to Englyschmen 
ýat 
conný no Latyu. 
ýanne 
gospel and prophecy and 
ýe 
ry3t fey of holy chercbe not be told ham an Englyscb, 
and 
ýat 
ys nop ydo bote by Englysch trauslacion. 
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Vor such Englysch prechyng ye verray Englysch 
translacion, and such Englysch prechyng ya good and 
neodful; ante Englysch translacion ye good and 
teodfol. 94 
Trevisals equating of preaching and translating argues for a 
broad-based interpretative conception of ziedieval translation, 
incorporating not just the rendering of one source. but compiling 
from nany and elucidating the sentence of the work and 
commentary-tradition differently for different audiences. The 
medieval transmission-history of TrevIsals Dialngug witnesses a 
variant in Caxton's edition of 1482, which refers to the 
Septuagint translators as ljnterpretours'. 00 The pressure of 
tradition in adding this word Is in itself significant, for again 
translation is defined as Interpretative exegetical activity, as 
is preaching. The Early Versinn nf Uip Nnrthprn Hnmily 
CnIlaction, for example, expounds the Sunday Gospels to the 
unlearned in English, this being both preaching and translation 
(see above, p. 59). 
The vernacular exegetical homiletics of Ora are a case in 
pointv His Life of Christ. being at once the work of a preacher, 
conmentator and translator, is, worth examining at greater length. 
Considering his work was produced in the twelfth century, and Is 
the first known English Life of Christ. it shows considerable 
sophistication and a genuine acadendc literary sensibility. The 
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prologue is theory-rich, and bears some of the hallimrks of the 
twin tradition of prologue and conmentary. 
The Ormultirs has a structure Influenced by the preaching of the 
gospel. The manner Is as follows. Firstly a theme Is announced, 
then a Biblical passage Is referred to, and then readeredl which 
is followed by preacberly exposition, normally at length. 
Expository sources used include the Glossa Qrd1n*rjA and the 
Pseudo-Anselmian EnarratInnes In Mattboun, and even Anglo-Saxon 
works - 111, 
At all times with Orm, the sentence or Ilare, and the 'franal 
(profit) or Isawles riedel are the priority. As be puts it in, the 
Dedication which opens the work: 
Icc hafe wenud Inntill Ennglissh 
Goddspelless hall3he lare... (11.13-14) 
The teaching Is expressed In the gospels* words and In the 
glassing. The Intentio and utilitas of the work, as expressed In 
the words 'wille' (1.12) and 'franes (1.18). respectively. are 
that English people should follow the teaching of the gospels: 
ýu ýohhtesst 
tatt itt uthhte wel 
T111 mikell frame turriaeun, 
31ff Enuglissh follc. forr lufe off Crist, 
Itt wollde 3 erne lernenn, 
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7 foll3bean 'It- 7f Ille,, n It, 
Vit ýbht, witt word, wiH7 dodo. (17-22) 
In lines 325-34 Orm asks for the prayers of the users of the 
book, so that he will find Is+ b1lese'. Likewise, another 
preacher. the translator of the Farly Vernfinn of tho Warthorn 
Mmmily Callection would pray for grace (together with his reader) 
so that the work night be brought to a good end and the maker of 
the book go to Heaven as 'mede' for making the work. w'O That is 
also an element of the utility of the work, the spiritual welfare 
of its maker. Orn's act of will In producing the work to also an 
act of pious compliance for his lbroýerr Vallterr', who asked bin 
to make the work; and this sharing of will Is reflected in the 
deliberate use, In the Dedication, of the dual form of the first 
person pronoun (e. g. 'unucl, 1.27). The rather liturgical 
phrase, I wlýý 
ýohht, 
wlýý word. wlýý dedel , like the related 
expression, 'bert... tung... dedel. oft-repeated tbougbout the 
Dedications is not Just padding. On the contrary, it emphasises 
the nature of the work, for be intends to translate not only into 
English words, but. by extension, into English thoughts and 
thence into English deeds. Such repeated phrases also act as 
periodic incantatory refrains; for the Ormultul is, metrically, 
highly self-conscious. The chosen verse-format was evidently 
very important to Orm. The metre. no less than the Idiosyncratic 
orthography (so he instructs future scribes), must be accurately 
copied from the first exenplar, I iss firrste bisne' (1.100): 
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Viýý all swillc rine alls bar Ica catt, 
V* all se fele worrdess. (11.101-2) 
The refrains Invariably refer to a key aspect of the nodue agendi 
or utilitas, re-expressing that the book Is a harmonization and 
exposition of the gospels for the spiritual benefit of its 
audience. It Is also repeated that the book In written through 
the motive and permissive grace of God 'all urrh Criatess 
bellpel (11.26,90). 
is for the manner of translating, the gospels from the 
Inesseboc' (1.31) have been put together In one English booko 
i. e. Isam=eddl (1.29), thereby making a harmonic compilation 
following the Life of Christ and the Church year. In the preface 
subsequent to the Dedication Orm invokes the concept of gospel 
harmony through his reworking of the standard exposition of the 
gospel as the four-wbeeled waggan of 'Imminadabl and 'Salemann' 
(11.1-104). 
Orn explains his method of exposition: 
'7 : ý" affterr 
je Goddspell staunt 
ýtt tatt te Goddspell meneW, 
ýtt 
mann bir+ spellenu to ýe follc 
Off 
ý--"re 
sawle nede... (Dedication, 11.33-30) T 
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He will cite the gospel text, and then expound it for the 
particular needs of his audience. Or= makes an Interesting 
distinction between the two types of 'wordess' which he has 
'ekeddl lamang Goddspelless wardess', I. e. those which are there 
to fill up the verse, and those which are there for the purpose 
of elucidation: 
Icc hafe sett her a 
ýiss 
boc 
Awng Goddspelless wordess. 
All urrh ne sellfenn, manig word 
e rime swa to fillenn; 
Acc u shallt fludenu 
ýtt 
min word. 
EB whier ar itt, iss ekedd, 
MA17 hellpenu 
ý& ýtt 
redenu itt J) 
To sea 7 tunuderrstanndenn 
All ess te bettre, hu 
J'71Lu birrý 
e Goddspell unnderrstaundenn... (11.41-50) 
In the nanner of the comsentator he takes responsibility for the 
added words which provide elucidation: these words are 'ekeddl 
'all rrh me sellienn'. The fact that they are regarded as 
additional, and kept &part In the order of exposition, maintains 
the distinction between the text and the gloss. In the same 
spirit he beseeches Vallterr to examine the book repeatedly to 
see that it contains nothing unorthodox, for uuortbodooxy 
deserves to be thrown out and trodden underfoot (11.65-78). The 
primacy of the gospels as the well-spring of the nrmilum Is also 
-08- 
symptomatised by the table of properly referenced Latin incipits 
(11.335-42) which he points out he has provided. 
After the manner of the academic prologue's concern with the 
nozen 11bri (see below, p. 104) Orn provides two apposite 
expositions of names. The first to of 'Goddspell' (11.157-320) 
which is extrapolated at great length into a consideration of the 
'godnessess' of Christ. The second Is a short justification of 
the name 'Ormuluml (11.321-4). which, of course, being derived 
from Ora's name, is reminiscent of commentary-tradition's and the 
academic prologue's consideration of the nonen auctoris (see 
below. pp. 105). the name of the author as well as the nano of the 
book. An explanation for the name of the work Is repeated in 
11.1-2 of the Introduction following the table of Latin Incipits. 
This concern with proper names is a foretaste of the onomastic 
expositions in the main body of the work. 
To exemplify Orm's approach, let us examine his first stage of 
rendering the literal and historical sense of the gospel text, to 
which he stays quite close: 
SECUMDUX XATHEUX XII 
Venit IHC a Galilea in Jordatem ad Johauteis ut 
baptizaretur. 
Unuderr da3bess, alls uss se 
+w ý Goddspellwrihhte, 
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Co= Jesu Crist off Galileo 
Fra Nazar + ss chesstre 
Till flu= Jorrdan. till Sannt Job3n 
ýwr 
be stod follc to fullbtnenn, 
7 Crist ta wallde fullbtnedd beon 
Att Sannt Johaness hande: 
I Sannt Johan drah hi= o bacch 
7 nolde he Crist nohbt fullhtnenn, 
7 se33de; na33, lef Laferrd. na72, 
e77 
le darr i ýe nohbt fullbtnenn; 
Xe birrý bean fullhtnedd att tin hannd, 
in blettsinug tunnderrgaungenn, 
7 tu. nin Laferrd. cumesst her 
Att me to wur 
4 
enn fullhtned? (11-10648-10663) 
Tunc venit Jesus a Calilma In Jordanem ad Joannm ut 
baptizaretur ab eo. Joannes autem probibebat eum, 
dicens: Ego a te debeo baptizarl, et tu vents ad me? 
Matthew 111.12-14) 
Orin takes care to identify in English which of the four 
evangelical nuctores Is being translated. The translating is 
Idiomatic, and contains snall, additions which clarity, and also 
to an extent dramatise, the gospel text. *Uanderr 
)Qda. 33hess' 
is an Idiomatic expansion of 'tuncl, and the nention of Nazareth 
is additional Information. 1ýsr he stod follc to fullhtnenat is 
additional too, and with a certain emphasis gained from the 
-too- 
alliteration, reminds the audience of John's practice of maas- 
baptism, which is Important, because in that Jesus chooses to be 
baptised He humbles Himself. The two references to hands are 
idiomatic. The dependent clause lut baptizareturl Is turned Into 
a main clause, 1. Crist ta wollde fullhtnedd boon' which, 
connected to its predecessor with 179, highlIghts narrative 
sequentiallty, as also does the shift Into lines of verse with 
strong caesuras (the caesuras being represented In Holt's edition 
by Indented lineation), each of which deals with a progression. 
The word Ital brings out the point that Cbrist wishes to be one 
of the crowd. This line also stands to be echoed In the 
antithetical and doubly negated 7 tollde he CrIst nohht 
fullhtnenn*, which renders 'probibebat eun'. Also, more 
dramatically, John draws back physically in the English, and Is 
given suitable English words with which forcefully to object to 
Jesus's wish: lua77, lef Laferrd. n in blettsinng a33 
tunuderrganngenul Is a purely emphatic addition, and 'at tu venis 
ad me? ' is expanded in the last two lines to highlight the 
premise of the question, that Jesus Is. indeed, 'Laferrd'. 
.. p, els to his Vhen Orm moves 
Iran his paraphrasing of the gor 
exegetical preaching on them, he narks out, in the sane re-usable 
verses, the transition thus: 
Her end+ý nu Iss Goddspell 
ýUss 
7 uss bir itt 
ýurrhsekenn 
To lokeau whatt itt lw+ uss 
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Off ure sawle nede. (11.10884-7) 
In expounding the Ilare', he draws from his Latin commentaries 
with great care, sometimes preferring one to another, and at 
other times conflating then. 100 A good Idea of Orn's b*baviour as 
a comnentator can be gained from the homily on the Three 
Temptations of Christ in the desert, which Is, ostensibly, an 
exposition of Matthew IV. 5, but which discusses the different 
order of tenptations to be found In Luke IV. 5 and Matthew U. S. 
This same discussion is to be found In the Massa Orditarla at 
the appropriate place In the commentary on each of the gospels, 
but Orm's actual wording Is closer to Pseudo-Auselm. "' But, it 
should be said. Orn's choice of wording from cue commentary does 
not preclude influence from other concordant commentaries. 
Though be generally draws an the Glenna [IrdinArla, his use of a 
concordant Pseudo-Anselmian wording could most credibly have been 
been encouraged and/or underwritten by the G-lassh Itself, which 
twice authorised the Pseudo-Anselmlan Interpretation. The fact 
that his discussion of the order of the three temptations Is 
closer in wording to Pseudo-Anseln nay mean no more than be used 
Pseudo-Anselm's words as opposed to someone else's, which might 
just as easily have been used. So. Orm was not merely writing 
with recourse to commentaries as Individual entities; an the 
contrary. It would appear to be the case that be was wrLtitg with 
commentary-tradition in his bones, In order to approach the 
sentence of the Gospels. By the saxse token, Orn, and Indeed any 
translator of a Life of Christ or of another authoritative work, 
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may respond with particular complexity to a hierarchy or 
*canonicity' within commentary-traditlon Itself, In which, 
paradoxically. the words nay be from one commntator, but the 
auctoritas and sententla for drawing an them from another. This 
brings a specifically medieval and academic dimension to the 
Hieranymic tradition of translating not word-for-word but 
according to the sentence. 
Is a preacher. Or= sometimes ends a homily with an 
exhortation. The angels who serve Christ are regarded an an 
example for the audiencet 






we votenn wu+ ben 
To winnena ecbe bliss&. (11.12562-5) 
Generally though. this work provides the beat exposition of its 
day in the vernacular Iron the point of view of understanding the 
Ilare, of the gospels. lt Is not an affective or rhetorically 
Intense work. Revertheless. for Its time. it Is the best sort of 
translation of the Life of Christ, supported and enhanced by the 
best theoretical procedures and postures. 
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VI. VERIACULAR TRANSLATORS, KIDDLE ENGLISH LIVES OF CHRIST. AYD 
THE SCHOLASTIC LITERARY PROLOGUE 
The terminology and procedures of exposition used In madleval 
commentary-tradition had a profound effect on the Xiddle English 
Lives of Christ. This was especially true of the prologues to 
commentaries an texts of auctoritas which offered comprehensive 
series of terns by which a text could be appraised. These 
categories covered severally the title of the book, the name and 
life of the author, the author's Intention, subject matter and 
sources, procedure and style, structure and order, the area of 
human knowledge to which the work belonged. and the utility of 
the work. 100 
The academic prologue was derived from the first of a series 
of lectures. The introductory lecture would provide students 
with an analytical framework for appraising an auctor. This 
consisted of a comprehensive series of headings. If a course of 
lectures were put Into book form, then this first lecture would 
become the prologue to the published commentary an the auctoz'. 
Such prologues were standard. They were rich repositories of 
scholastic literary terminology and attitudes. They provided a 
model, according to which an educated person would read, write, 
think and thearise about important literature. 
The typical prologue-paradigm of the twelfth century was 
cannon to all academic disciplines. It was known to artists as 
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an accessus, to lawyers as a juteria, to theologians an an 
ingressus or an intraitus. These were the characteristic 
headings: 
TituluslNdzen libri: this Is the title of the book. 
No. men auctorls: literally. I the name of the author' , under 
which heading were considered any problens concerning the 
authenticity of the work, that is, whether or not a genuine 
auctor wrote it. The name of the author night be etynologised. 
In his prologue to his rendering of the life of St. Augustine 
John Capgrave claims that the saint was worthy because of the 
noble etynology attaching to his name, for it Involved the notion 
of increasing V augeol ), a characteristic of an auctor. 101 Also 
under this heading the life of the author might be dealt with. 
We noted earlier that a work of authority should be written by a 
man of great morality as well as wisdam. 102 
Intentio auctoris: this Is the moral, spiritual or didactic 
purpose inherent In the work. It does not correspond neatly with 
what we might call today 'authorial Intention', because the text 
would be read with a certain Christian theological and ethical 
prescriptivism which sometimes over-rode the actual Intention In 
the mind of the writer. If the author were a pagan. his work 
might well be allegorlsed. In the case of Holy Scripture there 
was a greater respect for its authors, but in, earlier medieval 
exegesis the literal sense of their text was often submerged 
-105- 
under a general network of allegory, which milltattd against 
appraisal of the Bible as consisting of a number of different 
books in different genres and modi by different auctores. 
Nateria libri, this category Involves both the subject 
m3tter/conteat expounded In the work, and also the source 
materials used by the autbor in constructing hirs own text. 
Nadus agendl lprocedendi Iscri ben di /t ra c ta ndl. - this would 
concern the style and the didactIc procedures employed by an 
autbor. 
Ordo libri: this it; the disposition, sequence and arrangement 
of materials. 
UtIlitaw. this category raised the question of the utility of 
the book, and what good it would do in Christian, moral. and 
didactIc terms, for those who read it. 
Cui partl pliflosopblae supponitur. under this beading was 
discussed the branch of human knowledge to which the work 
belonged. Vith literature it was very often ethics. 
There was great variety in the length and elaboration of 




Iste libellus lutitulatur Pb1siologus. Pblaim grace, 
latlue natura, logos grece, latize sorno, lode 
Pbisiologus Id est naturalls %Qrmo. Xaterla *ius 
sunt animalla quae Introducuntur In eo, intentlo alus 
est delectare In anImallbus at pmdesse in figuria, 
utilltas est ut taturas at figuras aninallum 
cognoscamus. Phisicae supponitur quia do naturls 
aninallum tractat. 
Introduction to the Pbysiologus 
This book is entitled Fbislologus. Pb1sis In Greek 
Is i2atura V nature* ) in Latin, logos in Greek to 
serivo V discourse' ) In Latin. Hence Plilsiologus is a 
discourse about nature. The animals which are 
Introduced Into it form its subject-matter. Its 
Intention Is to provide amusement In the form of the 
animals and to edify in its use of figures. Its 
usefulness Is that we should learn of the natures of 
animals and their figurative properties. It pertains 
to physical science because it deals with the natures 
of aninals. 103 
It is terse but systenatic. On the other band the glass of 
Aruulf of Orleans on Lucan was considerably longer. 104 It gave 
biographical naterlal, etymologised the author's name, described 
the material as being devoted to Caesar and Pompey (zuterla), 
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showed the intention Unt*Dcio) of dealing with an historical 
episode, and revealed that the utility of the work wan to prevent 
civil war. It pertained to ethics (etbice supponitur) because it 
encouraged self-control. wisdom, Justice, courage# and good 
political morality In Its exemplary characters. 
In the thirteenth century, the traditional accessuw-type 
prologue-paradigm was challengeds supplemented and sharpened up 
by the Iristotellau prologue. This prologue used the four 
causes; efficient, material, formal and final. Though the newer 
paradigm enjoyed enormous academic vogue, the older accessus type 
of terminology persisted. Therefore when academic terminology of 
the older type is encountered In texts from the later medieval 
period it Is possible that it Is being used with an Arletotellan 
outlook, especially with regard to authorial Intention and the 
literal sense. The four causes of a text were categorlsed as 
follows: 
Causa efficiens, or efficient causei this was the authors or 
in the case of the double efficient cause (duplex causa 
efficiens) of the Bible, God and the Inspired human author. Such 
a distinction could be made in the case of preachings with God as 
a moving, perjiitting and guaranteeing efficient cause and the 
preacher as operating efficient cause. 
Causa naterialis, or material cause: this was the subject 
matter and also the actual sources used to construct the work. 
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Causa toriulis, or formal caucei this was the form chosen for 
the work by the human author. The formal cause was sometimes 
subdivided into two elements: firstly forim tractandi. I. e. the 
style, form of treatment of the author. The procedures which the 
author had adopted to treat his materials would be discussed. 
The second element was forim tractatus, sonatimes known as 
ordinatio libri. This category Involved the disposition of 
materials. their order and division. It was in the area of Yoriu 
tractatus that medieval compilers had their greatest freedom and 
achievements. 
Causa finalls, or final cause: this was the objective, both of 
the text and its author. This category comprises the accessus 
vocabulary of utilitas, Intentla. and cui parti philosophiae 
Supponitur. 
I good exanple of an Aristotelian treatment Is that of the 
text of the gospel of Xark by Hugh of St. Cher. who described the 
efficient cause as Xark or the grace of God; the naterial cause 
as Christ and His works; the formal cause or mode of treatment 
conprising few words and many profundities; and the final cause, 
as St. John says, being that, *these things are written that you 
may believe, and that believing you may have lifel. 106 
The efficient cause is interesting among other reasons because 
it deals with the nature of authorship. 100 The notion of a 
moving efficient cause (the grace of God) permitting, validating 
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and stirring the operating efficient cause, that is the 
translators, bad Implications for than. It gave them freedom as 
junior partners who had been given a warrant to take decisions 
into their own hands. At the same tine It provided that with the 
idea they were submitting themselves to the will of God as humble 
instruments or agents for the transmission of His teaching. 
Aquinas related 'Instrumentality' to grace. He wrote that 
authority passed from a higher principal cause to a lesser 
through grace, which produced an effect of an order higher than 
its own proper lesser order. 107 
The accessus and Aristotelian paradigms were taken Into 
English literary culture. notably so in translators' prologuee. 
However, the English prologues were not so rigidly divided under 
headings. The vernacular writers Inaturalised' and loosened the 
scholastic prologue. This is because they were familiar with It, 
and because the prologue itself was capable of considerable 
flexibility. At a more exalted level. the flexibility of the 
scholastic prologue had already been proved. This can be seen in 
the case of the Speculum nalus of VInc; ut of Beauvals. "10 This 
work had a series of prologues, each corresponding to Its 
appropriate section of the text. However, when It was revised 
the prologues were also revised to re-tune then into the altered 
text. ind so, the scholastic prologue was adaptable. It could 
be both geueralised and fine-tuned. It was not as cumbersome and 
artificial as It night seem at first sight to the modern reader. 
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The prologue to Richard Rolle's English Psalter is a classic 
instance of a vernacular adaptation of the scholastic prologue, 
in which care Is taken to demonstrate that the key headings, 
Inaterl Cauteria), lentent' Untentio), Inaner of larel 010dus 
agendl). have each been considered: 
ýe 
mater of 
ýIs boke as Crist and his spouse. 
ýAt 
ago 
haly kirk, or ilke a rightwye nans saule. entent 
es to confourne 
ý ýat 
ere lyled in Adam tills Crist 
in newnes of lyf. 
ýe 
naner of lare es swilke: 
vnstunt he spekys of CrIst in his godheds. vastunt, In 
his nanhede. vastunt in 
ýt ýat he vses a voyce of 
his servauntes. Als so he spekys of hall kIrk In 
thre mauers: vnwhile in e persons of parfite mono 
sunme tyme In persouu of vnparfit neute. summe tym 
of Ille menne# 
ýe 
whilke are In haly kirk be body 
naght be tboght, be name noght be dede. in noumbyr 
noght in merite. 109 
Earlier In this prologue (which includes nuch skilfully 
constructed reworking of authoritative writers like Peter 
Lombard, St Augustine and Cassiodarus) Rolle considers these, and 
other, categories at length, without labelling them. For 
instance he discusses the manifold benefits (utilitas and 
therefore also Intentio) of the Psalter, i. e. its 'grate 
babundaus of gastly conforth and ioy', its capacity to chase away 
fiends and bring angels to our help, and Its teaching of the Ton 
-111- 
Com=ndments (among many otber uses). 110 Also, In tho sane 




whilke name It has of a Instrument of =usyke 
ý&t... in 
Inglis es to touchel, Its ton strings representing the Ton 
Commandments, thereby establishing a meaningful link between 
nojwn 11bri and zuteria. The 'materl and its ordinatio are also 
discussed. as falling Into three parts, each of fifty pealmat In 
which the stages (penance, righteousness and Ilovynge (praising 
lovingly) of endeles lyfl) of a Christian's religion are 
signified. The akinere and nutere of the source are compositely 
considered in the subsequent statement that the Psalter Is the 
perfection of Idyvyne pagine', containing sunmarily all that the 
other books of the Bible treat at length. The mtere and xonere 
of Rolle's own work are compositely considered also when he 
declares that he will follow 'haly doctours'. He also witnesses 
to his own lentent' in adding to Peter Lombard that a function of 
the Psalter is Ikennand ime t are vakunand'. 111 
The prologue to the Englishing of Henry Suso's OrnInglum 
Eapi antiae, 
ýA Spueng Pn)mtes nf Trawe Lnua :7 VInAmr-PI . is. in 
its own way, just as comprebensive and idiomatically academic in 
assessing its source and itself. The entent of the translator is 
to keep the love of Christ burning In the heart of the sister for 
whom the book Is written. The nodus agendl of the original, Its 
Pr-ocesse, Istant for e moste parte in gostlye reuelaciones and 




wrote bake'. 112 In 
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other words, the book Is cast In Imaginative. revelatory and 
dramatic forms, with Christ speaking in the persona of Visdom. 
As has been previously noted, the translator declares his 
considerable alteration of the tDrz3 tractatus of the original 
and advertises his decision not to translate word-for-word but 
according to the open sentence. The nozen 11bri of the original 
is explained and the new title, according to Its purposeful new 
sevenfold division of mteria, Is declared and justified. The 
name of the author of the original (noiPen auctoris) Is not known# 
but, nore importantly, the authority of his preacherly officium 
it; known, for be was a 'frere prechour'. The translator draws an 
the same office# caring not to nane himself either. His 
Inposition of a new name an the work itself is his true hallmark. 
He points out that his literary activity, In fitting In with 
spiritual duties, is the proper product of a regular enclosed 
vita translatoris. Like GO nany other translators 'consideryng 
=ltitude of bokes 7 tretees drawne in englircbe, 
ýat 
nowe 
beue generalle cominedel. he re-affirms the traditional belief in 
the conplenentary nature of nultiple Englishings of single works 
and devotional traditions. on the grounds of variability of 
readership. 'for als niche as kynde of nanne in is lyfe h+ 
likynge In chaunge and diuerse 
ýInges, b+ bodilye 7 gostlye, 
and sumne folke delytene in one 7 sunn-a In a4 er. 112 The 
prologue of the Xyrnur@ nf nurp T-Adn discusses the 
retranslatability of works from another angle. Its translator 
chooses not to retranslate all of the Psalms in his work because 
-113- 
Richard Rolle's Psalter and 'Englyeshe bibles' are available to 
the sisters already. 114 
The prologue to the Sever, Palates ends with a prayer, both for 
the translator's own benefit and for his readership. The two 
prologues to the Myrnur@ nf murp Ladn end likewise with a 
request to saw Brigittine sisters to pray for the translator. 
In the second prologue the translator, a nan aware of the 
licensing of English Bibles, submit& his work. humbly and 
obediently, to the correction of Holy Church, for he knowa his 
lowne leoblenes. as well in contyng as in verteul, that Is not 
only in the academic spheres of ability or Inability, but also 
the more important area of his own spiritual status as a fallible 
mau. 116 The two prologues to this book are In the academic 
tradition, and governed by its methodology. The consideration of 
the entent and utilitas of the work Is approached obliquely 
through the preacherly exposition of a Biblical text whose 
sentence is that daughters of Sion shall praise the Blessed 
Virgin Xary- The book advances that entent by enhancing the 
quality of their praise. This is to be accomplished by the 
book's explaining to the sisters, through translation and 
explication, their divine services and masses, which will profit 
their souls and give them spiritual comfort, a further entent of 
the wark. 1116 The greater the extent of vernacular exposition, 
the greater the resultant devotion: 
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I And In many places where the takyd letter is 
thoughe yt be set in englyabe, ys not easy for soma 
synple soulles to vnderstonds; I expound* yt and 
declare yt more openly. other before the letter, or 
after or else fourthewyth tagytber. I And 
farthermare, that ye shulde haue the more sprytuall 
laue, & inwarde delyte and deuocyan, In thya holy 
seruyce I tell the causes 6 the meanynges of echo 
parte theraf... 117 
Such Is the basic imnere of the work. The jutere has a 
tripartite divisic: 
I ye shall also vnderstonde that thys boke ys deuyded 
In to thre partyes. For fyrste I haue compyled a 
lytell treatys of xxiiii. chapytres. wherein ys 
shewed. the condyclon of diulte seruyce, whan and 
where, and In what wyse... The seconds parts ys of 
yours seuen staryes, accordynge to the seuen dayes of 
the wyeke. And the thyrde parts Is of yours 
masses. 114P 
He refers to himself here as a conpiler. for he has assembled a 
book for three parts under a single tItle without Interfering 
with orthodox Interpretation of the Brigittine office. The 
natere relating to the seven days Is recounted at greater length 
a little later-119 
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The nozen libri is justified an the grounds tha sistors will 
not see Mary face to face In this life, but by beholding bar 
reflected In the nirror of the book they should come to "a bar 
face to face in the afterlife. As with the Speculuis noyntnrun. 
the sisters are instructed not to read the work ever-hastily, or 
Indiligently, or without thinking of bow the teaching of the work 
can best relate to their conventual life. 121D A proper modue 
ageDdi and entent are expected of the reader as much an of the 
translator. 
Somewhat differently, the prologue to Osbern Bokenham's 
Lpgandys of Honly Vurmson makes a display of its Aristotelian 
provenance. It Is a typical medieval combination of artifice and 
flexibility. 11thougb It Is undoubtedly rather pedantic, It does 
not provide evidence that the life bar. gone out of the 
Aristotelian Idiom. On the contrary. It to an energetic, 
discursive and sure-footed re-application of the tradition, which 
fluently incorporates topical and anecdotal material into Its 
theoretical structures. That a non-1nnovative and *correct' 
writer like Bokenham Is drawing on such a tradition Ira high- 
quality evidence of its pervasive influence. 
The prologue begins with a recapitulative explication of the 
four causes as applicable to literary works. 
Two thyugys owyth euery clerk 
To aduertysyn, begyunyng a werk. 
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If he procedyn wyl ordeneellyt 
The fyrste Is 'What's the secunde Is 'Why' 
In whych two wurdys, as It somyth no. 
The foure causys conprehandyd be, 
Vych, as phIlosofyrs vs do tochs, 
In the begyntyng man owe to &echo 
Of euery book; and aftyr there ontent 
The fyrst is clepyd cause efficyont. 
The secunde they clepe cause materyal, 
Formal the thrydde, the fourte fynal. (11.1-12) 
The use of the word 'aduertysyn' reminds us that the role of 
theory, in any age, is as much to valorise a work as to explicate 
it. A properly executed work, he says, should have such a 
prologue as this one. Bokenham very nuch pitches the Englishing 
of Saints' Lives into the academic canp by his references to 
$clerks' as the makers of such works and their philasopically- 
orientated theorisers and judges. The Inter-relating of 'what' 
and 'why' with the four causes may synptonatise a harnanisation 
of the tradition of rhetorical circunstantlae with a cognate 
Aristotelian tradition. In any case the simplification provided 
by what' and 'why' Is appropriate. 
The procedures of this prologue are very like the connon 
three-stage technique of the nedleval translator, who may gloss 
the naked letter. then paraphrase the literal sense of the 
seDsus; and finally extrapolate on the sententla and its 
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teaching. In the first recognisable section of his prologue. 
quoted above. Bakenban gives ad vorbuit literalistic gloca- 
translations of the Latin theoretical torninology. The second 
phase of the prologue deals with the literal-sense meaning of the 
terms. starting with the efficient cause: 
The efficyent cause is the auctour. 
Vych aftyr hys cunnyng doth hys labour 
To a-conplyse the begunne natere, 
Vych cause is secunde; ... (11.13-16) 
The term lauctourl is being used here in the nost general sense. 
Bokenham Is not claiming the authority of an evangelist or a 
Boethius. He quite naturally runs the consideration of one of 
the causes into the next. The third cause follows on just as 
easily: 
... and the more clere 
That it (i. e. the Imaterell may be. the formal cause 
Settyth In dew ordre clause be clause. 
And these thre thyngys longyn to 'what': 
luctour, matere, and forme ordinat. (11.16-20) 
The duty to elucidate, to nake 'more clerel, is twinned with the 
technique of rendering per, cola et cozmta, both being 
characteristic of comuentator and translator. The re-Imposition 
of the question 'what' an the first three causes serves all the 
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more to show how the trio are to be regarded together 
idiomatically. It also has the effect of highlighting the single 
member of the 'why' group, the final cause, that is, the use and 
meaning of a work, which Is set apart from all other theoretical 
terminology: 
The fynal cause declarytb pleply 
Of the werk begunne the cause why; 
That is to seyne. what was the entent 
Of the auctour fynally, and what he ment. 
Lot thus ye seen =own. compendyously 
How in these two wurdys 'what' and 'why', 
Of eche werk the foure causys aspye 
Xen mown, requyryd be pbilasophle. (11.21-28) 
A distinction is made between, an the ate hand. the ultimate 
value or utility of the work Ventent... fynally') and, an the 
other band, what the work means Cwhat he ment'). Such 
theoretical precision shows that academic literary theory did not 
affect translators in broad generalities alone, but also In nicer 
points. 
The third phase of the prologue extrapolates on the four 
causes. and applies then copiously to the work in question. 
Bokenham's broader consideration of the efficient cause Includes 
a refusal to nention, his own name an account of his unworthiness, 
something of a modesty topos. Vhat he does mention, though, Is 
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hit; priestly ofticiun, all 'an auBtyn fr*re' (1.32). The office 
holds an authority of Its own, not unrelated to that of the 
officium praedicatoris. It Is not quite true to say, as A. J. 
Xinnis has argued, that the fourteenth-century concept of the 
duplex causa efficiens has been lost from this work. I" On the 
contrary: 
... I lowly beseche 
Hyn that treuthe is A treutbe doth teche, 
The lord that syt a-boue the skye, 
That he in treuthe vauchesaf to Sye... 
Bothe ny wyt & eek ny pen... (11.1931-7) 
Later he Invokes Christ Instead of the Pagan Xuses (11.5214-63). 
Also, in that this is a compilation of Saints' Lives, Bokenham 
invokes their Influence an his endeavour, as with St Xargaret 
(11.938-8), and St Xary (11.1407-90). All the saints are prayed 
to for their salvific Intercession as part and parcel of the 
making and the reading of then work. At this point, as with 
Basevorn, there Is a neeting of efficient and final causality, of 
the work's motIve power and its end. 
The Inaterel, which is su=&rIsed in a few cursory lines, is 
the Ilyf af the blyssyd Margaretel (1.75), this being the first 
of the Lives in the compilation. As for the formal cause, bore 
called the 'forma of procedyng' (an Ideologicaly naturallsed 
conflation, so it would appear, of forim tractandl and nodus 
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procedendi), It is discussed In the third phase not in terma of 
commentary-translation, for that has already been done, but with 
regard to Bakenhan's Inability as a zukere or rbetor in the 
tradition of Geoffrey of Vinsauf. Instead he will translate an 
near as possible to the story of the legend. Bakenbam Sms Into 
further detail about his lorne of procedyng, for it seems that be 
himself copied and conpiled his Latin sources with the express 
intention of Englishing them. He tells us that he went to Italy 
and, detained by rain at the Shrine of St Xargaret, wrote down 
what he had read and board there *bathe be scripture and eak be 
mowthe' (1.109): 
Ind al the processe I dede owt. wryte 
Vych I purpose now to declare 
On yuglysh, & It brout w1th me to Clare (11.120-3) 
This degree of autobiographical detail in describing the formal 
cause Is illuminating. not Just because it tells us what the 
translator actually did, but also because It shows the 
spontaneous application of the theory to an anecdotal description 
of practice. The discussion of final causality also has the 
personal touch. for Bakenham tells the tale of the origin of his 
veneration for St Xargaret. He was saved from a 'cruel 
tyraunth ... and fyue no men' near Venice by a ring with which he 
had touched the saint's bare foot, which Is credited with the 
power of saving from danger people who touch it with a brooch. 
This stirred him all the nore *her lyf to translate' (11.133- 
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176). The fact that Bokenham provides all this autobiographical 
infornation and yet wishes not to reveal hit name Is not nerely a 
symptom of immodesty. The question of icnodesty Is not really 
the issue here anyway, because the personal details are 
unconnected with self-aggrandisement. Instead they witness to a 
true experience of the saint's power, which my be Ishewyd/ Both* 
an lernyd & eek an lewyd (11.145-6). 122 Bakenban Is a Christian 
witness. Even though he nay not be particularly sincere In the 
use of modesty topoi as such. his piety, pure intention, and 
respect for his zutere, which Is what actually counts, are all 
beyond question. 
Before Bokenhan's discussion of the personal dimension of 
final causality , the first, general, final cause Is described, 
that of exciting men to devotion. This presunably includes women 
because some of his Legendys are dedicated to women like Kathryn 
Denston (11.1466.7304) and the Countess of Oxford, Elizabeth 
Vere (11.5054,9536,10613) Kathryn Howard (11.6305,7364) and 
Agatha Fleg (1.8340): 
But who-so wyl. aske ne fynally 
Of tbys translacyoun the cause why 
In to cure language, I sey causys two 
Xost pryncypally me ioeuyd tber-to. 
The fyrst cause is for to excyte 
Xenuys affeccyoun to haue delyte 
Thys blyssyd virgyme to laue & serue, 
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From alle nyscheuys ban to precerue (11.123-30) 
Further final causality Is discussed, again at length. lie was 
moved to translate by the request of a friend, whom Bokenbam, 
with topical modesty# asks to protect bin from the Cambridge wits 
by not telling then his name. Also, Bokenham hopes to purchase a 
pardon through the merits of the saint (175-240). 
Bokenham, though at times a little like the eagle In Chaucer's 
Hnurse of Faimp, does not betray or stultify the Aristotelian 
idiom, counter to what has been argued elsewbere. 122 The energy 
of his use of It and the discursive diversity of materials and 
postures be works Into the genre at the Four Causes prologue show 
the tradition to be alive and serviceable. Bokenham does 
exercise considerable free rein within the format. It would be 
wrong to expect him to show the same Imagination in procedure and 
and playing or subversion of theoretical tradition as with Cower 
or Chaucer; for Bokenham Is writing serious haglography. not a 
mock-compilatio with f Ictional pilgrim-auctores, or tales of 
love. 
In Interesting exanple of a 'loosened' Xiddle English Life of 
Christ prologue Is found in a fifteenth century Life of Christ 
called Thp Mrourp of xsrq Sal"adanne, a translation of the 
early fourteenth century Speculum Numnag Salvatinnin, which was 
a nuch-used verse Life specializing In a typological approach and 
making use of Comestor. The translator's own 'Probeemel Is a 
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naturalisatlan Into English of the scholastic scheme of headings. 
Its fourth line has an Interlinear glosm 
In name of God almyghtl I ýe blyssed TrInites 
In o substaunce vntwynned / and our* in persones 
thre 
And in oure laydls bonoure / bovenes souerayne 
qwene 
V. Alne intent... v. syne wrk 
ýt 
most myne bert. A hand / gouerne If wele 
schall bone 
And for sone of zy freendes / plesance in speciall 
And for Increse of grace and also sawles mede 
Thenk Ia buke translat. god lykyng me to spede 
ffro latya of now late a compilacione 
The miroure is named it of mannes saluaclone 
And In this bakes proheme / be cbapitles frist 
write I 
The maters A the estories / euerylkone by and by 
That who to studle 
ýe 
probene / has grete lyste to 
asay 
fful ethe in schort may he / ýe bake bare all away 
IThe fyrst Chapitle telles / the fall of 
Lucyfere. (11.1-14) 
In the first four lines the translator acknowledges the necessity 
for divine help. He does not directly request by addressing God. 
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He says that his lbert & hand' need it 'it welt shall bone'. In 
the manuscript 'hert' Is glossed Iv. myte intent', that to 
intentlo, and 'hand' Is glossed Ov. myne work', which has a 
correspondence to modus agendl. The translator's Intention, and 
the activity contingent upon it, nust be conditioned by the will 
of God. However, It must be stressed that it is still the 
'intent' of the translator, who has free will, and 
responsibility. Ve see here at work the concept of the double 
efficient causes the duplex Causa etficlens. Xoreover, short A 
hand' Is more than an alliterative collocation. It in a stock 
scholastic distinction. The poet Is dividing Intention from act 
conditioned by intention, as if to say layne Intent' and hence 
Inyne werk'. A writeres intention has consequences on the status 
of his literary activity. Sintlarly, In the epilogue, the 
audience is expected to read or bear 'hertly' In order that they 
profit. 
The utilitas, or causa finalls, is 'the profit of cresten 
folk' and so forth. To achieve this objective, the nodus agendl 
of translation is adopted: 'Theak Ia buke translat'. This 
statement suitably provides the main verb to resolve the seven 
lines of subordinate embedded clauses preceding it. The forma or 
modus agendl of the source Is a 'compilacionel. He then gives 
the nomen libri or titulus. 
The Engliab verse-translator 113 something of a compiler in his 
own right. His probe-we Includes a recapitulation of chapters In 
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true scholastic fashion. His approach here mtches the earlier- 
cited definition of the CathmIlemn,, which bold that empitula 
'breviter capiant et contizeant aliquam sententlams. To have an 
ordinatio, of capitula gives the reader the whole book In brief In 
a forn which can easily be mencrised (see below, pp. 308,310-11). 
In the scholastic prologue the torn materia or causa 
juterialis could nean two things. cubject-matter and sources. 
There is a division of Juterlae here Into 'maters and estories'. 
The Inaters' are exposition and the 'estarles' correspond to 
Biblical historical narrative. Xoreaver both Imaters' and 
lestorles' are arranged alphabetically in an index which follows 
the epilogue and lists the chapter in which an lestariel or 
Inater' is to be found. 
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VII. THE ORTHODOX VYCLIFFITE PROLOGUE 
Overwhelmingly. the Xiddle English Lives of Christ are by non 
of orthodoxy. In fact Love's Xtrrnur was the *official' Life of 
Christ because it was licensed and commended by Archbishop 
Arundel to edify the faithful and confound Lollards and heretics. 
Doubtless, many writers of the Xiddle English Lives of Christ 
would have been horrified at the Idea of vernacular Bibles being 
made to be beard and read by the laity without the presence of a 
preacher or protective layers of glosses and commentaries. 
However, the translators of the Vycliffite Bible were very much 
intellectual products of their tine. As translators they 
energetically applied all their orthodox nothodology of exegesis 
and they drew on standard naterials of comuoentary-tradition. 
Wycliffe himself was a follower of literal-sense exegesis, after 
the manner of Nicholas of Lyre and Thomas Aquinas. As he put it. 
Ivere dicit sanctus Thomas sensum parabolicum... esse 
literalem'. 12" Wycliffe followed Jerome's policy of literal 
sense before nere words: 'nee puteaus In verbis scripturarum esse 
ewangellun, sed in sensul-126 The literal sense was to Wycliffe 
the Ispeculum. voluntatis' of God, the divine authorial Intention 
mirrored in Holy Scripture, the 'prinum fundamentum noticie 
crlstiane'. 124 
The primacy of the literal sense in orthodox scriptural 
exegesis crystallised an age-old problem with which translators 
had to contend. This was the problem of whether to translate 
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word-for-word or seuse-for-cense. The interlitear gloss, not 
disturbing word-order, had been a feature of literary culture In 
England since Anglo-Saxon Psalters. The early version of the 
Vycliffite Bible took somotbing of a glosmatory approach. F. P. 
Bruce has suggested that this was because the Vycliffites 
conceived of the Bible as 'Goddis Lawel, 'Lax Dell, intended to 
replace Canon Law. 121 The English was intended to provide a 
gloss of great verbal accuracy. This was why It was more of an 
homologous glass than an Idionatic rendering. Nevertheless, it 
was a bold leap out of Latin into the vernacular. Furthermore. 
because the Wycliffites appropriated the authority of St. Jerome 
by translating his prefatory epistles, it was a leap from a 
position of autharity. 1211 The Xiddle Ages had seen Jerome as an 
inspired saint and Church Father. The Vycliffites portrayed him 
as he portrayed himself, that Is, as a translator of language and 
a commentator on the literal sense. Jerome's assessment of the 
Septuagint became all the more pointed by virtue of being 
translated into English: 
... 
ýy 
writen whanne ýel weren gaderid to giderls in 
to a chirche. ben to baue talkid to gideres & not to 
haue profecled/ For it Is oon to be a profete. 6 an 
+re to be a trauslatoure of laugagef For in 
profecle 
je 
spirit seiý b1fore. siche ItgIs 
ýat ben 
to come/ but in trauslacioun: enformacioun & plentee 
of wordis trauslatii siche ugis as he 
vndirstoudiý. 129 
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The demystIfying Wycliffites worked with language according to 
understanding rather than words alone. Exactly the same rLaterial. 
is invoked In the fifteenth chapter of the prologue to the second 
version of the Wycliffite Bible, written around 1397. This 
prologue is the most complete statement about late-medieval 
vernacular translation extant fron the period In English. 140 It 
was written in the beat tradition of nainstrean scholastic 
literary theory and commentary-tradition. In translating, the 
Wycliffites flouted the political authority of the ecclesiastical 
establishnent. However. intellectually. and in their procedures. 
they were utterly orthodox. They drew an authority and used the 
best scholastic methodology. 
The chapter can nces with a simple and irrefutable assertion 
on the authority of Holy Scripture: *for as wyche as Crist se 
at gospel shal be prechid in al 
ýe warld... "21 Preaching the 
gospel is a Christian duty, and so ir. translating Lt. The 
intentio is divulged: 
... 
4 
camune charite to saus alle nem in oure rewne 
whiche God wole have sauid. a symple creature haý 
translatid 
ýe 
Bible out of Latya Into Englisb. '*' 
This apparently simple statement Ira packed with rcholastic 
attitudes. Because the writer of the prologue has Icharitel his 
intentio is pure. To have charity Is to nove It the same 
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direction as the will of God. Therefore the intentla is also 
humble. The utilitas of saving lalle man' dovetails with the 
intentio because It in the will of God that the goopel be known. 
The nodus agendl or causa forjulls is the act of translation 
giving a Latin Bible an English form. The zuteria or causa 
zuterialis Is the Bible. The causa efficiens to the translators 
,a synple creature' (and divine auctores). 'Symplal acknowledges 
inferiority to God, and 'creature* Indicates a suitable debt to 
the creator, the Author of all things. He proceeds to tell of 
the four stages by which translation was effectedt 
First is symple creature hadde myche traualle wiý 
diuerse felawis and belperis to gedere mania elde 
biblis, and ere doctouris and conune glosis, and to 
make oo Latyu bible sundel trewe. 123 
'Elde biblis' are nore reliable than recent ones. The 
authoritative tradition of '+re doctouris and conune glosis'. 
established and orthodox glosses. is drawn upon. On the basis of 
this the Latin Bible Is edited to produce the best possible text. 
The next stage In translating the Bible is to 'studio It of e 
newe. e text wiý 
ýe 
glose, and re doctouris as he mi to Sete. +3 
and speciali Lire an the elde testament'. 134 Lyre was the 
greatest exegete of the literal sense. The purpose of the 
eglose, is to understand the literal sense. 
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The third stage Is 'to counselle wlý old* gramarions and old* 
dyuynis of harde wordir. and harde sentoncia, bou 
ýo 
mijton beat 
be vndurstonden and translatid'. 1,24 
Ifter the nanner of the Cathallcon's defInItion of 
translation# the source text to expounded. 'Statencial means 
grammatical sentences and also the vententia 11tterae after the 
manner of Lyre. that Is the expoundable meaning of the literal 
sense. We see here that literal-sense exegesis and grammar are 
dealt with together as if Interlocking, for grammars as has been 
established in Chapter 11 above, was believed In Itself to have 
semantic function. To expound the same hard words and sentences, 
both divines and grammarians are consulted. 
The final stage is to translate. Suitably. I 
ýe tau e tyme to 
translate as cleerli as he coude to 
ýQ 
Sentence. and to haue 
manie gode felawis and kunzynge at 
ýe 
correcting of e 
trauslacioun'. 11, The sentence Is that of exegesis and 
grammarians. It Is Inpartant that the correctors are 'gode' nen. 
for their morality had direct consequences an the Integrity of 
their literary production. 
Clearly, the translator is regarded as a commutator 
elucidating the literal sense: 
First it is to knowe 
ýat Pe ber-te tramelatIng Is, out 
of Latyu Into ED9116be to translate aftir e sentence 
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as opin elýer openere In English an In Latyn. and go 
not fer fro e lettres, and If 
ý* lettre mat not be 
suid in 
ýe 
translating, lot ý& sentenct euer* be hool 
and open, for je wordis owen to %true to a antent 
and sentence, and ellis a wordis ban superflu tjýer 
false. 13'P 
As cozezientators, they make the Seatenco 'openers* , but 
acknowledge that they must keep as close as possible to the words 
and the literal sense, lie lettrel. 'Entent' and 'sentence* are 
collocated and thereby distinguished. 'Ententl Is the whole 
Intention of the author of the original, whereas the sentenca is 
the meaning contained Ino or proceeding froz. the literal sense 
of the text. 
Is we have seen. a sentence 
unit in which construction and 
thought having been expressed. 
word was held not In Itself to 
Intentions could only be reprei 
larger units. 
was conceived of as a syntactic 
sense are complete, a complete 
Single-word sentences apart, a 
represent a conplete thought. 
sented adequately through such 
Indeed. to follow the discernible Intention of the bumn 
author is Is the only secure grounds for translation, 'for Austym 





vndurstanding of Fe autour, it Is errourl. 120 
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I Xanie resoluclons moun make 
ýe 
sentence open' . I-,,, There Is 
no one way to render the s#nteacet the translator may, and must, 
choose from valid alternatives. Therefore, as he continues, 'to 
englissbe It aftir word wolde be derk and doutefull. 140 We 
have already discussed in Chapter It above the relatiouGhip 
between the contenporary grammatical outlook of the Wycliffite 
Prologue and literal sense exegesis. 
The Vycliffites are conpilers. Varlaats are to be collected 
and labelled for comparisout 
Ind where 
ýe 
Ebru bi witnesse of lerom, of Lire and 
+re 
expositouris discordtý fro oure Latym biblis. I 
haue set in margyn bi maner of a glose what e 
Ebru h+ and Lou it is vndurstondun In sun place-141 
Jerome Is further recoximended In the same passage for his 
Ikunnyug' and also his lbolynessel. In the scholastic prologue 
the worthiness of the vita auctorls autbanticated the usefulness 
of the text. Likewise. Wycliffe blioself bad it that 'men 
ýat beý 
sett In worldlyche lilf and werk1s, schulde be ravychid herfro 
by word and lilf of Cristis prestis'. 142 In similar vein. good 
living contributes to good translating, Just as It does to good 
preaching-, for 'bi 
bis 
maner wlý good Iyuyug and great trauel, 
men moun come to tr+e and cleer translating and trewe 
vndurstanding of boli writ. seme it neuere so hard at 0 
bigynnirig'-143 
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The concept of efficient Instrumentality throuBh divine grace 
is present in the statement that translators are helped to full 
cognition by divine grace. This does not nean. that they are 
mystically Inspired. The actual source of grace Is not 
perceived, yet the grace sheds light an what the human mind in 
attempting to judge. 144 Hance, 'God of his grate swrcl 3QUO to 
vs grace to lyus wel and to sele a tru 1.1466 Also the 
translator lhaý nede to lyue a clang lit and be ful deuout In 
prelers and haue riot his wit ocupled aboute worldli 
ýLzglgl 
at 
Holl Spiryto autour of wisdom and kunnyng and tr+e, dresse 
him in his werk and suffre hin not for to erre'. 146 
The other principle of secure translating, apart from having a 
pure Intention helped by God, Is that of authority. The ultimate 
textual authority was to be found In an juctoe s criglaalla. In 
the prologue Is an assertion that only rarely has the translation 
of Jerome been used, 'as It =1 be preuld bi 
ýe 
propre origynals 
of lerom'. 111 This statenent Is In line with the great nave In 
the later Xiddle Ages to recover the originalia, the unabridged 
works of auctores, the so-called 'codices Integril. 140 
The newly Englished Bible nay be expounded like the Latin 
Bible. The text Is Just as authoritatively Biblical because its 
literal sense Is sound, tberfore *men mi 3 ton expoune... Zyche 
sharpllere and groundliere 
ýan 
mante late postIllatouris elýir 
expositouris ban don'. 149 
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The tradition of gospel harmony recognized that more than one 
writer could give a different but nevertheless profitable 
exposition of the same material. Thits was a justification and 
commonplace for the multiplication of com: wntarlea, as was the 
text from St. Paul's letter to the Rowns that all that In 
written Is written for our doctrine. Augustine's approval of 
the multiplicity of Latin translations In Invokedi 
I And 
ýirm 
Ing belpide more n lettIde vndurstonding, 
if rederis ben not necligent. Forwhi 
ýe 
bibolding 
manle bokis h+ shewid ofte, ejýer dec'larld, cum 
derkere sentencls. 1 
ýis 
me Austyn re. erefore 
Grosted selý 
ýat it was Goddis wille 
ýat dluerse men 
trauslatiden, and t dluerse translacions be In 
chirche, for where oon selde derkli, oon a+ er so 
seiden open11.1410 
God's truth is Inexhaustible and always ready to be expounded 
again. In a generally honageneous tradition of commentary these 
expositions should be lu harmony with each other. The difference 
lies mainly in the modus agendilform tractandl. It 19 In the 
nature of such authoritative materials to be treated tine and 
time again, hence the I=wnse number and variety of English 
reworkings of Biblical materials, Including Lives of Christ, 
which together are a harmony of expositions. Our translators did 
not seek to make the final work an their subject, or the complete 
translation. Xodern translation theory sometimes dwells an the 
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Inpossibility of equivalence. Xedleval translators did not 
concern themselves with this, prlzLarlly because their literary 
activity was predicated an its being an ethical activity in which 
a pure and humble Intention exculpated the translator from any 
real blameworthiness. There was also an acceptance In the 
medieval period of the necessary Incompleteness of each 
translation, which could be illuminated by further translation&. 
All material worthy of translation was worthy of re-translation. 
Hence Trevisa's Lord's renark that 
... no synfol wn doý so wel t, he no ny3to do betre, 
to r make so good a translacyon t be to ---'to 
zake a betre. 
ýrvore 
Orygenes made twey 
translacions and lerom translatede 
Lves 6 
Sauter. Y 
desire no translacion, of 
ýus bokes. beste t 
my3le be, for 
ýat 
were an ydel desyre vor euy nau 
ys now here alyue, bote Ich volde haue a skylfol 
translacion 
ý&t 
mqt be knowe and vnderstonde. 101 
In brief, though rebels against the ecclesiastical 
establishnent, the Vycliffites' literary nethodology and 
attitudes were utterly mainstream and respectable. They drew on 
scholastic literary theory to define and justify the role of the 
translator. They appropriated not only the Hieronyxic and Lyrean 
traditions but also the role of the comoentator on the literal 
sense. They showed themselves to have all the beat literary 
attitudes, especially with regard to iatentio. utilitas. 
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efficient Instrumental causality and grace, textual scholarship 
and editing, the following of auctoms and auctoritan, 
originalla. and the complenentary nature of alternative 
expositions on the "no authoritative mt*rJae. The Xiddle 
English Lives of Christ partook of the sane senalbility. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
NICHOLAS LOVE'S MIREDUR DE THP PLPI-ý5ZPD LYF QF CHRIali 
PROLOGUE AND PRACTICE 
I. THE XEDITAIMMER VTTAF CIIRIqrl AND THE XIRPOUH 
From the historical sense of the life of Christ could be 
generated didactic moralizing Lives. Ilk* the ýqtat? Alr Li1g. aad 
also versions including meditation on the events of the Compels, 
like the Sperulum Devntnrum and its great predecessor the Kirrour 
nf thp Plassed Lyl of Jerau Christ, written before 1410 by the 
Carthusian Prior of Xount Grace, Nicholas Love. I Extant in =me 
49 known nanuscripts, together with two fragmants and two 
composite texts, it was one of the nost successful English books 
of the fifteenth century. It passed through eight reprints 
between 1486 and 1525.2 
There is no dissent among nodern scholars as to the popularity 
and prestige of Love's Xlrrnur.. In a publication of 1981 
Elizabeth Salter could safely clain: 
Xargaret Deanesley'ra statement, joade in 1920. 'Love's 
XyrrouL ... bad an interesting history and w3s probably 
more popular than any other single book in the 
fifteenth century' ... has been substantially 
-160- 
reaffirzed and extended by more recent research upon 
the Myrrnur. and related troatises. * 
Xore recently, XIcbaeI Sargent has reaffirmed Deanooley's 
view. 4 The Xtrrtur Is also rightly coon aim not only prime 
evidence for a broadening audience for vernacular devotional 
prose in the later-medieval period but also a factor in 
developing it. 0 
Is well as enjoylag an andurtag popularity Lovelo Mirmur- had 
considerable prestige and authority. tn many copies Is included 
a menoranduix uhich records that around 1410 the Mirrour- was 
licensed by Archbishop Arundel and commended and miandated for the 
edification of the faithful and the confutation of all false 
Lollards and beretIcs. 16 Thus it can be said that the Mirrnur- 
was the 'official' Kiddle, English Life of Christ. especially 
given Church policy of frowning an the circulation of vernacular 
Bibles amongst the laity. As late as 1532 Thomas Xore. In 
opposing the the Bible translator Villtan Tyndale. recommended, 
alongside Hilton's Saalp of PprfPe-Unn and the Xiddle English 
rendering of the Imitatinn nf Christ, Love's Xlrrntr as proper 
and profitable reading-matter for pious Christians. He advised 
Iredynge of suche englysshe bookes as moste may norysshe and 
encrease deuocyon. Of whyche klade Is Sonauenture of the lyfe of 
Cryste, Gerson of the folowynge of Cryste, and the deuoute 
contenplatyue booke of Scala perfectionle wytb suche other 
lyke' .7 
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The Xlrrnur Is a translation of the Psaudo-Sohaventurean 
X, seittationeet Vitats Chrii%fl. an Imaginative caries of wditatioas 
following the order of Christ's life. 0 It enjoyed tonanso 
success and Influence throughout Europe. 11 The editor of the 
medieval Irish version of this work eloquently acknowledges its 
massive Inportance: 
The Me-elitaticries has been variously referred to an a 
Life of Christs a biography of the Bloated Virgin. 
the fifth gospel, the last of the apocrypha, one of 
the masterpieces of Franciscan literature, a summary 
of medieval spirituality, a religious handbook of 
contemplation, a manual of Christian iconography, one 
of the chief sources of the mystery plays. 10 
Xore recently, Xichael Sargent has stated that It 'was 
probably the most Influential as well as the most popular of 
early Franciscan devotional writtugs. Indeed one night "y that 
the xPaitatinnes bad an Inportance In late medieval spirituality 
comparable to that of the faltation of Christ In the duatin 
vnndprnal. 11 It was so Important that it was translated Into 
many vernaculars Including French, Italian, Swedish, Spanish, 
Dutch/Alenannish. Bavarian, Catalan, Bulgarian, Irish and 
English. 12 
There are nany nanuscripts of the work In England containing 
the Latin original. 1* Also, an Indication of the authority and 
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spiritual puissance accorded to the work la the late-modlaval 
period Is to be gained from the fact that an Indulgence of forty 
cLsys was granted between 1452 and 1457 by the Archbishop of Yorks 
the Bishops of Durham and Carlisle and the Suffragan Bishop of 
York (who was also Bishop of PhilIppopolls) to any person 
devoutly reading a single chapter of the work. 14 
Apart from the success and prestige of the Latin original and 
Love's version, the Inportance of the NoAtt%unton vttxg chrinti 
in medieval English culture can be gauged through the fact that 
there are several extant versions of the Passion-section and 
three Lives of the Virgin and Christ, all Englished In the 
fourteenth century. Is 
The Maditatinnes Map Chrinti Consists of a series of 
meditations following the events from the debate of the council 
in heaven concerning Xan's restoration right through to the 
sending of the Holy Ghost to the Disciples. Though it Is a work 
containing much meditative material there to also a considerable 
homiletic element. As regards Its first Intended audience, It 
was written for a Poor Clare for bar spiritual. moral and 
contenplative benefit. The tone of the work is appropriately 
intimate. The Idilecta filial Is drawn closer to Biblical events 
as if she were present or even a participants and this to done In 
order to gain more efficaciously the multiple benefits of 
affective experience leading in part to contenplation and moral 
, fjruyte from the most exemplary of exenplary lives. 
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The MCd1lb"On" MAP ChrIGIL to a work not only imiginative 
and dramatic but also instructive and authoritative. Its sources 
are the Bible, the Apocrypha. patriotic texts, and earlier works 
of revelation and meditation. Xore Indirectly, but just as 
important. with regard to general Influences and milieu, *It 
seems'. according to Salter. '... to gather up the varied elezWnts 
of Franciscan piety, and express them as a whole. Behind It lies 
the mystical theology of St. Bernard and St Bonaventure, to less 
than the simple but profound faith of St. Francis of Assisi. But 
In its marked stress an the emotional aspect of the Lift of 
Christ as against theological Issues, it allies Itself with that 
part of Franciscan activity which aimed at popularlsing the great 
devotional themes set by the foregoing centuries'. 116 
Love's Mirrnur reflects circumstances of composition and 
intended audience different from those of the 
rbrintl, and this can be seen most explicitly In his prologue, or 
'prohemel as he calls It. 17 As a Carthusian he was obliged to 
make devotional books. The devotional book which Love chose to 
make in the vernacular had as Its purpose the stirring of devout 
wuls. lay and religious. nen and women, to the love of God and 
to good living, as well as providing this widened audience with 
orthodox teaching on the life of Christ. Love carefully 
supervises the meditating Imaginations of his readers and bearers 
and explains Biblical events to then In clear English 
authoritatively, Intinately and affectIvely. This work had 
exactly the right sort of appeal to suit Arundel's Intention of 
-164- 
distracting the people from the VyclLfIlto Gospola. The KLrrnur. 'jj 
primarIly meditative nature, and its extrapolation and 
development of the Gospel stories, can be soon as being something 
of a diversion from the perilous language of the Holy Text 
itself. 
However, it would be wrong to emphasis* too tuch the narrowly 
political intentions and uses of the Xirrnur 11though it 
indubitably includes significant amounts of anti-Lollard polemic 
and an appropriate treatise on the Blessed Sacrament, licholas 
Love, beyond all question. first and foremost, deliberately 
produced a work with a non-sectarian, affective, instructive 
doctrinal Intention and utility for clerks and laity alike, with 
the stress an the relatively unlearned. 1*1 Such Intentions are 
reflected in the exclusion of the more difficult theology and 
advanced contemplative materials of the originals or passages 
that addressed themselves more to the circumstances of the 
enclosed religious. 10 
II. THE THEORETICAL DIKENSION 
In his 'prohemel Love d1scusses his role as a translator and 
also renders Pseudo-Bonaveuture's own 'probemiual into En8lish. 20 
The English probeze reveals a considerable and informing presence 
of orthodox academic literary theory Issuing directly fron the 
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pen of Love in those passages not translated from the Pseudo- 
Bonaventurean probeziua An Interesting test of Loy* as a 
translator to to examine his Engllsbing of precisely that part of 
the Mpdltntimpq Vitae Chrlntt which to most explicit about the 
nature of the work. 
Love does not order his proben-e under paradigm headings, 
showing the curt ticklist systematism of, say, the accescus to 
Physinlogur. (see above, p. 107). Rather the theory in 
Incorporated Into the flow of his argument In a natural, 
idlom3tic way, serving to Influence and describe the priorities 
and character of the MIrrour. Love's purpose was not that of 
serving literary theory, but he Is careful to show his 
correctness in presenting his work in terns of standard 
categories. The theory bolsters and valorises the central 
concerns of the project, wbich are to provide simple English 
souls with a neditative Life of Christ in their own tongue, to 
declare the Life of Christ to be the supreme literary genre 
outside the Bible. and to describe the moral and spiritual 
benefits to be gained from it. Love's theoretical command is 
comprehensive and Informs his discussion of his sources, his 
views of his own literary activity and intentions, and also what 
he actually does. 
The source is assessed In academic fashion. It was written by 
a man morally good. 'the devout mn and worthy clerk/ 
Bonauenture' (p. 8). This reflects the concern for the moral life 
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of the author (vita auctorls) found In the scholastic prologue 
tradition. An auctor's moral status could be bold to affect the 
autborlty of his work. Later in the Ur=uz Love actually 
reco=sands the work of Valter Hilton as that of a 'holy lyuerol 
(P. 165). 
The mteria (1=terel) of the Xed, tAtqmtPr- Vitno Chrintl In 
the life of Christ: 'the natere of this book/ that to the bleGaid 
lyf of Jesu crist' (p. 12). This Imaterel, with its 'pleyne 
sentence' (p. 8), is 'fructuousel. Its utillus to the profit to 
be gained In stirring to the love of Jesuit and the edification of 
rample Souls. 
The whiche scripture and wrItyzge/ for the fructuouce 
mater ther of steryuge specially to the loue of Jesu/ 
and also for the pleyne sentence to comune 
vaderstoudyage/ seneth amonge othere rouareynly 
ediflenge to symple creatures. (p. 8) 
The reference to 'fructuouse nater' considers not only zuteria 
but also utilitas, as does the phrarse, 'prophitable mater of this 
book' (P. 10). Love Inter-relates and collocates paradigm 
categories ad boc as it suits his discussion. 'Xaterel Is not 
considered as separate from 'fruytel or Inanerel . Likewise 
Inanerel Is presented along with lententl, for the work Is 
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... writen in this nanere and to this antent/ that is 
to sele as deuoute ymaginaclouns and l1kcauces 
atirynge rymple coules to the lout, of god and desire 
of heuenly thinges. (p., D) 
The Inanere* Is that of devout meditations. Love further 
defines it as 'more playa In certeyn parties than Is expressed in 
the gospel of the foure euangelistes' (p. 8). The 'entant' Is 
that of stirring simple souls to the love of God and desire for 
heavenly things. 
There is a similar theoretical underpinning In Love's 
discussion of his own activity. A conception of bilocated 
authorship informs his request to the reader to pray not only for 
himself, the drawere out' (p. 13), but also his lauctourl (though 
he could be referring to himself generally at; lauctourl here). 
In the traditional scholastic prologue, titulus and nozen 
libri were the headings under which were considered the reasons 
for a book's name. In this prohem Love provides a lengthy 
justification and exposition of the new title be has created for 
his work. Copies of the Kirratir contain 111onen libril (p. 10) in 
the margin at this point. 
Lcme sees his Inatere' (mteria) not only In terns of a 
source. the HOdUA1101103 Mae Christi. assumed to be written by 
St. Bonaventure, but also in terms of the nature of its coutent, 
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i. e. I the wordes and the dedes of that man La whom goddes eon* 
3 af hym self to ve in to ensanple of good lyuyugal (p. 6). 
Echoing the phrasing of the title of his original, Love 
identLiles the Imaterl as Ideuout meditaclouns of crictes lyfl 
(p. 8). The meditative form chosen by the juctor is part of the 
translator, sI matere' . 
Love's lentent' is the same as that discerned In the original, 
and he avoids blane by offloadIng some of the moral 
responsibility for the enterprise on the devout souls who 
requested him to write this work. 
Vberfore/ at the Instaunce and the prayer of somme 
deuaute soules/ to edificacioun of suche men ar 
wonmen Is this drawynge out of the forsaide, book of 
cristes lyf wryten in englisch/ wyth more putte to It 
certeyn parties and also with drawynge of dyuerse 
auctoritees and materes as it semeth to the writere 
here of most spedeful and ediflenge to hem that bet 
of symple vuderstondynge. (P. 8) 
His Imanere'. though, is more Independently his own business, 
being that of the translator in, his ldrawynge oute... ju 
englisch', and that of the compiler purposefully adding 
Inore. .. In certeyn parties and also with drawynge 
(i. e. removal] 
of dyuerse auctoritees and Materes'. Though be has not changed 
the sentence of his original he has an independent preacher- 
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compilerle mdus agandl. 'as It samath to the writer* here of 
most spedeful and ediftengs'. The 'Attend* lector' notice in 
many copies of the Hirrour refers to Love as the 'translator or 
compiler In English', Itranslatorls slut compilatorts In anglicol 
(p. 6). The book was seen as both translation and compilation. a 
restructuring in English faithful to the sentence of the 
original. Indeed compilatio contributes to the very construction 
of this probeze because Love excerpts and re-orders the materials 
of the original and cuts out references relating to Saint Francis 
and to studies of spiritual exercises (Peltier, pp. 510-II)o which 
would be of more Gpecific Interest to the enclosed religious than 
to Love's Isynple soules'. The sentence of the original Is not 
undermined by these cuts. Also, In true compiling fashlonj he 
acknowled8es his auctores: for example, 
lHereto accordynge speketh saint Austyn thus... (p. 7) 
For/ as selut gregory seith/... (p., g) 
Picking up on an idea to be found In the 100th cbapter of the 
original (Peltier, p. 629) he explains his ordimatio af ter the 
dLays of the week: 
Ind for also mocha as this book Is deuyded and 
departed In vij parties after vlj dales of the woke: 
euery day one party or samne therof to ban had In 
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contemplacloun of ben that ban therto desire and 
deuocicuu. (p. 12) 
The reader could cover the whole book In a single week, but If 
he/she only read a chapter Vcozma ther of'), as was more likely 
with a sinple lay soul who could not spare the tine or maintain 
the attention, he/she would not cover the whole sequence of the 
Vita Cbristi but could still gala a cause of its Aladell ordre 
recycled every weeki for Instance. the early days of the week 
would deal with earlier events of Christ's life and each Friday 
would cover sane element of the Passion. Note the typical 
compiler's attitude of stressing reader-cboice as regards how and 
how much to read. Similarly typical Is the presentation of more 
than one level of ordinatio, for the Xirrnur can also be used 
according to the Church year. 
Ilso not onelicbe the nater of thin book Is pertyneut 
and profitable to be h3d In contemplacioun the 
forseide dayes to ben that wollen and nowoul bot also 
as It lougeth to the tymes of the 3 are: as In aduent/ 
to rede and deuoutly h3ue In nynde fro the bygyuuynge 
in to the natiulte of oure lord Jeau-! aud thereafter 
in that holy feste of cristemasseu! and so forth of 
othere matires/ as holy chIrche maketh zynde of has 
In tyme of 3ý re. (pp-12-13) 
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These two levels of ordinatia could be conbined, or the reader 
could switch from one to the other. In what constitutes an 
epilogue at the end of the work, Love takes the principle of 
reader-choice let further, by acknowledging not only a need to 
maintain in the reader a feeling of novelty but also recognising 
that following the days of the week as reco=wnd*d by the auctor 
might prove wearisome by continuance. He Invites his readers not 
only to use the book according to the times of the church year# 
if they want to, but even to Ignore ordlastic altogether in 
favour of picking and choosing ad hoe both the location of 
passages and their length. depending ou what seems most 
comforting, or provides proper consolation, or stirs then to 
devotion. Thus the principle of lectorls arbitrium is taken to 
its logical extrene: 
tberfore bit senath not conuenient to folowe the 
processe therof by the dayes of the wikel after the 
entent, of the forsaide Bonauenturei for it wore to 
tediousel as me thinkethl and also It schuld* so sane 
be fulsome and mot In comfortable dayntathe by cause 
of the freelte of nankynde/ that hath lykynge to here 
and knowe newe thinges/ &ad tho that bons soldene 
herde ben ofte In the nore deyntotbe. Vberfore It 
semeth to ne beestAbat euery deuoute creatour that 
loueth to rede or to here this book take the partes 
tberof as it semeth noste coumfortable and stirynge 
to his deuoclouuý/sumtyme oon and sumtyme anotbtr/ 
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and specially In the tymas of the are and the feates 
ordeyned in holy chirchel ats the mteres ban 
pertyneut to hem. (p. 300) 
Though this attitude seems ptrnteelve, Love nevertheless takes 
care at the end of the probem to announce forzally all the 
levels of ordinatlo, I. e. the beginning of the first chapter# 
part and day. 
Ind thus endeth the probome: and after folowath the 
contemplacloun for Xoneday In the f1riste party and 
the firste chapitle. 
He is specific about the hierarchy and distinctness of levels of 
ardinatio, in that 'parties' constitute a level above 
*chapitres'. 
IThe firste partle bath flue chapitres touchinp the 
contemplacioun. for Xoneday and for the tyme of 
Iduent/ as It foloweth after. 
This same distinction of levels is reflected In the table of 
numbered chapter headings and daily parts in wny copies of the 
Mirrour (pp. 1-5), all of which can be keyed into the text. This 
makes the book more effective for reference and meditation &like, 
in line with The )(IrOure of Xams Ralluncinnnelet point that whoever 
studies these headings Offul ethe In schort cny be fa boke bore 
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all away' (1.13) (see above, p. 124). The mnemonic, aesthetic and 
meditative function of such tables should not be undervalued, for 
devotional works were meant to be inwardly digested, held In the 
mind for contemplation after reading or hearing had ended. They 
were also books, not to be read and board once and then left, but 
to be re-used, in some cases habitually. Thus the table is, not 
just a key to the book but a mnemonic for the reader's own 
meditative experience of the work and of the life of Christ. 
gained from past reading and set and borne, an with Cecile. 
leuere in the priuete of her breat' (p. 10). 
The prologue Is annotated marginally in true conpillng 
fashion. Some of these notes label auctores and their works; for 
example. IlAugustinus de agone christlanol (p. 7)1 so= eapbasise 
certain inportant, points; for exanple, 11Nota beat' (p. 9) and 
111De sano intellecto buius libri., (p. 9); sone distinguish 
Love's own words from the Marlitittlanas Vitars Chrints. tn : %any 
copies of the Kirrour is a Latin notice to the reader. Love's 
contributions are narked in the margin by an *. I. ' and those of 
his source by a '. B. ': 
Ittende lector hulus l1bri prout sequitur In 
anglica scrIpti quod vb1cunque In nargine ponitur 
litera Jr: verba sunt translatoris siue conpilatorts 
in anglico praeter Illa quo inseruntur In libra 
scripto/ secundum cosmuen opintomen/ a venerabIll 
doctore Bonauentura in latIzo de maditacione vite 
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christi. Et quum peruenitur ad processus at verba 
elusden doctorls Inseritur In margin* liter& B. 
prout logenti slue intuentl istus Ilbrum specull 
vitef christi lucide poterit apparere. (p. 6) 
Such a not1ce was addressed not only to the literate reader but 
also to whomsoever night be reading the book out to bearers, who 
could be told which were the words of the auctor and which the 
translator. 
The presence of orthodox literary theory in the prolem. thens 
is a substantial fact, whether it concerns discussion of sources 
or the translator's own literary activity. 
III. XEDITATIOX IN ENGLISH FOR kLL: A LIFE OF CHRIST FOR SrXPIF 
SOULES 
The prohene does not commence with any translating of the 
source. Instead it has a considerable prefacing passage 
advertising the suprene value of the words and works of Jesus as 
written in various books and especially In the Neditattanan Vitae 
Chrtsti. originally written In Latin for an enclosed woman but 
nevertheless sovereignly edifying for Isynple soules'. and 
capable of stirring than to hope of the afterlife (pp. 7-9). 
Incorporating amongst his own words some transposed material from 
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the original, Love stresses the I1L3gInatIv* nature of the 
original: not all of its materials are authentically Biblical and 
are hence only to be believed for the purposes of devout 
meditation (p. 9). Havitg declared his reasons his tow English 
title for the work. Love launches Into a rendering of the Latin 
probeniun (p. 10), which starts with the exacple of the St Cecilia 
who meditated continually on the life of Christ to bar great 
spiritual benefit. Three prime uses of the Life of Christ are 
named: firstly, strength against the world's vanities as 
exemplified in Cecilia's spurning of the pomp of bar wadding 
(pp. 10-11); secondly, strength against adversity as exanplifted 
in the joy of tornented rnrtyrs (p. 11); and finally. protection 
from vices together with a concomitant gaining of virtues (p. 12). 
It is then indicated that the work will concern God and His 
angels in Heaven (i. e. the council In heaven for the restoring of 
Kan. (p. 12)). Next, Love Incorporates the substance of a passage 
In Chapter 100 of the source reconmending a division of the book 
by the days of the week and the Church year (pp. 12-13). Finally. 
following a petition, he announces the end of the 'prohemel and 
introduces the meditation for Xonday and Advent (p. 13). 
(i) All is Witten for Hope for All 
The proleme of the Mirrnur opens with the famous and oft- 
exploited dictum of St. Paul In Rowns tbat all that is written 
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is written for our doctrine in order that we have hope. Love's 
exposition of Romas is shaped by bit desire to provide for a 
widened audience a Life of Christ offering hope to all. In the 
sentence of the 11oditatimnes Vitme r-hrinti, and In the 
superabundant sentence of the Scriptures, fron which such works. 
especially Lives of Christ, spring, there it the potential and 
the authority for this new English version for Isymple soules'. 
The prohem opens with the resonant contentiousness of Latin 
Scripture: 
Quecumque scripta aunt/ ad nostram doctrinam 
scripta sunt: vt per pacienciam/ at concolacionem 
scripturarumf spem babeamus. Ad Rananoc xv* cap*. Iv. 
These ben the wardes of the grete dcmtour and holy 
apostil Paul. (p-7) 
Citing chapter and verse with propriety, Love attributes the 
Latin to Paul, an auctor who was both doctor and Apostle. Vhen 
he starts to expound the Latin in his own words there Is nargiual 
annotation distinguishing with an $IN' his own contribution from 
that of the auctor. He then proceeds to expound the sentence as 
it suits his entent for his chosen audience. Having benefittod 
rhetorically from opening with a Latin Scriptural text Love goes 
an to expound it in English with one single. emornously long 
sentence. which consists of a build-up of unresolved clauses 
which are only dialectically and syntactically conpleted by a 
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vernacular repetition of St. Paul's words 'In-tchad' with vatter 
recomnending Vitae Christi. 
Consideryage that the goostly lyuynge of all@ trawe 
crIsten creatures In this world stant Gp*cialy In 
jap-a of the blIsse and the lyf that to to come In 
another world/and for also mocha as twayne thingoo 
principally norissben and strengthen this happ. In 
man/ that Is pantanno In herte and onsaumpl* of 
vertues and good lyuy" of holy man writaft in bookes/ 
and souereyaly the wordes and the dodos writton of 
oure lard Jesu crist/ veray god and man/ for the tysm 
of his bodily lyuynge here In erthe/ tbarfore to 
strengtbe vs and romforta vs in this U; tr- spokith the 
apostil the wordes aforseide to this entent7"selnge/ 
that alle thinges that ben writen generally In holy 
chirche and specially of oure lord Jesu crist/ they 
ben writen to oure lore*ý that by pacience and 
conforte of holy scriptures we haue hope/ that Is to 
saye of the lyf and bllsse that is to come In an 
other world. (p. 7) 
Sheer length of sentence Is riot often a significant critical 
category, but here the series of expository points create a 
cumulative effect clinaxing in a conclusla echoing and 
appropriating the Vulgate text, and finally returning to the same 
textuel starting point. The first part of tbis sentence. up to 
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the word leatent' . consists of a sequence of commanplaces which 
interweave with and Interpret Paul's words. Love's approach to 
this passage is quite adrolt: be does not closely expound the 
original word-for-word or sense-for-sento so such as develop an 
argument with points In the vernacular In harnony with the Latin 
text, echoing key words (which I have underlined) such as 'hope' 
(Ispen'), 'paciencel (1patientlam'). 'written' (*script&') and 
'confort' Oconsolacionem'). All these points, each of which 
leads logically to the next, would be self-justifying without 
recourse to an auctoritas like Rowns, but the Biblical test 
encapsulates and valorlses then all. Firstlys the spiritual 
life of all true Christians lit rooted In the hope of the life to 
come: this hope is strengthened by two things, patience and the 
virtuous examples of men written In books, and, in particular, 
Christ; this inevitably strengthens and cazLforts us In hope, In 
which spiritual life to rooted; thus St. Paul said what he did. 
Though the first part of the sentence Is at a somewhat 
periphrastic distance fron Romans it still draws authority from 
the Apostle. The second part translates Paul's words more 
closely but glosses them with key points (as underlined) made In 
the first part of the sentence: 
... to this ententý seinget that &Ile thitges that ban 
writen generally In holy chirche and tpedallyaf. 
n"rP lord Jesu ertnt/ they ben writen to our* lore: 
/ 
that by paclence and comforts of holy scriptures we 
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baue hope/ that In ta sale 1-th Ilf And bliftan that 
In to caw In an nther wnrld 
Thus as a faithful translator Love in seen to preserve In the 
vernacular the literal sense and also the Ipwisshas verba of 
Paul, but be ensures that the exposition of than very much suits 
his purposes. 
There In-eclings shape a twofold seatence: the supreme 
puissance of the genre of the Life of Christ, and the utility it 
has in providing hope for the afterlife. They also recall the 
glossatory habits of commentators and other translators like Orm 
who acknowledged the benefits of the technique of expansive 
insertion of nany words anong the words of the gospel In order 
properly to expound its innanent lore. 21 Like Orn, Love Inserts 
his own choice of words anangst Scriptural words. The sententla 
of the Bible and its derivative genres like Lives of Christ had 
inexhaustible reserves of sententia and varying utilitates. In 
expounding, the translator inevitably chooses his own Idyuers' 
exposition. As Love himself says. 'holy writt may be expowned 
and vndirstonden In dyuers maneres and to dyuerse purposes/ so 
that it be not a. enst the bileue or gode naneres' (p. 9). The 
Sententia is the potential for exposition In the text, and such 
superabundant potential forces choice (such choice being co- 
deternined by audience-need). Diversity and choice are 
authorised by the Pauline truism that all that Is written Is 
written for the purpose of stirring to the hop* of the afterlife. 
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a truth which harnanises all Idyuars' intarpretationts. Unlike 
other writers, though. Love does not use Pomans marely as a 
warrant for his own literary freedom, because he stresses the 
role of the hope of the life to come, and this is linked to his 
choice of literary form and matter. the Soar@ of the Life of 
Christ. This link, which is important, Is motivated by his 
decision to translate for 81=ple souls. the English laitys rather 
than the enclosed religious. with whom Pseudo-Donaventura was 
primarily concerned. Love recognised in the Mao 
rhrintl the potential for a Idyuers' exposition for a less 
rapecialirsed audience. The Mirrnur prefera the Inylke of 1 to 
doctrine/ and not ... sadde nete of grete clergle and of hi e 3 
contenplacloun' (p-8). The English audience were to Poor Claresi 
their affectus could not attain the mystical heights of the 
enclosed religious; but as Christians these laymple souleal had 
the capacity to be stirred Godwards In hope. which. though In 
itself it is not necessarily an Imaginative form of experience, 
is nevertheless an affective Christian emotion and virtue with 
God and the afterlife Its desired and. Such movemant towards God 
also satisfies the demands of caritas. Hope. then, is the 
lowest common denominator of the utilitas or 'fruytelilprophit' 
of this work. and reflects Love's entent in choosing this 
particular expositio sententie for the passage from Romans rather 
than using the Apostle as a license for literary freedom. " 
That Love writes of the Itbinges that ben writen generally In 
holy cbirche and specially of oure lord Jesu crist' Is a reminder 
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of the ecclesiastical authority invested In the genre. The 
Mirrour in particular was a product of Holy Church, Intended to 
edify the faithful and confound all false Lollards and heretics, 
as the menoranduis of the licensing by Arundel attests. As an 
obedient instrusient of Holy Church. Love was a literary preacher- 
translator expoundiag his texts In the vernacular as part of his 
of. ficium praedicatoris for the benefit of his chosen flock of 
sinple souls and the more educated. His role as a translator to 
validated by his being a prIeut and preacher under the aegis of 
Holy Church. His role as a preacher. or at least (as an enclosed 
Carthusian) a writer of preaching on the Bible, encourages him to 
translate. (Ve have already noted the link between preaching and 
translation (see above, pp. 87-103). Love, a exposition of Rovans, 
and Indeed the whole of the ILirrnur (In general) Integrate 
preaching and translation. 
Ql) The 'Xedecyne of Xan'- From 9(etev to 'Xylkel 
is yet, however. Love has not formally declared that he to 
translating an authoritative work. let alone Identified It as; the 
)(Pd1tationes Vitae Chrigti. Xovlug an from the universal theme 
of hope and towards the subject matter of his chosen source, he 
enpbasises the great power of Christ's life. He considers Its 
conceivability and Inconceivability to the humn mind. which 
enables him at the same time to approach the subject of 
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meditating an the vita, Albeit that the anpbasis Is an hunbler 
benefits, namaly the teaching of good morality and the provialon 
of hope for simple souls by Christ's moral example. He starts 
this passage as he did the section based an Romano, with an 
auctoritas, this tine culled from St. Augustine, who in the Dr- 
Ainnp Christlann. a short exposition of Christian doctrine and 
morals with simple souls In mind, declared that Christ Is a 
mighty Imedecyne of man' In the Incarnation and the Redemption 
through His Passion. 24 Although the nature and real* of 
healing are too great to be thought, nevertheless the Imagining 
of the Incarnation and the words and deeds of Christ provides 
example to all Christian souls of how to handle sit In this 
earthly life. Hence a parallel lit drawn between Christs dealing 
with sin in the Redemption and in His life an earth. This to 
expressed with reference to the capacities of the human mind, 
especially the imagination. 
Hereto accordynge speketh selut luatyn thus: Goddes 
sane take naný and In by= he suffred that longeth to 
man/ and was mde nedecyne of nan: and this modecyne 
is so nykel that It zmy not be tb, 3t. For there Is 
no pride/ but It my be ibeled thoru3 the mekenes of 
goddis sane: there Is to couetisef bot that it may be 
heled thorU3 his pouertet me wraththe/ but that It 
may be beled thoru) his paclence: nor mallcef but 
that it zay be heled tboru3 his charitle: and nore 
ouer there Is to synte or wickeduesse/ but that be 
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schal want It and be kept fro It/ the which# 
byholdeth Inwardely and louath &ad foloweth the 
wordes and the dedes of that ti3u, In whom goddes &one 
3 af hyn self to vs In to ensampl* of good lyuynge. 
(pp. 7-8) 
Love develops blis exposition of Augustine in a way tot 
dissinilar to his technique with Romans. In both he first 
quotes his auctor. elaborates on his, and than clinches his 
exposition by returning to the starting point of the text. In 
this passage 'Goddes sons toke man' to echoed by 'that man In 
whom goddes sone 31 f hym self to Val 
Though a full understanding of the nysterious essence of the 
greatness and nature of Christis healing of humanity through His 
Sacred Hunanity Is beyond human thought. nevertheless an 
appreciation of it is possible to human minds through Its 
medicinal properties and vIrtues, which are characterised In 
terms of 'contrarious' and Idisaccordlng' physic. As the 
Ptanzate We of C-brizat explains. Christ healed by lacordynge 
medicynel working on a principle of slailarity to the ailmentj 
and by Imedicyn discordyngl, which worked by a principle of 
opposition. 
... by nedicyn dlecardyng 
helet we wer... (11.0239-40) 
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I.. synnes GotIll 
belet Iblou ful of alght. tcf. Lova's 'sykell) 
And vset ys most communely 
contrarlus med1cyn forto dIght 
in fisik and in surgery, 
who-ser wol bole a core orlgbt. 
Contraria contrarils curantur. 
Ind to hele prouyde he take mekenesse (11.0203-60) 
The medical conceit Lit particularly apt because It concorns a 
human fleshly cure, the remedial Incarnation. In the StaftTAIC 
LIJ& the Inedicyn d1scordyng' of Christ's Itekenessel heals 
Oprouyde*. Llkwevise, in the Xtrrtut 'there Is to pride/ but It 
may be iheled tboru)r the nekenes of goddis canal. The Stanzatc- 
Ljjr- discusses further this particular form of healing with 
reference to the Passion. 
Therto acordes Paula orlght 
by thys warde that I sal say, 
he meket hymself that larde of might 
maad buxum to the deth that day. 
Id Philippen"s lj-. - Huxillauit sewt 
ipsum, factus obedlens, usque ad norten. 
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Is to the forma words of the claus4. 
tber-as he sayea he maket, hya so, 
ther hel*t he pruyde by sky1ful cause 
contrarlouse medicyn. taking tho. (11.6277-64) 
So, although this 'medecyne is to nykel that It ray not be 
thou) V in itself, Its healing by contraries luy be thought. 7he 
Inedecynel Is not linginable in its total essence but It is 
inaginable In Its properties and effects, as described In a 
series of repetitive formulaic cures, in each of vh1ch a sin to 
healed by a visible virtue. The rather formulaic, repetitive 
patterning of the four remedial properties Vaekents'. 'pouerte's 
'pacience'. and *charitiel) in a catalogue emphasises that they 
all partake of the saike nature, a single Inedecyne'. The saw 
four are also grouped together later in the probew In a passage 
deriving from the Med1tatinner. Vita@ Chrtntlo where they are 
advertised as the exenplary virtues of Christ's life. 
For where schalt thaw fynde so open ensample and 
doctrine of souereyn cbarital of perfite pouertel of 
profounde nakenes/ of pacience and other 
vertues ... ? (pp. 11-12) 
In the original. wisdon. obedience and prayer were also 
included, but the translator cuts then (see Peltier. p. 510). In 
harmon1sing the choice of virtues ID the tWO p3ssages Love keys 
in' the untranslated part of his praheim to the alterations in 
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his rendering of the Proboalua Also, the chosen four are 
appropriate to his audience and the oaltted virtues are bettor 
suited to the enclosed religious. Vboreas In the probealux of 
the original, Christ's life, If bold #in arcano pectorial, is 
declared not only to be effective against vice& but also a 
formidable means of providing affective wditative experience and 
gradually raising and purifying the soul (see Peltiort pp. 510- 
11), Love's probene enphaultes the Active Life: the exesplary 
nature of Christ's deeds and his words are to be 13taginad, loved 
and followed. So when Love recomnands the benefits of the Life 
of Christ. 'the whiche byboldeth Inwardoly and louath and 
foloweth the wordes and the dedes of that man in whom goddes sone 
5 af hym self to vs In to ensaisple of good lyuyngs' (p. 8). he Is 
enploying the language of neditation and imagination in the 
service of 'good lyuyngel. These modest ambitions are re- 
inforced immediately after the Onedicall passage by the 
reintroduction of the concepts of the hope In the afterlife and 
the stirring of the soul without great mystical experience. 
Vherfore now both* nem and wymmen and euery age and 
euery digayte of this vorlde to &tired to bope of 
euerelastymg lyf. (p. 8) 
This deliberately chines with the earlier exposition of Rowns. 
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(111) 'Scripture and Vrityugult 'Drawyage Out*' for Ulfication 
To choose a genre and source Is the first task of the 
translator, Just as he has tO Choose which natertal to translate 
and which to omit from within the source. Edging closer to an 
acknowledgement that he is translating a Life of Christ, Love 
refers to a tradition of vernacular as well as Latin devotional 
writings. and particularly Lives of Christ, as the 'r-outrayn' 
books deriving from Holy VrIt. They are indeed Idyucral in their 
I=neres' and 'purposes, as witnessed by the recarkable variety 
exhibited in extant instances of the genre. 
Ind for this hope and to this entente/ with holy 
writt also ben writen, dyuerse bookes and trateem of 
devou3t mený not onliche to clerkes in latyn/ but 
also in euglish to lewed men and wommen and ban that 
ben of symple vnderstandynge. (p. 8) 
Note the words 'with holy writt': Love is quite content that such 
Latin and vernacular works should be annexed to the Bible. It 
would, moreover, be possible to Interpet this passage as neanitg 
that there were some works with a Latin version for clerks and a 
vernacular version for the lens-educated lay non and women. In 
any cases for the 'lowed' It Is not only a question of language 
but also one of difficulty of content. The content can be 
simplified in the process of Englisbing by compiling and 
commentary as well as by competent InterlIngual rendering. At 
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this opportune mownt, Love Introducea by tama for tba f1riat tlxa 
the meditationas Mae Christi. a work in which such misplicity 
already exists in its naking 'playa' of the Gospalst 
Among thewhicbe beth writen deuout neditaclouns of 
crietes lyf/ more pleyn, in corteyn parties than to 
expressed in the gospelle of tho four* ouangellates. 
And/ as it Is selde/ the devout man and worthy clerk/ 
Bonauenture/ wroot hem to a religious wounan In 
latyn. (p. 8) 
Love closely translates the nomen libri of the source, 
Ineditaciouns of cristes lyfl. although the title is not formally 
acknowledged as such. Perhaps Love. bearing it mind his 
inposition of a new title on the work, Is notIvated, either 
consciously or subconsciously, to extinguish the threatening 
numinausness of the auctor's nozen libri by not referring to It 
as In book called medLtaciouns of cristes lyfl. The use of the 
word Opleyn' (describing the 'sentence' of the KPASIallazes Vitae- 
rhristi), meaning both 'plain' and $full' Is Interesting. In 
being "more pleyn' than the gospels It elucidates and flembes out 
their sentence like a commentary. Later In the probeime Love 
declares neditation to be a mods of Biblical exposition (p. 9). 
The worthiness of the Vitae Chrinti Is enhanced by 
the authorship of a good mu and worthy clerk. The moral life of 
the auctor often attracted comnent, and was dealt with under the 
beading vita auctoris In the scholastic prologue. There was a 
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contenparary debate as to whether the cacraments and sornazz of 
priests lacking a good intent could be good (&to above, pp-00- 
91). As a form of preaching the XeditAtintod Vita Chriatt Is 
validated by the worth of Bonaventure's life. There, may be 
perhaps a hint of caution or uncertainty over authorship to the 
'Attende lector' notice. which states that it is only according 
to 'common opinion' that the venerable Doctor Bonaventure wrote 
the worki It Is Isecundum co=uuen opInionam/ a venerabill 
doctore Bonauentural (p. 6). However, It to telling that the 
work was thought so worthy an to be by hin. 14 
The XPAItatinnag MAP Chriatj In evaluated for its jutorla 
and Its utilltas, its 'fructuouse naterl. and alw for Its 
Inauerel which is affective and unkes the sentence 'pleynel. 
The whiche scripture and writyngel for the fructuouse 
mater ther of steryuge specially to the lout of Jesu/ 
and also for the pleyne sentence to connune 
vnderstoudynge/ seneth axong* othere scuereynly 
edifienge to symple creatures/the whiche, as children 
hauen nede to be fedde with xylke of ly>te doctrine/ 
and not with sadde nete of grete clergle and of hi 3e 
contemplactoun. (p. 8) 
In this passages which Is not translated from the Latin, Love 
uses what looks like a translator's doublet. 'scripture and 
writyngel (a Romlince word plus a Germanic word, as wait often the 
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practice In doublets). However. the terna art not sytonymous. 
It would appear that an Inportant distinction is being drawn, In 
which 'scripture' can only moan Holy Scripture and 'writyngel can 
only nean non-BiblIcal materials, presumably such as cosmatary. 
homily, neditatIon and other passages of Itatruction or 
devotion. Such a distinction Is a proper one to take as It 
acknowledges the composite nature of the MgAitittnnaft VitAn 
Chrl-all In terms both of Onanerel and lzaterel. This 
distinction Is evidently nade when Love refers to 'holy writt 
and... dyuerse bookes' (p. 8). It also provIdes a precedent for 
Love's own 'writyngel, which Includes additions to his sourcoo 
and also his recourse to Scripture. All Lives of Christ are 
such 'scripture atd writyngel. 
The Mpdltfttlr)lipr. Vitap Chrlntl 1r. 'among* other* souereyaly 
edifienge to symple creatures' (p. 6). These words recall Lovols 
extended expositio, sententle of Roma% It which Isouereyaly the 
wardes and the dedes written of oure lord Jesu crist' 
'principally norisshen and strengthen... hope, (p. 7). and In 
which lalle tbltges... specially of our* lord Jesu crist/ they ban 
wrIten to oure lore'. 'Anionge others* could nean that the 
Mpd1tatfamps Mitap chrict' lie sovereignly edifying amongst its 
other qualities and functions, or amongst other devotional 
writings. Including Lives of Christ. In any case It Is the 
sovereign text amidst the sovereign literary Seure recounting the 
sovereign life, a not Inconsiderable assessment and 
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recommendation. Of cours*, tb* lizr= can only bdn*flt from 
this prestige. 
Having described, as 
utilitas of his source. 
Englishing of it. Sone 
mpditatimon Vlta@ Chrl 
the benefit of lsynplel 
&eased and recommended the nature and 
Love writes of the eircumatances of his 
devout people asked him to translate tho 
&U, to which be has added materials for 
'non and wommeal. 
Vberforef at the instaunce, and the prayer of tomme 
deuoute soulest to edif Icacloun of juche ma or 
wommen is this drawynge out of the forselde book of 
cristes lyf wrytem In englisch/ with more putt* to In 
certeyn parties and also with drawynge of dyuerse 
auctoritees and materes ar. It semeth to the writer, @ 
here of most spedeful and edifteuge to hem that ban 
of symple vnderstandynge. (p. a) 
Like the translators of the StAlIZ31c We and the P; ge--ul"n 
De-==Um Love Is asked by devout others to perform the work. 
This is morally Inportant for the translator because it could be 
construed as presumptuous to =ke such an English book on one's 
own initiative. The Xlrrnur reflects an act of obedience and 
conpliant charity. That those who asked for the book wer* 
themselves devout reflects well on the nature of Love's 
enterprise. Love has already stated that the Oentent' of the 
Xpdjt&tIanPg VItne Chrigti to Indeed profitable. In that his 
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intention harmanises with that of his source, albeit with a 
differing empbasis for the benefit of his audience, be cannot be 
morally culpable on this count either. Xost, Importantly, In 
that the lentent' is pure and pious, he In wrally free from 
blameworthiness, however well or III his enterprise nay turn out. 
In order to highlight the sentence of the original suitable 
for his Intended audience Love points out that he has added nare 
materials and authorities to his original. This reaInds us 
somewhat of St. Bonaventure's definition of a co=entator as 
someone who adds his own and others' materials for the purposes 
of elucidating the sentence of the auctor (see above, pp. 51-53). 
Love takes care to distinguish between the addition of 
authoritative and other, less authoritative, juterlae: *dyuerse 
auctoritees and materes'. Also reminiscent of St. Donaventure's 
discussion is the Idea that the auctoz's materials retain 
principal Place with the co=eutator's as additional and 
supportive, hence Love's expression 'with =ore putte to In 
certeyn parties'. The translator has the role of choosing which 
parts need augmenting and which need only a rendering of the 
literal sense. 
The term ldrawynge out', meaning 'translation*, Is used. 
Later Love describes himself as 'the drawer@ out' (p. 13). Tb* 
ft-n=tnrium Nrvulnrum pairs 1drawyn owt' with lextrabol, and In 
the IrAthOllemn knelleum 'to draw out or up' is paired with 
lextrabere'. " 'Extractiol also means Oparaphrasal or 
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'pr6cial, as in Tbo=s Callus's use of the tars in his two 
interpretative abridgementis of Pseudo-Dianyalus. 00 It could be, 
then, that Love has chosen hifs term with soma csre, eaptclally 
given the context of commantary-activity. for It my be that he 
sees his rendering of his juctor as open and rorlphroatic. 
Indeed. expositio sententle. In being not word-for-word 
translating but an elaboration or selective excerption of the 
Inport of the text. to Inevitably periphrastic. Likewise. just 
as an Ektractio abbreviates. so Love cuts out or condearms 
mterials without ditrupting the senteact. 
uv) Tbe Rule of Dyuers rzaglaaclouns I- Xeditatiou in English 
. yzple 
Soules or S1, 
The Xfrrnur*s probeze dr&ws on nedleval theory of Imagination 
in discussing the nature of the English work and the 
coutenplative levels at which It functions as a series of fleshly 
lynaginaciouns' of the Sacred Hunanity. The theory dovetails 
Into audience needs. Also. Love*s assessuent of his choices in 
shaping his new English Life of Christ shows an awareness of the 
range and Ideology of theory of Inagination. and Contenplative 
literature* which my be cited to illualtate his approach. The 
works of Hilton and the Unud-author are particularly helpful 
because they. like the Xtrmur, were orthodox and popular In 
their approaches to neditation and Imaginatien. 27' Furtherzoore. 
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Love actually had some acquaintince with the worka of Hilton, 
whom he admires and actually recommends. All three of those 
imaginative writers knew the capacities of their readers, and. 
though their target-audiences differed, they shared the saw 
arasu=ptions about what sort of Imagin, ation and contemplation was 
suitable for their specific purpozes, for they identify for whom 
they write and for whom they do not. In Englishing the 
Xoditatinnon Man Chrlesti Love changed Its character somewhat by 
cutting out higher contemplative naterials and upgrading the 
stress an the humbler aspects of neditatlon. He explalts this 
re-orientation of source In terms of audience-toed whilat 
continuing to adhere to standard theory of Imagination. This 
modulation of function marks a constitutive shift within the 
genres of Vitae Christi and meditative literature. A different 
work Is developed In accordance with the constrictions and 
opportunities of genre and the source Itself. Just &g a 
translator has to pick which part of the sententia to expound to 
his audience so also nust he adapt to at appropriate forn, be It 
a change Into another genre. as with the chanson do geste poem 
in Jesus College Oxford XS 29 6ee above, pp. 14-17) or the 
introspective lyrics of the fourteenth-century version of John of 
Hoveden's Philarken (see above. p. 2). 
Orthodox attitudes to naditation an the Sacred Hucanity and 
theory of I=ginatlan and contemplation fed through into the 
works of Hilton and the author of The Clnurl nf UrAnnwill. who 
discourse eloquently an its nature and zaritu. The approbation 
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accordod to meditating an the Sacred Humanity of Christ In &sea, 
for exatple, in 11.30 of Tho inf Parfati=. when & 
tripartite scheme of love, somewhat resembling the three degrees 
of contemplation, previously defined In Book 1, to invoked. 10 
The first and lowest level to the love of Cod by faith alone, and 
the second ire knowledge of God gained by thinking inagizatively 
on His Humanity. This category applies to the Kirrinur. The third 
and highest stage to when the Intellect comprehends perfect love 
with knowledge of God's divinity, albeit that the divinity to 
still united to His humanity. this being the only manner In which 
the divinity can be apprehended by humanity on this earth. The 
route to the godhead Is via the manhood, and such Is the route 
taken by Love's audience, though they are unlikely to achieve 
mystical union. Hilton, though he van writing for a different 
audience, accords with Love's approach. 





schuld. not vrren in here 
deuocloun, bat ý&t ýal scbuld be conforted and 
stren+ed 
VurSh 
sun naner Inward beholdyng* of lea-us 
for to forsake synne & luf of )oe werld. - erefore 
oure Lorde lesu tenprý His vuseable 1 '3 t of His 
Godhed, A cl. 
* 
it vndir bodily llktes of His 
innbed, & scbew+ it to 
ý& 
Inner a 130 Of a sOu1Q 
fed It with luf of his precious flesche 
gostly... oure Lord Itsu in His Godhed to a spirit, 
ýat 
may not be seen of vs lifand* in fl*scbe as He Is 
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in His b1luald 1 13 t. 
ýtrfore 
we schal liten, vader 
je 
schadwe of His tunbade as lonp as we are here. 
The sinple soul, who, as Love puts it, 'kan not thanke bot 
bodies or bodily thiftSes nova baue sonwhat accordynge vnto bin 
affeccloun wherwith be tay fade and &tire his douocioun' (p. 0), 
and will In all probability not got very far as a nystic. Rather 
he will know Jesus and love [tin, In the wards of Hilton, "al 
manly and fleachly after 
ý* 
condiciouts Aa Maas of man. And 
Vpo+t rewarde 1 11-9. sinple souls) "bapen al here 
wirkynge, In here 
ýuy 
as A In bore affoctiounal *I dreden [tin 
as a nan, a wurschipen Hin A luffen Hin principally in manly 
ywginacioun. A so to ferther'. 21%1 Such sitple souls think Of 
God by anthropomorphising Him, fearing, loving. beggitS nercy 
from Him and worshipping Him an they would a nan. 31 Vben loving 
Him they do so with an Image In mind of His life and Passion an 
earth. which Is precisely the "me technique enployed In the 
Xfrrnur. This Is tot as excellent as loving the spirit, but It 
Is still excellent, and Is not untouched by grace. The Claul- 
author was not particularly interested In such an audience for 
his owu writtrigs: l3e, 
ýOU5 
Al 
ýt ýl be ful good nen of actlue 
leuyng, Yta nater acard(ý ncýiug to ban. ' 22 Here he could be 
writing of Love's audience, but be was only interested in 
Oparceners In 
ýe 
ble-lat Pointe of a contemplatlue actel. 312 
Even so, the House of God has many amnsions, as Hilton pointed 
out% some of these are for the perfect contemplatives who gain 
the hlgbest beavenly rewards, but some of tbase mansions are for 
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the simpler souls. 24 in jh2-2nnif mr PrJ'VY enuttalling the 
wnhood of Christ Is declared to be the door through which non 
are brought to the 'goostly foJ* of deuocloun', which is enough, 
In fact. to save them. whether they contenplate the Godhead mt 
advanced nystics. or nerely behold the tuffering of the Kinbood: 
ei antren by 
ýo dore, 
ý3 
t to boholdynS of a 
Passion of Crlut* sorowen here wickydnon, 
ýQ 
whiche 
ben cause of 
ýt Passion. wlý bitter reprouyng of 
ben-self. ý&t deseruld A not suffrid, A pit* & 
conpassion of t w+ Lord*, ýat to vili tuffrid .1 
i+ng deseruld; Aa Iý on lift* up bare hertas to a 
loue & goodnes of his Godheed, in 
ýe 
whiche he 
vouchti-saaf to meke bya to lowe In our@ deadly 
zanbeed. Alle 
ýees 
entron bi dore, &I scholen 
be saaf. -& W4 er 
ýb 
I gone Into, In 
ý 
beholdynge 
of V loue A Soodnes of his Godhood. or oute, In 
beholdyng of 
ýi 
peyne of his nanbeed. ýai scholon 
fynde goostly fode of deuocion Inow Soffigaunt A 
aboundyng to help* & sauyng of here soul*s, f &I 
I coman neuer fe+er Invardes In it 111f. 40 
Hilton very definitely asserts the unique power of meditating 
an the bunanity of Christ. Just as Love finds morality. 
edification and a true ground for devotion for his audience in 
meditations of the Sacred Humnity, so also does Hilton, who 
states that 'until your heart Is cleansed from such sits through 
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a firn grasp of the truth, and consideration of Christ's 
humanity, you cannot come to any true spiritual knowledge of 
God'. 11 Those who want to go on to higher contemplation must 
also pass through this stage of meditating an the Sacred 
Humanity. It is the truest way to ghostly feeling of God. In 
fact, the CI=L-author cannot see a way to ghostly feeling for 
anyone who has not started here. 






a synner may haue in his begynnyng to 
goostly felyng of hinself & of God. & me wolde 
nk 
ýat it were inpossible to mans vnderstondyng - 
of al God nay do what he wil- 
ýt 
a synner schuld com 
to be restful in goostly felyng of him-self & of 
God, bat 3 if he first sawe & felt by ymaginacion & 
meditacion 




were to sarowen, & maad 
joie for 
ýatýat 
were to joien. & who-so comeý not 






This statement has Implications for the utilitas of the 
Mirrour, because a more advanced mystic might have a use for the 
work as a first step in meditative exercise, for as Hilton 
maintains, God in Himself can never be grasped by the 
imagination. though with grace an increasingly proficient 
beginner nay move from 'manly' to 'gostly affeccions'. 41" Yet he 
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warns that we should never fall into the falsehood of separating 
the humanity from the divinity. Love too makes the point that we 
should never believe the manhood to be in reality sundered from 
the godhead, only departed 'in manerel for the provisional 
purposes of devout imagination (Mirrour, pp. 216-7). Like the 
ideal poet of Sir Philip Sidney's Apology, the devout meditator 
of the unauthenticated does not lie, for he does not affirm. "I 
Aq For Hilton, the love of God should be as much of a spiritual 
nature as possible, but it is only by starting out from, and 
devoutly engaging in, the fleshly and imaginative that the divine 
can be approached. The human soul is incapable of starting at a 
high ghostly level: 
ýse 
wordes & al oýr 
ýt 
are spoken of oure Lorde in 
holy writynge bi bodily liknes, moste nedis ben 
vndirstonden gostly, elles 
ýer 
is no sauour in hem. 
14eles cause whi swilke maner wordes are seid of 
oure Lorde in Holy Vritt is 
ýs. 
For we are so 
fleschly t we kun not speken of God ne vndirstanden 
of Him, bot if we bi swilke wordes first ben entrid 
in. Nerkles when 
ýe 
inner e '3 e opned 
H 
grace for 





turne li'%tly inow3 alle swilke wordes of bodily 
.0 
inges into gostly vndirstandynge. 11 
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grace' are Itendrely norisched as children, vntil 
ýal ben able 
for to conen to 
6e 
faders borde & taken of his hande hool brede., 
Is knowynge is hol brede. mete for perfite soules, & It Is 
refornynge in felyngel. A' Love's choice of milk does not mean 
that he is dismissing the benefits of the higher contemplation, 
towards which the Meditationes Vitae Christi offers significant 
access; it is more the case that the 'pleyne sentence' of the 
text, its clarity of norallsing, and its accessible affectivity 
help to make the meditative elements all the more profitable to 
Osymple soules'. The need for plain doctrine and teaching 
influences the treatment of the source In the main body of the 
work, generally involving the straightforward exclusion of the 
more advanced contemplative materials and a conconitant priority 
given to noralisation, which is sometimes added to the source or 
made nore explicit. For example, in the Dip T-ling section, in 
Chapter V 11 Hou Joseph thouyte to leue priuely oure lady seint 
KaryeO (pp. 41-45), Love turns the narrative into more of a moral 
exemplum than in the original, emphasising the profitable 
doctrine of a variety of virtues as individually exemplified by 
the three protagonists: 
And so in this forseide processe we haue profitable 
doctryne and good ensaumple: first/ in oure blessid 
lord Jesu of penaunce suffrynge/ of perfite charite/ 
and trewe compassiouni/also in his moder marie of 
profounde mekenes and pacience in tribulaciounr4and 
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in hir housbonde Joseph of vertuous ri3twisnesse 
a erist false suspecioun. (p. 45) 3 
This statement, put by Love in an emphatic position at the end of 
the chapter for moralisation, does not exist in the Latin text. 
An advantage of meditation is that it does not of itself 
require the ability to read the Latin Scriptures. Love has the 
same approach as Hilton, who in The Scale nf Pprfpctimn (1.15) 
declared there to be three means to attain contemplation, 
'reading the Scriptures and books of spiritual instruction, 
meditation, and assiduous and devout prayer' . 42 He recommends 
the efficacy of meditation, which helps the uneducated, who 
cannot read the Scriptures, to a recognition of their own 
sinfulness and to virtues: 
You cannot very well make use of reading the 
Scriptures, and therefore it behoves you to occupy 
yourself more in prayer and meditation. By 
meditation you will see how much you need virtues, 
and by prayer obtain them. By meditation you will 
recognise your misery, your sins-also you will see 
the virtues which you ought to have. 43 
Xore generally. Hilton's three-part schema for contemplation 
as expounded in Book I of The Scale of Perfection provides a 
valid context for Love's own meditative approach. The first 
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stage of contemplation, one of non-contemplation, is Icolde, 
naked raison' which does not need to be stirred with love/charity 
to be efficacious. A4 The Kirrour's approach accords to the 
second degree: 
te 
secounde partie of contemplacian lith 
principally in affection withouten li ht of vnderstondynge of 
gostli 
ýynges'. 46 This suits Love's devout simple souls in the 
Active Life whom the Holy Ghost inspires with love and devotion 
at the thought of the Life and passion. The soul experiences Jay 
and comfort, but no inner secrets of the Bible. Still, there is 
a sweetness and a purification from sin. Further contextual 
illumination nay be gained from Hilton's simplification of the 
six-part schema of Richard of St. Victor into two parts, the 
first of which describes well the approach of the Mirrour, which 
'is had principally in ymaginacioun, & litel in vndirstondynge. 
s knowynge is in chosen soules bigynnande & profitande in 
grace. 
ýt 
knowen God & lufen Him al manly and not gostly, with 
manly affecciouns & with bodily liknes'. A" The higher stage, 
which is peripheral but not wholly irrelevant to the Xlrrour, is 
an illumined cognition detached from earthly thoughts and 
imaginations, the seeing of God with a sweet and burning love. 
and, with an ultimate rejection of the imagination, an ecstatic 
union. The higher 'knowyngel 
is principally feled in vndirstandynge, whan it Is 
conforted and illumined bi 
Pe Holy Gost, & litel in 
ymaginacioun. For 
ýe 
vrLdirstandynge is ladi, &ý e 
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ymaginacioun is as mayden seruende to e 
vndirstandynge when nede is. 47 
Love's audience will have edifying imaginations according to 
their capacities, and some of then may reach further up the scale 
than others. Depending on their experience and capacities, some 
will be able to use the Mirrour to start the process at a lower 
level but then go on to the via negativa by transcending what has 
been Imagined. 
Love is also aware of the possibility that the reader or 
hearer of the Mirrour might feel grace or even a certain mystical 
sweetness: 'who so redeth or hereth this book/ felynge eny 
goostly swetnes or grace there thoru3 I (p. 13). The sympathetic 
and emotive treatment of the Sacred Humanity. and the Imaginative 
vividness of narrative and meditation may possibly cause a 
mystical response in those capable of it. but the majority will 
be rewarded by being moved Godwards through the virtuous emotion 
of hope. Just as *holy writt, may be expowned and vndirstonden in 
dyuers maneres and to dyuers purposes/ so that it be not a enst 3 
the bileue or gode maneres' (p. 9) by those who make books, so may 
it also be diversely expounded by the readers and hearers of the 
MedifatInnes Vitae Christi and the Mirrour. Also, knowledge of 
doctrine is a prerequisite of all contemplation. Xoreover, 
simple souls 'hauen nede' . absolutely, of doctrine 'and not' a 
'nede' per se of 'grete clergie and of h9e coutenplacloun' 
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(p. 8). The f irst Is a necessity; the second pertains to the 
higher flourishing of the spiritual life. 
Love clarifies his views on the degree of contemplation 
appropriate to his intended audience. Unlike his source he 
starts with basics, telling his audience that such imaginings are 
indeed permissible and suitable for them. Unsurprisingly, he has 
lower expectations of his audience than Pseudo-Bonaventure, who 
reminded his Idilecta filia' that St. Francis achieved perfection 
in Jesus through contemplation of His Life; and that 
contemplation by its very nature could purify her by gradual 
steps, and that Jesus Himself might take over from the author as 
teacher and guide. Moreover, contemplation may make her soul 
catch fire and enable her to distinguish the false from the true 
(Peltier, p. 510). All this is omitted by Love, for such things 
are unlikely to happen to members of his intended audience, and, 
in any case, it is not the intention of his work. Appropriating 
an auctoritas, allegedly from St. Bernard, Love states that the 
imagining of the Manhood of Christ is particularly suitable for 
his audience, who can only imagine bodily images and are unlikely 
to proceed beyond corporeal thought and discourse. However, this 
level is profitable to them: 
To the whiche symple soules/ as seint. Bernard seith/ 
contemplacioun of the manhede of criste is more 
lykynge/ more spedeful/ and more siker than is hi e 
.3 
contemplacioun of the godhede! 
/ And therfore to hen 
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is principally to be set In mynde the ymage of 
cristes incarnacioun/ passioun/ and resurreccioun: so 
that a symple soule that kan not thenke bot bodies or 
bodily thinges mowe haue somwhat accordynge vnto his 
affeccioun wherwith he may fede and stire his 
deuocioun. (pp-8-9) 
For Love's audience, contemplation of the Sacred Humanity is more 
Ilykynge' (pleasing). Ispedefull (efficacious), and Isiker, 
(trustworthy) than contemplating the Divinity. It is Ilykyngel. 
as his discussion of tediousness and ordinatio in his 'epilogue, 
indicates, because there has to be an element of pleasure in 
order to teach and move effectively. Secondly, meditating an the 
divinity, as opposed to the humanity, would not be Ispedefull for 
his intended audience. Thirdly, the close preacherly supervision 
of the imagination in the MIrrour (and the source) and the 
relative lack of ambiguity of a moralised historical narrative of 
Jesus's life is more 'sikerl, safer than the dangers of pride and 
delusion in higher contemplation. By a more humble mode of 
imagining, hope, love and understanding will be stirred in simple 
souls, who can grasp Isikerly' the sacredly exemplary nature of 
Christ's life, suffering, death, and rising again. It is not 
necessary for salvation to generate an imaginative intercourse 
with Jesus Himself in meditation, as cammended and recommended in 
the Latin original (Peltier, pp. 510-11). The Mirrour's 
audience's laffecciouns' will be stirred Godwards In hope by the 
likenesses narrated to then. To this end the fundamental 
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affective Images of Incarnation, Passion, and Resurrection would 
'work' for anybody. 
In cutting the Meditationes Vitat- Christi's higher 
contemplative materials, Love provides some explanation of his 
procedures and his rationale, which accords with his approach in 
his prologue. For example, in the Die Jouls section, in Chapter 
XXVI, 11 Of the fleynge of oure lorde Jesu when the peple wolde 
haue made hym her kyng' (pp. 137-41), there is a short statement 
that material from St. Bernard has been omitted because it might 
prove time-consumingly irksome to the Intended audience. 
Of this mater seynt Bernarde in dyuerse places maketh 
faire processe and deuau3te/ the whiche for also 
myche as it longeth and is pertynent specially to 
goostly folk/ and also as I hope is writen 
sufficiently in dyuerse tretees of contemplacioun! "' 
and we passen ouer here/ as we done in many othere 
places/ suche auctorites of him leste this processe 
of cristes blissed lyf schulde be tediouse to commune 
peple and symple soules to the whiche it is specially 
writen. Amen. (pp-140-1) 
Love feels able to drop this naterial because it is already 
'sufficiently' available 'in dyuerse tretees of contemplacioun', 
Already adequately represented in vernacular culture, it has no 
pressing need of further translation. To retranslate, especially 
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to an audience who would not appreciate it, would be an act of 
uncritical pleonasm within the genres contrary to the purpose of 
edifying Isymple soules'. Though there is a standard medieval 
view that diverse retranslating is a good thing (because, as the 
Wycliffites put it, where one said darkly another may say it more 
openly (see above, p. 135), to translate the above passage would 
be a fruitless, not fruitful, diversity. Love comments 
elsewhere on the reduction of higher contemplative materials, 
most notably on his abbreviation of the exposition of Xary and 
Martha as pertaining to the active and contemplative lives: 
I Of actif lyf and contemplatyf. 
By thise tweyne sistres byfore seide/ Xartha and 
Xaria/ as holy men and doctoures wryten/ ben 
vadirstande tweyne nanere lyues of cristen. men/ that 
is to say actyf lyf and contemplatyf lyf. Of the 
whiche there beeth many tretees and grete processe 
made of dyuerse doctoures / and specially the 
forsaide Ponauenture in this booke of cristes lyf 
maketh a longe processe/ aleggynge many auctoritees 
of seynt Bernarde/ the whiche processe thouý it so be 
that is ful good and fructuouse to men as vnto many 
gostly lyueresýneuertheles for it semeth as 
inpertynent in grete partye to manye comoun persones 
and symple soules that this boke in Englische is 
writen to/ as it is seide ofte byforeýtherfore we 
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passen auer schartly/ takynge therof that semeth 
profitable and edificatyffe to oure purpose at thys 
tyne. (p. 158) 
Here Love is not responding merely to his source, but to a whole 
tradition of representation of Mary and Martha as the active and 
contenplative lives, 'of the whiche there beeth many tretees and 
grete processe made of dyuerse doctoures'. The aim of such a 
remark is also to point out to the reader that there is somewhere 
to go for further advice and information an this subjdct. 
Selection of sentence is determined by the translator's 
conception of audience-need. Though he cuts text from the 
original, he still, in a nanner, translates a significant sense 
of it, because he delineates its context and function. In the 
same passage, Love shows his selfconsclousness, for, having 
summarised the treatment of this subject of Kary and Xartha in 
the source, Love, initialling his words with a marginal 1111. 
again points out exactly what he is doing: 
I Vppon this forsaide processe of Bonauenture/ so 
schortly touched/ he alleggeth after many auctoritees 
of seynt Bernarde forto preue alle the partes therof/ 
that is to seie the firste of actif/ the secounde of 
contemplatyf/ and the thridde/ that is the secounde 
of actyf: the whiche we passe ouer with grete 
processe of contemplacioun and manye auctoritees of 
seynte Bernarde. (p. 160) 
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If any of Love's simple souls think that they can 'move an' 
from the hirrour to progress further in the contemplative life or 
the mixed life they are referred, at the end of this same 
chapter, to the next logical step in vernacular devotion, 
Hilton's Epistle on the Mixed TAfP. AIw 
Vhere of and othere vertuouse exercise that longeth 
to contemplatyf lyuynge/ and specially to a recluseý 
and also of nedled lyf/ that is to saye sontyme 
actyfe and somtyme contemplatyi as it longeth to 
dyuerse persones that in worldely astate hauen grace 
of goostly loue/ who so wole more pleynely be 
enformed and ta in Englisshe tonge lete hym loke 
the tretys that the worthy clerke and holy lyuere 
maister Valter hyltoun/ the chanoun of thurgartun/ 
wrote in englische by grace and hi e discrectoun. "and t3 
he schal fynde there/ as I leue/ a sufficient scale 
and a trewe of alle thise... (pp. 164-5) 
Love evidently conceives of devotional works as being harnonised 
and graded into a hierarchy, though they all partake of the same 
scriptural sentence. Love, in choosing a specific audience, 
source, and reworking of it, does so from an awareness of a range 
of other works and their particular audiences. He sees the 
Mirrour as co-operatively complementing other works. So, not 
only does he shape the works of others for his own audience, he 
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shapes audiences for other works: Itranslatio lectoris'. In the 
best tradition of medieval translation Love regards his activity 
as a complementary act of co-operation with other works, each 
rendering having its niche in the tradition, determined by the 
intended audience and the restricted justice it can do to the 
superabundant sentence of the Bible. 
The Mirrour repeatedly instructs its audience in the basics of 
imaginative meditation. In being discussed so frequently the 
Imanerel of the Mirrour becomes a notable part of its own matter. 
once the simple soul is reasonably well acquainted with the 
meditative technique he/she does not need to be provided with 
long specific meditations on each separate episode of the Vita. 
Therefore Love cuts them out. because they may be tedious. 
Instead he presents his readers with a general re-usable 
meditation, a modus agendl or Imaner', to be applied to the 
subsequent narrative. In that it provides access to the 
signified it may be regarded as an act of translation: 
But for also moche as it were long werk and 
perauenture tedyouse/ bothe to the rederes and the 
hereres here of/ 3 if alle the processe here of the 
blessed lyf of Jesu schulde be writen in Englische so 
fully by meditaciouns as it is *ýt hiderto after the 
I processe of 
the book bifore nempned of Bonauenture in 
latyne. therfore here after many chapitres and longe 
processe/ that semeth litel edificacioun inne as to 
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the manere of symple folk/ that this book is 
specially writen too/ schal be lafte vnto it drawe to 
the passiouuý the whiche with the grace of Jesu schal 
be more pleynly contened as the mater that Is noste 
nedefulle and moste edifienge and bifore onely tho 
materes that semen moste fructuous: and the chapitres 
of hem schullen be writen as god wale 3 eue grace 
(P. 100). 
The chapters an the Passion, which are divided according to the 
appropriate canonical hours, as in the Speculum Imemntnrum, will 
not be cut as the Passion demands unique and specific affective 
sympathy as the centre and climax of the book. 
Love continues, instructing his readers and hearers to take 
heed carefully of everything projected before the eye of the 
inagination. 
Vherfore/ as the same bonauenture biddeth/ thow that 
wilt fele the swetnesse and the fruyte of thise 
neditaciouns/ take hede al gates and in all places/ 
deu 0'3 tly in 
thy mynde byholdynge the persone of oure 
lorde Jesu in alle his dedesý as whan he stant with 
his disciples and whan with othere synf ul Inen/ and 
whan he precheth to the peple and bou he speketh to 
henýJaud also whan he eteth or taketh other bodily 
sustenaunceýand also whan he worcheth myraclest/and 
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so forth/ takyng hede of alle his dedes and his 
maneres/ and principally byholdynge his blissed face/ 
3 if thou kunne ymagyne it'ýthat semeth to me moste 
harde of alle othere/ but as I trowe it is moste 
likynge to hym that hath grace there offe. And so 
what tyme that singuler meditaciouns bene not 
specified/ this general schall suffice. Amen. 
(pp. 100-1) 
The marginal gloss to this whole statement, II Kota bene pro 
ordine capitulorun et nodo scribendi in sequentibus' (p. 100), 
concerns itself not with matter but manner, referring to both 
forma tractatus, I ordine capitulorum' , and forma tractandi, 
Inodo scribendi'. thereby instructing the reader to take note not 
only of chapter order but also the manner of writing. 49 As 
regards the subject matter of this passage. nothing is quite so 
personal as looking directly at someone's face, for he/she might 
look back, or even converse with the imagining subject, as 
acknowledged by Love in the section dealing with the raising of 
Lazarus, in which 'we schulle here more specially gedere in oure 
entente/ and make ve by ynagynacioun as they we were present in 
bodily conuersacioun' (p. 170). The reader/hearer too has a 
cre ative role in making and being in the work. 
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(v) The Rule of Dyuers Ymaginaciouns II: Gostly Substances 
In his probeme Love, in accordance with the same orthodox 
theory of imagination underpinning the works of Hilton and the 
Q=d, -author, elaborates the status and made of existence of the 
celestial images contained in his book of Idyuers ymaginaciouns'. 
The approach of the Mirrour is the approach of Gallus in his 
Pseudo-Dionysian commentaries and Richard of St. Victor in his 
contenplative writings. 60 
The incorporeal substances of heaven, having no bodily 
existence, need to be likened to things which we know 
corporeally. in order to be known of or appreciated. Such 
provisional likening is the proper 'manerel of meditating. As 
Love puts It: 
Vherfore it is"to vndirstonde at the bygynnynge as 
for a principal and general rule of -dyuers 
ymaginaciouns that folowen after it this book/ that 
the discryuynge of speches or dedes of god In heuene 
and angeles and other gostly substaunces ben only 
writen in this manere and to this entent/ that is to 
seie as deuoute ymaginaciouns and liknesses stirynge 
synple soules to the loue of god and desire of 
heuenly thinges. (p. 9) 
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Such corporeal likening is a function of the imagination, 
permissible as long as it is acknowledged as being no more than 
imaginative, the manere, the nodus agendilforma tractandi. 
Through imagining, the affectus is moved to desire those 
unknowable incorporeal things and to further love of God: such is 
the lentent' and 'fruyte'/'prophit' of both source and 
translation. Note how Love relates form to intentionality, 
Imanerel to lentent', interrelating prologue categories 
idiomatically. 
Here Love is saying what orthodox medieval theory of 
imagination said about incorporeal spiritual substances, which 
can only be described to frail humanity in corporeal terms. For 
Richard of St. Victor imagination was necessary for ascending to 
the contemplation of heavenly things. 51 Gallus maintained that 
names which normally referred to corporeal things are upraised 
anagogically to designate the divine. 62 Grosseteste, commenting 
on np mys-tica Thenlogi&. discussed the necessarily earthly 
element in the anagogic passages of the Bible, which uses symbols 
and imaginative similitudes for the benefit of humans, which is 
why theologians write imaginatively when writing of God. 63 The 
same applies to writers of meditations on heavenly events. 
Medieval commentary-tradition an Pseudo-Dionysius's r)P- CaPIPqtI 
Hjerqrchja concurs on the nature and function of such anagogical 
corporeal imagery: it raises up 
the soul of the reader 'to loue 
and desire gostly invisible 
thinges that he kyndely knoweth not' 
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(Mirrour, p. 9). In the Extractin on De Cmelesti Hierarchia 
Gallus describes the node of presentation of the angels: 
Quapropter sancta ardinatio Dei, quae est principium 
perfectionis, dignata facere nostram sauctissinam 
hierarchiam supermundane initatricem angelicarum 
hierarchiarum, ipsas angelicas hierarchias, in se 
imm%teriales, in sacris scripturis desiguavit variis 
materialibus figuris et formis compositis, ut nos 
(juxta singulorum capacitatem) per sanctas 
significationes formarum sensibilium reducamur ad 
contemplationem sinplicium, et non fornabilium, et 
senper similiter se habentium, supernarum virtutum. 
Reque enim possibile est nostrae menti sursum 
excitari ad illam immaterialem imititationem et 
contemplationen caelestium hierarchium, nisi ipsa 
mens nostra (secundum conditionem praesentis 
caecitatis) utatur manuductione signorum materialium: 
reputando, quadam intima aestinatione, sensibiles 
pulchritudines esse imagines invisibilis 
pulchritudinis, et sensibiles gratos odores esse 
expressiones distributionis cdoris inseusibilis, et 
materialia lumina esse imagines Intelligibilis 
Juninis, et cognitivam intelligentiam sacrarum 
scripturarum esse imaginem comprebensivae 
contemplationis quae mentes satiat.... et similiter 
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reputando de quibuslibet allis, quae caelestibus 
quidem substantiis supermundane conveniunt, nobis 
autem sub signis sensibilibus in Scripturis, 
traduntur. 
So God's holy ordination, which is the beginning of 
perfection, condescending to make our most holy 
hierarchy in a supernatural way an imitator of the 
angelic hierarchies, designated in the holy 
scriptures the actual angelic hierarchies, which are 
in themselves immaterial, by various material figures 
and composed forms, that we (according to our 
individual capacity) should, by the holy 
significations of forms which are comprehensible to 
the senses, be upraised to the contemplation of 
celestial virtues which are simple and without form, 
and always remain the same. 
For it is not possible for our mind to be raised 
up to that immaterial imitation and to the 
contemplation of the heavenly hierarchies unless our 
mind itself (as far as our present condition [of 
blindness] allows) uses the guidance given by 
material signs; considering, as the result of inner 
judgement, that kinds of beauty discernible to our 
senses are images of that beauty which cannot be 
seen, and that pleasing smells, discernible to our 
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senses, are expressions of diffusion that cannot be 
so discerned# and that actual visible lights are 
images of light which Is open only to the 
understanding, and that the cognitive understanding 
of the holy Scriptures is the image of that all- 
embracing contemplation which fully satisfies 
minds.... and one must draw a similar conclusion about 
any nunber of things, which describe appropriately 
heavenly substances in a way that is beyond worldly 
understanding, but are taught to us in the Scriptures 
under the guise of figures that can be grasped by the 
senses. 64 
It is not just the probeme that manifests nainstream theory of 
inagination, for when in the nain body of the text Love comes to 
describe angels and events in heaven he is most careful to 
elucidate their status and mode of existence and to draw 
attention to their imaginative representation. In the first 
chapter. 'I[ A deuoute meditacioun of the grete counseile in 
heuene for the restorynge of man and his sauacioun' (pp. 13-19), a 
short Instruction in the original to understand the chapter not 
literally, but figuratively. 'hoc autem non proprie, sed 
appropriate intelligas'. is greatly expanded: 
I And thus was termyned and ended the grete 
counseille in heuene for the restorynge of man and 
his sauacioun. The whiche processe schal be taken as 
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in liknesse and oneliche as a manere of a parable and 
deuoujte ymagynacioun/ stirynge man to loue god 
souereyaly for his grete mercye to man and his 
endeles godeness0/also/ to honour and worschippe the 
blissed aungelis of heuene for hir good wille to 
nan... And thus mykel, and in this nanere may be saide 
and thou3t by deucu3t contemplacioun of that was done 
abouen in heuene bifore the Incarnacioun of Jesu. 
low goo we doun to erthe! 
/and 
thynk we how hit stood 
with his blessid mader marie... (P. 19) 
Great care is taken in analytically defining the parameters and 
degree of meditative licence: 'thus mykel and in this manere nay 
be saidel, i. e. the limit, mode and permissibility of the 
imaginative act. The words labouen' and Idoun' indicate a 
physical 'up/down' imagining of heaven and earth. The Cjmd- 
author inveighs against the literalistic and over-credulous use 
in meditations of such directional and physically-oriented words, 
like in' and, in particular, 'up': 'Bot now 
ýu 
mayst not come 
to heuen not bodely, bot goostly. & It it schal be so goostly 
ýat it schal not be on bodely maner: noýer upwardes ne 
donwardes'. 16 To get round this Love stresses that the going 
down from heaven to earth of the meditating imagination is purely 
imaginative, like a parable. The Cathallcon, citing Hugutio, 
defines a parable as a similitude or comparison of dissimilar 
things: 'parabola id est similitudo siue comparatio ex 
dissimilibus rebus'. 66 Here Love is warning that the 
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dissinilars should not be believed to be equated in reality. 
With this caveat safely entered, the imagination is all the more 
free to engage in detailed fleshly meditating. Highly Igoostly' 
angels are compared to dissimilar 'bodily' humanity, happy faces 
and bending knees included, as with Gabriel: 
I Now take hede and ymagyne of goostly thing as 
it were bodily/ and thinke in thyn hertel as thou 
were present in the si3t of that blessed lard/ with 
how benigne and glad semblaunt he speketh these 
wordes: "and on the tother side how gabriel/ with a 
likynge face and glad chere/ vppoa his knees knelynge 
and with drede reuerently bowynget resceyueth this 
message of his lorde. 
I And so anon Gabriel risynge vppe/ glad and 
iocunde/ take his fli t fro the hi3e heuene to erthe 3 
and in a moment he was in nannis likenesse byfore the 
virgyne marye... (p. 24) 
The reader/hearer, having encountered an anthropomorphic Gabriel 
in heaven. is a little Jarred by being told immediately after 
this that the Archangel shifted shape into 'mannis likenessel for 
the benefit of Xary. This frame-breaking would remind the 
reader of the provisionality of the imaginative meditation; it is 
as if imagination lays bare itself in good faith by reminding the 
reader of its artificiality. This mode of representation must 
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not be taken for real. Such 'frane-breaking' is inevitable when 
things incorporeal, imagined in bodily form, and genuinely 
corporeal things, interact in the narrative. Love provides 
frequent reminders throughout his work of the artificiality of 
the made of imagining. For example, the limitations of 
inagination are also delineated when, reflecting the concern of 
theologians that the Trinity be not misrepresented by bodily 
representation, Love interpolates into his text an appropriate 
warning, glossed twice 'I Nota' and 'I Kota bene' (Mirrour p. 25): 
I But now be war here that thou erre nou)t in 
ymagynacioun of god and of the holy trynyte/ 
supposynge that thise thre persones/ the fader/ the 
sone/ and the holy goost ben as thre erthely men that 
thou seest wyth thy bodily el3e: the whiche ben thre 
dyuerse substaunces/ eche departed fro other/ so that 
none of them is other. Ray/ it is not so in this 
gostely substaunce of the holy trinite. 
/for tho thre 
persones ben one substaunce and oon god/ and 3 it is 
there none of thise persones othere: but this mayst 
thou nou3t vnderstonde by nannis resoun ne consceyue 
with thy bodily witt. And therfore take we here a 
general doctrine in this matere now for all gate. 
Vhat tyme thou herest or tbynkest of the trinyte/ or 
of the godhede/ or of goostly creatures as aungeles 
and soules/ the whiche thou maist nat see with thy 
bodily ey3e in her propre kynde/ ne fele with thy 
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bodily witt/ studie not to fer in that mater/ occuple 
not thy witt therwith as thou woldest vnderstande it 
by kyndely resoun: " for it wole not be while we be in 
this bustous body/ lyuyuge here in erthe. And 
therfore whan thou herest eny suche thing In byleue 
that passeth thy kyndely resoun/ trowe sothfastly 
that it is soth/ as holy chirche techeth/ and goo no 
furthere. (p. 25) 
The imagination is limited. then, by theological givens. 
Although reason has a role in constructing lymaginaciouns', it 
should not investigate too deeply their content on those 
imaginative terms, because the imagination only provides 
insufficient, though serviceable, notions of 'goostly' things. 
As Gallus puts it in the Rxtractln: 
Haec igitur quae de sensibilibus Invisibillum 
descriptionis scripsi=s, non plenarie invisibilia 
manifestant, sed nobis conferunt et illuminant ne in 
imaginariis descriptionibus animos defugianus, nihil 
ultra vel superius quaerentes; sed discamus per 
praedicta et in aliis figuris sensibilibus 
investigare invisibilem veritatem. 
Sinilarly, these things which we have written about 
the descriptions of invisible things rendered in 
terms understood by the senses, do not reveal the 
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Invisible things fully, but convey a notion of them 
to us and elucidate them, lest we hold down our minds 
in description based an images, seeking nothing 
beyond or above that. But let us learn by means of 
the abovementioned to investigate the unseen truth in 
other figures which can be understood by the 
senses. 67 
This assessment is rounded off in Love's proheme by an 
auctoritas culled from Gregory. 
For/ as seint gregary seith/ therfore is the kyngdom 
of heuene lickened to erthely thinges: that by tho 
thinges that ben visible/ and that man kyndely 
knoweth/ he be stired and rauysched to loue and 
desire gostly invisible thinges that he kyndely 
knoweth not. (p. 9) 
Here, the relatively humble starting point for Love's readers is 
acknowledged, beginning as it does with Ikyndel knowledge. 
However, the important point is made that the 'gostly, invisible 
things in themselves remain unknown. Love does not say here 
that love itself is a form of mystical knowledge. Devotional 
desire here is not presented as equivalent to, or integrated 
with, knowledge of the things desired. However, the imagination 
does direct the affecciouns towards these unknown things. This 
movement towards what is desired is consistent with the enphasis 
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in the opening part of the 'prohene' on hope. which st1rs the 
soul towards God from within, or as the Climi-author puts it: 
sum-tyme he [God3 wil enflaume 
ýe body of a 
deuoute seruaunt of his here in a liif--not onys or 
twies, bot parauenture ri3t ofte, & as him lik+ -- 
W4 ful wonderful swetnes & counfortes. Of 
ýe 
whiche, som bý not comyng fro wiý-outyn into 
ýe body 
bi ýe wyndowes of oure wittys, bot fro wiý-inne, 
risyng and spryngyng of habundaunce of goostly 
gladues, & of trewe deuocion in 
ýe 
spirit. Soche a 
counforte & soche a swetnes schal not be had 




it may not haue it suspecte. 68 
(vi) The Bule of Ay-uers Ymaginaciouns III: Beyond the Biblical 
Text 
In a fluent continuation of his argument, following on 
logically from his citing of Gregory's 'gostly invisible 
thinges', Love comes into contact as a translator with his source 
for the first time. He transposes and renders an expositio 
sententie of a passage from near the end of the Latin probenium, 
which teaches the Idilecta filia' the rules for imagining events 
not contained in the Bible. 
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Ron autem credas, quad omnia quae ipsum dixisse, vel 
fecisse constat, neditari possimus, vel quad onnia 
scripta sint: ego vero ad najorem impressionem, ea 
sic, ac si ita fuissent, narrabo, prout contingere 
vel contigisse credi possunt, secundum quasdam 
imaginarias repraesentationes, quas animus 
diversimade percipit. lam et circa divinan 
Scripturam meditari, exponere et intelligere 
multifarie, prout expedire credimus, possunus, 
dunmodo non sit contra veritatem vitae, justitiae et 
doctrinae, et non sit contra fidem et contra bonos 
mores. (Peltier, p. 511) 
Also seint, John seith/ that alle tho thinges that 
Jesu dide ben not writen in the gospell. Wherfore we 
mowen to sterynge of deuocioun ymagine and thenke 
dyuerse wordes and dedes of hyn and othere that we 
fynde not writen/ so that it be not a7-ast the 
byleue/ as seynt gregor and other doctoures seyneý 
that holy writt may be expowned and vadirstanden, in 
dyuers maneres and to dyuerse purposes/ so that it be 
not a3enst the bileue or gode maneres. (p. 9) 
The first English sentence compares interestingly with that of 
the source. The Latin directly addresses the Idilecta filial 
with an imperative, an exhortation not to believe that all that 
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was said or done by Jesus was written. Love translates this 
imperative into an evangelical auctoritas in the third person, 
amplifying the sentence of the Latin by tapping deeper than his 
aucto. r into the authority of the ultimate source, the last verse 
of St. John's Gospel. 
Sunt autem et alia multa, quae fecit Jesus: quae si 
scribantur per singula, nec ipsum arbitror mundum 
capere posse eos, qui scribendi sunt, libros. (Jobn 
XXI. 25) 
But there are nany other things also which Jesus did: 
which if they were written in particular, neither the 
world itself were I think able to contain those books 
that should be written. 69 
Pseudo-Bonaventure's Iscripta. sint' becomes 'writen in the 
gospell'. Love enphasises here, more explicitly than the source, 
the difference between that which is from the most authoritative 
part of the Bible and writings which are Inauthentic, apocryphal, 
revelatory or Inferential. An enclosed religious would know as a 
commonplace that not everything said or done by Christ was 
recorded in the Gospels. This is not necessarily so with 'simple 
soules', for whom a gospeller like John Is the ideal authority 
for such a recognition of importance of the Saviour's Inon- 
gospel' words and works. Love's translating, and his 
intermittent comments an what he does, are consistent with this 
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policy, for example in his rendering of the chapter on 17 What 
manere of leuyinge oure lord Jesu hadde/ and what he didde fro 
his xij- Yere vnto the bygynnynge of his xxxt, 3 ere' (pp. 78-84), 
where it is stated that 
we fynde not expressed in scripture autentike what 
he didde/ or how he lyuW'and that semeth lul 
wonderfulle. What schulle we than suppose of hym in 
al thys tyne? Vhether he was in so mochel Idel that 
he did nou3t/ or wroýt nou3t thing that were worthy 
to be writen and spoken of? God schyldel And on the 
tother side/ 3' f he didde and wrou, 3t thing that were 
worthy to be writen and spoken/ why is it not writen 
as othere dedes of hym bene? Sothely it semeth 
merveylous and wonderfull. But neuertheles/ 311 we 
wole here take good entent/ we schul mowe see that as 
. 
3t doynge he didde grete thynges and wonderfull. in no 
for there is ncýhing of his dedes/ or tyme of his 
leuynge/ with oute misterie and edificacioun. But as 
he spake and wrou3t vertuously in tyme/ so he helde 
his pees and rested and with drowe hym vertuously in 
tyne. Vherfore he that was souereyne maistre/ and 
cane to teche vertues and schewe the trewe weie of 
euerlastynge lyf/ he bygan fro his 3outhe to doo 
wonderful dedes/ and that in a wonderfull 3zanere/ and 
vnknowen and that was neuere ere herde bifore: that 
is to seie/ schewynge hym self in that tyme as idel 
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and vnkunnyuge and abiecte in the si t of nen in 3 
manere as we schal sele aftir: not fully affermynge 
in this or othere that we nowe not openly proue by 
holy writt or doctryne appreved/ bat deuoutely 
ymagynynge to edificacioun and stirynge of deuocioun. 
as it was seide in the proheme of this book at the 
bigynnynge. And so we suppose that oure lorde Jesu 
in that tyme with drowe hyn fro the conpanye and 
felawschippe of men/... (Mirrour pp. 78-79: Peltier, 
53 1) 
Crucial expansions of the Latin source are keyed into the probeme 
Vas it was seide in the prohemel), making more explicit the 
theoretical underpinning of Love's activity as regards intended 
audience. The Latin Inihil enim factis ejus a mysterio vacat' is 
. amplified into a consideration of edification as well as of 
mystery: 'for there is no thing of his dedes/ or tyme of his 
leuynge/ with oute misterie and edificaciout'. Likewise, 
ledificacioun and stirynge of deuocioun', the Mirrour's humbler 
level of utilitas, has no equivalent in the source. The citation 
of 'the prohemel in the English work, though based on a similar 
citation in the source, has a greater effect than in the 
original, because it refers back not only to the discussion of 
imagination derived from Bonaventure's probenium but also to the 
substantial materials which Love added an this subject to his 
probeme. 
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Later in the Mirrour Love translates from the Meditatlonas 
Vitae Christi a statement fron St. Augustine which echoes the 
quotation from St. John. In this case, though, it applies to the 
matter of Jesus appearing to His mother, which 'the gospel 
specifieth not', but 'we nowe resonably and deuoutly trowe it/ as 
it is seide biforel (p. 283), for 
... it Is lickely that he/ the noste benigne lorde/ 
ofte sithes visited bathe his noder and his disciples 
and Mawdeleyn/ his special byloued... and that semeth 
that seynt Austyne felte where he seith thus of oure 
lordes bodily apperynge after his resurrexioun: Alle 
thinges ben not writený for his conuersacioun with 
hen was ofte sithes. (Xlrrour, p. 284; Peltier, p. 623) 
Xedieval translators had the option of removing material from 
their sources. This saying from St Augustine reflects Love's 
priorities and is kept. The indefinite and non-affirmable 
multiplicity of Christ's appearances, unnentioned in the 
gospels, provides a spur to meditation, for it is the only way to 
gain access to them, however insufficient that access night be. 
Also, this class of meditation is fully sanctioned by a named 
Church Father, the next most powerful type of authority after 
Holy Wit itself. 
Love recognises the role of reason as well as that of 
authority In provisional devout inagining, for example in the 
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chapter dealing with Jesus eating in the desert following his 
resisting the temptations of the devil. 
But here take we now good hede and byholde yawardly 
oure lard Jesu etynge allone and the aungelles aboute 
hyn/and thynke we deucutly be ymaginacioun tho 
thinges that folowen, here after/ for thei ben ful 
faire and stiringe to deuocioun. And so firste we 
mowe aske what manere of mete it was that the 
aungeles serued hyn of after that longe faste. Here 
of speketh not holy writt: wherfore we mowe ymagyne 
be resoun and ordeyne this worthy Seste as vs liketh/ 
nou t by errour affermynge/ bot deuoutly ynagynynge 3 
and supposinge/ and that after the comoun kynde of 
the manhede. (pp-95-96) 
Though the obedient simple souls' imaginations are closely 
supervised, they are expected to conjecture reasonable 
likelihoods and fill in the luncontentious' gaps left or implied 
by Scripture and commentary-tradition. To 'De hoc ScrIptura non 
loquitur; possumus autem hoc victoriosum prandium sicut volumus, 
ordinarel (Peltier. pp. 539-40), Love adds that devout 
imagination and supposition fill the gaps left by Holy Wit, but 
that affirmation of what is Inagined would be positive error. 
This Pseudo-Bouaventure does not say, because it is taken as read 
by the Idilecta filial. The Mirrour contains permission, more 
explicit and introductory than in the source, to speculate on the 
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food He ate, Yet again Love, In the very warp and woof of his 
translating, makes more explicit the theoretical rules of 
meditation shaping his and his audience's roles. 
Not only the well-directed imagination supplements the gospels 
for purposes of devotion: there are also such approved legendary 
works as the Leganda Aurea. "' 
I Of this processe of apperyuge to petre is no3t 
expresse in the gospelle/ but thus by deuoute 
ymaginacioun I haue sette it here byfore other 
apperynges that folweAor so it semeth that holy 
chirche holdeth/ as it is contened more pleynly in 
the legende of the resurreccioun. (Xirrour, p. 272; 
Peltier, p-619) 
As well as such legendary sources, the Mirrour, like the 
Rppnulum Th-votarun, draws on revelations of holy people, well- 
suited to the intimacy of meditation: 
I But now furthermore to speke of the blissed 
birthe of Jesuý and of that clene and holy 
deliuerance of his dere moder narye/ as it is writen 
in party by reuelacioun of oure lady marye made here 
of to a deuowte man. (p. 46) 
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Love omits that the revelation was made to one of 'our order', 
Inostri ordinis' (Peltier, p. 518), that is, a Franciscan, because 
it Is not relevant to his audience. However, It is appropriate 
to mention him as a Ideuoute nan'. Though the audience would not 
be capable of having their own personal revelations themselves 
they can still benefit from them. Imagination is not merely 
personal; it is shareable and may be translated from soul to 
soul. 
The aim of the Meditatlonp-n Vitae Christi-in its imaginations 
is to make a greater impression, 'ad majorem impressionem, 
(Peltier, p. 511). Love, as his use of the auctoritas Iron St. 
John attests, has a slightly different emphasis, not to do with 
greater impressiveness but with the basic principle (with which 
his audience would be acquainted considerably less than the 
learned who would take it as read) that we are permitted to 
imagine that which we do not find written. Love indicates the 
basic correctness of his procedures to those uninitiated in 
meditation: Justifying 'wherfore we mowen... ymagyne'. With 
similar propriety he takes care to add to the source that this 
should be done so that it be not a enst the byleue/ as seynt 3 
gregor and other doctoures seyne... I (P. 9). Just as he went 
beyond his source by recourse to the authority of St. John, he 
does the same again, by overlaying his original with this 
invocation of the authority of Gregory and other doctors, albeit 
somewhat altering it in translating it. 
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Ian et circa divinam Scripturan meditari, exponere et 
intelligere multifarie, prout expedire credinus, 
possu=s, dummodo non sit contra veritatem vitae, 
justitiae et doctrinae, et non sit contra fidem et 
contra bonos mores. (Peltier, p. 511) 
... as seynt gregor and other doctoures seyne? 
ýthat 
holy writt may be expowned and vndirstanden in dyuers 
maneres and to dyuerse purposes/ so that it be not 
a3enst the bileue or gode naneres. (p. 9) 
The very invoking of this auctoritas shows that Love sees 
meditation in terns of exposition and understanding. This is 
evidenced further in his exclusion of a vernacular word to 
translate the word 'Meditaril, which Is subsumed under *expowned 
and vndirstonden'. The rendering of 'multifarie' as 'in dyuers 
maneres and to dyuerse purposes' reveals a theoretical turn of 
mind. Rather than do the obvious thing and render the literal 
sense with one word, for instance an adverb like *diversely', he 
opts for a more analytical exposition. 'Maneres' corresponds to 
diverse Inodi agendil, and Idyuers purposes' corresponds to 
divers intentiones or utilitates. His rendering reflects his 
habitual literary selfconsciousness about the genre and its uses. 
The naturalness to Love of an academic literary sensibility is 
well evidenced in such a nice distinction, which can have no 
merely rhetorical function. Love translates 'contra veritatem 
vitae, justitiae et doctrinae, et non sit contra fidem et bonos 
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mores' as 19 enst the bileue or gode manereslo opting for only 
the last two items of the Latin, faith and good behaviouro the 
cultivation of which was the prime responsibilty of the office of 
the preacher. Love selectively renders what is uppermost in his 
lentent' for his audience, who could not be expected to know 
about, judge or ponder too deeply on the truth of the life, 
justice or the-niceties of doctrine, which are all comprised 
under 'bileuel anyway. So, that which is cut still has some 
presence In the English translation, albeit contained In a 
generality. All the audience need do is to be taught and to 
meditate as instructed. Here. Love is not going against the 
sentence of his source; rather he chooses sentence as It suits 
his purposes. 
The EngliBhing of the i=nediately subBequent passage of the 
Latin is explicit and adapted to simple souist 
Cum auten me narrantem invenies: i(Ita dixit vel fecit 
Doninus Jesus, )) seu alia. quae introducuntur; si 
illud per Scripturam probari non passit, non aliter 
accipias, quam devota neditatio exigit. (Peltier, 
511) 
And so what tyne or in what place in this book is 
writen/ that thus dide or thus spak oure lard Jesu or 
othere that ben spoken of / and it nowe not be preued 
by holy writ/ or grounded in expresse seienge of holy 
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doctoures/ it schal be taken none othere wise than as 
a devoute meditacioun that it my e be so spoken or 31 
doon. ( P. 9) 
I Cum' is analytically expanded into I what tyme and what place' 
Love, showing his self consciousness in treating zoateriae of 
another, puts the second-person direct address of Pseudo- 
Bonaventure, 'me narrantem invenies', Into the third person and 
indirect speech, 'this book is writen', referring to his source, 
i. e. 'this book', thereby avoiding mentioning himself with a 
personal pronoun. To scriptural proof Oper Scripturam probaril) 
which alone is cited in the source Love adds proofs of the 
doctors of holy church, the interpreters of the faith and 
arbiters of authority. The notivation for this addition Is a 
desire not to rule out that which, though it nay not actually be 
declared expressly in the gospels, can be understood from them. 
Igain Love puts a second person instruction into the third 
person. 'Accipias' becomes 'it schal be taken'. There is a 
theoretical exactitude in the replacement of lexigit' with 'it 
"Te be'. 
Pseudo-Bonaventure emphasises the requirements of 
meditation for the experienced imagining subject who is already 
engaged in it. Love does not 'require' as such. he introduces 
and allows, hence the permissive and encouraging word * mY3 te', 
which states not-only that the simple soul is allowed to meditate 
but that he or she actually has the capability to do so. 
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I Nomen t1brl- A 'Skilfull Clepynge, 
In the next passage in the probeme Love Justifies his new 
choice of title for the work. 
The mirror metaphor occupied a central position in English 
Literature from the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries. w*l 
After 'Liher' and 'Summal it was easily the most used title for 
books: Herbert Grabes lists 385 vernacular and Latin examples 
from before 1500-12 In this, 'the Age of the Xirrorl, the term 
'Xirrourl or 'Speculun' was applied to all kinds of works 
literary, theological, historical, moral, encyclopaedic, 
exemplary, medical, and political. 162 But though these titles 
were popular and highly conventional, they were no 'dead 
metaphor', because writers often justified their use of the 
mirror as a fitting metaphor for their work. These renewals and 
re-orientations of an enormously variable image were taken up in 
prefaces and comments In the nain body of a work, as is the case 
with Nicholas Love and the Speculum DPvntnrum. Such 
rejustification and re-orientation of title-metaphor did not 
happen often In non-mirror books. 11,4 
The mirror was used by writers to describe things as they 
truly are or were, or as they should be, or, in the case of 
meditative literature particularly, as they may be imagined, by 
the writer and, by extension, the reader. In religious, and 
especially meditative, literature the mirror was often used 'to 
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teach', as Ritamary Bradley points out, 'the whole mystical life, 
as a growth and an unfolding, and to contrast what one is and 
what one should be or will become'. 14 A constant source and 
refrain of English mystical writers was I Corinthians XIII. 11-12- 
Quando autem factus sun vir, evacuavi quae erant 
parvuli. VIdenus nunc per speculun in aenigmate: 
tunc, facie ad facien. Nunc cognosco ex parte: tunc 
autem cognoscan sicut et cognitus sum. 
This Biblical text served as an Image for the spiritual maturing 
of the Christian soul as a progression from seeing through a 
glass darkly to seeing clearly face to face, and it influenced 
the representation in mystical literature of the movement of the 
soul from the lower to the higher levels of contemplation, and 
the transition from this mortal life to the vision of the 
divinity in the afterlife. Sometimes the nirror metaphor was 
linked to the meat/milk conceit deriving from Hebrews V, as drawn 
on by Love earlier in the probeme in his discussion of his 
preference for 'the Imylke of ly3te doctrine/ and not... sadde mete 
of grete clergie and of bl3e contemplacioun' (p. 8). This linkage 
derives ultimately from Clement of Alexandria, who associated the 
more advanced solid food' stage with seeing face to face. ", In 
T'hp Scale of-Parfpntlon Hilton Juxtaposes milk/meat imagery with 
mirrors, writing that the second degree of contemplation is a 
feeding on milk and also a seeing through a glass, whereas the 
higher degree of contemplation is the illumination of the 
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intellect face to face in the joy of love, which Is meat for men 
perfect in Judgement of good and evil. 67 His mirror imagery is 
complicated somewhat when shortly afterwards in the same chapter 
Q. 9) he refers to the higher, not the lower. contemplation as a 
vision of heavenly Joy as seen in a mirror. " This reworking of 
the metaphor in a short passage exemplifies just how frequent, 
various and flexible it was, In Book 11.30 the soul is declared 
to be a spiritual mirror in which God may be seen. In the 
following chapter the lower form of contenplative knowledge is 
described as milk, the higher as solid food. 19. Bradley has 
drawn attention to further conflation of feeding and mirrors in 
Book II, where the purified soul feeds on Holy Scripture, which 
is paralleled with seeing the words and works of Jesus as inages 
in a Pauline iairrar. 70 In Thp Rnnk of Privy-CounsaMIL& the 
mirror of the soul is 'priuely fed in 
ýi felyng only w* hym as 




longing desire be euermore worchiug'. 71 Again, the 
darkening mirror of this imperfect life interposes, the soul 
being fed 'bot blyndly and in partle'. Given such a tradition of 
apposing neat/milk and mirrors it is natural that Love should not 
only choose milk as a central metaphor for his work, but also 
assign his translation a new nirrar-title. 
In mystical tradition Jesus was seen as a mirror of God, in 
which the redeemed shall see the humanity, the divinity or 
themselves, as in The Pricke of Consclemap, 72 or, as I 
ýa t swete 
myrrour & bodili blis of heuene', as Rolle writes in the 
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Meditations on tho Passion, praying to be granted the likeness of 
Christ in his soul. 73 Also Christ tine and again was seen as a 
mirror for His exemplary life on earth. which, unlike the 
divinity. was knowable to mortal humanity. In mirrors it was 
also possible to portray ghostly substances, albeit 
provisionally. in Imagined bodily forms. Love draws on both the 
exemplary and the imaginatively anagogical aspects in his 
Mirrour. Like Hilton, he draws on the notion of the human soul 
as a passive receptacle for the inages of Christ's humanity and 
divinity. Yet the soul is also active because it meditatively 
reconstructs the vita. In that the soul. itself receptive like a 
mirror, has images cast onto it by the imaginative narrative, it 
is as if the imagination were aspiring to the condition of 
perceiving rather than actively making images. The dutiful 
participation by the subject in the events seemingly happening in 
the soul is built on the subject's acceptance of a mise-en-sedue 
which he/she feels that he/she is perceiving and experiencing, 
rather than constructing from an assembly of experience. In 
similar vein the Cloud of Unknowing likens the word of God, 
spoken and written, to a mirror . 74 A Vita Cbristi represents 
these words by dint of being derived from the divinely inspired 
gospels and from the words of God Incarnate quoted in then. 
The central title-netaphor Imposed on Love's new Englishing of 
the Meditationpq Vitae Christi is made official in the probew by 
a scholastically methodical exposition. in which the new name is 
dialectically Justified and assembled. It is significant that 
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this exposition of the title is glossed in the margin 11 Nomen 
libri', the appropriate category from the scholastic prologue. 
In the new title, Love seeks to enbody the character and sentence 
of his work: 
I And so for as moche as in this book ben 
conteyned dyuerse ymaginaciouns of cristes lyflý the 
which lyf fro the bygynnyng in to the endyng euermore 
blessed and with outen synne/ passynge alle lyues of 
alle othere seyntes/ as for a synguler prerogatyf nay 
worthely be cleped the blessed lyf of Jesu Crist. 
The whiche also be cause that it may not be fully 
discryued as the lifes of other. seyntis/ but in a 
maner of lickenes as the ynage of nannis face is 
scbewed in the mirrour: 
/therfore 
as for a pertynent 
nane to this book it may skilfully be cleped the 
mirrour of the blessed lyf of Jesu crist. (pp. 9-10) 
This exposition of the title is the dialectical and rhetorical 
climax of the English materials, original to Love, which precede 
his actual translating of the Pseudo-Bonaventurean probene 
itself. To help enforce his new title Love uses the language of 
dialectic, i. e. Isynguler prerogatyf' and 'skilfully'. The 
argument and syntax of this passage are only satisfactorily 
resolved by the announcement of the title, which is a 
distillation of, and n1cro-conmentary on, the work that follows. 
At this point it nay be recalled that the Cathollcon defines 
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(chapter) headings (Icapitulal) as containing in brief some of 
the worthwhile teaching to be found in the chapter (lbreviter 
capiant et contineant aliquam sententiam'). What Love is doing 
ties in with this: by a process of argument and definition his 
title does indeed capture and contain the sententia of the 
source. The Ilyf' is 'blessed' because it surpasses the lives of 
all other 'mere' saints: this recapitulates the main assertion of 
the beginning of Love's proheme that Isouereynly the wordes and 
the dedes written of oure lord Sesu crist' predominate amidst all 
other lensaumple of vertues and good lyuyng of holy men writen in 
bookes' (p. 7). But Love is not satisfied to halt at calling his 
work 'the blessed lyf of Jesu Crist'. The term 'Mirrourl is 
applied because the life in its supreme excellence and 
incarnational mystery may not be fully described, unlike the 
lives of other saints. The mirror metaphor, then, is used, 
somewhat paradoxically. to advertise not only the veracity of the 
work to the Vita, but also its inevitable insufficiency. The 
work has an imaginative nodus agendl of Inaner of lickenes', 
which is necessary because the divine nature of Christ and other 
ghostly substances integral to the vita cannot be represented 
unless by fleshly imaginations. which men can refract through 
what they Ikyndely knowel. Also the kynde Imowynge which 
constrains the imagination allows for only an insufficient notion 
to be implanted in the human soul, with all the incompleteness of 
the mirror-image instead of the complete reality. Another 
necessary Imaginative insufficiency is the provisional sundering 
of the divinity from the humanity. In instructions prefacing the 
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commencement of the Passion the readers are told to to 'depart in 
manerel (p. 216) the godhead from the manhood. but only for the 
time being, in order to be able to meditate on the passion, even 
though, it is asserted, It would be false to declare the manhood 
was ever at any time parted from the godhead. 
Stallings (p. 8) notes that 'particularly unusual' amongst 
other titles given to the XPd1tat1nnPq Map Christi is Speculum 
Vitae Christi, meaning here Love's translation. Grabes is rather 
misleading in the way he states that Speculum vite Chrlstl is a 
variant of Ked1tationes Vltmp Christi. 76 It is nore accurate to 
say that Speculum vita Chrlsti is an abbreviated translation into 
Latin of the English title chosen by Love, as witnessed in the 
Latin explicits on p. 301 and p. 324 of Powell's edition and in the 
Attende lector notice# which refers to listum librum speculi 
vitae christi', i. e. the XIrru=, and to the Ilibro scripto... a 
venerabili doctore Bonauentura in latino de meditacione vite 
christi'. i. e. the Meditatlones Yltap-Christl (p. 6). 
Love's consciousness of his new title-netaphor permeates the 
work. In the Me KArt1s. section is an illuminating rendering 
relating to Love's chosen title. The original instructs the 
reader, after discussing Christ's meekness, to return to bearing 
in mind the doings and life of Lord Jesus, our mirror, as Is the 
principal purpose of the work, and to show herself to be present 
to all as she has frequently been told to do before, and to 
consider the small but blessed Holy family: 
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Et redeamus ad intuendas actus et vitan Domini 
Jesu speculi nostri, sicut est principale nostrum 
propositum. Igitur te omnibus praesentem exhibeas, 
ut saepius tibi dixi. Et considera illam super omnes 
alias benedictam familiam. parvam... (Peltier, p. 533) 
Love translates the opening part of this passage with recourse to 
his own title: 'I But now to goo m7eyn to oure principal matere 
of the myrrour of the blessid lyf of oure lorde Jesul (p. 82). 
This recalls the Bonaventurean distinction, made in his 
quadripartite definition of academic literary roles (see above. 
pp. 51-52) between principal matter, and ancillary matter such as 
homiletic and moralising materials, which are the stuff of 
commentary. The principal matter, for Love, is that which can be 
beheld in the mirror of the imagination. Love's translation, 
unlike the Latin, which only instructs the reader to consider the 
little fanily, strengthens the mirror metaphor by instructing the 
readership to behold: 'Byholde we there [i. e. in that Ilyf' which 
is itself a Imirrourl] the maner of lyuyage of that blissed 
companyel (p. 82). 
To sum up, the choice of vernacular title for the MAditationes 
itae Christi is Love's most overarching expositio sententie per 
alian linguan. For him, though the literal sense of the original 
title is Imeditaciouns; of cristes lyfl (p. 8), the sentence of the 
work is the Mirrour of the Blessed lyf of Jesu Chriqt. 
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IV. FROX PROHEXIUX TO PROHEIE 
M The Life in the Heart 
The appropriative act of re-entitling is not only a rhetorical 
closure; it also marks the opening of the translating proper of 
the Pseudo-Bonaventurean pxobemium. That the probene can now 
move an into the Latin source is possible because Love has 
thoroughly prepared his audience for it. Such preparation is 
itself an act of translation. The problens posed by the 
Mpditationpq Map Christi being written to an enclosed religious 
woman are now alleviated. And so, acknowledging and crossing the 
boundary between his own prefatory materials and those of the 
auctor, Love announces responsibly that his main translating 
effort is about to commence: 
Furthermore forto speke of the prophitable mater of 
this book. The forsaide clerk bonauenture/ spekynge 
to the womman forseide/ in his proheme byginneth in 
this manere sentence. (p. 10) 
Though the textual 'Join' is highlighted Love presents his first 
encounter with the source not so nuch in terms of starting to 
translate it but in terms of further discussion of its profitable 
matter, leading on naturally from his own immediately preceding 
materials. His translating of this opening reflects his wider 
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priorities for the Mirrour, consistent with his previously stated 
aims. 
Inter alia virtutun et laudum praeconia de 
sanctissima virgine Caecilia legitur, quod Evangelium 
Christi absconditun senper portabat in pectore, 
(Peltier, p. 510) 
Among other vertues con ndynges of the holy virgyne 
Cecile it is writen that sche bare alwey the gospell 
of crist hyd in hir breste... (p. 10) 
The adjustments made in translating may seem minor, but they are 
significant. 'Virtutum et laudum praeconial, literally 
'commendations of virtues and of praises' is pleonastic. Love 
cuts Ilaudum', simplifying the text to 'virtuous com-ndings' 
Vvertues commeadynges'). 'Legiturl, 'it Is read'. which could 
have been translated literally, or with something like 'we read' 
or men read', is adjusted to 'it is writen', presumably because 
it sounds more authoritative. Otherwise, Love translates the 
literal sense quite closely, which In itself suggests that any 
alterations of the source are purposeful. However, at this point 
it is worth entering a general caveat that some apparent changes 
to a source may reflect faithful translation of error or 
variation in the exemplar. Explicit adaptation of larger 
passages can be proved when there is the supporting evidence of 
the marginal III', but that only covers major additions, not 
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smaller passages or details. To be reasonably sure that a 
translator is active in modifying his source in smaller passages, 
one has to be certain that all the words of the source have met 
with a response in the translation. Purposeful alteration does 
seem probable in the description of St Cecilia bearing in her 
heart the gospel of Christ: 
Quad sic intelligi debere videtur, quad ipsa de vita 
Donini Jesu in Evangelio tradita, quaedam sibi 
devotiora praeelegerat, in quibus neditabatur die ac 
nocte, corde puro et integro, attentione praecipua et 
ferventi, et cum plena circulatione reincipiens 
iterum et dulci ac suavi gustu ruminans, ea in arcano 
pectoris sui collocabat. (Peltier, p. 510) 
... that may be vnderstonde that of the blessed lyf of 
oure lord Jesu crist. writen in the gospell sche ches 
certeyne parties moste deucute/ in the whiche sche 
sette hir neditacioun and hir thou3t ny3t and day 
with a clene and hole herte. And whan sche had so 
fully al the manere of his lyf ouer gone/ sche bygan 
a3eyne: and so with a likynge and swete tast goostly 
schewynge in that nanere the gospel of crist/ sche 
sette and bare it euere in the priuete of her brest. 
(P. 10) 
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Again, Love opts for 'written' as a non-literal rendering of a 
Latin tern denoting literary production, this time 'tradita'. 
Love's addition of the word *blessed' reflects his previous 
discussion of the nomen libri. 'Devotioral is expanded to 
Icerteyne parties moste deuoutel. True, English has no verbal 
equivalent I*deuouters', but the concept of the more devout parts 
which this Latin word expresses could be rendered in the 
vernacular adequately by periphrasis of the literal sense. 
However, Love readers this conparative with a superlative- 
intensitive, Imoste deuoutel. The source Indicates that some 
parts of the gospel are more devout than others: 'moste deuoutel 
perhaps, is intended to avoid such conparison, for all parts of 
the gospel are most devout. 'Neditabaturl, is doubleted with 
Isette hir meditacioun and hir thouTt-'. Xeditation is a form of 7- 
thought, as is witnessed by the constant references In devotional 
literature to 'thinking an the passion of Our Lord' and by the 
passage on the Cloud in which IXeditacion' is expounded as 
1ýinkyugl with reason being regarded as the eye of the soul. 74 
But the two elements of this doublet are not exactly synonymous. 
'Th+tl has a particular appropriateness for Love's audience, who 
might not be able to attain and sustain some aspects of formal 
meditation but who were capable of a less concentrated, less 
enhanced 'thinking'. It has also the attraction of being a plain 
term, more acceptable and familiar to then. 
$Cum plena circulatione' is expanded with a finite verb into 
land when sche had so fully al. the manere of his lyf ouer gone'. 
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'Al the manere of his lyf', possibly a response to 
Icirculationel, stresses that Cecile too, in treating the life of 
Christ by the process of neditation. has a modus agendi for 
gospel materia, as must all translators or readers. There is 
further simplification of the structure of the Latin sentence 
with the rendering of Ireincipiens' with another finite verb, 
Ische bygan a3eyne'. 'Runinans', i. e. runinating In meditation, 
is translated intriguingly as 'goostly schewynge in that nanere 
the gospel of crist'. Love adds that which is being ruminated, 
i. e. the gospel. 'Schewyngel might have read or sounded to the 
original audience as a pun on 'chewing' and 'showing', which 
means lexpounding' (as in the prologue to the Stan2atc Life nf 
Christ (11.1-32)): meditation is ghostly exposition. 'Chewing', 
however, is a more accurate literal translation of Iruminans'. 
In that the Mirrour-was a book to be heard. there is potential 
for this (mis)construction, even though it might not have been 
intended. 'Collocabat' is doubleted Isette and bare'. The 
added sense of carrying round the life emphasises the pernanency 
of the vita in her heart. 
(ii) 'Tria Vtilia Ex Vita Christi, I 
Pseudo-Bouaventure declares that having the vita in the heart 
can lead to a higher level of meditation. Love does not 
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enphasise the bringing of the reader to a higher degree of 
contenplation, but to the highest degree of good living. 
Sinile tibi suadeo faciendum. Super omnia namque 
inter spiritualis exercitil. studia, hoc magis 
necessariun magisque proficuum credo, et quod ad 
celsiorem gradum perducere possit. (Peltier, p. 510) 
In the same manere I counseile that thou doo. For 
among alle gostly exercises I leue that this is most 
necessarye and most profitableý'aud that may brynge 
to the hl3est degre of good lyuynge/ that stant, 
specially in perfite despisynge of the world/ in 
pacience suffryuge of aduersitees/ and in encres and 
in getyrig of vertues. (p. 10) 
'Faciendun' is resolved into 'that thou doo': English has no 
equivalent to the Latin construction: nevertheless the meaning 
remains the same. Love's adjustment of Icelsioren gradum' to 
Iblest degre of good Iyuynge' smacks more of the milk of 
doctrine and good Christian behaviour on this earth than the meat 
of contemplation. By retaining the words 'hi3est degre', which 
he need not have retained in order to stress the concept of good 
living, Love allusively exploits and intensifies the prestige 
status of devotional and contemplative terminology whilst 
actually suppressing reference to higher contemplation. The 
emphasis an good living orients the text into the next passage, 
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which deals with 'tria vtilia ex vita christil, as the marginal 
gloss in the Mirrour-puts It (p. 10). These three 'vtilia' are 
anticipated in summary by the addition of the words 'perfite 
despisynge of the world/ in pacience suffrynge of aduersitees and 
in encres and In getyng of vertues'. The passage deals with the 
moral puissance of the life of Christ: 
lusquam enim invenies, ubi sic doceri possis contra 
vana blandimenta et caduca, contra tribulationes et 
adversa, contra hostium tentamenta et vitia, sicut in 
vita Domini lesu, quae fuit absque omni defectu 
perfectissima. (Peltier, p. 510) 
For sothely thou schalt neuere fynde where man may so 
perfi3tely may be tau3t: First forto stable his herte 
a. enst vanytees and disceyuable likynges of the 
worldý also to strengthe hym &mange tribulaciouns and 
aduersitees/and furthermore to be kept fro vices and 
to getyuge of vertues/ as in the blissed lyf of oure 
lord Jesu/ the whiche was euere with oute defaýte 
moste perfyte. ( pp. 10-11) 
Whereas the Latin itemises the undesirable things against 
(, contra') which the life of Christ teaches, the Mirrour. also 
acknowledging the teaching function, makes more of dividing them 
into a palpable trio with the added adverbs 
'first... also... furthermore'. This triple sequence is buttressed 
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by marginal glossing of the ensuing discussion with III Primum', 
III Secundum' and ' 11 Tercium' (p. 11). Each of the three Ira 
accorded an added verb connoting stability and protection, 
'stable's Istrengthe' and 'kept fro'. The first English 
infinitive, 'forto stable', is connected to I a3 enstel, a close 
translation of 'contra', but the second, 'to strengthel, is 
attached to the preposition lamongel, the third, $to be kept' 
being put with 'fro' and 'to'. More emphatic than the source, 
this adverbially re-inforced division, together with its 
variation of verbs and prepositions, lends to a greater 
rhetorical stress on the comprehensively adaptable power of the 
life of Christ in all situations. Also. the Latin word Ivitial, 
expanded to 'fro vices and to getynge of vertues' in line with 
the additional anticipatory parallel in the previous sentence, 
'in getyng of vertues', advertises a positively aggrandising as 
well as a defensive use of the vita. The 'fro'Pto' antithesis, 
not in the original either, further enhances not only this sense 
of conprehensive power, but also the particular stress on 
morality, to which the Mirrour gives a higher profile than the 
source does. The word 'vital, rendered 'blessed lyfl, reflects 
once more part of the new title chosen for the work. 
Love's next act as a translator is to cut material relating to 
the education of the meditating soul, which will so gain in 
familiarity, confidence and love that it will spurn other thingso 
and be instructed in what, and what not, to do: 
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Ex frequentl enim et assueta meditatione vitae ipsius 
adducitur anima in quandam familiaritatem, 
confidentiam et amorem ipsius, it& quod all& 
vilipendit et contemnit. Insuper fortificatur et 
instruitur quid facere. quidve fugere debeat. 
(Peltier, p. 510) 
The rationale for cutting this may be that it has little new to 
offer and that, being something of an advertisenent, it 
interrupts the flow of the discourse an the 'tria vtilla'. The 
only part of this 'cut' passage preserved in translation, 
Ifrequenti. enim et assuetal appears as a doublet, rendering 
'Jugis, in the next sentence in a discussion of the first of the 
lvtilial of the Life of Christ, the stabilising of the soul in 
this vain world: 
Dico prino quod Jugis neditatio vitae Domini Jesu 
roborat et stabilit mentem contra vana et caduca. 
(Peltier, p. 510) 
First/ I sele that besy meditacioun and customable of 
the blessid lyf of Jesu stableth the soule and the 
herte enst vanitees and disceyuable likynges of the 
world. (p. 11) 
It is striking that Love should pick up an a collocation from the 
Latin for a fundamental recasting and redirecting of the source. 
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Simple souls cannot be continual (Ijugis') in meditation. The 
best they are likely to do is to make meditation a good and 
frequent habit. 'besy and customable'. Thp Clnud nf Unknowitl 
makes a similar distinction, recognising people who I ben ful 





S. 77 Again 'vitae' is described 
with the English adjective I blessid'. 'Caduca' 
('fleeting/transitory things') is not rendered literally, but Is 
extrapolated to 'disceyuable likynges of the world' because the 
attractions and pleasures of this world deceive in their 
transience. To put faith in them is to be deceived. 
(iii) 'Tria Vtilia Ex Vita Christi' II: Cecile 
The stabilising of the soul is illustrated by the example of 
the marriage cerenony of St. Cecilia, the account of it being 
closely translated: 
... ut patet in praedicta beata Caecilia, quae ita cor 
suum repleverat de vita Christi. quod in ipsam vana 
intrare non poterant: unde in pompa nuptiarum 
existens, ubi tot vana geruntur. cantantibus organis, 
ipsa stabili corde soli Deo vacabat, dicens: a Fiat, 
Donine, cor meum, et corpus meum Inmaculatum, ut non 
confundar. 3 (Peltier, p. 510) 
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This is opounly schewed in the blessid virgyne 
Cecile/ bifore nempned/ whan sche filled so fully hir 
herte of the lyf of Crist/ that vanytees of the world 
my3t not entre In to hir. For in all the grete ponpe 
of the wedding/ where so many vanitees ben vsed/ whan 
the orgenes blewen and songen/ sche sette bir herte 
stabely in god/ seinge and preyenge: Lordl be ny 
herte and ny body clene and not defoiledý so that I 
be not confounded. (p. 11) 
'Vanal is clarified as Ivanytees of the world'. Love is also 
more particular than the original about the mode of operation of 
organs. 'Organis' in Latin and largenes' in Xiddle English can 
refer more generally to many musical instruments and even 
melodies, but Love seems to have in mind a wind instrument, for 
Icantantibus' becomes the doublet Iblewen and songen'. The 
literal sense of the Latin, that of organs singing, is 
represented in the vernacular by a fuller picture of organs as 
blowing (Iblewen'), doubtless with vanity and pride. 
Inother doublet is worthy of comment. Adding the idea of 
praying (which is implicit in the original) to 'diceas', by 
translating it Iselenge and prayengel re-inforces the essential 
idea of the private prayerfulness of Cecile's address to God 
amidst the noisy useless public vanities of the wedding. The 
rhyme makes for an ornamental effect, drawing attention by its 
palpable artificiality to the deliberately well-prepared 
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conventional sententiousness of the saint's own words. Standing 
out amidst and above the rest of the prose it shifts the words of 
the saint into an elevated key. But there is more to these two 
doublets, Iblewen and songen' and 'seienge and prayengel, than 
two separate ad boc choices for Englishing two different words. 
Between these two foregrounded additions, noticeable as 
rhetorical pairings to the reader or bearer unacquainted with the 
source, there is an antitbesist Cecile's neaningful words of 
prayer delivered in a speaking voice oppose the vain puffing and 
singing of the organ. The Ipsissina verba of the saint are re- 
ordered into a more natural English word order, 'fiat, Donine' 
becoming 'Lordl be'. Love's doubleting of limmaculatum' as 
Iclene and not defoiled' brings out not only a notion of a 
positive virtue of cleanness, but opens up more the aspect of the 
dire possibility in this situation of privation of virginity and 
defilement. 
(iv) 'Tria Vtilia Ex Vita Christi, III: The Translatiou of 
Martyrs: Sacrificing Style and Saving Sentence 
Love's concentration an the more rudimentary aspects of the 
sentence of the MedItatInnPc-; iltme Christi has an effect an the 
way Love translates. Normally, suppression of unsuitable 
elements of the original is effected by simple cutting as part 
and parcel of the role Of the compiler as he shapes and re-shapes 
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the forma tractatus. However, in the next example is an excision 
of the source in the realn of style and manner of proceedingo 
i. e. modus agendilfor= tractandi. Here Love somewhat tones 
down the style of the source without Jeopardising the sentence 
which it promotes. In the passage below, which deals with the 
joyous fortitude of martyrs thinking amidst their tortures on the 
wounds of Christ, the Pseudo-Bonaventurean style is sacrificed in 
order to preserve and clarifying it for symple soules. 
Secundo fortificat contra tribulationes et 
adversa, ut patet in Martyribus. Circa quod sic dicit 
Bernardus: a Inde tolerantia martyrii provenit, quod 
in Christi vulneribus tota devotione versetur, et 
jugi meditatione demoretur. In illis stat martyr 
tripudians et triunphans, toto licet lacerato 
corpore, et rinante latera ferro. Ubi ergo tunc anima 
Xartyris? Hempe in vulneribus Jesu, et vulneribus 
ninirum patentibus ad introeundum. Si in suis esset 
visceribus, scrutans ea, ferrun profecto sentiret, 
doloren non ferret, succumberet et negaret. u 
Rucusque Bernardus. (Peltier, p. 510) 
I Also as vuto the secounde. Wherof ban martires 
her strengthe a enst dyuerce tourmentis/ bat/ as 5 
seynt Bernard seith/ in that they setten all her 
herte and deuocioun in the passioun and woundes of 
criste? For what tyme the martir stant with al the 
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body to rent/ and neuertheless he is loyful and glad 
in alle his peyueý where trowest is than his soule 
and his herte? Sothely in the woundes of Jesu. 3e/ 
the woundes not closed/ bot open and wyde to entre 
ynne: and elles he schulde fele the harde yren and 
not nowe bere the peyne and sorwe/ bot sone faile and 
denye god. (p. 11) 
Vote first of all that Love, economically and without harming the 
meaning, does not repeat, unlike his source, what 'the secoundel 
use of the life of Christ actually is. What this second use is 
becomes obvious straight away in the question im diately 
following, drawn from St. Bernard. Pseudo-Bonaventure signals 
that he is quoting St. Bernard by preceding the actual quotation 
with 'circa quad sic dicit Bernardus'. Love does not do this; 
rather he launches into a rendering of Bernard's question without 
the prefatory citation: it is only when he gets to the pivotal 
word 'bat'. which signals the start of the solution, that the 
name of St. Bernard is mentioned. Love's rendering is less 
pedestrian and more incisive than the original. It is more 
effective to weigh in with citation of the auctor at the turning- 
point of the sentence. 
Vhereas the Latin states that martyrs turn all their devotion 
and continual meditation onto the wounds of Christ, Itota 
devotione... et jugi meditatione'. Love. as he has done before, 
replaces this with the more earthly, less mystical, 'all her 
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herte and deuacioun', thereby avoiding any oddness that his 
relatively simple Intended audience might have felt at the idea 
of physically projecting their affectus into Christ's wounds, 
Ivulneribus' being rendered by the extrapolatory English doublet 
lpassioun and woundes', which clarifies the idea of sympathizing 
with Christ's suffering in His Xanhood. Pseudo-Bonaventure did 
not need such simplification because his Idilecta filial would 
have been used to the language and idioms of devotion, i. e. would 
have known that Ivulneribus' would mean 'passion'. 
Love drops the notion of continual meditation, 'Jugi 
meditatione', which would be impractical for his simple souls and 
laity. Elsewhere in the Mirrour Love renders this Latin 
continuity with the English 'besy and customable' (see above, 
p. 253), i. e. neditation should be fitted habitually into everyday 
life. Perhaps Love may also have felt that to claim that 
martyrs spent all their time meditating on the wounds of Christ 
might 'sound improbable or even excessive to his audience, and 
might inculcate a false notion that meditation was effective only 
if it were continual. 
In similar vein I tripudians et triumphaus' (I dancing and 
triumphing'), is too exotic and Conceitful for Love's purposes, 
and is toned down with ' ioyf ul and glad' , the essence of martyr- 
psychology and spirituality at the heart of the sentence of St. 
Bernard's point. Conjuring up the Picture of a St. Bartholomew, 
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St. Lawrence, or St. Stephen dancing would not necessarily help 
the sentence and is to be regarded as affective imagery. 
Pseudo-Bonaventure's wordplay an Iferrum' Viron') and 
'ferret' Cbears') is perhaps responded to by Love's wordplay on 
Ifeelland 'faile'. Love translates lanina martyris' as 'his 
soule and his hertel, stressing not just the idea of the soul but 
also, with the addition of the word 'hertel, the affective 
sympathy of the martyr's (and therefore the reader's) meditation: 
that is what is significant about the flight of the soul into the 
holy wounds, and this is what it 'really means' for Love's 
audience. 'Nartyris' is twice rendered by the use of the 
possessive pronoun 'his': the words may be different but they 
unequivocally denote the same thing. Love felt probably that to 
repeat the noun would be repetition without purpose, stylisically 
undesirable. However, it should be said that considerations of 
style are secondary to those of meaning: this sort of adjustment 
is permissible because in no way does it interfere with the 
sentence. In this passage generally, the tone of Love's 
translation is more emphatic than the original. For example, he 
interjects with an emphatic 3 e', and amplifies Pseudo- 
Bonaventure's Ininlrun patentibus ad iutroeundum' into a 
rhetorical antithesis , 'not closed but open and wyde to entre 
ynne. ' 
lotable in this passage are three other features. Firstly the 
rendering of 'dolorem' as the doublet Isorwe and peynel catches 
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the semantic range of the Latin word's mental and physical 
connotations. Secondly, in translating Isuccumberet' by 'sone 
faile' the addition of the word Isonel shows the Immediacy of the 
intolerability of pain and sorrow at the instant at which the 
soul ceases to synpathise with Christ's Passion. Finally, 
'Hucusque Bernardus' is dropped in the English as unnecessary 
repetition, interruptive to the flow of the prose. for Bernard's 
name has already been cited. 
This passage on martyrs shows that not only could a medieval 
translator keep faith with his audience by cutting out material, 
he could also reader an expositio sententie for then by altering 
the source stylistically level too: we have a combinaton both 
methods in this passage. 
A further gauge, this time non-stylistic. of Love's intention 
of reshaping his source for a wider audience is the way in which, 
later in the same passage, he translates Pseudo-Bonaventurals 
commendatory words on the patience of those who are Inon solum 
martyres, sed et confessores in tribulationibus' (Peltier, 
p. 510). To the Latin Love adds the patience of virgins and all 
righteous people: not onlIche martires/ bot also confessoures/ 
virgynes/ and alle that lyuen r 13twisly' (p. 11). The breadth of 
intended audience is indicated by the grouping together of 
confessors# virgins and the righteous. Reference to the 
exemplary patience of St. Francis and St. Clare, which is of 
limited use for a general audience, is also suppressed. 
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(v) 'Tria Vtilia Ex Vita Christi' IV: Vices and Virtues 
The third use of the life of Christ is its profitability with 
regard to vices and virtues. 
Tertio dico, quod docet circa gerenda, ut nec 
hostes nec vitia irruere vel fallere possint; hoc 
ideo, quia perfectio virtutum repetitur ibidem. 
(Peltier, p. 510) 
I And as to the thridde point: that it kepeth fro 
vices and disposeth souereynly to getynge of vertues-! 
preveth wel in that the perfectioun of alle vertues 
is founden In cristes lyf. (p. 11) 
'Irruere vel fallere', 'attack or deceive' is not translated at 
all. Love simplifies the source in translating by dealing only 
with the avoiding of vices and the gaining of virtues, the latter 
of which, I the getynge of vertues' , is not in the original. This 
is not the first time that Love has added the notion of virtues 
to a reference to vices in the source (Xirrnur, p. 10; Peltier, 
P. 510). 'Hostes' is dropped by Love as he did in the 
preliminary summary of the three benefits of the life of Christ 
earlier. 
The next portion of this passage advertises exemplary virtues 
to be found in the life of Christ. 
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Ubi enim virtutes excelsae paupertatis, eximlae 
humilitatis, profundae sapientiae. orationis, 
mansuetudinis. obedientiae, pattentiae, caeterarumque 
virtutum exempla et doctrinam sic invenies, sicut in 
vita Domini virtutum? (Peltier, p. 510) 
For where schalt thow fynde so open ensample and 
doctrine of souereyn charite/ of perfite pouerte/ of 
profunde mekenest of pacience and other vertues as In 
the blessed lyf of Jesu Crist? (pp. 11-12) 
The original presents a series of virtues dominated by those 
associated with the enclosed life: poverty, humility, wisdom, 
prayer, meekness. obedience, patience, plus other non-specified 
virtues. The first virtue mentioned by Love, lcharitel, would 
appear not to be an addition because it is reasonable to assume 
it was in his source already. for the Italian version of the 
meditationes Vitae Christi, as represented in BN MS Ital. 115. 
includes at this point 'examples and teachings of charity', 
though it does not declare charity to be Isouereyn'. 70 Love 
makes a positive decision to retain charity, but to omit 
humility, wisdom, prayer and obedience. However, these omissions 
are as good as'covered by the virtues that do appear in the 
English text. Love excludes wisdom (Iprofundae sapientiael). 
presumably because it was thought to be beyond the capacity of 
simple souls to imitate. Prayer Corationis, ) is more for the 
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enclosed religious. Obedience Cobedlentlael ) is incorporated in 
Inekenes' (Imansuetudinis'). In any case, all omitted virtues 
fall under the catch-all 'other vertues'. 
Love, self-aggrandisingly echoing his chosen title, translates 
'vita Domini virtutum' as "the blessed lyf of Jesu Cr1st'. This 
is all the more permissible because he Includes the term 'lord of 
vertues' , rendering 'Domino virtutum, , later in the same 
paragraph; so the concept is not lost to the Mirrnur 
De hoe sic breviter ait Bernardus: a Incassum proinde 
quis laborat in acquisitione virtutum, si aliunde eas 
sperandas putet, quam a Domino virtutun: cujus 
doctrina, seminarium prudentiae; cujus misericordia. 
opus justitiae, cujus vita. speculun temperantiae; 
cujus nors insigne est fort1tudinis. n Rucusque 
Bernardus. (Peltier, p. 510) 
Herfore seith seynt, Bernard: that he trauailleth in 
vayne about the getynge of vertues who so hopeth to 
fynde hem owhere bot in the lorde of vertues/ whos 
lyf Is the mirrour of temperaunce and alle othere 
vertues. Lo here grete comforte and goostly 
prof `3 te in deuou 31 contemplacioun of cristes blessid 
lyf. (p. 12) 
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Love has enough in his text already to show the virtues of Christ 
to be mighty and manifold. This is probably why he does not feel 
the need to follow either the source or theological and literary 
tradition by invoking the four cardinal virtues and relating them 
to Christ. Instead he ignores the fourfold schema and translates 
only that element of It which centrally interests him, the 
reference to vita itself, mentioned suitably as a mirror. i. e. 
'cujus vita, speculum temperantiael. Perhaps the echo of his own 
new English nomen libri (Imirrour of temperaunce') attracted him 
to single out these few words. In any case, it provides further 
authority for his vernacular title. It is improbable that there 
was a particular desire to emphasise temperance above all the 
virtues which are omitted: the word Itemperauncel Is nerely the 
unsuppressed inert residue of the original, to which is added for 
safety a catch-all, not in the original, land alle othere 
vertues', to cover the untranslated virtues. The address to the 
reader, Ilo here grete comforte and goostly profi3te in deuou3t 
contenplacioun of cristes blessid lyfl, leading an naturally from 
the preceding exposition of virtues and additional to the source, 
reasserts and recapitulates the general utilitas of the Life of 
Christ. 
(vi) The Xanere of Xeditacioun 
Just as important as knowing how to render the source is 
deciding what material from the original should not be presented 
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to the meditating eye of the audience. For instance, Love omits 
a passage in the probemium instructing the 'dilecta filial In the 
gaining of mystical independence in her contemplating, in which 
she will be able to discern the false from the true (p. 510). 
This level is not suitable for Love's audience. It is not for 
them to know the profound mysteries of God. 'profunda Dei 
mysteria, cognovere'. Also cut, because it is of little use to 
Love's entent, is the subsequent Latin material stating that St. 
Francis perfected himself in Christ by meditation, as is the 
discussion which holds that meditating an Christ's life leads to 
higher contemplation and unction (pp. 510-11). Also untranslated 
is Pseudo-Bonaventure's extended modesty topos regarding the 
efficacy of the Isermo rudis' which penetrates to the heart, 
unlike the sophisticated sermon which pleases only the ear 
(p. 511). Xoreover. there is no use for the hope expressed in the 
original that the reader will leave behind Pseudo-Bonaventure as 
master and converse directly with Jesus Christ, Who, as it were, 
moves from being juater1a to nagister (p. 511). At no point in the 
Mirrnur are the simple souls left unguided by the sacerdotal 
hand. Cutting is as much part of the translator's choices and 
roles as is literalism or amplification, and indicates a 
particularly positive type of decision, more so than an 
uncritical or passive toleration of materials which the 
translator may feel to be extraneous to his particular purposes. 
Xost of the remaining naterial Of the Latin prohenjuA 
however, is used by Love in some way. The immediately subsequent 
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portion of Latin, dealing with the relationship between Scripture 
and meditation and the freedom to engage in diverse imaginations. 
has already been incorporated in an earlier part of the English 
probene. 
Pseudo-Bonaventure Is particular In his Instructions about 
meditative technique. The reader Is to inagine herself present, 
in all her senses, to all that Is said and done. This innere 
pertains equally to Love's audience. 
Tu autem, si ex his fructum sunere cupis, ita te 
praesentem exhibeas his quae per Dominum Jesum dicta 
et £acta narrantur, ac si tuis auribus audires et 
cculis ea videres, toto mentis affeetu diligenter, 
delectabiliter et norose, O=ibus a1iis curls et 
sollicitudinibus tunc omissir.. (Peltier, p. 511) 
Vherfore thou that coueytest to fele truly the fruyte 
of this book/ thou moste with al thy thou3t and al 
thyn entente in that manere make the in thy soule 
present to tho thynges that ben here writen/ seide/ 
or done of cure lord JesO/and that besIly/ likyngly/ 
and abidynge/as theyh thou herdest hen with thy 
bodily eeres/ or seie hem with thyne e 15 en doneý/ 
pyttynge awey for the tYme and leuynge alle othere 
occupaciouns and besynesses. (p. 12) 
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Contrary to previous practice Love preserves the original's 
second person address to the reader. 'Fructun ex his' Is 
rendered 'fruyte of this book'. By mentioning a 'book' Love Is 
reminding us perhaps that his Imaterel is not just that of the 
Vita but also that of a particular source. His Englishing of 'te 
praesenten exbibeas' alludes to the prologue paradigm, adding 
lentent' Untentio), which in this case refers to the affective 
and moral dimensions of intent. The whole intention must be 
concentrated on the meditation for efficacy and ethical validity. 
I In that nanere ' refers to the modus agendilform tractandi of 
inagination, the procedure which is the means to the entent of 
gaining the 'fruytel, i. e. utilitas. 
Vhereas the source expects its audience to show themselves 
present, the Mirrour requires its readers only to make themselves 
present: Inake the in thy soule present'. This Is so because to 
show herself present in the mise-en-scdne assumes that the 
imagining subject makes herself a palpable object of perception 
in her own meditation. Just as Love cut out earlier the idea of 
the imagined Christ eventually replacing the author as guide, so 
too does he have a less enhanced intention for his sinple souls, 
who, he intends, should watch sympathetically what is put into 
the inagination by the narrative. However, Love does not exclude 
his readers from participation, for they are asked to become 
involved in some of the action later in the book. 
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'Dicta et factal Is Interestingly expanded to 'writen/ saide/ 
or done' in consideration of an English audience Including 
hearers. The use, of the adjective 'bodily' in the translation 
of Ituis auribus' by 'thy bodily eeres', completes more 
enphatically an added body versus soul antithesis, for it 
balances the addition of the words 'in thy soulel inserted into 
the rendering of 'te praesentem exhibeas'. Thus Love Is nore 
specific than the source that meditation, though it happens in 
the soul. Is to be taken as if it were physical bodily 
experience. 
'Curis et sollicitudinibus', literally 'cares and 
worries/duties', is rendered by the somewhat more markedly 
secular loccupaciouns and besynesses', the temporal everyday 
necessities like work, which are the most likely distractions for 
Love's audience. This recalls Love's earlier alteration of the 
Latin source's expectation of continual meditation into an 
approval of a 'besy... and customablel habit (p. 11). 
(vii) Form Tractatus and the Power of 11 X, 
The Latin prologue then bids the Idilecta filial to receive 
the book, which was made for the benefit of reader and also 
author. Love transposes his own version of this to the very end 
Of his Probeim. The source then describes the contents of the 
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first chapter following, a description which is, intriguingly, 
accorded a marginal 'IN' in the Mrrour as if the passage were 
Love's own words, which it is not. 
Initium de incarnatione sunendum est, sed quaedam 
Ipsam praecessisse meditari possumus, tam in coelis 
circa Deum et angelos suos beatissimos, quam in 
terris circa Virginem gloriosissimam, quae mihi 
videntur primitus explicanda. Et ideo de ipsis 
videamus. (Peltier, p. 511) 
I And though it so be that the bigynnynge of the 
matere of this book/ that Is the blessid lyf of Jesu 
crist/ be at his Incarnacioun! 
/neuertheles 
we nowe 
firste deuoutliche ymagine and thenke somme thinges 
done byfore touching god and his aungels in heueneý 
and also as anemptes the blessid virgyne/ oure lady 
seynte marye/ in erthe: of the whiche is to bigynne. 
(p. 12) 
It this attribution is no mere error but deliberate and 
conscious, it would indicate that Love was purposefully 
appropriating the words of the source. Vhat is the 
justification for Love making these words his own? As a comment 
an the forina tractatus rather than on the sentence, the passage 
in both source and translation resembles a compiler's statement. 
It could be here that Love is taking his role as compiler to its 
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logical conclusion by assuming all the responsibility and 
authority for the whole form tractatus (with which he is, in 
general, considerably free), appropriating under his own persona 
the words of the source when they comment on the fomi tractatus. 
The 1111 is a sign of responsibility, not plagiarism, reflecting 
a valid auctoritas compilatorls. 
Love describes how the book may be used according to the days 
of the week, and times of the Church Year. The source for this 
is not in the probemium but Chapter 100 of the original: 
Xeditationes vero sic divide, ut die Lunae incipiens, 
procurras usque ad fugan Domini in Aegyptun. Et eo 
ibi dinisso, die Martis, pro ea redienso mediteris 
usque ad apertionen libri in synagaga; die Mercurii 
exinde, usque in ministerium Mariae et Xarthae; die 
jovis abinde, usque ad passionem; die Veneris et 
Sabbati, usque ad resurrectianem; die vero Dominica, 
ipsam resurrectionen, et usque In fluen; et sic per 
singulas hebdomodas facias, ut ipsa meditationes tibi 
reddas familiares. (Peltier, p. 629) 
And for also moche as this book Is deuyded and 
departed in vij parties/ after vij daies of the weket 
euery day one party or so=ae therof to ben had in 
contemplacioun of hem that han, therto desire and 
deuocioun. Therfore at the Moneday/ as the firste 
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workeday of the weke/ bygynneth this gostly werk/ 
tellynge firste of the deuoute instaunce and desire 
of the holy aungelis in heuene for manis restoryuge 
and his saluaclou2 to stire man anonge other that 
day specially to worschippe hemýas holy chirche the 
sane day maketh special mynde of hem. Also not 
oneliche the mater of this book is pertynent and 
profitable to be had In contemplacioun the forselde 
dayes to hem that wollen and mowen/ bot also as it 
longeth to the tymes of the 3 ere: as in aduent/ to 
rede and deuoutly haue in nynde fro the bygynnynge in 
to the natiuite of oure lord Jes/and thereafter in 
that holy feste of cristemasse7'0'and so forth of 
othere matires/ as holy chirche maketh nyade of hen 
In tyme of, 3ere. (pp. 12-13) 
0 
It is fitting that an Instruction indicating the flexibility of 
or-dinatio is itself an exanple of the same. These instructions 
are much more effective and likely to be applied transposed to a 
position before. not after, the meditations themselves. Love 
does not follow closely the Latin warding and the detailed 
instructions Of this passage. but in carrying out those very 
instructions in what he actually does with his own ordinatic, his 
need to put such instructions In the pr'Obeme becomes superfluous. 
Going beyond textual expositio sententie, but still according 
with the auctor', he renders the sentence of the original in 
action, not just words. 
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The probene ends with a petition to the reader to pray for the 
translator and the auctor, restating that Love's entent was to 
translate a book into English for simple and devout souls. This 
modifies the petition at the end of the Latin probemiux. 
Quare te precor, dilecta filia, ut hunc laborem meum, 
quem ad laudem Domini Jesu, et tuum profectum, et 
meam utilitaten assumpsi, laetauter suscipias; et 
laetantius, devotius et sollicitius te exerceas in 
eodem. (Peltier, p. 511) 
Ind among othere who so redeth or hereth this book/ 
felynge eny goostly swetues of grace there thoru3/ 
preie he for charitie specialy for the auctour and 
the drawere out therof/ as it is writen here in 
Englisshe to the profyte of synple and deuout soules/ 
as it was seide byfore. And thus endeth the proheme. 
(p. 13) 
'Dilecta filial is widened in translation to 'all who so redeth 
or hereth this book'. Pseudo-Bonaventure's lutilitateml is all 
the merit he gets from God for accomplishing the work. The 
equivalent of this in the English is the prayers of the audience 
and readership. which would also bring the writer closer to God. 
Whereas the original stresses the performance of the authorial 
act, the translator, conscious of a duplex causa efficiens and 
the concomitant responsibility, wishes for benefits for himself 
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and for the lauctorl from the devotion stirred in his audience. 
ITuum profectum', relating to the original reader, is changed to 
'writen here in Englisshe to the profyte of symple and deuout 
soules', a rendering which takes into consideration the nodus 
agendi of translation because it is inseparable from his intent 
for his audience's 'profytel. 
All that remains for Love to do is to signpost the first 
chapter. He has already suzomarised its basic contents, so he 
does not go into any further detail about subject matter, 
confining himself to I ... and after foloweth the contenplacioun 
for Moneday in the firste party and the firste chapitle' (p. 13). 
The function of this statement is to elaborate his ordinatic by 
indicating the numbered part and chapter, the named day, and the 
basic unit of the divisio, 'the contenplacioun'. The probeme has 
done its work. 
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V. ADDITION FROX THE GOSPELS AND THE INFLUENCE OF COKKENTARY 
(i) Gospel Harmony and the Heavy Heart 
Ve have seen so far Love at work as a translator adapting 
prohenial, and other, matter of his source. Given that the 
ultimate source of the source is the gospels, It would not be 
surprising if Love's own knowledge and understanding of the 
gospels, together with their commentary-traditlon, Influenced his 
behaviour. 
The following extract from the Mirrnur shows how Love tackles 
the beginning of the Pseudo-Bonaventurean meditation on the 
Passion on the morning before Christ was taken. The Latin 
narrates the manner of Christ's going Into the garden with his 
disciples to pray. As a deft conpiler-com ntator Love does not 
limit himself merely to Englishing the literal sense of the 
source. Rather he modifies it according to what he sees as a 
more useful. complete, affective and authoritative treatment of 
this particular section, more responsive to the priorities of 
orthodox commentary-tradition. The first thing to notice is the 
111B. N. ' in the margin. which is highly unusual. It means that 
jacholas Love's authority is commixed with that of Pseudo- 
Bonaventure. of course, Love has authority to write his 
meditations imaginatively. However, it transpires in addition 
that Love's authority Is in fact that of the Vulgate itself, 
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refracted through orthodox exegesis. Below are the corresponding 
passages from Pseudo-Bonaventure and Love. 
Reassume igitur meditaciones istas a principlo 
passionis. et prosequere per ordinen usque In finem, 
de quibus, sicut michi videbitur, nodo tangam: tu 
vero, ut placet, exerciteris. in amplicribus ut et 
tibi Dominus ipse dabit. Attende Igitur ad singula, 
ac si presens esses; et cerne eum attente, cum a cena 
exiens, sermone conpleto, in ortum cum discipulis 
suis vadit. Ultimo nunc inter eas intra et perpende 
quonodo aftectuouse, socialiter et familiariter eis 
loquitur, et ad oracionem ortatur; quomodo, eciam ipse 
pusillum, id est, per iactan lapidis progrediens, 
humiliter ac revereater positis genibus orat Patren. 
Hic parumper subsiste et mirabilia Domini Dei tui 
mente pia revolve. 79 
I Go we than to the processe of his passiount 
takynge hede and makyage vs in mynde as in presence 
to all that folweth. And first byholdynge how/ after 
the processe of the gospel of seint John/ oure lord 
Jesu after that worthy soper was done and that noble 
and fructuou5e sernoun ended/ wherof It Is spoken in 
the nexte chapitre biforn/ he wente with his 
disciples ouer the water of Cedron in to a 3erde or a 
gardya/ in to the whiche be was wont ofte sithes to 
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come with his disciples-/and there he bad hem abyde 
and praye. And ferthermore takyage with him his 
thre special secretaries/ that Is to say/ Peter and 
James and John/ and tellynge hem that his berte was 
heuy and sorwful vnto the deth/ bad hem there abyde 
and wake with hym in prayeres. And so a litel ferther 
fro hem/ as aboute the space of a stones cast vppon a 
litel hulle/ mekely and reuerently knelynge vppon 
bathe his knees made his prayer to the fader 
deuoutliche/ in manere as it folwath after. 
I But here abide we a litell while/ and take we 
hede with a deuoute mynde of this wonderfull dede of 
oure lard Jesu/... (pp. 218-1, D) 
There are Important differences between Love and Pseudo- 
Bonaventure. The second Latin sentence. 'Tu vero, ut placet, 
exerciteris in amplioribus ut et tibi Dominus Ipse dabit', is cut 
by Love. It is not Biblically necessary. Neither does the Latin 
state that Christ 'wente with his disciples ouer the water of 
Cedron'. This is compiled into the MIrrour directly from the 
Gospel of St. John XVIII-1-: 'trans torrentem Cedroul; as is 'was 
wont ofte sithes to come with his disciples', i. e. John XVIII. 2.: 
Iquia frequenter Jesus convenerat illuc cum discipulis suis'. 00 
In citing John's name. Love acknowledges these additions. 
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P5eudo-Bonaventure's Jesus talks to his disciples. We are 
not told in the Latin what He says, but only how He rays it: 
laffectuouse, socialiter et familiariterl. Then He goes to pray. 
These attractive ways of Jesus's speaking are worthy of 
meditation, but they have only imaginative status and are not 
Biblically authentic. Love exercises his right to dispense with 
them. His Christ follows the Vulgate, with sadder words which 
actually enter the English text. as we shall see. 
In the Mirrour, Peter, James and John are specified as 
confidants. In the Meditationes Vltae ChH-ýt! they are not even 
mentioned. The words of Jesus to then, albeit reported, are the 
words of the Vulgate itself. for Love adds that the Ithre special 
secretaries' are told by Him that His heart is heavy and 
sorrowful unto the death. and asked to stay and wake with Him in 
prayers, as in the Vulgate below: 
XATTHEW 
Et assumpsto Petro, et duobus filils Zebedaei. coepit 
contristari et moestus esse. Tunc ait illis: Tristis 
est anima mea usque ad morten; sustinete hic, et 
vigilate mecum. '@' 
EARL 
Et assumit Petrum. et Jacobum, et Joannem secun: et 
coepit pavere et taedere. Et ait illis .: Tristis est 
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aniza me& usque ad mortem: sustinete hic, tit 
vigilate. 02 
These added materials, taken from Matthew XXVI. 37-8 and Mark 
XIV. 33-4, unlike the excerptions from St. John's Gospel, are not 
acknowledged. Love acquires the disciples' names from the two 
evangelists, but the interesting addition, 'his thre special 
secretaries'. is not from the Vulgate but can be found in 
orthodox commentary in the Glossa OrdinArla and In Lyre's 
Postills, all of which were commonly included In Bible codices in 
the margins and interlinearly. 102 The enormous availability and 
authority of these works, together with their physical 
interlacing with the Vulgate text, makes for an influence 
measurable in inches and page-turns. The standard interlinear 
gloss on Xatthew's 'Et assumpsto Petro et duobus filiis 
Zebedaei', Iquibus secretiora manifestaret' (fol. 80"), Is 
reflected by Love's rendering. However, consultation of the 
exposition and vocabulary of Lyre's Postilia Utteralls proves 
impressively illuminating: 
I ET ASSUMPTO PETRO ET DUOBUS PILIJS ZEBEDEI. Isti 
enin tres erant magis familiares ipsi, christo: et ad 
eius secreta magis admittebantur quam alii. Ratio 
autem tacta est supra xvii. (fol. 80") 
These three especially were Christis Ifamillares'. The words 
Itres' and Isecretal emerge in Love's Ithre special secretaries'. 
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It is worth bearing in mind here that Lyre refers his readership 
back to his earlier discussion of the three confidants in his 
examination of Xatthew XVII, in which Is to be found a more 
detailed exposition proceeding from a Vulgate text very similar 
to the later passage in Chapter XXV1. This more detailed 
exposition also contains strong similarities to Love's rendering, 
including the word Ispecialis', as in 'special' In the Mirrour: 
I ASSUMPSIT PETRUM ET IACDBUX ET IOHANNEX FRATREX 
EIUS. Isti enim tres sunt assumpti ad videndum 
glarian future resurrectionis propter preragatiuam 
eminentie specialis inter alios. (fol. 53-) 
The notion of having confidants is linked by Lyra to the very 
words of Jesus, words which Love closely reports ad verbum (see 
above): 
I SUSTINETE HIC ET VIGILATE XECUX. tanquam amici 
speciales qui debent in angustijs anicir, assistere. 
(f als. 80 "-8 0-) 
The sentence and vocabulary (e. g. * Speciales' ) of each of these 
concordant expositions combine and re-inforce each other. Love's 
rendering, motivated by them, IS & vernacular concentration of 
them. 
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In the light of this, the earlier addition, louer the water of 
Cedron', noted above, Invites further commut. In commentary- 
tradition Cedron was associated with Christ's sorrowful heart. 
Lyra, in the Pnqtllln Woralis, commonly incorporated In Bible 
cadices, expounds Cedron as 'sad nourning/sarrow/griefl: 'trans 
torrentem cedron. qui interpretatur tristis merorl (fol-235-). 
Other, earlier, doctors would appear to lend this tradition a 
certain puissance and provide further evidence as to the 
likelihood of Love responding to such a tradition. Rabanus 
Kaurus, in his Commentarla in TAbrncz XanhAbapnrum, interprets the 
name suitably sadly: 'Interpretatur autem Cedron tristitia, sive 
noero. r, sive dolor'. 14 The exposition of Hugh of St. Victor, In 
no Claustrn Aninap, is sinilar: 'Cedron interpretatus tristi vel 
jzcez-or1.09-; Incontestably, Love's addition was motivated by an 
exegetical association with Christ's sorrowful heart. The 
addition of Christ's sorrowful heart invited another addition, 
the torrent of His sadness. 
All these alterations and additions in the Kirrour in this 
passage make it substantially different In content and tone from 
the Ked1tationes Vltae Chriqti . The English text is nore 
authoritative, affective and effective. The utilitaslprofyte of 
an inserted burst of gospel-harmonizing, which is substantially 
comment ary- mot I vate d, Is that it forms a fuller, in-eched 
version closer to vital 
Biblical events essential to 
understanding and sympathising with the process of the passion. 
Moreover Love provides better the necessary context for Jesus's 
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subsequent solitary praying for Himself at the beginning of His 
Passion. The Englishman stresses factually but affectlvely the 
Humanity of Christ when he has Jesus tell His 'secretaries' of 
His sorrow unto the death and asks them to 'wake with hym In 
prayeres'. This poignantly contextuallses, and is echoed in, 
Jesus's subsequent lone praying in His Manhood (pp. 219-21), such 
praying being an utterly mortal form of discourse with His 
mortality its subject and motivation. Also, the readerthearer, 
once told of Christ's intimately human heart being 'heuy and 
sorwful vnto the deth', becomes in turn another 'special 
secretary'. present through the very process of reading or 
hearing. The subsequent instruction 'here abide we a litell 
while/ and take we hedel cannot but be followed by such a reader, 
who is necessarily present, abiding as a confidant in the 
i maginative mise-en-scdne. 
(ii) The Mobile Gloss 
This is not the only example Of commentary-motivated addition 
from the gospels in the Mirrour. The account of the thief who 
blasphemed Christ has roots not just in the Maditationpq VIt&e 
Ch-risti, but also in the gospels. 'Pendet Inter duos 
latrones... Alii blasphemant, dicentes' (Stallings, p. 113) 
becomes: 
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And 31t more ouer he hougeth bytwene two theefes-ýof 
the whiche that oon blasphemeth and tempteth him to 
lnpacience-! and therwith other blasphemen and 
skornynge seyne... (pp. 239-40) 
This, Salter observes, has a parallel in Luke XXIII. 39: 'Unus 
autem de his, qui pendebat, latronibus, blasphemabat eum, 
dicens... '04 However, she does not account for the other added 
material concerning the tempting of Christ to impatience, i. e. 
land tempteth him to inpaciencel. However, if Lyre in his 
commentary on this gospel in his Postilla Moralls is consulted, 
we do find reference to patience: 'Et isti. significantur per 
latronez blasphemanten. alli vero professi crucem penitencie per 
patientian deuote sustinent' (181r). Ve come yet closer to 
Love's rendering if we turn to the Postillm Literalls and the 
ninqsa Ord1narla, not for what either has to offer as regards the 
Gospel of Luke, but for their comnents; an the corresponding 
passage in Katthew XXVII. 40. The rlnqqa reads thus: 'I SI FILIUS 
DEI ES. Si insultantibus cedens descenderet de cruce: virtuten 
patientie non demonstraretl (fol-851"). Lyre follows it: Isi 
autem tunc de cruce descenderet/ virtutem patientie non 
demonstraret' (fol. 85r). It is interesting that Love added words 
from one gospel but the commentary from another gospel. This 
goes to show how the gospels' sentence was harmonised, to the 
extent that the coyn ntary on each had a degree of 
interchangeability and mobility. It is also an example of the 
complexity and flexibility with which commentary-tradition could 
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be used. It is not unthinkable that these renderings sprang from 
Love's familiarity with standard glosses lodged in his memory, 
rather than his physical consultation of a glassed Bible. In any 
case it, like the other previously-discussed additions, shows not 
just the inextricability of Biblical text and glass, but that a 
medieval translator, even when he is not ostensibly tackling the 
Bible at first hand, but at second hand through a meditative 
reworking like the Meditationes Vitap Christi, is reading his 
ostensible source through a universal primary source, the gospel 
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CHIPTER FIVE 
THE SPECULUM I)EVOTORUK: 
'DRAVE FUL LOONGE IN A SOULE' 
For the Kiddle Ages both meditation and translation were a 
form of exposition. It is fitting then, that the maker of an 
intriguing fifteenth-century Life of Christ, the imaginative 
Sppe, ulum Ppyntorun, should use the sane term to refer to 
t. T-i; T4Al4t! QU and meditation, the word ldrawel. Just as one 
particular passage has been drawn in Ischort' mnner, word-for- 
word, so should meditation be 'drawe ful loonge in a soule'. 
S These be the wardys 
ýt 
oure lady hadde to 
seyint Brygytt... the whyche I haue drawe here into 
englyische tonge almoste warde for worde for the more 
conuenyent forne and ordyr of these synpyl 
medytacyonys & to 3oure edyfycacyon or eny othyr 
deuout creature 
ýat 
can not vndyrstande latyu; the 
whyche'). e naye thynke vadyr forme of medytacyon as I 
haue tolde 3 ow of othyre afore; for thowgth byt be 
scbortly seyde here vndyr a conpendyus manyr i 3y" 
hyt may be drawe ful loonge in a soule 
ýat 
can 
deuoutly thynke & dylygently beholde the werkys of 
oure lorde that be conteynyd therinne 6 in sueche 
manyr thyakynge beholde inwardly & wysely. (pp. 145-6) 
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The two connotations in the wordplay an 1drawel represent the two 
poles of the translator' s activity, for the Speculum T)#%vn+mrtjm 
contains a range of translation procedures, not only close, word- 
for-word translating, but also more expansive vernacular 
commentary-methods for expounding gospel intere for the purposes 
of meditation. The above passage instructs the reader to 'drawe' 
the inaginations Iful loongel in herself. Yet the maker of the 
book has had to do precisely the same thing in order to make an 
English imaginative work from his authoritative sources. 
Whether it takes the form of close translation of a revelation of 
St Bridget or a more periphrastic in-eched exposition of Biblical 
, materlae and conmentary-tradition, the fully imagined realisation 
of the events signified by the historical or literal sense of the 
gospels are regarded as the common m3tere of both reader and 
translator. Translation and neditative exposition merge. 
A Carthusian prose compilation by an unknown monk of Sheen. 
probably composed before the middle of the fifteenth century and 
no earlier than 1410, the meditative Sjýeculum N-yntgrim was 
intended for a religious woman. a 'goostly syster', possibly a 
sister of Sion Abbey. ' The work. written in Southeast Xidland 
and literary London English, is narrative, imaginative, 
exegetical, moralising, and prayerful. Extant in two manuscripts 
of the fifteenth century, It consists of a series of meditations 
on the Life of Christ, arranged in thirty three chapters, after 
which is a panegyric on St. John the Evangelist, a Latin colophon 
and'the Latin prayer 0 Intemeratm together with an English 
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rendering of it. The chief soui 
the gospels together with the Fj 
Lyre and the Histarla qe-hnIx-, tI, 
with a remarkably sophisticated 
which all the major traditional 
11). 
THE PREFACYON 
rces of the Speculuin rk-, vntnrum are 
n-_, t111A I-IttArmlir, of Nicholas of 
= of Peter Comestor. It opens 
scholastic-type prologue. In 
categories are dealt with (pp. 2- 
The 'prefacyoril to the Speculn Davatorum (pp, 1-11) opens 
with an address to a Igostly syster in Ihesu Crystel (p. 1) for 
whom the book was made. She is told that the work is not the 
Passion-meditation she had earlier been promised but rather a 
fuller version of the life of Christ in thirty-three chapters, as 
summarised in a table of chapter-titles Inmediately following the 
prefacyon (pp-1-2). This table is for the benefit of the 
reader, who will be able to consult and memorise naterials with 
greater ease. 
The writer then tells how he was discouraged from completing 
his work because St. Bonaventure had made a Life of Christ and, 
worse, another Carthusian (presumably Nicholas Love), had 
translated this book into English (p. 2). Only the advice and 
encouragenent of his Prior prevented abandonment of the project 
(pp. 2-3). All deficiencies in the Speculum rhavotorum are to be 
Iredressyd' to the conpiler. all its genuine UtIlitas to God and 
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to the merits of those for whose spiritual profit the book is 
intended (pp. 3-4). The monk of Sheen pre-empts his potential 
detractors with the conventional argument that the four 
Evangelists wrote diversely of the same Holy Life, yet all wrote 
well and profitably. complementing each other (pp. 4-5). Thus 
this further version, however diverse or flawed, is still 
profitable; and though its shortcomings may be blameworthy, the 
writer is guiltless in the purity of his entent (p, 5). 
At this point the compiler of the Speculum M-yntnrun, like 
Nicholas Love In his probeme, announces a vernacular title for 
the work, giving his reasons (p. 5). Having done this he asserts 
the supremacy and vast utilitas of meditating on the life of 
Christ, which leads the reader to virtues, spiritual knowledge, 
love of God, and sweetness in grace. This claim is supported by 
citation from the Orologlun Sapientime (pp. 6-7). 
Having asserted, as in the Mirrour, that the Life of Christ 
outdoes all Saints' Lives, the monk of Sheen instructs the reader 
to read the work diligently and without haste (pp. 7-9). Eager to 
show a propriety equal to that expected of his audience, he then 
advertises his use of the very best commentators of the day for 
the literal and historical understanding of the gospels, these 
being Iricbolas of Lyre and Peter Comestor respectively (pp. 9-10). 
Though his chief reliance is an these two great doctors. he has 
also drawn on other commentators and an revelations of approved 
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women. and also on his own reason and conscience when appropriate 
(pp. 
The prefacyon closes with au appeal to the reader to say three 
Pater Nosters, three Aves and a Creed before the beginning of the 
first chapter, in the middle of the book before the Passion, and 
also at the end of the work in token of the Holy Trinity (pp. 10- 
11). 
M An Epistolary Opening: From Passion to Vita 
Having announced the beginning of the prefacyon, the writer of 
the Sppculum Devotorum addresses the 'gostly systerl in 
epistolary tone, reminding her of his earlier promise that he 
would write her a passlon-meditation: 
Here begynnyth a prefacyon to the boke folovrynge. 
Gostly syster in Ihesu Cryste I trowe hyt be not 3ytt 
fro : 5pure mynde that whenne we spake laste togyderys 
I behette 39w a medytacyon of the passyou of oure 
lorde, the whyche promysse I haue not putte fro my 
mynde but be dyuerse tymys be the grace of god I haue 
parfornyd hyt. as I xygthte; cure lorde graunte 
ýat 
hyt be to hym pleseable & to 3 ow profytable or to eny 
othyr deuct seruant of god. 
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As with the Mirrour and the StmtTmle- Life of ChriEt-the 
compiler of this work is under an obligation Opromyssel) to 
someone to whom he lbehettel his work. Though the tone is 
personal. the work is declared (as in the Meditatinnes Vitae 
Christi and Love's Mirrnur), to be applicable also 'to eny othyr 
deuot servant of god'. Though medieval devotional literature was 
commonly epistolary, the compiler might have been more 
specifically bearing in mind, and perhaps wished to be seen to 
follow, the prestigious precedent of the Hoditationes Vitae 
rhristl, and maybe, in addition, Love's MIrrnur, both of which 
contain proems addressed to a dilecta filla. The Speculum 
Dpvotorum was not utterly obliged to use this particular form of 
prologue, though it is no surprise that he does. The reader to 
whom the prefacyon is addressed is. importantly, the ideal 
reader, and ideal not only for the proper appreciation of the 
work but for the direct spiritual benefit of the writer. 
Indeed, by her and other readers' spiritual merits the project 
may be borne up, so the writer hopes, for he is Isunwhat bore vp 
be the conseyil of goostly fadrys & the merytys of hem that be e 
mercy of god mowe be profytyd be' his Isynpyl traveylel (p. 3). 
The writer has finished the passion-meditation, thus living up 
to his 'promyssel. Its entent and utilitas is that of pleasing 
God and profiting the reader, referred to as I 3ow' This use of 
the polite second person plural is not just a mark of civility; 
it suits the potential plural audience of lothyr' souls. 
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He sees himself as having 'parfornyd' his work I be the grace 
of god', as if he had a somewhat instrumental role, permitted, 
enabled and illumined by divine grace, yet at the same tine 
delimited by his own human capacities (i. e. I as I mygtbte' 
However, his performance has been more extensive than was 
originally promised. for he has not written a passion-meditation 
but a larger Life of Christ: 
But I do 3 ow to wyte that be conseyle I haue put to 
myche nore thanne I behette 3ow to more encresynge of 
3oure loue to god & of vertuys or of eny othyr that 
mygth be 
ýe 
grace of god profyte be the sane, as 3e 
maye see schortly in the tabyl folowynge thys 
prefacyon. (p. 1) 
He has over-lparformyd' his 'promyssel not from his own 
authority, but 'be conseyle'. such advice being presumably taken 
from other suitable persons like his Prior. of whom he later 
writes. Not content to limit himself to the passion, he has 
added considerably more nateria, for he has 'put to myche more', 
thereby increasing the devotional and moral utilitas of the work, 
that is lencresynge of... loue to god & of vertuys'. This 
positive decision to go beyond a passion-meditation reflects the 
fifteenth century development in the tradition of meditative 
literary treatment of the Sacred Humanity of rendering not just 
the passion but the whole of the life of Christ. From the 
fourteenth century are extant several separate treatments of the 
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passion-section of the Meditationas Vitap Christi, but no 
versions of the work in its entirety. 2 Interestingly, there 
would appear to be a complementary paucity in the production of 
Pseudo-Bonaventurean passions In the following century, which 
witnessed such comprehensive renditions of the whole life in 
Love's Mirrour, the anonynous translation of Pseudo-Bonaventure, 
and the Englishing of Ludolphus, the Carthusian's work, which 
incorporates considerable portions of the Meditatlanes Vitae 
Christi. It is not unthinkable that the compiler of the Specul m 
Devotorum. felt pressured to respond to a possible shift in 
tradition, doubtless nade all the nore manifest by the precedent 
of the XIrrour (to say nothing of Its excellence and fame, 
perhaps). Clearly, the plenitude of the Sacred Humanity and its 
manifold utilitas Is expressed better by the Englishing of the 
whole of His Life than by the passion alone. The addition of 
more norallsing materials, mainly in the non-passion parts of the 
Life, goes hand-in-hand with the intended use by 'eny othyr' 
souls, not excluding the devout laity, as well as the 'gostly 
syster'. 
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(11) Tables and Titles and the Role of the Reader 
The conpiler refers his reader forward to the Itabyll, where 
can be seen the additional material along with the passion. 
Presunably, at this point, a reader might well thumb forward to 
the table and see immediately the scope of the work. Vhether or 
not the 'gostly syster' did this, the compiler intends her to 
read the Itabyl', because he deliberately puts It between the 
prefacyon and the start of the f irst chapter. Evidently. it was 
meant to be used frequently as an integral part of the work: 
For I haue dyvydyd the boke folawynge in thre & 
thyrty chapetelys to the worschype of the thre and 
thyrty 'YZ re that oure sauyaure lyuyde in erthe; &I 
haue sette tYtyllys Of ham alle In a tabyl aftyr 
thys prefacyon afore the bake that hosoeuere lykyth 
to rede hyt maye see schortly there alle the matere 
[i. e. material of the bake folawynge & rede where hym 
lykyth best, & that he mygthte 
ýe 
sonnyr fynde that 
he desyryth moste, & the bettyr kepe hyt in mynde, 
also redylakyr fynde hyt yf hyn lyste to see hyt 
a en; notwythstoudynge hyt were best haso nygth haue 
tyme and laysyr therto, to rede hyt alle as hyt ys 
sette. (pp. 1-2) 
This constitutes a description of the forma tractatus, the 
divisio. The thirty-threefold 'tabyll glorifies Christ each time 
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it is consulted, be it In part or whole. Each single 
'chapytyll', as one thirty-third, witnesses to the whole life in 
a way that the sevenfold division into days of the week (as in 
the passion narratives and the NAditatinnes Vitae Christi, and the 
Mirrour) do not. Moreover, though there is a certain 
comprehensiveness in the treatment of Christ's life in works such 
as the Lpgenda Aurpa and the StAn7AIn TAfP nf Chr-int, each 
individual divislo does not in itself reflect the wholeness of 
the Vita with the same rhetoric of number invoked by each chapter 
of the Speculum Dpvntnrim. One wonders if the monk of Sheen were 
seeking to overgo Bonaventure and Love and the 'festal' Lives by 
an enhanced ordinatio, intended to reflect the Life itself rather 
than the forms of Holy Church, thus explicitly informing his work 
with plenitude of the whole life. The reader would treat a non- 
passion chapter, say, from the childhood, with tine, attention 
and method comparable to the treatment of the passion. It is 
also tempting to conjecture, all the usual caveats about 
numerological over-interpretation notwithstanding, that there may 
be a connection between the ordinatic and the threes and ones at 
the heart of the instruction at the end of the prefacyon, an 
instruction to pray at the beginning. middle and end of the Life, 
thereby enhancing the work's simultaneous divisibility and its 
unity by two threes (i. e. thirty-three? ), three Paternosters and 
three Aves, and a one (a Creed). The main caveat about this 
hypothesis is that. even though it is credible that the medieval 
reader may choose to read some or all of this Into the text, the 
compiler does not make such an intention clear, for he chooses to 
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highlight the betokening of the Holy Trinity, Xary, the Saints 
and his own sins: 
6 Also I haue prayde 3ow in the fyrste chapetele 
of the bake folowynge and by 3 ow or eny othyr devout 
seruaunt of god that maye aftyrwarde be the grace of 
god rede the bake folowyuge to seye thre Pater 
noster. tbre Aueys, &a crede to ýe worschype of the 
holy trynytee the whyche ys oo verry god, of oure 
lady, & of alle 
ýe 
seyintys & for goode grace 
ýat 
ys 
necessarye in redynge of the sympyl. medytacyonys 
folowynge. & also for the fo'3 euenesse of the synnys 
of the fyrste wrytare of hem, & the same prayere I 
haue askyd 5 en abowte the myddyl afore the passyon, 
4 also in the laste ende in betokenynge 
ýat the holy 
trynytee ys the begynnyuge, the nydyl, & the ende, of 
alle goode werkys, to whom be alle worschype ioye & 
preysynge now & wythoute endynge, Amen. (pp. 10-11) 
In one sense these three prayers apply an equal valorisation to 
both the passion and the whole life, from beginning to end. Yet 
at the same times in that the passion is the only individual part 
of the life specified. it is also, rather paradoxically, singled 
out against and above the rest of the vita. 
To return to a consideration of the Itabyll, the intention 
behind each Itytyll' to reveal 'alle the natere of the boke' 
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harmonises with the Cathollenn's definition of capitula, which 
' breviter capiant et contineant aliquam sententian' : each heading 
contains in short some worthwhile teaching to found in each 
chapter. 3 The 'tabyl' has the further function of providing the 
reader with an abbreviated, 'at-a-glancel version of the whole 
book (or individual chapters) and of their own experience of past 
reading. As such it can 'stand in' for the fuller zm3tere (as Is 
also the case with Love's Mirrnur (see lirrour, pp. 1-5) and the 
Miroure of Manq qA1uac1nnnP (see above, pp. 124-6). So, the 
Itytyllys' may have enough memonic power to re-invigorate old 
experience, which In reality could not exclude other experience 
of the gospels outside the Speculum rk--vntnr"yn. Such 
complementary experience Is in no way at adds with what the 
compiler intended, for he himself recognises the harmonic 
intertextual diversity of treatments of the Life of Christ, which 
are meant to be inter-related, not kept apart. 
The Itabyll, a frequent feature of the literary genre of 
Compilatio, invaluably enhances the usability of the book and, 
most importantly, reader-choice, 'that he mygthte e sonnyr fynde 
that he desyryth nostel (p. 2). The word Idesyrythl is 
particularly suitable because it invokes the language of 
devotional stirring. Also. the book is not made for one reading 
but for multiple re-using 'Yf hym lyste to see hyt a3ent. It may 
be indicative of the compiler's respect for lectoris arbitrium 
and of his expectations of actual reader-behaviour that he deals 
first with the matter of reader-choice, and only afterwards 
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appends a consideration of those who might read all the book In 
ordine naturali. 'notwythstondynge hyt were best boso mygth haue 
tyme and laysyr therto, to rede hyt alle as hyt ys settel (p. 2). 
In any case both methods of reading are comr-ndable. 
Though the book is designed to give the reader the maximum 
flexibility, she too has a moral duty as part of her role. The 
writer expects of his readership what he expects of himself, a 
pure intention and genuine diligence: 
S Also the medytacyonys folowynge be not to be 
red negligently, & wyth hastynesse but dylygently h 
wyth a goode avysenent that e redare naye haue e 
more profyte therof, for hyt ys bettyr to rede oo 
chapetele dylygently & wyth a goode delyberacyou 
thanne thre wy-th negligence & bastynesse, for 3e 
schul not consydere how myche 3e rede but how 
wel. (Pp. 8-9) 
If the reading is inattentive or over-hasty. then it will be 
without 'profytel, i. e. utilitas. This is especially important 
with a meditative text which nakes considerable demands an the 
concentration and, particularly. an all the sensory and reasoning 
functions of the imagination. Quality of devotional experience 
through reading is the prime Consideration, or, as it Is put 
later, 'the oftyr and dylygentlakyr he lokyth therinne, the more 
grace schal he fyndel 
(p. 7). 
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The Role of Retranslating 
All Lives of Christ are retranslations, either of the Vulgate 
(itself a translation) or of other Lives of Christ. Also, the 
materiae which a translator reworks have invariably been reworked 
by someone else before. In rhetorical terms it is a 
stereotypical example of m3teria exsecuta, that Is, material that 
has already been accorded literary treatment. 4 The maker of the 
qppculum Dpvntnrun is all too aware of this, and claims to have 
been discouraged to the point of repeatedly considering 
abandonment of the whole project not only an account of his own 
Ivnworthynesse' but also because St. Bonaventure had written a 
Life of Christ: 
Also I haue be steryd ofte tymys to haue lefte thys 
bysynesse bothe for my vnwarthynesse & also for 
Bonauenture a cardynal. 6a worthy clerke made a boke 
of the same matere the whyche ys callyd Vita 
Christi. (p. 2) 
Although the Speelulum 1)PvQtQrU' is in the tradition of the 
Med tatICTIL'S Vit" r-hr"-t'. It is not clear from this statement 
whether he has actually read what is presumably the Pseudo- 
Bonaventurean work; but in any case it is obviously an 
intimidating impediment to the work, as well as a precedent to be 
initated. His choice of the word 'vnworthynesse' In referring to 
himself connotes not only his literary deficiencies but also his 
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unworthiness as a morally fallible man, who certainly cannot hope 
to match up to the Icardynal and worthy clerkel, who is not only 
scholastically but also morally and spiritually superior, with a 
saintly vita auctoris to buttress his works. Note the use of the 
term Inaterel from the scholastic prologue, here referring to 
subject-matter of the vita and to the meditative zatere of the 
tradition of thinking on the Sacred Humanity, rather than a 
textual source or sources. The naker of the Sppnulun M-yntnnim 
has been often Isteryd' to give up. This choice of word nay be 
deliberate, for normally in the realms of devotional literature 
the main 'stirring' going on is towards God in devotion. But 
here this oft-pious word denotes abandonment of a devotional 
task. As such it may be taken as a true sign of his humility, or 
at the very least a topos of humility, modesty and inability. 
Vorse than having to compete with Bonaventure is having to 
reckon with his English Carthusian predecessor, for the monk of 
Sheen was stirred to give up 'most of alle whenne I herde telle 
that a man of oure ordyr of charturhowse had I turnyd the same 
bake into englyischel (p. 2). This is most likely Nicholas Love's 
mirrour. He does not say that he has read the Xirrour, only that 
he has 'herde telle' of it. It sounds as if the news came to him 
as a rather unpleasant surprise after he had started projecting 
his work. Whether or not after this he managed to see or read 
the Mirrour is not certain. It would, though. be a little 
strange if this famous and much-circulated Carthusian vernacular 
wark, licensed and mandated by Archbishop Arundel himself, was 
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completely unseen by the nonk of Sheen. Perhaps, though, It was 
the last thing he wanted to see. 
Before beginning the work, and also during his greatest doubts 
in the throes of performing it, he consulted suitable people, 
including, most inportantly, his Prior, who had a personal 
spiritual responsibility for the writer, and, by extensions for 
all his work, including this text. To follow such advice lends a 
form of auctoritas to the work different from and beyond the 
authority of texts, and it also takes some of the responsibility 
for the work from the shoulders of the writer. 
... but er I began thys, occupacyon I askede conseyil 
of spiritual and goode men and most in specyall leue 
of my pryoure. And3ytt aftyrward whenne I was moste 
in dowte of alle & hadde purposyd to haue lefte alle 
togyderys & no more vttyrly to haue do therto, 311tt 
thowgth 
ýat I wolde aske conseyil of my pryoure the 
whyche I specyally louyde & truste myche to, &I 
trowe I tolde hym what mevyde me. (pp. 2-3) 
The advisors, it is pointed out, were 'spiritual and goode men', 
like 'the manie gode felawis and kunnyugel present at the 
translating of the second version Of the WYcliffite Bible (see 
above, p. 131-4). Vhat did the Prior advise? 
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And he ful charytably confortyde me to parforma hyt 
wyth sueche wordys as cam to hys mynde for the 
tyne. (p. 3) 
Care is taken to show the Prior's correct attitude to the 
production of devotional texts. The Prior does what he does Iful 
charytably', with a loving intention, thus blessing the book with 
the purity and authority of his own entent, which, by virtue of 
his office and his personal spirituality, raises the level of 
authority higher up the scale of efficient causality than that 
which could be offered by the writer without the Prior. The word 
'confortydel, with its connotations of consolatio, refers to the 
Prior's comforting, moving. allowing and instructing the writer 
to complete the work with resolution under his guarantee. The 
instrumentality of the compiler is again highlighted by the use 
of the tern 'parformel to describe his literary role. It is most 
revealing that he later refers to himself three times at least as 
the Ifyrste wrytarel of the meditations (pp. 5.11,21), that Is, 
a mere scribe, or scriptor as Bonaventure put it. This is the 
lowest form of medieval literary role with no significant input 
other than replicating the works of others. To call himself no 
more than the first in a line of scribes, and not even a humble 
compiler, is to invoke a humility topos indeed. But there is a 
further consideration to be made of this term. In two of the 
passages in which he calls himself 'the fyrste wrytarel (pp. 
21) he is asking for the prayers of whomsoever reads the book. 
By requiring that the prayers go In aid of the Ifyrste wrytarel 
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he is ensuring that they benefit him and do not go astray to any 
scribe who might copy his work In the future. Such scrupulosity 
concerning efficient causality is not restricted to the 
Iredressyngel of merits; it also applies to vicious auctores, in 
particular the devil, who, in tempting Eve in the Garden, is the 
*chef autor', the mative efficient cause, with the snake the 
instrumental efficient cause (p. 26). 
At the beginning of the prefacyon, it will be recalled, he 
wrote of how he was performing a 'promyssel for a 'gostly 
syster'. This faithful compliance lends a certain moral weight 
to the venture. In complying with his Prior. he is the 
instrument of the Prior and Holy Church. The episode involving 
the Prior is too specific and credible to have been a complete 
fabrication. Nevertheless, it Is exploited for the maximum 
benefit of the writer in order to shore up his position and to 
make the reader appreciate that the book is special, and 
represents a labour of love and a monumental and daunting task. 
It was decided, then, that the work should not be abandoned. 
the compiler being Isumwhat bare vp' by the advice of others and 
the merits of those who are intended to profit from the work: 
And so on the mercy of god trustynge to whom ys no 
thynge vnpossyble wyth drede of my vnkunnynge & 
vnworthynesse, also sunwhat bore vp be the conseyil 
of goostly fadrys & the merytys of hem that be ýe 
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mercy of god mowe be profytyd be my synpyl traveyle 
in sueche tymys as I mySth traueyle be my conscyence 
wythoute lettyuge of othyr excersysys and othyr 
dyuerse occupacyonys & lettyngys that nygtb falle In 
dyuerse wysys I thowgth be the grace of god to make 
an ende therof, & so att the laste oure lorde of hys 
mercy 3af me grace as I hope to parforme byt. In 
the whyche yf 3e or eny otbyr devout seruant of god 
fynde enythynge profytable or edificatyf byt ys to be 
redressyd to the mercy of god & the merytys of hem 
ýat 
mowen be profytyd therby; & yf enythynge be 
founde the contrarye hyt, ys to be redressyd fully to 
my vnabylnesse & vnkunnynge. (pp. 3-4) 
The making of devotional books was an Integral part of Carthusian 
life. a form of preaching for the enclosed. In his 
nn--uptudines, Guigo, the fifth prior of the Grande Chartreuse, 
wrote that nanks of the order must make books, because, though 
they cannot preach by mouth. they can do so by the labour of 
their hands, 'quia are non possumus, Dei verbum manibus 
praedicemus'. 6 The logic is similar in Trevisa's equation of 
preaching with translation. In this same passage Gulgo equates 
preaching and the making of devotional books with feeding. In the 
same vein, the Latin verses which end the Speculum bpvntorum make 
a similar equation, referring, like Love in his probeme, to the 
commonplace. distinction between milk and solid food. 
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ffinito libroýsit laus et gloria cristo 
De vita cristilý libro finis datur istl 
Parucs lactabitý solidos qui pane c1babit 
De Bethleen pratuvýldedit hos Ihesu tibi flores 
V Post hunc ergo Statum. reddas sibi semper hanores 
(Wilsher, p. 430) 
The book is referred to In terms of 'flares', a Common word for 
the exerptions of florilegia. As a compilation, the work may be 
taken as a collection of Iflores'. The Ohonores' are to be 
returned to Jesus: this is like the Iredressyngel of nerits to 
God. 
Fittingly as regards the subject of preaching, St. John, an 
inportant devotional focus of the Speculun Devotoru , on whom 
there is a treatise at the end of the book, is referred to as 
having gained the Aureole of Preaching in Heaven for his written 
works: 
IA doctur'also he ys. for he ys one of e 
apostlys the whycbe bee the chefe doctorys of holy 
chyrche. ani also be ys a doctur in hys wrytynge as 
wytuessyn hys gospel. hys pystyllys. ani the 
apocalypse. aDA so he hath the Auryole of prechynge. 
(Wilsher, p. 416) 
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It is made clear that the book has been written alongside 
monastic duties, and without neglect of them. Again, it is 
necessary to have the 'grace of god' to 'parformel the work 
(p. 3). As a compiler and preacher, he refuses to take any credit 
for the success of the work. If the reader, who has to be 'a 
devout seruant of god', does 'fyndel profit Vfyadel being the 
operative word because the reader must discover and generate the 
meditations for him/herself), then it must be Iredressyd' to the 
ultimate authority of God and also to 'the merytys of hem 
ýt 
mowen be profytyd therby' (p. 4). This is sign of more than just 
a humble intention or a humility topos; it reflects the preacher- 
compiler's concern for his own spiritual status, for he asks his 
readership more than once to pray 'for the forýeuenesse of the 
synnys of the fyrste wrytarel (pp. 11-12). The more merits his 
readership have redressed to them in the heavenly treasury of 
merit by virtue of reading the Speculum Dpyntgrilin successfully. 
the more efficacious their prayers will be for his sake. Earlier 
in the prefacyon he states that he was indeed 'bare vp' (p. 3), 
apparently in advance of performance, by such merits. Could it 
not be that his spiritual status, already enhanced in Its 
instrumental efficient causality by virtue of the 'grace of god'. 
the o1ficium praedicator-is and his Prior's authority. is raised 
also by these merits? In any case, sin is avoided, for any 
incompetence or Ignorance is solely the writer's responsibility. 
Though the writer, in his own Internal efficient causalityo is in 
part Independent and responsible through his free-will, he is, 
nevertheless, safe from moral blane; for anyone with a pure 
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entent it is no sin to be worthily incompetent. Precisely the 
same attitude is evidenced in the materials prefatory to the 
Passion, in which it seems that the compiler feels that the 
Passion is so important that it needs Its own mini-prefacyon and 
a restatement of its triple entent and profyte for Christ, for 
the writer and for the reader: 
Be these wordys ie maye vadyrstande ýat I nygthhe 
faste to the passyon of cure lorde e whyche ys the 
chef cause of ys sympyl labore as I behette 3 owl 
And therfore I beseke e same nercyful lorde for hys 
passyon & the prayerys of oure lady, & seyint. Ihom 
euangelyste & alle the holy courte of heuene so bee 
hys grace to 3eue ne to trete therof as hyt maye bee 
to hym pleesaunt & acceptable, to me spedeful & 
merytorye, & to 3ow or eny othyrlf)at ys be the grace 
of god to reede hyt or heere hyt edyfycatyf & 
prophytable. Amen. 
And here I praye 3ow of ýe same prayere that I 




iii pater noster, iii Aueys &a crede. (p. 198) 
To return to the p-refacycn proper, It contains a full 
justification In the best scholastic fashion for reworking gospel 
materials which have already been treated by other writers, such 
as Bonaventure. The stock argument as used earlier by Chaucer 
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(see above, pp-55-56; 61-62). Who also justified his further 
retreatment of mtere an the grounds that all four evangelists 
treated the same material diversely yet well and profitably, is 
rehearsed 1n turn by the Carthusian: 
G Ferthyrmore lest eny man that nygth aftyrwarde 
rede the bake folowynge schulde conseyue temptacyon 
that I at am bat a synpyl man schulde do sueche a 
werke aftyr so worthy a man as Bonauenture was sygth 
he wrote of the same natere, hyt mygth be ansueryd to 
e satisfaccyon of hys conscyence thus: Ther ben 
foure euangelyst that wryten of the nanhede of cure 
Lorde Ihesu Cryste, &3ytt alle wryten wel. 6 trewly, 
& that one leuyth anothyr supplyeth. Also the 
doctorys of holy chyrche exponen the same euangelyis 
ýat they wrote diuerse wysys to the conforte of 
crystyn peple & 3ytt alle ys good to crysten peple 
necessarye & profytable. (pp. 4-5) 
It is possible to diverge In treatment but be a faithful 
interpreter of the matere, for the sentence of the gospels is 
greater than any one version can contain. Each Life of Christ 
complements another. They vary according to form, subject matter, 
and audience, but each has a valid role. Not a single one of the 
many extant Kiddle English Lives of Christ merely replicates 
another or is rendered useless by a successor. or even a 
predecessor like Love's Mirrntir. On the contrary, medieval 
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commentary-tradition, In the form of 'the doctorys of holy 
chyrchel, recognised the divinely-intended advantages in the 
multiple retelling of the life of Christ, which could not be 
adequately embodied for feeble human understanding In one single 
linear discourse. There is an entent behind this principle of 
retreatment. which is 'profytablel, 'confortablel and 'goode'. 
What better example, licence and encouragement could there be for 
the compiler of 'another' Life of Christ than the four 
evangelists themselves and their divinely-sanctioned *otherness'? 
As Trevisa's Lord and the Wycliffites, argued, there is always 
room for another retranslation, because each sheds new light on 
the natere (see above, pp. 135-6). The writer of the Speculum 
Deyntorum presumably knew full well that his version was 
different in form, content and flavour from the Meditatinnes 
VjtAP Christi. This difference justified his work. Vhat 
Bonaventure Ileuyth', the Speculun N-votarilin 'supplyethl. 
Transferring his attention to the issue of intentionality he 
continues: 
Ind so thowgth he that wrote fyrste the medytacyanys 
folowynge were but a sympyl man & of no reputacyon in 
conParyson of so worthy a clerke as Bonauenture was 
-3ytt the medytacyonys be the grace of god mowe be ful 
goode & prafytable to devout crystyu soulys, 6 
therfore I hope ther wale none meke & deuot seruaunt 
of god conseyue mysly therof; for thowgth the werke 
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be but symple 3ytt the entent, of hym that dede hyt 
was ful goode, A tberfore hoso cunne not escuse the 
werke lete hym escuse the entent. (p. 5) 
This must rank as a classic instance of the policy of security 
through purity of Intention, with the act, *the werkel, being 
divided from the lentent'. But there is a further strategy drawn 
from scholastic literary theory to protect the Isynpyl man', for 
the matere of the meditations, by Its own Inalienable merits, Is 
profitable. Whatever the Life of Christ and however 'dyuers' or 
incompetent, the invariant core of its evangelical subject matter 
will always be necessary to know and edifying. So, 
paradoxically, there is a double warrant to retranslate, an one 
hand, on the basis of the differ-ence and# on the other, of the 
sameness of the new version. 
I 
(iv) A )[yrowrp tn Dpitnut Peple 
Given the deliberate exposition and ascription of an English 
title to the work for perfectly sound reasons, it Is a literary- 
historical error for us to continue to call this work the 
.. =jUm-jjey-u1a=n. 
Reflecting the appropriate category in the cipp 
scholastic prologue, the compiler takes care, in a manner 
strongly reminiscent of Nicholas Love, to expound his 
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tituluslnomen libri by briefly summarising the essence, purpose 
and utility of the work, and at the same time arguing for the 
suitability of the chosen name. 
9 And for the entent of hym that dede hyt was to 
synpyl, & deuout soulys 
ýt 
cunne not or lytyl 
vndyrstonde latyn, & and also for the deuout 
thynkynge of oure lordys passyon & manhede ye the 
grounde & the weye to alle trewe deuocyon, thys boke 
may be callyd a Xyrowre to deuout peple. (p. 5) 
In that the conpiler uses the indefinite article (a Myrowre), 
this nay be another sign of humility: his Is Just another 
'Mirror'-book. Whereas The Xlrrour of the Blessed Lyf of lasu 
rbrist has a title centring on intere, A Xyrowrp tm Dpunut Peple 
refers to the audience. This does not mean that the works are at 
odds: the titles could be switched round without harm. Like Love 
again, he argues for his vernacular title by building up points 
which go to make up the title. The first half of the argument. 
up to Ilatyn', justifies the inclusion of the words Ideuout 
peple' in the nomen 11bri, and the rest of the passage explains 
why the book is worthy of the name 'A Xyrowre'. The similarity 
of method between Love and the Speculum N-yntgrim in their nomen 
libri passages raises the question whether the writer of the 
later work had access to the Mlrrnur, and wanted to follow the 
precedent of arguing for a title. This might also be supported 
by the fact that a proem is addressed to a 'gostly syster' and 
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also a wider audience of simple souls. The Scippe-ulum navotartlya 
refers not to a 'gostly syster* at this point but to a wider 
audience of Ideuout peple'. The entent Is to write for simple 
and devout souls with little or no Latin, and hence no access to 
the devotional literature inscribed in that tongue. 
The term 'thynkynge' is synanynous with 'medytacyon' and 
lymagynacyon'; so there is further good reason for giving the 
book a mirror-title. The declaration that the meditation of the 
Sacred Humanity is the ground and way to all true devotion 
recalls the attitudes of Love, Hilton, the C. 1=1-author and, 
indeed, orthodox Pseudo-Dionysian theory of imagination, which 
regarded such Ithynkyngel as the starting-point and the way to 
higher contemplation (see above, pp. 194-214) . Another reason 
for the nomen libri is the traditional aptness of the mirror- 
metaphor to a work of comprehensive moral instruction and 
example. By virtue of its being the 'grounde and the weye to 
alle trewe deuocyarL' it is fittingly categorised as 'A Myrowre'. 
In the choice of title and in the display of reasons for the 
choice. the Speculum T)Pyntgrim firmly positions Itself at the 
commanding and canonical heights of all vernacular religious 
literature. Though an enormous claim, it is no more than 
orthodox, correct and credible. 
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(v) 'Ther maye none be lykned' 
Vhereas Nicholas Love announced his nomen libri as the 
rhetorical climax of his probeme, the Sppculum Dpvntnrum takes 
the opposite tack of moving from the discussion of the title to a 
substantial passage of authoritative declarations of the supreme 
position and manifold profitability of the genre of the 
meditative Life of Christ, a conflated consideration of the causa 
finalislutilitas and extrinsic importance. Repeatedly the 
profyte (utilitas and entent) of the meditative modus agendi is 
asserted. In moving and Instructing it leads infallibly to 
virtues. spiritual knowledge, true loving of God and the 
contenplative sweetness of grace. 
9 Ferthyrmore 3e schal vndyrstande t the 
dylygent thynkynge of oure lordys nanhede ys a trewe 
weye wythoute dysseyte to vertuys, to the gostly 
knowynge, & trewe louynge of god, suetnesse in 
grace to a deuot soule that canne deuoutly 
dylygently occupye hym therinne. (p. 6) 
This orthodox statement is buttressed by recourse to a devotional 
authority, the so-called 'Orlege of Wysedon', that is the 
OrnIngium Sapienti=. which like Hilton and the CJDUd-author 
declares that no one can approach the 'hynesse of the godbede' 
without first meditating an the Imanhedel, for 'thys ys the gate 
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(i. e. the manner of proceeding) be the whyche an entrynge ys 
grauntyd to the desyryd endel (i. e. the final cause) (p. 6). 
The entent is to advance simple souls by caritas beyond their 
simplicity towards Imaystrys'. Citing the 'Orlege of Vysedom' 
once more. it is stated that: 
The ofte thynkynge of ny passyou makyth an vnlernyde 
man a ful lernyd man; and vnwyse men & ydyotys hyt 
makyth to profyte into maystrys not of the sciens 
that bloweth a man wythinne but of charyte that 
edyfyeth. (pp. 6-7) 
Having deployed this Biblical truism to show the supremacy of 
the Life of Christ from the point of view of its efficacy for the 
reader. the compiler goes on to compare it in terns of its notere 
to Saints' Lives: 
... for whatsumeuere parfeccyan maye be founde in 
seyintys & holy fadrys lyuynge ther maye none be 
lykned to that, that oure lorde dede in hys owen 
person, ne so edyfycatyf schulde be to a trewe 
crystyn soule... (pp. 7-8) 
The maker of the book comments sinilarly an the supreme example 
of the Vita later in the work: 
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And therfore whatsumeuyre be wryte or seyde of 
Xartyr, confessur, or vyrgine, or of eny otbyr trewe 
seruaunt of god, ther ys none exsanple so worthy so 
prophytable, ne so edyfycatyf schulde be to a crystyu 
soule as 
ýat 
oure lorde dede hymselfe. (pp. 291-2) 
There is sinply no conparison: Itber naye none be lykned'. 
There is a yet more profound way in which the neditative Life 
of Christ is incomparable to all other holy Lives. The imagined 
Christ Is more than a mentally generated image in the 
inagination. That image is here being given the status of a 
signum efficiens bringing its referent into actuality, and 
effecting real contact or communion between the Inagining subject 
and Christ-as-res. When Christ is imagined the reader's soul 
moves nearer to God. For the aftectus to move towards Christ as 
a signum in the imagination is also to move towards res, the real 
Christ. The entent is that the devout soul will thereafter 
follow and be In the company of the real Christ: 'for what maye 
god 3eue bettyr to a chosyn soule thanne hymself, & to be wyth 
hym, ther be ys? ' (p. 8). 
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(vi) The Gospel and the Doctorys 
The Speculum Devotoruza names sources in descending order of 
auctoritas, starting with the gospels. To expound the sentence 
of the evangelists properly the writer has gone to the greatest 
commentators of the age, whose expositions will, at the same 
time, explicate and also constitute the zL3tere of the Speculum 
T)Pvntnrum. 
6 Ferthyrmore gostly syster 
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schal vndyrstande 
that ýe grounde of the boke folowynge ys 
ýe 
gospel & 
ýe doctorys goynge thervpon, 6 specyally I haue 
folowyd in 
ýs 
werke tueyne doctorys, of the whycbe 
ýat 
one ys comunely called the Kaystyr of storyis & 
hys boke in englyisch the scole storye that othyr 
Xaystyr Nycholas of Lyre e whyche was a worthy 
doctur of dyuynytee & glosyde alle the byble as to 
the lettural vndyrstandynge, & therfore I take these 
tueyne doctorys most specyally as to thys werke for 
they goo neryste to the storye & to the lettural 
vndyrstandynge of eny doctorys that I baue red. (p. 9) 
The gospel, then, is the 'grounde' of the book, and the 
Idoctorys' are always In active contact with it. The Bible is 
the unmoving ground, and the 'doctorys', in 'goynge thervpon'. 
provide explicatory purchase on that 'groundel. To obtain the 
most authoritative version of the life of Christ the two most- 
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used and highly-valued exegetes of the Middle Ages, Peter 
Comestor, the sacred historian, and Nicholas of Lyre, the great 
literal-sense commentator, are used. The entent is to get as 
close as possible to the physical, historical events. These are 
explained in their historical, geographical and political context 
by the Master of Histories. The events are expressed by the 
literal sense of the text of the evangelists. This literal 
sense, the whole intention of the human authors In expressing 
their gospels, Is what Lyre attempts to elucidate, which Is why 
he is so valuable to the compiler of the Speculum nevotoruyn. 
Other sources are acknowledged, namely moral commentary and 
divine revelations# which are compiled into his book ad boc 
according to entent4. 
I haue browgth inne othyr doctorys in diuerse placys 
as to the noral vertuys, 6 also sum reuelacyonys of 
approuyd wym n. (pp. 9-10) 
It is important that women, who are not allowed to preach or to 
be priests, and who are not accorded the title of 'doctur', are 
given lapprouyd' status. 
The English writer provides his own expositions de suo when 
there is a self-evident or openly reasonable conclusion or 
inplication to be drawn or extrapolated according to orthodoxy. 
otherwise he decorously adds nothing of his lowen wytt'. As such 
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he is a co=entator, drawing out and elucidating what Is latent 
in his miterlae. 
I haue put nothynge too of nyne Owen wytt but that I 
hope maye trewly. be conseyuyd be opyn resun & gooda 
conscyence for that I holde e sykyrest. (p. 10) 
'Opyn resun' is the sort of reasoning about the text which 
proceeds transparently and uncontroversially from it. Earlier in 
the prefacyon he asked for his pure entent to be I escused' (p. 5). 
This declaration of good conscience again secures his activity as 
ethically sound. However, as with the issue of the preacher's 
purity of intention having direct consequences an the validity of 
his sacraments and sermons. the value of the literary product is 
enhanced by the good conscience of the translator as commentator. 
The theme of security through a good conscience is continued, 
but with a new turn, for the writer adds that he night have 
included meditations more 'delectable to carnal soulys... more 
confortable to some carnal folkel. but by 'conscyencel, which lys 
sykerest' (p. 10), he has excluded such imaginings. Why? 
Perhaps. like Nicholas Love at the end of the Mirrour (p. 300), he 
is worried that some of his meditations may prove irksome by 
continuance or rather unattractive to those unused to a form of 
meditative Life which Is slowly paced In prose (unlike, say, the 
racy verse Life In Jesus College Oxford XS 29) and full of 
thorough explication, moralisation, reflection and exhortation. 
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The word 'carnal', referring to those who may have been hoping 
for more 'delectable' imaginations, has negative undertones in 
contradistinction to the other main adjective used to classify 
Isoulys', that is Ideuout'. Presumably, this is to bolster up 
the staying power of possibly-wavering readers, and to trigger 
off a feeling of guilt the moment that they flagged, so that they 
would blane not the text but their own evidently 'carnal' 
dispositions. The strategic propulsion of the lundelighted' 
members of the readership towards self-blame is given further 
inpetus by the writer's trumpeting of the crucial role of his own 
conscience as the Isykerest' guarantor of the auctoritas and/or 
integrity of hImself and his text. It would appear to be the 
not-very-implicit message that to flag or become inattentive is 
to be morally or spiritually defective, especially in comparison 
with the Ifyrste wrytarel. 
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II. MEDITATION AND VERNACULAR EXPOSITION 
(i) The Nature of the Spec"Itim Ppyntorum 
The Spee-ulum rsevotorum strongly reflects its Carthusian 
provenance. It is not adventurous, being based an the Bible, 
standard commentaries and legendary and devotional works. nearly 
41; P! L44A WPM t'ft tp AA 4ýr.; ry 4t -; LAA; 1j Aud also 
at Sion, its Brigittine Sister House over the Thanes. 4 Sheen in 
the fifteenth century also kept manuscripts containing English 
works, mainly devotional, including Love's Mirrnur, Hilton's 
snale of Perfection, fragments of the Nnrtharn Pansion, IJL,, - 
rhARtIsing of God's Children, some other works of Valter Hilton 
(now lost) and the Pore Caltif. 
Ve noted above how the writer of the Speculum Ngyntgrun in the 
prefacyon declared the gospels to be the ground of the work, with 
the doctors, namely Nicholas of Lyre and Peter Conestar, 'goynge 
thervpon' (p. 9). The next most inportant source is the Lejenda 
Aurea of Jacobus a Voragine, followed by patristic works. the 
most notable of which are by St Augustine and Gregory the Great. 
gext in importance come St Bridget of Sweden, St Catherine of 
Siena, and Mechthild of Hackeborn-Vippra. Others cited are Bede, 
Bernard, Bonaventure, Adam the Carthusian, Henry Suso and Valter 
Hilton-7 Also used are John of Hildeshein, the Xiracles of the 
Virgin. Thomas of Cantimpr6, and Sir John Nandeville. As one 
would expect of a Carthusian, none of these sources is 
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adventurous, highly technical or avant-garde. Like Love's 
Klrrmur, the Speculum Doyntmritin Is a very conservative wditative 
Life of Christ; but it differs from the Mirrour in the greater 
extent to which it is a compilatio In its mode of excerption. 
Vhereas the Mirrnur is very largely rendered from one source. the 
Pppculur N-yntgrum has a core of gospel natere expounded through 
commentaries (notably Lyre. Comestor and the Leganda Aurpa), 
which explicate the literal and the historical sense. Other 
writers, like the lapprouyd wymmen' (p. 10) and the Gospel of 
Nichodemus, are drawn on for moralisation and for providing 
narrative and meditation not to be found in the gospels, for 
example relating to the details of the Nativity and Infancy. the 
Harrowing of Hell, and the non-evangelical appearances of the 
risen Christ to the Virgin Mary. The work is very much an 
enclosed woman's book encouraging cozapassio (and imitatio) Nariae 
dealing with key events in the vita from Mary's point of view. 
The Passion Is divided appropriately according to the canonical 
hours. Vith only five chapters devoted to the Ministry of 
Christ, the Spacul"m Dayntnrum, like the Lagrendx Atirpa and the 
RtAn7alc NfP of rhrlqt, concentrates an the parts of the vita 
which reflect the main feasts of the Church year, the book being 
able to be used accordingly if desired. So, sources are 
excerpted and combined in order to render a particular expositio 
sententie, according to the intentio of the compiler-co=Dentator- 
preacher, for his chosen audience. 
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Xoreover, the ultimate source, the gospels, are oriented 
towards an intended form, that is, the traditional cycle of 
lectio, that is, vernacular narration (nirratio). expository 
meditation (neditatio or 
ýynkynge) and prayerful exhortation 
(oratio or prayere), a process which involves the use of a range 
of compiled sources-0 The general zunere of the work follows 
these lines. A chapter starts with a reminder of the essence of 
the previous chapter, just as the previous chapter may point 
forwards to its successor. Firstly, the literal sense of gospels 
is translated closely, or more periphrastically if a commentary 
is flavourlng the rendering, or in a harmonised form if the 
writer is drawing from more than one gospel. This is followed by 
a more protracted meditative exposition or elaboration of the 
gospel events. drawing on commentary-tradition. normally Lyre. 
comestor. the Legenda Aurea or other material like, say, a homily 
of Gregory the Great or a revelation of St Bridget. Such 
materials nay also aid the subsequent shift into prayer or, more 
often, a prayerful exhortation to apply the lessons of the 
chapter morally or spiritually. 
Even the most superfluous or digressive zmatere appended to the 
gospel is part and parcel of the process of the translating of 
the life of Christ into vernacular culture. Such 'additions' are 
as important to the making of the translation as the competent 
rendering of grammar and syntax. It would be pointless and 
incorrect to separate the two. The added materials are used to 
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retract and bias the matere of the gospels, and to give them a 
chosen forma tractandi. 
Opening Latin 
Just as there is a variety In the types of sateriae drawn on 
in rendering the sentence so also is there a variety in treatment 
of them, albeit governed by a unity of entent expressed through 
the formal cycle of lectio/narration, meditative explication and 
prayerful exhortation. Sometimes the rendering is periphrastic 
and conflates sources, or is selective in choosing a meaning 
congruent to the aims of the compiler and suppressing another. 
At other times the rendering, be it of gospel matter or of other 
materials, is a close rendering of the sensus literalis or almost 
verbatim. In the first two chapters of the Speculum nevotorum 
there is a tendency to quote the Latin of the Vulgate. then to 
translate it very closely, then, if necessary, more openly, and 
then to extrapolate in the manner of the commentator for the 
purposes of developing meditation and an understanding of the 
Biblical events. 
In the first chapter the Creation and Fall are expounded, ever 
with a view to the coming of Christ and the Redemption of Xan. 
The particular passage below deals with the nature of the 
Creation: 
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... & in the sexte daye he nade the firste man the 
whyche ys callyd Adam, & he made hym of sclyme of the 
erthe as to the body as we rede in the fyrste boke of 
holy wryt whyche ys callyd genesys where hyt ya 
wryte thus: Formauit dominus deus hominem de limo 
terre; thys ys to seye: Oure lorde god made =n of 
the sclyme of the erthe. (p. 22) 
The text and its location in the original are properly cited. 
The translation is close, and easy to understand. the only 
addition being the traditional formulaic prefixing of lourel to 
Idominus deus', in 'oure lorde god'. The next translation 
requires a second more opyn rendering In order to clarify the 
literal sense. 
Et inspirauit in facie= eius spiraculum vite; thys ys 





whyche ys no more to oure vndyrstandynge opyn 
but that he made & put in the same body that he hadde 
formyd of the erthe a resunnable spiry-t... (p. 22) 
The transliterative words linspyryd' and 'spyracle' scarcely nake 
the meaning of the source clearer for the intended audience. and 
so a nore periphrastic conment is necessary, the English writer 
making the point that a rational soul was combined with a body 
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made of the slime of the earth. There is then a further gloss an 
this subJect: 
... a resunnable spiryt, the whyche ys of thre 
pryncipal mygthtys, t ys to seye of Xynde, Resun, 
wylle, to the lyknesse of the holy trynytee, the 
whyche ys oo parfyth god.... (p. 22) 
This particular gloss is taken from a vernacular work, the Scale 
mf Perfection of Walter Hilton. 
The soul of man is a life with three powers - memory, 
understanding. and will - made in the image and 
likeness of the Blessed Trinity. 9 
in the Cambridge manuscript of the Speculum Devotorlim the Canon 
of Thurgarton is referred to as 'Xilstre Walter Hyltoun' (Hogg, 
variants. p-29). that Is as a magister, which status is second 
only to that of a fully-fledged auctor. The forty-third chapter 
of Book I of the Scalp deals with the excellence and dignity 
which man's soul first had, and the beastly wretchedness it 
lapsed into at the Fall. 7hough I have duly quoted the use of 
the word Imemory' from Sitwell's modernization it should be 
pointed out. that Hilton uses the term 'mind', as does his 
follower. the Xonk of Sheen. The Speculum rst-yntgrim then ceases 
to use the Scale so closely but instead makes its point through 
further citation of Genesis: 
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... for hyt ys wryte in the forseyde boke of genesys 
thus: Et cre&ult deus hominem ad ynaginem et 
similitudinem suam; thys ys to seye: And god made nan 
to hys owen ymage and lyknesse, vndyrstondyth as to 
the soule. (pp. 22-23) 
It Is not until the end of this chapter that Hilton's text is 
picked up again verbatim. The tenor of this whole chapter of the 
Spaculum Devotorum is generally consonant with Hilton as regards 
the beastly nature of the Fall, though the later work stresses 
this beastliness more than its predecessor. Further related 
material from Hilton, discussing the nature of original sin, is 
used to round off the chapter; "' yet, at first sight, one could 
be forgiven for thinking that the Speculun Deyntorur is not 
drawing on a work like the 51cale but nerely doing some of Its own 
extrapolatory rendering of a Biblical text. Paradoxically, the 
very Latin of the Psalter, here used for the purpose of 
com ntary on Genesis, has its imnediate source not in the 
Vulgate but in the vernacular work. 
Of 
Ws 
fallynge of the fyrste man Dauyd seyt in the 
sautyr thus: Homo cum in banore esset non intellexit, 
conparatus est iumentis insipientibus, et simills 
factus est illis; thys ys In englyisch: Xan whenne he 
was in worschype vndyrstode hyt not, & therfore he 




vnresunnable bestys be carnal beholdynge, & made lyke 
to hem in bestly louynge of hymsell & othyr creatures 
vycyusly. (p. 28) 
... for as David said in the psalter: Roma, cun in 
bonore esset, non intellexit; comparatus est jumentic 
insipientibus, et sindlis factus est illis (Ps. 
xlviii. 13) Xan knew not when he had nobility, and 
therefore he lost it and was made like a beast. '' 
The words Ilouynge of hymself A othyr creatures vycyuslyl comes 
from a statement of Hilton's a little earlier, 'Adam sinned, 
choosing to squander his love on himself and creatures'. 12 it 
is worthy of note that a vernacular work has attained the status 
of a commentary, used in the same way as Lyre or-Comestor. The 
sentence of what is said is extrenely important. Such confidence 
in the auctoritas of vernacular texts would indicate that a 
similiar authority was hoped for or expected in the Speculum 
Dgymi. cr= itself. 
Immediately subsequent to this, and,, departing from Hilton, 
the monk of Sheen reminds his audience that an angel threw Adam 
and Eve out of Paradise to live in sorrow on earth and to suffer 
death. Having mentioned this terrible price for original sing 
the chapter closes suitably, with further recourse to the Scale, 
which reminds us how Christ's passion. which constitutes the 
climax of the Speculun Devaturum, restored Humanity. 
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Alle tbys was for the fyrste synne of nan the whycbe 
ys callyd arygynal; for the whyche synne as Hylton 
seyt we mygth neuyr haue be sauyd thowgth we hadde 
neuyr doo othyr venyal ne deedly, but only thys that 
ys called orygynal for hyt ys the fyrste synne, 
that Ys nothyage ellys but lesynge of e 
rygthwysenesse whyche we were made inue but yf 
oure lorde Ihesu cryste be hys precyouse passyon 
hadde delyueryd vs & restoryd vs a -n. (p. 29) 
, 
3o 
It Is the nisery of the soul and the harm causd by 
man's first sin, not to mention all the other evil 
and sins that you have voluntarily added. And be 
sure of this, even though you had never conmitted a 
venial or mortal sin, but only incurred this which Is 
called original - for it is the first sin and Is 
nothing else than the loss of the justice In which 
you were created - you would never have been raved, 
if our Lord Jesus Christ by His precious passion had 
not redeemed and restored you again. "I 
To understand the meaning and purpose of the life of Christ, 
it is necessary to understand the Fall. Just as the Psalter was 
used for con atary an Genesis, so too are other Biblical 
materials employed to elucidate the relationship between the Old 
and New Testaments, the Fall and the Redenption, as with the 
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following citation in Chapter II of the Apostle paul, who in his 
Epistles was regarded as a commentator on the gospels. Again the 
Latin of the original is quoted, and again the exposition grow% 
from It. 
... that rygth as we dyde in Adam, so we mygtb lyue 
a5 en in cryste, as seyint Poule wytnessyth seyinge 
thus: Sicut enim in Adam onnes moriuntur, It& et in 
christo omnes vluificabuntur; thy& ys in englyisch: 
Forsothe rygth as alle men dyen in Adam, so alle 
schul be quyked in cryste. (p. 32) 
Having cited this retrospective auctoritas, a universal statement 
from the perspective of the New Testaneat looking back on the 
Old, there then follows, to balance It, a passage in which are 
discussed the prefigurations of Christ, moving prophetically in 
the opposite direction, from the Old Testament to the New: 
Alle thys was betokened afore be sygnys fySurys 6 
prophecyis, for hyt, was worthy that so excellent a 
werke schulde be betokenyd afore. And fyrste be 
syguys & figurys in patryarkys, of the whyche I schal 
telle )ow one to 3 oure confort, that was schewde 
loonge afore e lawe be the hooly patryarke Abrahan 
hys sone Ysaac. (pp. 32-33) 
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He then proceeds to tell this story, albeit summarily, and after 
it the story of the rod of Aaron. which is particularly suitable 
for, in that the rod burgeoned without moistness of the earth, 
it betokens the Virgin Mary, an affective focus for the reader of 
this work (pp. 34-35). For the same reason the prophecy of Isaiah 
that a virgin would conceive and bear a son, Emmanuel, is also 
cited (p. 36). 
It is declared that all the other Old Testament prefigurations 
of Christ are omitted because the signs he has included There I 
hope suffyce as for example' (p. 36). This acknowledgement of 
omission, itself a scholarly habit. is repeated a little later, 
which would indicate that the translator does not want the 
citation of prophecies to proliferate; rather he just wants his 
audience to know and to believe that every significant event in 
the actual Vita is buttressed by a network of Old Testament 
typology, which is why he specifies the key events of Christ's 
life below; 
And also manye othyr propheciys were seyde before by 
the same prophete and othyre of the incarnacyon, the 
byrthe, passyon, resurrecyan, & ascencyon of oure 
lorde Ihesu cryste, & also of the comynge of the holy 
goste the whyche were to loonge to telle here, but 
thys that I haue conpendyusly seyde I trowe be 




so excellent werkys schulde be 
betokenyd & prophecyed afore. (pp. 36-37) 
Though the 'gostly systerl may not know the Individual 
prefigurations of Christ. she now knows tat only that there were 
many of them, but also in what ranner they were made and nay be 
expounded, as a 'genre'. The prophecies, coming as they do 
before the narration of the Life of Christ proper, are also a way 
of enhancing the authoritative status of that Life as the 
centrepiece and raison d1dtre of the Bible, for the works of the 
Vita are *so excellent' that they generate such betakenings. The 
example of prophecies adds weight and authority to the 
meditations, and serves to heighten their affective inpact. That 
prophecies are important to the vita proper is manifested when 
the compiler takes care. in Chapter XXX, to tell how the risen 
Christ practised typographical self-exegesis for the benefit of 
an audience of the Patriarchs who prefigured Him: 
Arid thanne he be San att Xoyses acl all the prophetys 
and expoynde to hem in alle the scripturys at were 
of hym. (Wilsher, p. 355) 
Ifter Chapter II there is little use of the technique of 
quotation of Latin with the English explication growing out of it 
in stages. Nevertheless there is still a close attention paid to 
the text of the Vulgate and elaboration through the use of 
co=entaries. 
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But it is not always the Vulgate that is quoted and rendered. 
In the case below, a translation is made of a text from an 
unknown author. which Is cited In the passage dealing with 
Christ's wish that workmen, these being preachers, should be sent 
into the Lord's cornfield. 14 The problen in the timi of the 
writer of the Speculum Devatarum Is that there are no 'precharys 
in wordys & werkys... nowadyis'. Evidently, as a preacher 
himself, this was a matter of concern. and a noralisation of some 
sentence Is to be drawn from the Bible. In an earlier lengthy 
passage (pp. 156-7) Lyre has already been invoked in support of 
the same expositio sententie, 'for Lyre seyth vpon the same 
texste that to teche wel & luye euylle ys nothyng ellys thanne to 
dampne hynself be hys owen voycel. In the extract below, the 
rendering is rhetorically adept: 
... for thowgth ther ben manye precharys as hyt semyth 
nowadayis in wordys, ther ben but fewe thowgth In 
werkys as a devout nan seyth in metre thus: Xultos 
habe=s doctores, sed paucissimos factores, in vita 
mortalium; 
ýs 
ys in englyisch: We haue manye 
doctorys, but rygth fewe doarys. in the lyf of deedly 
men. (p. 173) 
The balance of inflexions in the Latin 'multos... factores' as 
against paucissimos factores' rhetorically heightens the 
antithesis. An equivalent effect is achieved by a combination of 
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alliteration on Id' in the words Idoctorys' and Idoarys' 
(echoically supported by Ideedly') and an the Inflexions of the 
same two English nouns, suffixes which approximate sufficiently 
closely to those of the Latin original. The rendering is both 
close, and stylishly retains the epigramwtic sententiousness of 
the source. 
Another interesting exception to this abandonment of the 
earlier technique of citing the Latin in the English work occurs 
in Chapter XXV, when Nichodemus, with the best of Intentions, 
mistakenly brings ointment for the body of the crucified Christ. 
The Speculum nPyntartan draws on an apposite statement fron the 
Psalter, as refracted through the co=entary of Lyre on John XIX, 
which like the Speculum Dgyntmrum (p. 296), also explains how 
gichodemus was a secret disciple of Christ before the passion, 
who declared hi3mself through fervour after the event: 
And in thys hyt senyth at Nychodenus thowgh he hadde 
made that vnemeut of deuocyon 3 ytt hyt, semyth as Lyre 
seyth 
ýat 
he hadde not ful knowynge of oure larde 
Ihesu cryste, for hyt ys wryte of hym in the fyuethe 
psalme of e sautyr thus: Ron dabis sanctum tuum, 
videre carrupcionen; thys ys in englyisch: Thow 
scbalt not 3 eue thy seyint to see corrupcyon; thys ys 
to seye in more opyn englyisch: Thow schalt not 
suffre thy seyint. 
ýt 
ys the body of oure lorde 
Ihesu cryste the whyche was holy & oned to the 
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godhede vndepartably to see corrupcyonj 
ýat 
ys to 
seye to rote in the erthe as synful mennys bodyis 
doen, & therfore hyt nedyde not sueche an vuemant to 
kepe hyt fro rotynge. (p. 297) 
I PERENS MIXTURAM MYRHE ET ALOES QUASI LIBRAS CENTUX. 
Iste etiam nicodemus ante passlonen christi sicut 
ioseph erat christi discipulus occultus: sed post 
passionem ex feruore se manifestauit raicut et ioseph. 
Sciendum etlam quod licet ex devotione istam 
vnctionem faceret: videtur tune quod plenam noticiam 
de christl resurrectione non haberet. quia de eo erat 
scriptum ps. xv. c. Non dabis, sanctun tuum videre 
corruptionem. propter quod non indigebat vnctione 
conservate, [sic] a putrefactionem. (fol. 240, ') 
Quotation, close translation, gloss and extrapolation are all 
dovetailed smoothly into each other without strain, as is typical 
with this work. The combination of close and opyn translation 
gives access to the Latin Itself for someone of minimal 
linguistic competence. To a reader with no Latin, the close ad 
verbum rendering gives a trustworthy flavour of Latinity. 
Rhetorically, the passage gives a sense of approaching by 
gradatio towards sentence each tine the source is reprocessed at 
another expository level. This method is particularly suitable 
for a ruminative meditative work, whose reader is meant to linger 
on jutere, and re-treat it in the mind. 
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(iii) 13e maye thyuke ardynatlyl: Vernacular Meditation for an 
Enclosed Woman 
There were proper ways in which to Imagine the Sacred 
Humanity; including a fixed iconic image of His physical 
appearance and demeanour (even Including His sandals) to be re- 
applied to all subsequent meditations (pp. 148-9). At the 
beginning of Chapter VII the gostly syster is instructed to order 
her meditation according to the dictates of Holy Church: 
Aftyr the cyrcumcysyon of oure larde Ihesu cryste 3e 
=aye thynke ordynatly af tyr 
ýe f orne of holy chyrche 
anoth, yr f ayre nedytacyon of the apparysyon or the 
apperynge of oure larde. (p. 91) 
The word 'thynkel, meaning I meditate' . designates an act of will 
that is bath obedient to Holy Church. yet independent, for the 
reader 'maye' thynke, if she so wills it. To 'thynke ordynatly 
af tyr e forme of holy chyrchel means to meditate following the 
ordinatio, of the feasts of the Church year, according to which 
this book may be read, if the reader is so moved. In that this 
is lanothyr' meditation, the principle of divislo Is being 
observed, each meditation forming a coherent and self-sufficient 
textual unit related to other chapters by an ordo naturalis 
following not only the order of Christ's Life but also the Church 
year. as also evidenced in a similar statement at the start of 
Chapter IX (p. 122). The form of Holy Church presumably also 
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encompasses the orthodox expositions of the gospels, especially 
as they relate to the enclosed life and such things as the 
meaning of the sacraments. For example, the Spoe-ulum T)Pvmtnrtm is 
vehement in condemnation of 'sueche as byn synglerel (p. 112) in 
disobedience to Holy Church. Also important is it that the 
meditations should be attractive, 'fayre' to the beholder to help 
stir her affecciouns. Note the clarificatory Anglicising gloss 
lapparyson or apperynge'. which as a doublet is a common 
translator's technique. here applied to a borrowed word which Is 
not actually taken from a particular foreign source. but which 
might be a little unfamiliar to the simple readership, even 
though It Is used as if an English word. 
The writer is zaost concerned to employ not only the proper 
matere but also the proper xanere or forme. At a number of 
points throughout the work he intrudes on his text, gives 
instruction to his reader, and makes com nts which reveal the 
orthodox literary-tbeoretical assumptions underpinning his 
supervision of the vernacular meditation of an enclosed woman. 
Xeditation, to be sure, is generated, like translation. from 
the literal sense which expresses the events to be imagined. The 
monk of Sheen is a conscientious literal-sense exegete typical of 
his time, aware of the relevant niceties of theory, not for their 
own sake, but as they pertain to the pragmatics of reader 
response. This is well-illustrated In his discussion of the 
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utilitas of the name of Jesus, In which he acknowledges the 
devotional significance and function of this name; 
Thys ys the name that ys so suete & confortable to 
the louyers of god; for as seyint Bernarde seyth hYt 
ys hony in the inowthe, melody iu the ere.. - (pp. 88-80) 
This closely renders the Latin of Bernard, as quoted in the 
t. o-&Pnda Aurea. 11 The passage continues until the yet higher 
authority of the Apostle Paul is reached: 
And in the name of Ihesu euyry kne be bowed of 
heuenely thyngys. erthely & helly. as seynt Poule 
seyt: & tber ys no name vndyr heuene vntake thys that 
we maye be sauyd by, as the same apostyl seyt. 
(pp. 89-90) I 
The writer, at first sight, appears to be discoursing an the 
power of the name Pez- se; but he then makes a most important 
theoretical distinction between the nominal signans and its 
referent. Dismissing onomastic mysticism, he warns his reader 
not to invest belief in the power of the name qua nonine, but 
rather to be in mind of what that name refers to: 
... alle 
thys commendacyon of the name of Ibesu & 
myche othyr that Ys seyde A maye be seyde therof 
vndyrstaudyth yt not symply and barely for thys nane 
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Ihesu cryste I wryte or spoke, but for 
worschypful name betakenyth the whyche 
blysful lorde Ihesu cryste god and man 
of mankynde to whom thys suete name ys 
trewly apropryed, & therfore hyt ys so 
louyers of god & of so gret vertu as yi 
(P. 90) 




suste to the 
s forseyde. 
As with the holy name, so Is It with both meditation and 
translation, each a mode of exposition treating of things and 
events, the realities designated by the language and 
intentionality of the sources, the Lyrean sententia litterae. A 
kind of medieval 'imaginative dranatic realism', proceeding from 
the literal sense, motivates the reader to observe and feel the 
events as if she were there, and even to Imagine herself 
participating in those events, thereby being an agent In the 
narrative, and phenomenologically both subject and object. In 
Chapter V are the following instructions an how to translate the 
gospel events into the Imagination and how to translate the 
subject into the imaginative mdse-en-scdne. 
In alle these thYngys kepyth 3 owself present as 
tbowgth 3e seygth al tbys done afore 3, w; & ymagynyth 
also what reuerence worschype & seruyse 3P wolde baue 
doo there to Oure lorde, to oure lady, & to loseph, 
how hertyly haue thankyth oure lorde for thys sret 
benefeet I doo to nankynde & also how gladly 3e 
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cowthe suffre pouertee & penaunce for bye loue 
ýat 
thus myche take & suffrede for 3 ow. for sueche 
affeccyonys ben rygth profytable & merytorye; & thys 
maye be the medytacyon of oure lordys byrthe. q. 83) 
The reader is to play a suitably servile role in her inagination. 
Note that the transition from meditatio to oratio commencing with 
the exhortation '& how hertyly haue thankyth aura lords' follows 
an immediately from the preceding text in such a way as to impel 
the reader to thank the imagined Christ as He Is currently 
realised as a child in her mind. with herself still a dramatic 
character. Here. there is no transcendent leaving behind of the 
meditation in the movement to prayerfulness. To thank the Lord 
heartily has utilitas and gives the soul merits as Irygth 
profytable & nerytorye'. These merits and fruits owe themselves 
indubitably to an understanding of the literal sense of the 
gospel as treated in the Imagination by the affecciouns. 
Imaginative elaboration may also be used to conpensate for the 
, gaps' left by the compiler. who nay not cover the whole gospel 
story, for some episodes from the Vita have been omitted. Not 
all of the miracles of Jesus are narrated, and even then, apart 
from a cursory treatment of the changing of the water Into wine, 
they are nentioned very summarily (p. 176), or, if narrated at any 
length. they are expounded allegorically. the water's 
transformation to wine being paralleled with the soul's turning 
'fro e suetnesse of deuocyon into brennynge loue and 
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affeccyonl(pp. 175-6). Each of three dead people raised by Jesus 
corresponds to degrees of sinners (pp-190-4). Care is taken to 
argue that it is not necessary, in an Imaginative Life of Christ, 
to tell of all the miracles. The shortness which the modus 
excerptorls has inposed on the evangelical mtere is balanced by 
the long drawing out of the mtere which has been selected for 
incorporation into the SWculum Devotorum: 
... and manye othyre myraclys he wrowthte to scbewe 
hys godhede 4 to brynge men to e rygth feythe of e 
whyche sumne I haue tolde 3 ow in general wordys for 
hyt were to longe to make a medytacyon of euyryche 
werke 
ýat 
the euangelystys telle of oure lorde & also 
I trowe hyt nede not for a deuout soule maye be 
ýe 
grace of god draue thys 
ýt 
ys schortly seyde into 
loonge medytacyou yf he wole & be dysposyd erto be 
grace; but 'ýytt not wythstandynge I wole telle 3ow 
sane werkys 
ýt 
oure lorde dede in specyal to 3 oure 
more conforte in by= & that 3e maye the bettyr thynke 
othyre. (p. 177) 
There is enough in the meditations an miracles of Jesus in the 
English work to establish an appreciation that Jesus has fully 
demonstrated 1hys godhedel. The 'general wordys* which summarise 
cursorily the other miracles point towards the sane sentence as 
the miracles included for meditation. The compiler's cutting bas 
occurred at the level of verba but not at the all-important level 
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of sentence. Vhy does the compiler say that he will narrate roome 
works so 'that 3e maye the bettyr thynke othyre'? It Is another, 
slightly different, form of compensation for the translator's 
aforementioned non-conprehensiveness and cuts. Whereas the 
previous point on this Issue centred on 'general' matere, this 
second justification centres on the re-applicability of 
meditative form. The reader, having learnt the proper form of 
meditation for the miracles mentioned, can then proceed to 
lothyrel works of Jesus onitted from the Sp-nulum noyntnrim, 
Paradoxically, however, the reader is still guided and governed 
by the manere of the work. The utilitas or profyte of the 
Speculum Devotorum is that it is as universally re-useable in its 
manez-e as in its sententious zatere. Indeed, its manere or lorme 
can be applied beyond the ipsissima verba of the Speculum 
ngyntorum, to zoatere outside the English work. In a way the work 
is self-transcending. 
So conscious is the conpiler of the importance of his iorma 
tr-actandi that, although he is rendering the literal sense of the 
source closely he still finds it necessary to explain that the 
forms of revelation and narration of the of the source are being 
overgone in the process of vernacularisation by his own imposed 
Iforne of nedytacyon', with a concomitant change of persona and 
voice. Commenting on his rendering of Brigittine materials, in 
this case her version of the Crucifixion, he points out that: 
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... sche tellyth hyt, in here owen persone, as sche 
seygth hyt doo 
ýe 
whyche I turne bare into the forne 
of medytacyon not goynge be the grace of god fro the 
menynge of here wordys. (p. 267) 
Ever the good follower of the entent of the 'lettural 
vnderstondyngel, the translator, In keeping faith with the 
literal sense, is free to shift form. As usual, he invokes the 
grace of God to aid his literary activity. 
One central feature of the tradition of meditation on the 
gospels with interesting theoretical Implications is the issue of 
whether and how to imagine events not explicit in the 
evangelists, and also any apparently contradictory accounts in 
them. The con nt Just discussed above Involves a case in point, 
because in the Speculum Dgyntorun there Is a version of the 
Crucifixion attributed to the evangelists and another based on 
the revelations of Bridget. The difference between them is not 
seen as enbarrassing, for Sion was a Brigittine house, and the 
revelations of the saint would have carried an authority of their 
own in one of her own nunneries. Both versions are Included in 
the Spacul m Devotorun, the first telling how Christ was nailed 
to the cross lying on the ground, the second, Brigittine, 
version, has Christ ascending the cross and stretching out his 
arm willingly on the cross to be nailed. In the ostensibly non- 
interventionist manner of medieval compilation both versions are 
separately rehearsed, under the following rubric. 
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How & in what wyse cure lorde was crucyfyed the 
euangelystys mke no mencyan in specyal but In 
general. Wherefore I wole telle 3 ow too manyrys, 
whyche of he= zmaye beste styre 3 ow to deuocyon that 
takytb. (p. 266) 
Vhere the evangelists did not go, the imagination may elaborate. 
Both versions are fruitful, but the choice between then is left 
to Jectorls arbitrium. Though the Carthusian of Sheen admits 
that the first meditation on the nanner of crucifixion lys oo 
wyse as I trowe some deuout men haue ymagynyd' (p. 267), he 
loyally recommends the Brigittine version in preference to the 
other: 
S Anothyr wyse 3e naye thynke byt aftyr seyint 
Brygyttys reuelacyou & ýt I holde sykyrer to lene 
to, & at 3e maye thynke thus. (p. 267) 
The crafty use of the word 'sykyrerl inplicitly undermines the 
trustworthiness of the first version. 
In his intrusions, the maker of the SPecululn Devatorum, like 
Nicholas Loves very much wears his orthodox theoretical and 
ideological heart on his sleeve, especially with regard to the 
allowability of meditation in * uncertain cases'. The problem of 
what and how to meditate is a question of what and how to 
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translate. For example. when the angel greets Mary, what is (so 
the translator argues), meant but not said in the Bible becomes 
what is expressed in the vernacular. 
6 Now thanne beholdyth deuoutly how the angil 
entryth in the forseyde cytee of Nazareth-he 
salutyth as seyint Ierom seytth. And thanne he 
seylth thys fayre salutacyon to here: Hayle Xarye ful 
of grace (thys worde Marye thowth ys not there In the 
texte but hyt ys vndyrstonde & sone aftyr expressyd). 
(p. 40) 
The Middle English usage of the word 'there' is more emphatically 
locative than in modern English, neaning something like 'at this 
particular point'. and not Just 'present'. The translator is 
anxious to point out that the name 'Maryel is expressed elsewhere 
in this passage, and, in terms of literal-sense intentionalism. 
is IvnAyrstondel and therefore transferrable within the angel's 
address. Of course. the really decisive pressure forcing this 
rendering is intertextual, the faniliar and traditional authority 
of the formula Ave Maria. Here the translator himself is 
thinking lardynatly aftyr the forne of holy chyrche' (p. 91). 
At other times a complementary, but still pious and 
theoretically respectable, indefiniteness or vagueness as to the 
exact form of words not fully Indicated in the sources feeds 
through to an imprecision concerning the particular words to be 
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used in the vernacular meditation. For example, the grief of 
Kary for her crucified son is described in these termE3: I ... wyth 
myche lamentacyon sche lyftyth vp here handys seyinge suache 
manyr wordys or lyke' (p. 284), and again a little later, Isueche 
manyr wordys or lykel (p. 285), and once more: 
And in seyinge of sueche manyr wordys as beforseyde 
or lyke 
ýat 
nowen nekely be conseyuyd in a deuout 
soule aftyr the forme of medytacyon 3e maye thynke 
sche fylle downe... (p. 286) 
Affeccioun and devotion will generate pernissible verba, which 
are acknowledged as not being verbally present in the text. But 
this does not matter. Vhat does natter Is the disposition of the 
will. Even though the words of the Virgin are invented, they are 
allowable. In fact, the self-conscious indefiniteness of this 
passage is a sign of theoretical conscientiousness, for no words 
are presented as authoritative or authentic. The compiler is not 
so cautious about non-authentic matere, nor has he always the 
need to be, because he often has the familiarity of tradition 
with him. For example, the non-Biblical Longinus is included in 
the 12arratio as if he were evangelically factual (p. 286). 
The problen of the inauthentic and the non-evangelical 
produces some interesting presentation of matere. This is 
reflected in the ordinatio, in Chapter XIX, in which five gospel 
appearnces of Jesus are expounded before the five appearances 
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unrecorded in the Bible. It obviously mattered because the 
compiler offers the following comment: 
low I wole telle 3 ow fyrste be the grace of god 





daye of the resurreccyou at the euangelystys make 
mencyon of. and to what personys they were ami how. 
and aftyr hem of othyre too at be not in the texte 
of the gospellys. (Wilsher, p. 348) 
The ordinatio of auctoritas overgoes the ordo naturalis which is 
otherwise the principle of harmonising a Life of Christ. 
There is an inportant difference between those narratives 
which, on the one hand. are untrue, and therefore not to be 
allowed to be imagined. and those which, on the other hand. are 
unverifiable, which may be true, and which may be imagined for 
the purpose of devout meditation only. The maker of the book is 
firm in his rejection of certain matere from 'Nychodenys 
euangelyel: 
9 What oure lorde dede there or what wordys he 
hadde to hem or they to hyn or what songys of 
preysynge there were seyde or songe in hys presence 
hyt, maye not sykyrly be seyde but yf a man hadde hyt 
be specyal reuelacyon; but 3ytt lychodemys euangelye 
makyth mencyon what he dede there but for byt ys not 
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autentyke & also for the forseyde doctur Lyre prouyth 
hyt euydently false be autoryte of holy wryt & 
seyingys of othyre doctorys I ouyrpasse hyt & wole 
not pate sueche thyage here at ys so vnsykyr & 
mygthte be cause of erroure to sympyl creaturys. But 
thYS3 e maye thyake for certayne 
ýat they were in 
parfyth ioye in hys presence as ys forseyde, & in 
more iaye an eny deedly man maye seye... (pp. 312-13) 
Having deprived his audience of such detailed meditative 
narrative, the maker of the work gives his readership something 
else instead for their &ttecclouns to latch onto - the credible 
statement that the lOug-waiting souls trapped in Hell were in a 
state of perfect Joy inexpressible in mortal discourse. This is 
a correct comnent according to orthodox medieval theory of 
imagination, because no corporeal discourse or fleshly 
imaginations can do Justice to the reality of subtances in Heaven 
or, as here, those in Hell. The Joy of the souls really is 
inexpressible: this is no mere topos. A different approach, 
however, is taken to the same 'gospel of nychodezoel in the case 
of the non-authentic appearance of Christ to Joseph of Arimathea; 
Thys apperyuge ys red in the gospel of nychodeme as 
ys forseyde. but for hyt ys not autentyke as I haue 
tolde 3 ow a fare in the xxviii chapetele I co=ytte 
hyt to the dome of the redare whedyr he wale admytte 
hyt or none. (Wilsher, p. 361) 
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This matere is subjected to the Judgement of the reader; 
responsibility is disavowed. All that Is offered is a conpLler's 
recitatio. 
That Jesus's first appearance after the Resurrection was to 
his mother cannot be substantiated from the text of the gospels. 
A touching and orthodox belief in the significance of evangelical 
silence motivates the compiler to advertise as 'stable & 
serteyne' that Christ appeared first of all to His mother. This 
is made canonical through the forn of Holy Church, as expressed 
in the Stations of the Cross, and as cited In an authoritative 
compilatio, the Leganda Aurea. 114 This is also buttressed by the 
I opyn resun & goode conseyence I (prefacyon, p. 10) of the nonk of 
Sheen: 
Othyre thre apparycyanys ther be the whyche be tolde 
to haue falle also the same daye of e resurreccyon 
but they be not in the texate of the gospellys. Of 
the whyche one ys 
ýat 
oure lorde schulde haue apperyd 
f yrste to hys modyr oure lady seyint Marye; 6 
ýat 
ys 
rygth resunnably seyde to ny vndyrstondynge. And at 
as hyt semyth the cbyrche of Rome approuyth whyche 
the same daye of the ressurreccyan halawyth a stacyon 
att a chyrche of cure lady in Rome as Ianuense seyth 
the legende 
ht 
ys callyd aurea. (p. 318) 
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There is also a powerful theological argunant, why Christ appeared 
to Mary first. It would be Inconsistent of God to break His own 
commandment to honour one's parents. and God can never be 
inconsistent; therefore He keeps this comnandement 'in bye owen 
personel (p. 319). As well as a theological logic being drawn on 
to argue this point, a devotional logic. which has implications 
for the role of the reader, is also invoked. So, not only is 
there authority in the evangelists' silence. there Is also an 
authority In the exemplary quality of the Blessed Virgin's 
devotion: 
S And for oure lady ys the wordyest persone of 
alle othyre, & also for oure lorde apperyde fyrste to 
here as 3e maye mekely beleue wythoute euy dowte 
thowght the euaugelystys make no meucyou tberof; for 
lanuense seyth 
ýat 
the euangellstys wolde not wryte 
hyt, but they lefte hyt as for stabyl & sertayne. As 
ho sey-th, they knewe hyt so apyn 
ýat hyt nedyde not 
to wryte byt. for they wyste wele inowf that eny mn 
or woman 
ýt hadde resunnable wytt zygthte wel wyte 
ýat he apperyde tyrste to here, for hyt ys no 
dout+t sche was noste sory for hys deth, & tberfore 
sche nedyde moste the conforte of hys gloryus 
resurreccyon. (pp-318-9) 
Nary's devotion and love for the Sacred Humanity earn her an 
appearance. The same attitude Is recommended for the enclosed 
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woman for the same purpose of beholding Christ. Xary, a role- 
model for the female reader, sits 'in mount Syon for there 3e 
maye thyake sche abode stylle' (p. 319), waiting for Jesus, like 
the gostly syster at meditation in the English Sion, an allusion 
that would be particularly potent for the intended reader. Both 
the Blessed Virgin and the gostly syster gain the company of the 
Lord by virtue of their love. compassion and presence at the 
Nativity. Infancy, Passion, be it in historical reality or by 
meditating an the historical sense. 
Not only has Mary an exemplary neditative role. she also has 
an authorial role as an lauctrix' behind the evangelical 
auctores, for it was she who told then the details of the 
mativity and Infancy. Instead of going straight to Heaven with 
her risen son, she stayed on earth and fulfilled her authorial 
role, to the Informynge of the euangelystys of the incarnacyan. 
and. the 3 ougthe of oure lorde. for sche knewe 
ýt 
best of alle 
othyre' (Wilsher, p. 378). And so, Xary has a real efficient 
causality in this work, not Only in the gospel material, but also 
in the revelations to approved women like St Bridget. 
This work is rendered as a woman's work, and therefore It 
translates according to the male priest's assumptions as to what 
sort of wtere and mnere applies to the intended female reader. 
The jotere of the gospels Is expounded with a view to the assumed 
predispositions of the womanly af-tecciouns, the most important 
appeal being made to the sympathetic imagining of motherhood to 
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Christ, from the conception through the whole Life, including the 
Mativity, Infancy, Passion and Resurrection. Such materials are 
not to be regarded as mere additions; they are utterly central to 
the exposition of the affective sentence of the Vita. The 
meditation on the Nativity is a case in point. Here, the birth 
is recounted summarily (pp. 72-73); but expounded at the next 
stage of neditatio by recourse to I Brygytt' , who is credited with 
further opening the gospel by revelation (as Lyre further opens 
it by commentary): 
6 3ytt more opynly how oure lorde was borne & 
alle the manyr therof oure lady schewde to seyint 
Brygytt ful fayre be reuelacyon, the whyche sche 
tellyth thus:... (p. 73) 
The extraordinary and loving detail and preoccupation with 
anatonical. and practical ninutlae In the subsequent meditation 
are designed to have a considerable affective impact an the 
female reader. Care is taken to show that Xary has 'too smale 
lynnyn clowtys & too clene wollen. clothy+t, sche hadde browgth 
wyth here to wrappe inne the chyldel (p. 74) at the ready before 
the birth. As in the Mirrour she does not, like other medieval 
women. squat to give birth but stands upright in dignified prayer 
and spiritual ecstacy, without Pain, and swathed in light (pp. 75- 
76). The child appears on the ground before her, 'rygth clene 
fro alle nanyr felthe & vnclennessel, as is the Iskynne 
ýat hyt 
cam out In lyinge besyde 
hym 'wraPpyd togyderys & rygth schynyngel 
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(p. 76). She addresses Him tenderly (pp. 76-77). There follows a 
passage of considerable affective detail which would have 
presumably had some impact an the intended reader in its tender, 
sympathetic and pious maternal detail: 
... wyth gret honeste & reuerence sche worschypyde the 
chylde & seyde to hym: 3e be welcone my god, my 
lorde, & my sone, 6 thanne the chylde wepynge & as 
hyt were quakynge for colde & bardenesse of the 
pauyment there hyt laye turnede hytself a lytyl & 
straugth out hys lemys sekynge to fynde refute & 
fauoure of the motbyr; the whyche the nothyr thanne 
toke vp in here handys & streynyde hym to here breste 
& wyth here cheke & here breste scbe made hym hoote 
wyth gret gladnesse & ful tendyr modyrly compassyon; 
the whyche thanne satte downe vpon the grounde & putt 
here sone in here lappe & toke wyth here fyngrys 
craftyly hys nauyl, the whyche anone was kytte aweye, 
ne ther came ny lykur or blode out therof, & anone 
sche beganne to suade hym vp dylygently, fyrste in 
the lytyl lynnyu clowtys & aftyr in the wollen, 
streynynge the lytyl body the leggys 6 the armys wyth 
a suadynge bande the whyche was souwed in foure 
partyis of the ouyr wollen cloth; aftyrwarde fcrsothe 
sche wrappede & bonde abowte e chylde ys heed the 
othyr tueyne smale lynnyn clowtys the whyche sche 
hadde arethy therfore. (pp. 77-78) 
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The repeated use of the generic terms I mothyr' and Ichylde' 
encourages the reader to identify with the mother. In her 
behaviour Xary could be any exemplary earthly mother, albeit 
idealised, displaying the best of contemporary babycare. The 
reader is instructed to do service to mother, child and Joseph 
(p. 83). Elsewhere in the early chapters of the Speculum 
])=Ltý, care is taken to describe the baby and the mother's 
attention; for example she holds the baby, who 'was sumwhat fatt 
as chyldryn been'. and supports his head properly: lwyth here 
rygth hande sche helde vp the chylde ys heed' (p. 104). In 
accordance with this sympathetic approach, much is made of the 
circumcision, not only from the point of view of the baby but of 
the mother too, for whom we are instructed to have compassion as 
well as for Jesus (pp-85-86). The bitter compassion felt by Xary 
during the Passion is the model of conpassion for the meditating 
woman, as is repeatedly enbodied in the appropriate chapters. 
For example: 
And beholdyth also hys. =dyr & othyre that were there 
wyth here weylynge & wepynge byttyrly for compassyon 
of hym and specyally hys modyr & woot neuere what 
sche maye doo or whethyr to turne here for sorowe 
heuynesse. (pp-279-80) 
This passage states that her suffering was greater than that of 
any martyr. Mary, however, though the greatest of devout women, 
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is not the only woman of worth, for other 'deuout wymen' (e. g. 
p. 289) are present at the Passion too. The reader is Instructed 
to be one of the group of family and followers present at the 
Passion (p. 261). Even so, she is the prine exemplar of 
compassion: 
And as ofte as bys paynys were encressyd, so ofte 
thynkyth wythoute eny dowte here heuynesse & sorowe 
were encressyd. & made more & more. And, therfore 
hauyth Inwardly pytee & conpassyon of hem bothe, for 
they ben in gret sorowe and payne. (pp. 265-6) 
The affective impact of the Speculum Devotarun is not 
exclusively a matter of womanly affeccicuns. It is also a more 
general matter of style and exposition. The sympathetic 
understanding on which conpassion is founded can also be sourced 
in the Intelligent theological psychologising of Lyre, for 
example, when Jesus is praying an His own in the Garden just as 
the Passion is about to begin, He is thrown into a Istryfel: 
... but att ys tyme he was putt ia a stryfe; & thys 
stryfe as Lyre seyth was betuene the seaseualyte 
dredynge deth & resun acceptynge hyt; for be the 
vertu of god he seyth euyryche parte was suffryd to 
doo & to suffre at that was propyr to hym. (p. 227) 
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One of the editors of the work has objected to the passage 
immediately subsequent, which is alleged to be 'almost 
offensively inadequate both to a religious and a literary 
sensibility' (Wilsher. p. 88), presumably because it interrupts a 
scene, which should attract only devotional beholding, and not be 
cited straightaway as morally exanplary: 
And therfore he prayde the lengyr schewynge be at 
that the more nede a man hath, the nore be schulde 
praye. (pp. 227-8) 
Wilsher is wrong here because it was perfectly decent, for the 
medievals, to draw a moral from any portion of Christ's Life, all 
of which was an example to the conduct of humanity. Such 
tangential moralising does not fracture the affective Imaginative 
frame for the medieval sensibility, neither does any other 
interruptive glossing. It may seem to a patronising modern that 
#sometimes his comment is charmingly inadequate. a solemn note of 
naivety struck at the height of the action', as, when Jesus 
scorns his captors in the garden, an effect of bathas may be read 
into the text: 
Trowest ýu not at I mygtbL praye my f adyr & he 
schulde now 3 eue me =0 thanne xii legyonys of 
angyllys. A legyon ys vi thowsende. vi hundryd, 
sexty & syxe. (p. 231) 
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To a reader who does not actually know what a legion Is, there is 
not such an effect. To be given an Idea of the scale of angelic 
legions surely promotes the inpact of the words of Christ. After 
all, it is thought necessary in the RtAm-nle- I-Ife nf Christ to 
labour the same point: 
low wil I telle, 3e know moun. 
quat a legion is to say, 
An ost it is to bataile boun 
of certayn nounber. nys no nay, 
Sex thousande men of gret renoun, 
six hundreth sixty 7 Sex in fay 
was callide 
ýat tine a legioun 
of kny3tes kyd in gode aray. (11.529-36) 
If there were any possible indecorum In the exposition of 
legions, the Carthusian of Sheen would not have dared to insert 
such a passage. That he does Is convincing evidence of its 
contemporary adequacy and tastefulness. 
There are plenty of examples in the Speculum neyntgrum of the 
affective power of prose not specifically written with the 
4womanly affecciouns' in mind. For instance, at the scourging of 
Jesus by historically translated, thoroughly nedievalised, 




they mygthte snyte the soryr & not be lettyd' 
(p. 249), the following observations are made: 
& tbanne beholdyth dylygently how wyth scbarpe 
scargys they bete hym scharply, & how hys precyouse 
blode rennyth oute att euyry stroke for by% fleyische 
& skyn was tendyrer & softyr thanne euyr eny othyr 
mannys was for hyt was the same 
ýat he hadde 
mercyfully take of 
ýe blyssyd vyrgyne. (p. 249) 
The paratactic and cumulative sequentialism of the writer's own 
native prose style', with its simplicity, limited range of 
connectives and lack of subordination, cannot be dismissed as 
mere naivety. Good style is that which advances worthwhile 
literary ains. In this work the meditative events narrated pass 
sequentially in front of the mind's eye, and this is best 
expressed without subordination and interrelational complexity. 
The events speak for themselves as they occur. The repetition of 
Ischarpe... scharply'. a typical medieval rhetorical feature, 
brings hone the point that the potential sharpness of the 
Iscorgys' was realised in action. A capacity for ironic innuendo 
Jr. to be seen In the comment an the mock-crowning a little later. 
that Ithys crowne they Putte vPon hys, blyssyde heed as to a man 
at wolde regue, & nygthte not, (p. 251). The truth, unexpressed 
(in initation and acknowledgenent of the tormentors' ignorance) 
but still meants is thato Or' the contrary, this man Inygthtel 
reign and 'wolde' not. The subtextual connotation of the word 
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Oman', of course, Is 'God': they crowned Him as a human king when 
in fact He really Is a divine king. So, in this passage, though 
the irony is implicit, it would be easily understood by the 
intended reader. Another passage, dealing with Jesus and the 
'purpur cloth' (p. 258), is minutely and sensitively observed, We 
are told how Jesus's wounds were all renewed when the cloth was 
pulled from his sboulders. When he puts an this garment again, a 
humiliation in itself, the reader is told to behold 
how he doyth on 13 en hys clothys softe & esyly for 
hyt was ful paynful to bym. And thanne beholdyth how 
some of hen seygth 
ýt he dede hyt but softe & esyly 
& sterte to hyn fersly & drewe hem on faste & 
hastyly. (p. 259) 
'Fastel means 'firmly' and 'keenly'. It is the unexpectedly 
petty sadism of this &ct whiCh Is so striking. 
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Il. GLOSSES OF TEXPTATION 
Chapter XIII illustrates well the methods Of the translator, 
which are In keeeping with the avowals Of the prefacyon. It 
begins in proper fashion by summarlsing key zwere in a chapter- 
heading: 
6 How oure lorde Ibesu cryste was led of a spyryt 
Into deserte at he mygthte be temptyd of the fende; 
& how he fastede xl"-v dayis wyth othyr edyfycatyf 
materys acordynge therto aftyr the seyinge of 
doctorys. Capitulum. tertium decinum. (p. 155) 
This chapter illustrates well the translator at work. In it 
the devil thrice tempts Jesus, the first time with gluttony, by 
suggesting He can turn stones into bread; the second time with 
vainglory. by tempting Him to jump from the Temple without 
harming Himself and thereby Impressing the populace with His 
powers of flight; the third time with avarice. by offering Him 
the kingdoms of the world it He will worship him. 
At the outset, something should be said about the medieval 
tradition of the I three temptations,. as nanif ested in 
interpetations of the Fall, and in the tenpting of Christ in the 
Desert. They were also seen as &ffectlug every aspect of moral 
and spiritual life. 
The tradition deriving from I John 11.15-16 
puts the three tenptations under the heading of the lusts of the 
flesh, of the eyes and of the pride of life, and these were 
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inter-related, not only with the tradition of gluttony, vainglory 
and avarice (the order of the latter two being reversible) but 
the three stages by which any temptation progressed through to a 
state of s1n. 
This list of three sins or I'lusts" implies also a 
psychological process by which sin occurs. Gluttony, 
the lust of the flesh. had been the initial 
suggestion of the tempting serpent. Avarice, the 
lust of the eyes, had appealed to Eve and caused 
delectation. And vainglory, the pride of life, bad 
brought in Ad&= a free and rational consent... The 
three temptations were, in the same way, a 
description of the psychological process of 
tenptation. the process anterior to sin, which begins 
as a suggestion and proceeds through delectation to 
consent. 17 
The Speculum Devntnrum Includes consideration, in this same 
chapter, of the three stages of temptation, which Is translated 
from the same homily of Gregory the Great which, with Lyres 
provides nuch other exposition on the three temptations: 
But hyt ys to be knowe to vr. that temptacyou ys doo 
in thre manyrys: be suggestyon, in delytynget & in 
consentyuge. (p. 163) 
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Sed sciendum nobis est quia tribus modis tentatlo 
agitur, suggestione, dalectatione at consensu. 1* 
However, there Is no attempt, either in Gregory or the Spgculum 
rit-yntgrum, to barnonise the two triple sequences. The ordo 
tentationis in the Spe, -ulum Devotorum differ& from that of the 
psychological sequence; for instead of the penultimate and final 
temptations being avarice (=delectation) and then vainglory 
(=consent), as they would need to be for the three stages of 
temptation, they are the other way round, vainglory and then 
avarice. This choice of orders is tied up with the choice of 
gospel to be translated. The gospel according to Xatthew Is used 
by the English work for the narratio or lectio of this chapter, 
in preference to that of Luke who has his last two temptations 
the other way round from Xatthew; for Xatthew puts the temptation 
on the Temple second, but Luke puts it last: conversely the 
temptation of the kingdoms is second in Luke and last in Xatthew. 
The advantage of following Kattbew is that he matches the order 
of temptations of Adam in Genesis, which produces a greater 
poetic justice when Jesus spurns the devil in apparently 
canonical sequence. Nicholas of Lyre (fol. 15-16") follows 
this order too-" Nicholas Love obviously felt the need to 
comment an the 'Gregorian' tradition, which is passed over by his 
source, and by himself. He chooses not to compile into the 
Mi=Q= any such matere on the grounds that it already has a 
copious representation, not Only in Latin, but in the vernacular 
too: 
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In the whyche procasse ben many gode notabilitees 
touchynge temptacioun of man in this worlde.. 
/of 
the 
whiche seynt gregory and other doctoures speken in 
the exposicioun of this gospell Ductus est Jesus in 
desertum( and specially Crisostome In Jnperfectoýthe 
which/ for they ben sufficiently writen/ not onely In 
latyn but also in englische/ we passen ouer at this 
tyne. (Mirrour p. 99) 
Because others have rendered this tradition sufficiently in 
English, Love is free, paradoxically, to perform an act of 
onission, by actually following his source, and thereby applying 
the principle of fruitful diversity. For this statement is of 
the same frame of mind as the justification for retranslation 
according to the model of the worthy diversity of the 
evangelists, as invoked in the prefacyon to the Sgeaulum 
Davotorum (pp. 4-5). 
The Speculum Duntarum's treatnent of the third temptation 
gives a good idea of the modus procedendi of the translator in 
his Englishing of the gospel and selective use of commentary- 
tradition. This section commences with a fairly close rendering 
of the literal sense of Matthew IV-8-11: 
Iterum assumpsit eum diabolus in mute= excelsuin 
valde: et astendit ei ID=ia reßna nundi, et glorian 
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earum, et dixit ei: Haec o=ia tibi dabo. 91 cadens 
adoraveris me. Tunc dicit ei locus: Vade Satana: 
Scriptum est enim-. Domlnum Deum tuum adorabis, et 
illi soli servies. Tunc reliquit eum diabolus: et 
ecce angeli accesserunt, et ministrabant el. "" 
Iftyr Ys 3e maye thynthe bow the leende toke hym vp 
into a ful by hylle & schewde by= alle the kyngedonys 
of the worlde & the ioye of he= & rmeyde to hym: Alle 
thys I wole 3 eue the, yf u walt falle downe & 
warschype me. Thanne oure lorde seyde to hym a3en: 
Goo thy weye Sathanas. Forsothe hyt ys wryte: Thow 
schalte worschype thy lorde god. & serue hym alone. 
Thanne the deuyl forsoke by= & angyllys can to 
seruyd hym. Thies bene e wordes of 
ýe 
euangeliste. (pp. 159-60) 
ater this first stage of narratio, or of lectio, comes a 
stage at once meditative and expository, in which explanatory 
materials drawn from co=Dentary-tradition provide matter of 
sentence an which to ruminate. Omitting some of Lyre's 
materials the English translator uses the PngtIIIA only from the 
gloss on 'Vade Satana' onwards. 
WADE SATHANA. Hic increpault eum et nou supra ad 
osteudendum quod proprias iniurias debet homo 
portare: sed del iniuriam nuilo modo debet tolerare. 
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hoc autem maxine fit quando cultus debitus dea/ 
impenditur diabolo: quod diabolus facere 
suggerebat: ... (fol. 16") 
Apon thies wordes Lyre seyth us: Here oure lorde 
blamyth hyn, 
ýat 
ys, whenne he seyde goo forth 
Sathanas & not in othyr tenptacyonys afore to schewe 
ýat 
a man schal bere hys owen wrongys, but In no wyse 
he schal suffre godys wronge. Forsothe at ys. do 
moste whenne the worschype dew to god ys 3 eue to the 
feende the whyche the feende suggestede oure lorde to 
doo. (p. 160) 
Focussing Judiciously on the gloss at the Centre of the 
sentence of the passage, the translator onIts, as not to his 
purpose, Lyre's discussions about the Izanicheil and the devil as 
'pater mendaciJ1. (A medieval translator Is allowed to omit if 
it accords with auctor'itas and a good entent). But if lie renders 
this gloss closely and fully, his next action is different. He 
leapfrogs over Lyre's next glasses. ignoring most of their 
comment (fol. 16r). Then, recapitulating part of the earlier- 
translated narrative, he turns to a gloss on the coming of the 
angels to Christ, treating it very selectively: 
TACCESSERUNT ANGELI ETC. Sicut vero domino serui Sul. 
Ex quo apparet diuinitas christi: quia nulla natura 
est supra angelican nisl dluina. (fol. 16") 
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And whenne oure lorde hadde 5 eue hym the forboyde 
ansuere, & he cuyrcome hadde forsake hym angyllys cam 
as ys forseyde 4 dede hym seruyse as to here verry 
larde. Here 3e maye vndyrstande 
ýat 
he was verry god 
& nan. A verry man 3e naye vndyrstande hym 
ýat 
hungrede, but for he wolde. God 
ýat 
anSyllys dede 
seruyse too. (pp. 160-61) 
Lyre's point, that nothing higher than angelic nature exists 
except divine nature. is re-oriented into a stress an the 
humanity and hunger of Christ. which had been discussed in 
general terms by Lyre at the very start of his exposition of 
Katthew IV: 
TUNC IESUS ETC. Hic quarto ostendit euangelista in 
christo veritatem deitatis et humanitatis ex demonis 
tentatione: et, ex sanctorum angelorum 
adninistratione. (fol. 15r) 
The warding, however, of the SP-2cul"In Devotorum is closer to a 
homily of Gregory the Great on Xatthew IV. 1-11. 
lotandum vero quod subditur, quia, recedente diabolo, 
angeli ministrabant ei. Ex qua re quid aliud quam 
unius, personae utraque natura ostenditur? Quia et 
hono est quem diabolus, tentat, et idem ipse Deus est 
cui ab angelis ministratur. -21 
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The translator reserves the right to go over Lyre's head, as it 
were, back to Gregory. (Likewise, Nicholas Love, in order to 
highlight the human intimacy of the beginning of the Passion, 
goes over the head of his auctor adding from Lyre that Christ 
went into the garden with His 'thre special secretaries' 
(I confidants'). i. e. Peter, James and John, to whom He told His 
sorrow (see above, pp. 278-80)). " The S; --culum Nivotgrum's 
concentration on Christ's hunger Chungredell and not, as with 
Lyre and Gregory at this juncture, His tenptation, is not at odds 
with the two great Idoctorys', for elsewhere Lyre specifies that 
Jesus's hunger provided occasion for temptation: 'Accepit autem 
tentator occasionen tentandi prima de hoc ex esurie ipstus 
christi' (fol. 15"). The translator is free to cboose his own 
expository slant, The entent of producing a vernacular Life of 
Christ at once imaginative, and morally and spiritually edifying 
for those not mystically athletic, shapes the emphasis an the 
Sacred Humanity of Christ as the supreme example of Christian 
behaviour. This antent, with its selective use of Lyre and 
recourse to Gregory, leads to the subsequent moralization in the 
translator's own words: 
In the forseyde tenptacyon 3e naye vadyrstande at 
the feende temptyde oure lorde In coueytyse but 
ouyralle he ouyrcome hym, & att ys tyne vttyrly 
putte hym fro bym. Thys as me semyth schulde be a 
gret exsample of conforte to alle men & wynmen 
ýt 
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suffre temptacyou to bere hyt esyly & pacyently Gygth 
they wye here & rede wytnessynge the gospel 
ý6t 
cure 
sauyoure was temptyd hymselfe, haply 
ý11 
t we that 
beleue in hym the esylokyr schulde bere oure 
tenptacyanys 
ýat 
we suffre in thys lyf; for a trewe 
seruaunt suffyth the esylokyr hys dyssese & 
tribulacyon whateuyr hyt bee whenne he heryth or 
seeth hys neke larde specyally for hys cause dyssesyd 
afore hyn. And wytyth for certayne that whatsumeuere 
tenptacyon a man or a woman suffre in thys lyf as 
longe as they be not ouyrcoxDe therwyth at ye to seye 
nothyr wytbinne be wylful consentynge, ne wythoute be 
euyl werkynge hyt ys no perel to he= but rathyr myche 
profyte 4 gret meryte. (pp. 161-2) 
This shift into a preacherly, exhortatory mode is common 
practice, often leading Into prayerfulness. The translator 
regards the combination, selective use and extrapolation of 
commentary-materials as being just as much proper gospel 
exposition as his previous Englisbing of the literal sense of 
Katthew and his fuller use of Lyre. His preaching moralises by 
lwytnessynge the gospel' through commentary-tradition, and 
drawing out from the historical level and literal sense the moral 
and spiritual pr-ofyte or fruyte (i. e. utilitas) of the text. The 
moralisation refers back to the meditative experience of the 
chapter as being very much a personal experience of Jesus, His 
suffering and withstanding of temptation being expressed in terms 
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applicable to the individual reader, who will bear his or her own 
temptations the easier 'whenne he herytb or seeth hys meke lorde 
specyally for hys cause dyssesyd afore hyn'. Here. as with 
Trevisa, preaching is very translation, and translation is very 
preacbing. 
This passage is truly representative of a general method 
adopted by the translator of the Speculum N-yntnnin. The 
Carthusian of Sheen is orderly in treatment of materials, regular 
in citation of sources. and clear In expression. His procedures 
recall those of the commentator, the compiler and the preacher. 
Though he gives sound versions of the literal sense of the gospel 
narrative, the sentence is expounded by an exegetical effort 
beyond mere interlingual glassing. The literal/historical sense 
and authoritative commentary-tradition on it constitute the base 
from which exposition is developed. It is natural that Lyre, the 
great exegete of the Isententia. litterael, is used. The 
translator. free but limited in his exegetical choice, could not 
have reflected all of commentary-tradition. As he says. 'that 
one leuyth anothyr supplyeth' (p. 4). He nust Ileuel as well as 
ssupplyel in order to expound, in his own orthodox ways, 
according to the intended utility of his work. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE 
SPECULUM DRY010RUM: 'DRAVE FUL LOONGE IN A SOULE' 
1. See generally Hogg's typescript introduction, esp. pp. vi-xli. 
Hogg's edition, as published. covers only the first twenty-nine 
chapters. For the remainder of the workj see Bridget Ann 
Wilsher, 'An Edition of "Speculum Devotorun, " a Fifteenth Century 
English Meditation an the Life and Passion of Jesus Christ, with 
an Introduction and Notes'. unpublished X. A. thesis (University 
of London. 1956), 2 vols. 
2. Salter, 91cholas Love's Myrrn, jr, pp. 102-3. 
3. rathnilcon, s. v. capitulun. unfol. 
4. See Copeland, 'Rhetoric and Vernacular Translation', pp. 63- 
64, for discussion of materia exsecuta in the context of 
vernacular translation. 
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5. Hogg, Introduction, p. xlviii, for the citation of this 
quotation. For Gulgo, see 'Gulganis Cartbusiae Kaiaris Priorls 
Quinti Consuetudines', cap. xxviii, no. 3, PL 153.631-769, 
cal. 693-4. 
6. Hogg, introduction, pp. lii-lxiii, for useful information on 
the books and XSS kept at Sheen. 
7. ibid., pp. lxvii-cxxiii, for discussion of sources. 
B. ibid., PP. cxliii-cxlvi. This approach is well established, 
and was advocated by Hugh of Sr Victor. who wrote in his 
that 'the start of learning, thus, lies in reading, 
but its cansummation lies in meditation': see Thp MaAqcallenn of 
HlIgh mf St Vintgr, translated by Jerone Taylor (New York and 
London, Columbia University Press, 1961) p. 93. 
9. Sitwell, J. 43, p. 63- 
10. ibid., pp-64-5. 
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11. ibid., p. 64. 
12. ibid., p. 64. 
13. ibid., p. 65. 
13. See Wilsher, p. 145, who points out that a similar remark Is 
to be found in Villiam of Pagula's Oculis -Iqacerdntls, a well- 
known fourteenth-century manual for parish priests. 
15. Legenda Atjr#-FA, ed. Graesse, p. 80. Hogg, in his typescript 
introduction, pp. cl-cli, cites this as a particular example of 
the translator's abilty to reproduce both the clausal and phrasal 
structures of the Latin whilst at the same time doing aesthetic 
justice to it. 
16. Lc*genda Aurea, ed. Graesse. p. 241 
17. Donald R. Howard, The Thrge Temptations: )(gdipval Man In 
pparr-h nf t'hp Vnrld. (Princetan, Princeton University Press, 1966) 
pp. 43-44. 
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18. Gregory the Great, IXL Homiliarum in Evang&113', Hom. XVI. PL 
76,1134-8, col. 1135. 
19. For Peter Lombard's -IqPntPn, -Pq, see PL 192.1048-0. For 
Nicholas of Lyra's Postilla Litormlir-, I have used luxtun Riblip 
cum Olosa-12rdinaria Nicnimi do lyra pnctiIIA rnmralltntibun 
Plusdain Pauli Burgan-mig Ariaitinnibus Matthle ThnrnIng RepIlItin, 
edited by C. Leontorius (Lyons, Jacobus Mareschal, 1520), 
6 
vols.; Vol .5 For the temptation section See fol. 15r-fol. 16r; 
this particular quotation, fol. 16r. 
20. Vulgate New Testftnent, p. 4. 
21. Gregory the Great, IXL Homiliarum in Evangelial, col. 1136. 
22. Mirrour, p. 219. Just as Love goes over Pseudo-Bonaventure's 
head back to the Bible and conmentary-tradition, so Walton, in 
his rendering of Boethius, has frequent recourse to Trevet rather 
than Chaucer: see generally Appendix II. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE RIAMIC LIFR OF CHRUST 
I. AUTHORITY AGAINST AVARICE 
Chapter XIII of the Speculum Deyntgrum makes use of the 'Three 
Temptations' homily of Gregory extensively in passages other than 
those discussed in the previous chapter. Towards the and of the 
cbapter is the following Gregorian exposition: 
Also the same doctur seyth in the forseyde omelye 
folowynge that the olde enny that ys the deuyl lyfte 
hynselfe vp a enste the fyrste man oure fadyr In thre 
thyngys for he temptyde hyn in glotenye, vayne 
glorye, & coueytyse; but be tenptynge he ouyrcome 
hym, for he made hym sagett, to hym be cousentynge. 





ýt is oure lorde Ihesu Criste... For when be was 
tenptede of fende, be answerede by biddynges of 
holy writte. (p. 164) 
This same homily informs the equivalent passa8e in the very 
different, non-meditative late fourteenth century Stmn7Aje- Life. 
a didactic and scholarly work, probably compiled into English at 
St. Werburgh's Abbey, Chester 1, in which auctores are cited, and 
materials and themes clearly divided, the Or'dinatio of the Vita 
following the Church year. ]Firstly, unlike the Speculum 
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Dpvntnr"n, the very narrative structure of this passage Iia 
dictated by Gregory's co=entary and Its ordo tentationis of Adam 
and Christ. Biblical quotations in Latin alternate with 
stanzaic Englishing of Gregorian exposition, giving something of 
a divisio textus appearance. Scholastic, but not staid, this 
passage is cast as vernacular verse debate, and Gregory's 
exposition, integral to the sentence of the gospel. it; translated 
not only into another language but also Into another genre. The 
poet, dramatistug a combat in the language of dispute (with 
vocabulary like 'concludet' (1.5313), lalegget' (1.5314), 
Isotily' (1.5289), 'Cast" (1.5249), Ocoyntisel (1.5250), revels 
in the progress of Christ's easeful mastery and the devil's 
gradual and fearful loss of control as he is repeatedly beaten. 
Two short extracts, revealing the poet at work as a 
commentator-translator, deal with the temptation of avarice, 
firstly in the case of Adam and Eve, and secondly witb regard to 
Christ. Let us look first at avarice in Eden. 
In auarise thay teicptide wer 
quen 
ýt he het hoix forto knawe 
gode 7 eul both in ter 
by this word, 
ýat I 6hal sbowe: 
Genesis, eoden capitulo: Scientes bonum 7xulum. 
I Auarise, I sais sayn Gregory, 
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Isovnes not onely in monee, 
but in helenes witerly ýx 
And couetise of gret degre'... (11.5277-84) 
This corresponds to Gregory's let ex provectu avaritide tentavit 
cum diceret: Scientes bonum et aulum. Avaritia enim non solun 
pecuniae est, sed etiam altitudinis'. 2 The events of the New 
Testament are expounded by this retrospective reference to 
Genesis. 'Showe' means 'expound': the sane usage Is in the 
prologue (see above, pp. 247-9; and below, pp. 393-304). 
Appropriately, the translator himself VV) does the showing, 
though Gregory, the auctor, does the speaking. Vhen avarice Is 
dealt with the second time round the translator, as with the 
previous two temptations, turns to the Gospel itself for Christ's 
refutations (not quoted by Gregory, but inplicit in his honily): 
the thrid time he temptid wes 
by auarise. 7 then was thrie 






And saide, 'al this I wil 'I 
3 if 
ýw 
wilt mekly knele adoun 
And with gode wille worship me, 
thou sbalt. hafe al this tour 7 toun'- 
Hec o=ia dabo tibi, si cadens adoraueris me. 
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then to the deul onsuarlde he 
with a fulle conclusloun, 
'God thi lord byhoues the 
to honour 7 serue, be alway boun. ' 
Dominuza deum tuuzo adoribis, 7 "1' soll serules. 
Al thus in ýs selue maner, 
and bi s sleghtes alle tbre 
that Adam br 5t was in daunger. 
Crist, cuercome Sathan, 3e noun se. (11.5317-32) 
This corresponds to the following commentary of Gregory: 
Per sublimitatis avaritiam tentat cum regna omnla 
mundi ostendit, dicens: liaec omla tibi dabo, sl 
procidens adoraveris me. Sed elsdem modis a secundo 
hanine vincitur. quibus prinum hominem se vicisse 
gloriabatur-2 
The quoting of Christ's words Is sanctioned by Biblical authority 
and the sentence of Gregory' r. cOmnentary. Christ's Scriptural 
auct, o. ritates are the final word of both narrative and exposition, 
and are inplicit in commentary tradition. 
Like a commentator the translator enumerates his divisio of 
material, twice painting out that this is the third temptation. 
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Also, he addB the formula 'tour 7 toun', In keeping with the 
vernacular idiom of the translation and aiding the rhyme-scheme. 
Lastly, he adds in priestly fashion (11.5322-3) that Jesus, in 
order that temptation become genuine sin, bad to succumb with a 
Igode wille'. As a preacher and confessor, the poet, an ethical 
intentionalist to the last, emphasises that an act needs the 
appropriate (im)moral intention to be significant. 
The presence of the Latin in this passage raises a question: 
if the Stan-yale, Life is a translation for the benefit of those 
without Latin, what is the status and function of such Latin? 
Firstly, it highlights the crucial stages of the debate. 
Furthermore, in a proper debate, it is fitting that Biblical 
sententiae are rehearsed in the dignity of the learned tongue and 
not just contemporary English. The Latin also provides visual 
evidence of sound translating and proper use of commentary- 
materials. It allows the poet to render an idiomatic version 
with the Latin as a safety-net. He looks two ways at once at his 
double audience of clerks and laity. dividing and ruling both 
text and audience, and catering for learned and unlearned: 
that I In Latyn thenke to say, 
for lettert men that Bitten by 
to conferme this ir, gode faye. (11.3466-8) 
In Latyu as I shal specl: fy, 
and after in Englisch more verray 
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4 
for lewet nen that her ban by. (11.7150-2) 
Though strongly and selfconsciously rooted In auctoritas, the 
StAnTAin Life does not lose itself In receding into Latin 
materials. On the contrary, the Latin legitizaises and 
strengthens the English text. 
THE LOOSENED PROLOGUE 
The prologue to the Stammic IAIP shows what the writer thinks 
he is doing as a preacher. compiler, commentator and translator, 
and how and why. As a 'loosened, scholastic prologue, written 
with vigour and ease, it conforms to the priorities of its Latin 
forebear without rehearsing all Its official terminology. In 
similar vein the 'prohemel to the Mirrour inter-relates and 
collocates prologue-paradigm categories ad boc: Inaterel is not 
considered separately from 'fruyte, or Imanerel, and Imanerel is 
presented along with lentent' (see above, pp. 166-8). That the 
prologue has become such a flexible and fluent idiom is evidence 
of naturalization'. The -Stmn7aic Li_f_p opens with the preacher's 




born was of a may 
In amendement of mankynde, 
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Deyde and rose the tbridde day 
The deuelus bond to vnbyade, 
Heyue me grace sumwhat to say 
To batene hem t ben to blynde 
Here lyfe to rule in good aray, 
Thorwe lore ýt I in s bake fyude. (11.1-8) 
I He Y ue me grace sumwhat to say' Indicates a belief or hope re 
the free will and process of decision-making in this particular 
priest's instrumentality. He claims that be Is authorized to 
select and communicate that which will lbotenel. I. e. 'cure': 
such is the utilitas of the book. By translating he is not 
reporting the mere words in English form. Rather his oMclum 
Is to choose, evaluate and import the sentence, i. e. I lore 
ýt I 
in ýs boke fyndel - However, such findiag is not the ultimate 
intentio of the work, for Its readers, apprehending the I lore' 
are expected subsequently to rule their lives 'in good aray'. 
Reader response is reader responsibility. Just as a translator 
needs a good intention and moral worthiness, so too does the 
intended ideal (but real-11fe) reader, the so-called 'worthy 
wyght, who asked for the translation to be made. 
,& worthy wyght wylned at me 
Sertayn 
ýyngus for to showe. 
ýat 
In Latyu wrytun saw he, 
In Engllssh tonge, for to knowe 
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Of Ihesu Cristes Natiuite 
And his werkus an a rowas 
To the whiche by good Auctorite 
He myghte triste 7 fully knowe. (11.9-10) 
The translator has been requested to Ishowel, i. e. 
lexpoundl/Iclarifyl/ldemonstrateI I yngual, i. e. Christ's 'werkus 
on a rowel according to the divinely sanctioned, exegetically 
harmonized order of the Vita. 'Auctoritel is the means to 
Itriste', and also to 'fully knowel: it has the double power of 
being trustworthy and true, as the meeting point of obedient 
faith and absolute knowledge. The next lines describe the nodus 
agendi (zunere). 
There-fore now ys ny by-gynnyage 
Itte Cristes incarnacioun, 
And nyne Aucteres fully rebersynge, 
On the whiche I founde my lessoun. (11.17-20) 
The sentence of the 'Auctereso will be fully rehearsed, 
without substantive onission. Such is necessary to Ilessount, 
i. e. the interpretative reading of 'Aucteres' and the teaching 
focussed on by the translator Vmy lessoun'). Authority is 
necessary. not only for the purposes of writing truly and safely, 
but it also demands a priori to be communicated, translated, 
known, believed$ and acted upon. Just as the translator's 
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Ilessoun' Is founded an such Irehersyngel, so should all readers 
exercise their minds and faith and take heed of the content: 
Ther-fore t red+ here wyth-yune. 
Revarde ýe mater of euery resouu, 
And trewe wyttenesse, as haue I wynue. 
VrIten he shal fynde redy boun, 
So ýt no fable, in good fay, 
ýt 
fals ys, shal he fynde. non, 
But thyng 
ýt 
trewe ys 7 verray, 
And wyttenesse names wryten 
ýere-on. 
By-fare euery mater, and I may, 
The Auctor shal by ny bone 
That Clerkus shal not after say 
se newe fables wrote a foune. (11.21-32)4 
It is important not only to rehearse authorities but also to 
label then as being from proper 'Aucteres'. Whereas rehearsing 
is in the province of Dodus agendlIforina Cractandi, labelling is 
also associated with torna tractatus, the 'form of the treatise', 
in which each portion of the text is divided, assembled, ordered 
and attributed. Both 'lore' and labelling demonstrate the 
authority for, and within. each division of the book. which has 
thematic and expository sermon-like divisions (and subdivisions), 
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as, for example with the three reasons, taken from Augustine and 
Gregory, for fasting for forty days (11.4445-616). 
The word 'bone' (1.30), meaning 'warrant', is somathing of a 
legal tern, like lwyttenessel. The evangelists were witnesses, 
and witness-bearing is a Christian duty for all, Including 
translators of the life of Christ. (At this point It Is perhaps 
worthy of comment that the word Ishowel in line 10 earlier can 
mean 'submit for legal inspectionl). More generally, witness- 
bearing is near the heart of the stock medieval literary roles, 
which are predicated an faithful accounting, which in turn 
obliges readers to witness faithfully so that they too can give a 
faithful account, and so the pattern repeats. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER SIX 
THE STANZAIC LIFE OF CHRIST 
See Frances A. Foster's introduction, StAnzaIL- Life, p. xiv. 
2. Gregory the Great, IXL Homiliarum in Evangelial. Hom. XVI. 
col. 1136. 
3. ibid., col 1136. 
4. Line 2, as printed an p-30 of Foster's edition, reads 'The 
Auctor shall by my bone'. However, It would seem that the comma 
between 'shall and 'my' is art erratun, because Foster's note an 
this line on p-371,130. The Auctor shal by ny bone: i. e. shall 
be my warrant'. and her reproduction of this line on p. xix of her 
introduction without the comma, and also her recording in her 
glossary of the verb 'to be, with the infinitive form 'by', all 
point to the erroneousness Of the comm, which I have duly 
removed in my reproduction of the text. 
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CONCLUSION 
The common modern notion, buttressed by the educational 
system, of translation as the faithful replication of the literal 
sense of the original, is much narrower than the understanding of 
translation in the Middle Ages. Medieval theory and practice 
were very varied, ranging from, at one end of the spectrum, 
literalistic word-for-word glassing, as found in the early 
version of the VyCliffite Bible and the close gloss-like 
renderings of Rolle's Psalter, to the considerable liberties 
taken with textual detail and structure In Love's Mirrnurl the 
Spannium T), -vntnrun and the Stan2aic Llfo nf Chrint. Such 
liberties, however, were not taken for their own sake. On the 
contrary, the choices exercised by translators In altering their 
sources, be they single or composite, reflect their awareness of 
the duty to render a purposeful expositio sententie for a 
particular audience different to the audience of the sources. 
Anxieties about translation prominent in today's monolingual 
Anglophone culture, springing from the difficulty of 
understanding and rewording the texts of a foreign tongue, are 
conspicuous by their rarity in the medieval translation 
tradition, whose practitioners were as a rule comfortably 
bilingual or trilingual. Even so. the priority given to 
language in the modern conception of translation does prompt 
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examination of medieval linguistic thought to see what kind of 
circumstances it provided for medieval translation. Xedieval 
theory of language provides a context for the Ideology of 
translation but is not identical to Lt. As we saw In Chapter 
11, medieval linguistic tradition was underpinned by a belief 
that thought itself, together with the expression of Intended 
meaning, constituted the informing mechanism and also the goal of 
linguistic construction, thereby upholding the liberties taken 
by translators with the accidental features of language in their 
pursuit of the intended meanings and complete thoughts contained 
in their originals. Vitness the Vycliffites' belief In the 
interlocking nature of literal-sense exegesis and grammar. and 
their (and Trevisals) attitudes to Iresolucion' and the changing 
of word-order. to say nothing of the practice of translators in 
general (see above, pp. 35-38). 
So, what mattered to translators was not so much language. but 
the taking of authoritative sources. single or composite, from 
Latin (or French) culture and the remoulding of them as whole 
cultural, not just linguistic, reconstructions for real audiences 
with their own capacities. limitations, expectations and demands. 
For even if a simple soule were suddenly visited with the gift of 
tongues, and could understand the language of the Latin original, 
he/she would still have need of the in-ecbings and elaborations 
of sentence which were so central to the medieval translator's 
craft. Whether the translator chooses, at one end of the 
spectrum, a quasi-inter 
II near, glOss-type Englishing or operates 
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at the other end of the spectrum, by substituting an elaborated 
sentence for the literal sense, together with large-scale 
excerptions, transpositions, additions, simplification of 
materials, stylistic/gener1c shifts, alterations of emphasis and 
even divergence from the original, both muthods are still 
autbentic tr-anslation according to the medieval understanding of 
the process. 
Indeed, the opposite extremes of the translation-spectrum, and 
also some of its intermediate stages, may be represented with 
perfect stability of intention in the same work. For exanple 
both Rolle in his Psalter (see above, pp. 77-78) and the maker of 
the Spaenjuin Devotarum (see above, pp. 337-9.344-8) use the ad 
verbun anglicising gloss, followed by a rendering of the literal 
sense. followed by an elaboration of the sentence. Each 
approach has its own function and value without detrinent to the 
others. No one method is more real or genuine as translation 
than another; for, as Chaucer puts it In the prologue to Melfb4o, 
works of sentence, like the gospels, are eminently and 
necessarily worthy of retreatment 'in sondry wise' (see above, 
pp. 55-56.61-62). 
The belief In retranslation went hand-in-hand with an 
awareness of the inevitable insufficiency of each translation, 
and, together, these conceptions serviced the enormous diversity 
of Xiddle English Lives of Christ. Wbereas the modern 
translator, embarking on a new version of a well-known work, may 
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bý haunted by maxims (all too readily produced by reviewers) 
telling him/her that poetry is lost In translation, that 
translation is impossible. that translation and mistranslation 
are the same thing, and that translators are indeed traitors, 
his/her medieval counterpart could labour secure in the knowledge 
that, exculpated from blame anyway by a morally pure intention, 
his was a meritoriously Incomplete translation amongst many other 
necessarily imperfect efforts: what he missed, others could 
catch, and vice-versa. This attitude is characterlsed In 
Trevisals invocation of Jerome's and Origen's multiple Biblical 
retranslations (see above, p. 136), and in Chaucer's and the 
Sps, culmn N-yntortin's recourse to the belief that the different 
version of Christ's life in each Individual gospel was profitable 
and necessary (see above. pp. 55-56,61-62; 321-3). Or, as Ila 
pygn Poyntes puts it In more homely fashion but nore with s4 
audience-variety in mind, Isumme folke delytene in one 7 summe in 
an+rl (see above. p. 113). As regards Lives of Christ, Isumme 
folke', then, interested in the study of the text of the gospels, 
might use the Pepysian Gospel Har=4.. Others, minded to 
meditate an the process of the Passion, might turn to Robert 
Mannyng's Meditation On thp &ipppr mf Our Lnrd. And tho Hnurs nf 
t, hp passiLM. Others, more fervent in devotion but less 
interested in the sequence of the passion-narrative, might find 
spiritual fruit in the Englishing of Hoveden's Philmmena. 
others. wanting to understand better the relationship between the 
vita and its manifestation in the Church year, could turn to the 
-ic; t. 
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The predominant mentality in the translating of such 
authoritative works was one of conplementary and co-operative 
diversity, not competition or displacement (although. to be sure. 
the translator of the Speiý-ul"m Dayntnrum was somewhat daunted by 
Love's Kirrour (see above, pp. 313-15). The translations were not 
just retranslations, they were, in their necessary insufficiency, 
and in no pejorative sense, part-translations or semi- 
translations. An appropriate selectiveness in expositio 
sententie for a particular audience was matched in the variety of 
sources (homiletic. legendary. apocryphal. didactic, meditative 
and expository) compiled into the vernacular for the purpose of 
re-presenting and opening up the sentence of the gospels. This 
process was as much part of the Englishing of the life of Christ 
as was the faithful replication of the literal sense. I use the 
term 'Englishing' as referring not to the unwarrantably narrow 
sense of the English language alone, but to the wider 
authentically medieval sense of English culture and English 
audiences, the real determining factors of the translations' 
production and reception. 
For the medieval translator, the strictly linguistic aspect of 
translating was inmersed in the greater business of the proper 
handling of authoritative texts, as underpinned by literary 
theory and the roles of the commentator, compiler and preacher. 
In chapter I. and more particularly in Chapter III, we saw how a 
breadth of academic literary attitudes informed conceptions of 
the vernacular handling of authoritative materials, in Lives of 
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Christ and in other works. Subsequent chapter%, concentrating 
on Love's Mirrnur. the Speculum Dayntorun, and, to a lesser 
extent, the 51tannia TAfe of Christ, considered not just the 
avowals, but also the detailed workings of theory In textual 
action. These three Lives were chosen because they are orthodox, 
and eloquent about theory, which they put into practice. 
Because of their variety of matter (expository, didactic, 
homiletic or meditative) and of translation-metbods, and because 
of their self-commentary, they effectively speak for those other 
Lives, Passions and fragments which offer little or no co=ent on 
themselves. but whose practices are similar. Love's Mirrnur 
merited special attention for its 'official* status, its 
considerable circulation. its richness in prefatory materials. 
and the variety of methods, based on traditi-ons of con ntary and 
compilation, employed in its treatment of materials. Theory- 
rich, Carthusian, and aware of the Mirrour, the 'Rpaculum 
T, k_vntnrum is the ideal conpanion to Love's work in a study like 
this. Also, it complements the Mirrour because it is not based 
an a single original, but compiled from many sources. Copiously 
self-exegetical and conservative. with a great range of 
translation-methods, rooted in academic tradition, the Speculum 
ru. yntgrum encapsulates and fulfils (as does the Mlrrnur) a pre- 
existing translation-tradition. The integration of prologue and 
practice in the Stanzalc TAIP of Christ, discussed in Chapter V1, 
is demonstrable and substantial enough for separate consideration 
alongside but outside the preceding chapter, within which this 
integrated material might otherwise appear unduly digressive. 
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The three works discussed in Chapters IV to VI provide the 
most eloquent testimony to the pervasiveaess of academic literary 
theory and attitudes in the Englishing of authoritative works, 
but they are not alone. Ve have seen that the prologues, to 
these, and other works like the Mirourp of MAntas S'Aluao-imnnp 
(see above, pp. 123-6). Tho Seven Pnyntes (see above, pp. 68-70, 
112-16), Rolle's Psalter (see above. pp. 111-12), Bokenbam's 
t-PjAndys ml Honly Wunmpn (see above, pp. 116-23), and even the 
Ormulum (see above. pp. 94-99) draw variously an the terminology 
and attitudes of the tradition of the academic prologue in their 
consideration of the entent, zunere, z2tere and fruytelpropbit 
(and even nomen libri) of the sources and of their own works. 
Rolle, in his Psalter-prologue. 'ticks off' the anglicised 
categories one by one (see above, p. 111). Less formally, Love's 
Mirrour (see above, pp-165-75), the Spaculum Doyntnrim (see 
above, pp. 302-33). the Stanzaic tife of christ (see above, 
pp. 392-6) and Tho Sevan Poyntes (see above, pp. 68-70,111-16). 
collocate categories loosely with an Idionatic ease, expressing 
them as words, phrases or general attitudes. a sure sign of deep 
cultural absorption. Vith Bakenham, the stern philosophical 
grid of the krlstatelian Four Causes is flexibly and 
energetically discursive, anecdotal, and comfortable with its own 
eminent suitability for the task in hand (see above. pp. 116-22). 
The prologue to the second version of the Vycliffite Bible 
betrays the influence of the academic prologue (see above, 
pp. 127-37). In its conceptions of authority, sentence. the need 
for retranslation, commeentary-tradition. authorial intention. the 
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opening and re-expression of the literal sense, and the ethical 
status of the life of the translators, it too reveal% its 
mainstream and respectable credentials. Indeed, no study of 
late-nedieval English translation theory such as this could 
afford to exclude from consideration this most substantial, 
detailed and artbodox of discussions on the Englishing of the 
most authoritative text of all, the Bible, which was also the 
ultimate or immediate source for Lives of Christ. 
The practice of the translators provides a faithful 
accompaniment to the ideology of the prologues. For example, 
Love cuts out, abridges or simplifies higher contemplative 
materials, which is in line with his prohemially-defined zunere 
and entent for the propbit of synple soules (for example, see 
above, pp. 201-14). The translator of Thg-Saven Pnyntes takes 
Onateres insindryel as they accord to his 'purpos', as he says in 
his prologue (see above, p. 69). Rolle and the maker of the 
Siýarulum Y), -vntnr11'm keep their prefatory promises to follow holy 
doctors in their exposition as part and parcel of their zLinere, 
(see above, pp-77-78.111-12; 330-2.347-8.373-82). The Mirrour 
(see above, pp-237-44), the Speculum Devntnrum (see above. 
pp. 324-6), The Seven PoIntes, (see above, p. 69), and the Or-1111m 
(see above, p. 99). all discuss their titles, thereby breathing 
vernacular life into the accessus category of nonen libri. it 
goes without saying that the translations share the similar 
entent and profytelfruyte of edifying or stirring to devotion by 
providing sentence from the gospels. 
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In their literary practice. translators satisfy the intentions 
of their prologues particularly by recourse to the roles of the 
commentator and compiler, as expressed in Bonaventure's continuum 
of literary roles (see above. pp. 51-53). Translators harnonised 
these two roles with the related role of preacher. The 
definitions of these roles are from the selfsame academic 
literary tradition as the prologue. 
Little wonder, then, that translators combined, as a natter 
of course, the ideology of the prologue with the role of 
commentator, because in origin the prologue constituted the 
introductory lecture (or, if published, the formal introduction) 
to a subsequent commentary. We have seen that commentator- 
translators like Orm (see above, pp. 09-103). Love (see above, 
pp. 279-84), Gavin Douglas (see above, pp. 78-80) and John Walton 
(see Appendix II, pp-429-44,455-8), the makers of the PI-_, -ulum 
Davn+nrum (See above. pp-347-8.373-82) and the Etanzalc TAIP of 
rl,. rist (see above, pp. 387-92), amongst others. employ commentary- 
tradition to explicate mtere. What Is nore, a veritable 
commentary-mentality is also typified when they in-ecle their own 
words or other expository words to sources for the purpose of 
elucidating the sentence, and recast or extrapolate In order to 
bring out a particular understanding. 
Love, Capgrave. Bokenham, Chaucer, the translators of the 
qppclilljm 'Dpvntnrum, the Stan7Aic Life of Chrl-, t, Thp Spygn 
povntes and the Mlrnure of Manne-a Sialunclanng- (amongst many 
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others) caster one or both functions of compilitia in tho service 
of their craft. The first function, as seen In the cases of 
Love's Mirror (see above, pp. 65-67, and also Chapter IV in 
general, especially 169-75,208-11,269-72; also. In Appendix 1, 
421-3), the Speculum Dayntgrim (see Chapter V in general, 
especially, pp-334-5). the Stanzaic TAfo of ChrlcA (see Chapter 
VI generally) and Tho Soven Poynton (see above, pp. 63-70). 
includes excerption from one or more sources, transposition, 
omission, conflation, abridgement, highlighting, re-ordering, 
division and Juxtaposition of materials. The Mirnurg nf XAtnas- 
SAlum, -innne (see above, pp. 123-6), Love's Sirrinur (see above, 
pp. 65-67.173-4). and the Speculun Devotorum (see above, pp. 306- 
12), use further compilatory features like chapter-summaries and 
tables to enhance the utility of their vernacular compilations. 
The second function, visible in Capgrave, Bokenham. Chaucer (see 
above. pp. 67-70). the Spe-ulum Dgyntortin (see above, pp. 330-2), 
and the Stanzaic life of Christ (see above, pp. 394-6), consists 
in translators not ostensibly asserting anything of their own In 
their own words but faithfully reporting without alteration the 
literal sense of their auctores. 
It would appear, then, that the Bonaventurean conception of 
the roles of the compiler and comneutator is useful. But how 
far, for instance, does the idea of the conpiler-translator as 
faithful reporter, confined to the literal sense, square with 
idea of the translator as commentator on the sentence? The 
answer is that the roles are not rigid, and are intrinsically in 
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harmony with each other. Both roles may be suitable. not to say 
intertwined, in a single work. The tradition of academic 
literary roles was (and had to be) flexible to accommodate the 
complementary variety of English Lives of Christ. Thus we see a 
definite sophistication in Orm's taking of the words from one 
commentary prompted by another commentary's sentence (see above, 
pp. 102-3). This compilation of commentary is performed at a 
level Inclining towards that of the commentator, for Orz is 
particular about modulating the sentence and he also includes 
some of his own words. Similarly, John Walton, In his 
translation of Boethius, was happy to draw an Chaucer's Bnoce 
when it agreed with Trevet, but Trevet is preferred to Chaucer If 
there is any disagreement between then (see Appendix II, pp. 434- 
44,455-8). Likewise, some of Love*s additions to his source, at 
first sight apparently little more than minor compilatory acts of 
in-ec. hed gospel harmonising, are In fact notivated in complex 
fashion by related strands of comnentary-tradition (pp. 275-M). 
The roles of compiler and commentator meet productively again 
when the maker of the Speculum Davotorum chooses a suitable 
expository emphasis for Christ's three tenptations in the desert 
in the way in which, in pursuit Of a Chosen sentence suitable for 
a particular readership, he selects, combines and recasts matter 
from Nicholas of Lyre and Gregory the Great (see above, pp. 373- 
82). In the equivalent passage in the Mirrour, Love draws 
attention to his decision to diverge from, and hence complement, 
the Gregorian tradition, on the grounds that it is plenteously 
represented elsewhere. He points out that his exposition has a 
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different but worthy sentence (see above, pp. 375-0). Here, 
something resembling a compiler's statezent of omission ia a 
first step towards an alternative commentary. 
When a translator alters the literal sense of the original, 
however minutely, and is not constrained, like Orm and Walton 
(pp. 9#5-7,448). by rhyme or metre, he Is behaving as a 
comment a tor- transl at or, drawing a chosen sentence out of his 
ma t ere. Nicholas Love, for example, when the exigencies of the 
English language do not require It (contrary to the Wycliffite 
Bible translators' ain of faithfully rehearsing, i. e. compiling, 
the literal sense (see above, pp. 127-9,132-3)), changes Latin 
comparatives for English superlatives in order to stress that all 
parts of the gospel are most devout (see above pp. 247-8), and 
also in order to exploit and intensify contemplative terminology 
in re-applying it to the Active Life appropriate to his 
readership (pp. 249-50). In the same fashion, in his rendering of 
the Latin probemium, he cuts out naterials relating to the 
enclosed life, and remodels textual details to suit his widened 
audience of simple soules (pp. 245-65). Such treatment of detail 
is homologous with his exclusion, at a more structural level. of 
higher contemplative passages, with his transposition of 
materials, addition of anti-Lollard polemic. the treatise on the 
Sacrament, and (assuming they are his) the marginalia. Such 
alterations, though the function of the compiler as strictly 
defined, combine to effect a reworking of the sentence of the 
original, normally the task of the con atator. 
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Despite medieval translator&' ready and flexibla appropriation 
of the two roles, is there a significant sense in which the terms 
'commentator' or 'compiler' do not in effect so much partner 
translation as oppose It? Decisive instances of opposition 
between commentary and translation seem to be somewhat elusive, 
simply because translation was authoritatively defined as the 
exposition of the sentence by means of the target language, which 
thereby precludes opposition between commentary and translation. 
Likewise, when Chaucer. Bokenham, Capgrave (see above, pp. 67-6) 
and Love (see above, p. 170) are referred to as being both 
compiler and translator, a tension between the two terms and 
activities is not discernible. In fact, a restricted 'modern' 
conception of translation, limited to linguistic replication 
alone, fits in well with the role of the compiler, whose function 
was to preserve the literal sense of the original, adding nothing 
of his own. Like the translators of the Vycliffite Bible and 
Trevisa, who are the most concerned with the business of accurate 
linguistic replication, the compilers in preserving the literal 
sense, changes word-order, gives Iresons' for words and resolves 
clauses. When a translator does more than this, he becomes a 
commentator rather than a compiler. 
Vhat of the third literary role, that of the preacher? 
Whatever their methods in treating sources. Trevisa and the 
wycliffite Bible translators agreed that the gospel should be 
preached in the vernacular (see above. pp. 91-93,128). Love's 
rendering of the Latin probenJunts Gregorian auctoritas 
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concerning the faith and good Christian behaviour (see above, 
pp. 234-5) echoes and upholds this classic definition of the 
function and purpose of preaching as reiterated by Alan of Lille 
(see above, p. 88). For Trevisa, the vernacular explication of 
the gospel Is both translation and preaching (see abov4, pp. 92- 
4). Translation and preaching meet too in the vernacular Lives 
of Christ. because, for the Middle Ages, preaching could be 
written as well as spoken. Alan of Lille regarded St Paul at; 
preaching by writing (see above, p. 92). The Speculum Duntarum 
states that St John has the 'Auryole of prechyngel for his 
written works (see above, p. 319). Furthermore. inasmuch as 
Biblical translation was, in general, meant to be licensed by a 
bishop, it was regarded in manner, intent and effect as 
comparable to preaching. 
The Bonaventurean model may, without Jeopardising its 
integrity. be enlarged to accommodate the role of the preacher. 
A preacher is like a commentator with special duties. He 
elaborates the sentence of the Bible in his own words or by 
drawing an the words of others, but he does so as a holy duty for 
a specific audience who are his responsibility, with God moving, 
guiding. and licensing bin as His instrument. Middle English 
Lives of Christ in general have a preacherly imperative driving 
them. The Sppcuiuin Dgyntnrun, the StAn--? njt- Life nf Christ and 
also the Ormillum (a collection of homilies) show this 
consciousness of the office of preacher in their prologues (see 
above, pp. 303-7.317-18; 393-4; 95-99 respectively). Moreover, 
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in the =nere in which, and in the specificity with which, they 
carry out their duties and draw out the sentence for their chosen 
flock, they (like Love and other makers of Lives of Christ) are 
preacher-translators as well as compilers and commentators, The 
Sýcie-ulur. T)-vntmrtjn preaches appropriate lessons for the en': losad 
'goostly syster'. The Stanzaic Lila mf Chritt is sermon-like in 
its division of themes and teaches the gospel according to the 
church year. The early version of the Nnrthprt Hnntly CmIlectinn 
expounds the Sunday gospels for the unlearned. In fact, the 
multitude of Lives of Christ which translate homiletic and 
didactic naterials in order to render the sentence of the gospels 
are all. in effect and nature, preaching. 
The academic attitudes discussed generally In Chapters I and 
III were not, it Is inportant to stress. confined to Lives of 
Christ and other Biblical reworkings. In Appendix II, a study of 
Walton's attitudes and practice in his highly-successful 
Boethius, we see a translator with a task cognate to that facing 
makers of Lives of Christ. for De ConcoIntinnP Phlinnnghtna was 
the next nost important 'set-text' to the Bible. Accordingly, 
Walton treats it like a com ntator, draws on Trevet and Chaucer 
for expository materials. and, in a preface written in the idiom 
of the academic prologue. discusses his attitude to his activity, 
presenting hinself as a hunbly-intentioned instrunental efficient 
cause. 
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Another writer meriting consideration it this study of late- 
medieval translation theory and practice Is Gavin Douglas (see 
above. pp. 76-80). whose Virgil earns a mention in this thesis 
because it evidences the endurance into the sixteenth century of 
the medieval academic tradition of translating, for he expounds 
the sentence of his auctor by glossatory expansion and by 
recourse to medieval commentary-tradition and etymologies. ' He 
also recognises the diversity of possible interpetations of his 
auctoz,, yet claims to follow the sentence contained In the 
original and not his own lengyne'. In true medieval fashion 
again, he believes that text and glass together constitute the 
primal source. the 'fresche sappour' of his Eneadus. Like 
Petrarch and Boccaccio, who wrote at the dawn of Italian 
humanism, Douglas, flourishing at the later dawning in the 
British Isles, was also influenced by medieval intellectual 
tradition-2 
To sum up, literary theory and ideology are present and active 
in Xiddle English Lives of Christ and other translations, secular 
and religious. But it is not only a question of how and to what 
extent the theory illuminates practice; it is also a matter of 
the theory and its related postures being something of a gauge of 
the importance to medieval culture of a work or, in the case of 
Lives of Christ, a whole genre. The theory was invoked by the 
translators of this sovereign genre and other works to valorise 
what was a priori of value. A classic strategy for such 
valorising is the appropriation and application of prestigious 
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terminology and forms. In other words, the theory is as nuch a 
symptom of value as an agent of it. An awarenoss of the 
theoretical sensibility of what wy be called The Age of 
Translation enriches the modern appreciation, not only of 
Individual works, but of nedleval literary culture as a whole. 
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VOTES TO CONCLUSION 
1. For modern medievalists' tendency to view Douglas in terms of 
medieval translation-tradition, see Ellis, 'The Choices of the 
Translator in the Middle English Period'. pp. 27,38; Rita 
Copeland, I The fortunes of non verbun pro verbo: or, why Jerome 
is not a Ciceronian'. in Tho Yadloval TrmnnIatnr! ThL% Thenry and 
prAntice nf TrAnslatInn in thp Mladle Agen: Papers rpad at A 
cnnfPrenct- hPId 20-23 AuSmst 1987 at the Univernity nf VAIpe- 
rmnfPrPncP Cpntre. Grellynog-HnIl , edited by Roger Ellis, 
assisted by Jocelyn Price, Stephen Medcalf and Peter Meredith 
(Cambridge, D. S. Brewer, 1989) 15-35, p. 34; and, in the same 
volume, Tim William Machan, 'Chaucer as Translator', 55-67, 
pp. 55-56. 
Minnis, Scott and Wallace, X_a 
rriticism, pp. 9-11,372-519. 
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APPENDIX I 
THE LATIN SOURCE OF NICHOLAS LOVE'S 
XIRRQUR OF THR ALESSED LYF-QF JESU CHRISTi 
A RECONSIDERATION I 
In an article on Nicholas Love's Mlrrmur nf tht, Bli-vned Lyf of 
JPnu Christ and its Latin source. the Xoditatinton Vitag Chrinti, 
it is argued by Patrick F. O'Connell that much of what was 
previously attributed to Love as his own original modifications 
are not, in fact, ariginal. 2 O'Connell advances the theory that 
many of Love's supposedly original modifications actually came 
from a Latin recension of the Neditatintan Vitae Chrl--ti 
different from the text as edited by Peltier (and by implication 
different also from the text of the passion-section as edited by 
Stallings) and customarily consulted by scholars. 3 O'Connell's 
evidence for this Is 'another English translation, that entitled 
. qt. nnnavs3nturpls TAfP mf Clur Lord and Saviour IwAus Chrfst and 
published anonymously In 1846 by John Xurphy of Baltinore' 
(wConnell. P. D. This edition of the Keditatinnes Vitae 
Chriatj in English exhibits characteristics similar to the 
=n=. O'Connell argues that the L11r_ is independent of the 
jjjrj=. and that the substantial divergences iron Peltier coamon 
to both English translations are attributable to the Latin 
sources that each translation used. Consequently. 'much, though 
by no means all, that has previously been attributed to Love's 
own creativity can be shown to be in fact a faithful rendition of 
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the text he had in front of him' (O'Connell, p. 6). This point of 
view seems to have been generally accepted. 4 Therefore any 
research into Nicholas Love as a translator has to contond with 
O'Connell's theory. 
However, it would appear that the LII& is a reprint of an 
edition of 1739 under the same title. O'Connell voices his 
suspicion of this and draws attention to Elizabeth Salter's 
reference to the 1739 edition. 6 I have consulted what is 
undeniably a reprint of the 1739 edition under the sane title and 
published In 1774. Differing only an minor points of 
punctuation and the occasional word, the 1774 edition almost 
identically matches the extensive quotations from the Lilp- in 
O'Connell's article. The preface to the 1739 translation is not 
signed 1E. K. 11 as stated by Salter and repeated by Barbara Nolan, 
but I E. Y. . Is This is Indicated In the British Library Catalogue 
entry for 1739 edition as one Edward Yates. The same man signs 
his name in full In the preface of the 1774 edition. 7 
Ve know from the Reverend Yates's preface that he had access 
to an ancient English version of the NeditatInnpq Vitap Christi. 
Salter asserts that this is the Mirrour, although Yates does not 
name the Mirmur as such. 0 However. Yates does describe the 
'Obsolete Edition' as an English version, and he tells us how his 
original intention of nodernizing it was altered in favour of 
translating the Latin of Bonaventure anew. 
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WEN first I undertook this little Work of the 
LIFE OF OUR LORD AND SAVIOUR JESUS CHRISTj my 
Intention was, only to present you a true and 
faithful copy of that LjjL from an Obsolete Edition, 
supposed by some to be a Translation from St. 
Ronaventure... w1tbout any Alteratlon In the 
Translation, or making any other difference that that 
of a small Amendment in the Stile and Orthography. 
Having however duly conpared it with the Latin 
Original of St. Ranavent"re and perused the whole 
with Attention, I found myself under the Necessity of 
altering my Intention in point of following the said 
old Edition. For although the Translator has therein 
mostly kept to the Text of the Saint; yet upon mature 
Consideration, I though it more properly answered to 
the End of a Collection than that of a pure 
Translation: The Editor having often through the 
whole omitted many Passages of the Saint, and 
inserted others in their Room, such as were agreeable 
with his own thoughts, or collected from other 
Authors, who have wrote on the same Subject. 
Yates had access to the 'Obsolete Edition,. This may have been 
an actual Xiddle English Text, or it nay have been a 
modernization of the MIrrour as found in the editions of 1809 
and 1620.1 In any case. we cannot trust Yates's translation to 
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have been determined by an 'aberrant' Latin recension to the 
exclusion of the 'Obsolete Edition'. Yates's claim to be 
#sparing no pains to present you a faithful Translation of the 
pious and learned Author' Is not borne out by what he actually 
does. 
In fact, Yates would appear to be using the Xtrrinur at the 
very beginning of his work. We find In the final paragraph of 
Yates's preface what Is Irrefutably an appropriation of a 
statement by Love himself on the subject of translating the 
Ifeditat1nnes Mae Chrlsti into English. Such a statement Yates 
simply could not have found in a Latin source. Below are the 
corresponding passages from Yates and Love respectively. 
Lastly, whoever you are, pious Reader, that by 
reading this Book, or hearing it read, shall reap any 
spiritual Unction or Benefit from it, forget not in 
Charity, but remember to pray for him wbo has taken 
sane Pains to giving an Enallsh tongue to this pious 
Vork; on Purpose that you, and all devout Souls might 
reap the Benefit from it, which the extensive Charity 
of the Saint Intends you, and was the chief End 
proposed by your 
Sincere and cordial Vell-wisher 
EDVARD YATES 
(Li; t&. 1774) 
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Ind among othere who so redeth or hereth this book/ 
felynge eny goostly swetnes or grace there thoru3/ 
prele he for charitle speclaly for the auctour and 
the drawere out therof/ as It Is writen here in 
Englisshe to the profyte of synple and deuout soulee/ 
as It was seide byfore. And thus endeth the 
proheme... (Mirrour, p. 13) 
An integral part of O'Connell's theory is the contention that the 
Ljjr- must be uncontaminated by the Mirrour. This is held to be 
so because of the differences in phrasing between the two English 
versions. differences which occur throughout both English texts. 
However, this contention Is not convincing. A Georgian clergyman 
writing In or before 1739 simply would not have used the same 
phrasing as a Carthusian writing before 1410. Needless to say, 
literary usage - vocabulary, syntax, register, decorum - let 
alone the language itself, changed greatly between 1410 and 1739. 
Furthermore. Yates must be allowed his own particular idiolect. 
purposes, and Intended readership. Differences in phrasing 
between Love and Yates can also be accounted for by changes 
within a tradition of transmission of the Xirrnur. In other 
words, Yates's 'Obsolete Edition' could have been a modernization 
or adaptation of the MIrrour with phrasing in It different from 
that of Nicholas Love, such as the editions of 1609 and 1620. 
The inadequacy of employing differences in phrasing as a method 
for demonstrating that the Lilr- was uninfluenced by the Mirrour 
can clearly be seen. We nay take, as an example, the case of the 
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two passages quoted together above. In this passage Yates was 
indeed influenced by the Kirrour, yet the two passages clearly 
differ in their phrasing. Nevertheless, such differences are In 
no way evidence that the LJLLP- was not Influenced by the Mirrour. 
leither can such evidence be used with any security elsewhere. 
O'Connell's argument that differences In phrasing In passages 
where both the Kirrour and the Lilp- have no corresponding 
passages in Peltier Is evidence that the UIL was not Influenced 
by the Mirrgur, Is unacceptable. 193 On the contrary, such common 
features as the sharing of passages absent from Peltier would 
seem to indicate the influence an the LU& of a tradition 
involving the 11irrour. Moreover, It is not convincing evidence 
against the influence of the Mirrour on the Lilp- 'that the Lia 
includes many sentences, passages, even entire chapters found in 
Peltier but not in the XirrnUrl (O'Connell. p. 10). Yates 
evidently used a Latin text comparable to Peltier# as well as a 
recension of the Xlrrnur. His Latin text would have provided the 
material lacking in his ancient English version of the 
KpdjtRtjnnPs Vltae Chrlntl. The presence, in the Lifa. of 
material found in Peltier but not in the Xlrrnur is in no way 
evidence against the influence of the Xirrnur on the L; LJA. 
There are further serious shortcomings In O'Connell's argument 
in favour of an aberrant Latin recension. It is pointed out that 
the Mirrnur and the Ljjr- agree against Peltier in a particular 
instance of arrangement of material, in which case Love can no 
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longer be credited with the original transposition of this 
material. 
The Peltier 1jaditatinnes begins its account Of the 
Passion with a chapter entitled 'Meditatio de 
passione Domini in generali" (no. 74), which 
summarizes In a rapid fashion the najor events and 
especially the details of the suffering connected 
with the Passion. In the Mirrour the passage is 
found considerably later* after the way of the cross 
has begun and before the crucifixion proper-the 
passage Is also found in this later position in the 
L11r, (O'Connell. pp. 19-20)" 
In the corresponding footnote it is stated that 'independent 
confirmation of this reordering' exists In Rmnintp RpAthm 
rhrinst, the medieval Irish version of the Maditmtionas Mae 
r, hristl, and in the Meditations an the Supper nf our Lord. and 
asion, an early fourteenth-century version of 
the passion section. 12 In both cases there Is no such 
confirmation. Firstly. the editor of SnAmintp RpAtha Chrinst, 
Cainneach 6 Maonaigh, in the English appendix to which O'Connell 
refers, acknowledges that the Irish text does indeed omit 
Peltier's 'chap. Esic] 74 In its own place but embodies most of 
it' not after the way of the cross has begun and before the 
crucifixion proper. but 'in the chap. on the arrest of Christ 
(chap. 55o Irish version)' (, qmnintp Reathn Chrin-ft, p. 364). 
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Neither is the material located as O'Connell states in the 
Pnnsion. In this text is no deliberate retrospective 
frecapitulacioun' as is found In the Mirrnur shortly before the 
crucifixion proper. ". Rather, the mterial in question features 
as mainstream narrative and is most evident in the section 
concerning the arrest and at the begitning of the Imedytacyun of 
.e thredde oure'. 14 In general, the translator of the 
Passion seems to be quite free in the handling of the 
Reditationes Mae Christi. This may well be reflected in his 
own description of the work as 
... a medytacyun 
Coupyled of crystys passyun, 
which is perhaps an indication that he is claiming the compiler's 
right to restructure his source. 'r- Even so, in this case, 
neither Smaninte Reatho Chrinst nor the MedttmtInnq nn thp Supper 
mf n1ir Lnrd. and the Hours nf the P&-, qInn, let alone the =a, 
affect Love's status as an inventive compiler in his own right. 
Finally. there is the question of the annotations In early and 
most copies of the Mirrour. These annotations attribute a number 
of passages to Love as original. O'Connell puts forward the view 
that, 'while many of these narginalia do indeed indicate passages 
original to Love, many others are put next to passages also found 
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in the Lijr-. and thus according to our theory based an the Latin 
textual tradition they shared' (O'Connell, p. 32). However, It 
has been established that the LIJA Is not Independent of the 
Mirrour, and therefore provides no evidence that the annotations 
are erroneous in this way. Even If, sometime In the future, the 
unthinkably impossible were to happen and convincing evidence 
were found of some aberrant recension of the source of the 
Kirrour, scholars would still have to contend with the 
intractable fact of the Kirrour's reception-history, that It was 
nevertheless believed to be from a Peltier-type source. and that 
this was its node of nanifestation In medieval English culture. 
To sum up, there is no positive evidence to be gained from the 
Lif-p- for the existence of a Latin recension of the Xpdltatlnnpn 
vitap QriRti which would disqualify much of the originality 
previously accredited to Nicholas Love in his treatment of his 
source. O'Connell himself adnits that he has found no manuscript 
evidence for the existence of the aberrant Latin recension of the 
xeditationes Vitae Christl. 16 The case against the usefulness of 
a Peltier/Stallings edition as a reasonable measure of Love's 
originality has therefore not been proved. Consequently. this 
restores the value of Elizabeth Salter's contributions made in 
this area but brought into question since O'Connell's article. 17 
It looks as though Nicholas Love exercised considerable 
originality after all. 
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IOTES TO APPENDIX I 
THE LATH SOURCE OF 11CHOLAS LOVE'S 
A RECONSIDERATION 
1. This appendix, in substantially similar form, has been 
published in Notes and Quarles IS 33 (1086) 157-80.1 am 
grateful for the comments of Professor J. A. Burrow, Dr Roger 
Ellis and Xr Simon Xitchell. I an also grateful to Professor 
Derek Pearsall and particularly to Professor Alastair Xinnis for 
commenting on an earlier draft of this study, which arose as a 
necessary part of doctoral research which had to be followed 
through to a conclusion in order for there to be satisfactory 
progress to any further assessment of Love's relationship to his 
source. 
2. Patrick F. O'Connell. 'Love's Mirrour and the NgdItatinnes 
Vitap Cbrlstil, Analenta Cartustans 82: 2 (Salzburg, UniversitAt 
Salzburg, 1980) 3-44; Nicholas Love, Ths, Mirrmur nf thg Rltsmsed 
y, yf nf le--qu rhrint edited by Lawrence F. Powell (Oxforde 
Clarendon Press, 1908). 
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3. Opera Omnin SAnntl Ponnyonturan, edited by A. C. Peltier 
(Paris, Ludovicus Vives, 1868), vol. 12,509-6301 Maditaclones do 
PAssinne Christi olim Sanctn IRmftnvotterse attrlbutAo, edited by 
Sister X. Jordan Stallings, Studies in Xedleval and Ren3lazance 
Latin Language and Literature (VashinStan D. C., Catholic 
University of America Press, 1965), vol. 25. 
4. James Hogg, 'Mount Grace Charterhouse and Late Medieval 
Spirituality*, Analecta Cart"e; iAna 82: 3 (Salzburg, Universitht 
Salzburg, 1980) 1-43. pp. 23-24; Barbara Nolan, 'Nicholas Love', 
in MIddIP Ftgllsh Prnqe! A CrItInml Guide to Major Authnrn and 
Genres, edited by A. S. G. Edwards (New Brunswick, New Jersey, 
Rutgers University Press, 1984), 83-95, pp. 87-80; Thn YAftrIn York 
in English Studies Ol (1980) P. 95. 
5. O'Connell, 'Love's Mirrmir and the Maditatinno 
rhrl--tll, p. 7; Elizabeth Salter NIc-hnIAr I-ove's Myrrmur mf tho 
R-I-P--sed Lyf of -Tesu Christ, p. 20. 
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WALTON'S SAIIIEN-r ottrimus 
I. R. Johmon 
In the fificenth century John Walton's verse translation of Poeffilus' Dt Consolatiotte Phildivhiet, completed In 1410, for suipasied Chaucer's pro%e Boece in popularity. This study examines Walton's procedures at a poet and 
translator by focusing on a key part of his %-oik, lilt tendering or Uk III 
met. 12, in which fie provides a version of the story or otpiteus that owes 
much to Nicholas Tievet's hugely influential commentary on De Conjolationt 
Phitojophiae end slio something to the notte. 1 17he story of Orpheus evidently 
made an impres4on on Walton, for on examination there emerges @ special 
relationship between his preientation of Orpheus end lilt presentation or himself in his own two 'translator's ptefaces', the first Introducing the whole 
work and the second immediately following the Orpheus mette end standing 
berore l3k IV. ' In these prefaces Walton, in addition to describing his literary 
activity in terms or standard medieval literary theory, appears to strike an 
attitude somewhat skin to that of a 'Sapient (), plicus', that Isq lie speaks as a 
Christian poctopenly advertising his wise rejection of the worldly wretchedness 
which undid his illustrious forebear. We success or Nisitows work In die 
fifteenth century indicates that it was indeed considered sapient and Oiphic by 
its intended audience. This should ptoitipt us to consider It as an Important 
text which merits further critical attention. 
I The text is publi%hed In 11twhins: I)t Cav"Uridote rAllowthide Traftlewd 1710AN trahm co, "001 
of Own". ed. Alstk Science. EETS OS 170 (tA"Aon' Oltr(wd Univels'lY F're", 1927) 206-9*o dit 
Doere in Geofficy Chaucer. lAe Worlb of Gtoffiry CAawcer. td. F. N. Robinson, 2nd ed. (OxrA: 
Oxford University Pitsil 1957) 357-1.1 hove used the Vulgate text of Vt Conselari~ riadvphide 
as edited by 'rim Al &chin (of Inclusion In the 'Vor; ncum Chaucer' edition of the llmrf. and the 
complete but unrevised edition of Nicholas Ttcvet*s commenivy on Do Cmwtetimv Phjhwoýv 
which rrolessm I- T. Silko focrneily of Vale University, was still wooking on of the time of his 
death. Nor a demonstio6on that Welton knew and used Choucer's 11mce we Science's lntroý- 
duction, li-lviii. More recently, A. ). Alinnis has shown that Walton used Tit"I's commentor3r. 
we 'Aspects of the Medieval French and English Tiodhions o(the De Consold6mv Mik*TAim', 
in PoetAirl: flit Lift. T16owl4i &aJ to%4ormte. ed. Margaret Gibson (Oxford: Blackwell, 1911) 
312-61,343-7.350-1. 
1 Prefacie 7renstatoris (preceding the whole "k) 14. rrefecie Penslemris in Unoot Oman" of 
Qvin"OR 2 10- 12. 
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1. trallon and his Ilrork 
At the outset, something must be said about Wilton and his tionsl3tion. 9 Little Is known about the man. I It Is, however, referied to as on Augustinian Cwion 
of Oseney and a papal chaplain. It Is thought from 1hecolophons to some of the 
manuscripts that his Rocthius translation was completed In 1410.1-heit Is 
substantial evidence that this work was mode for a specific potion, Elizabeth DetkeleY, daughter or I'lionias, Lord Beikeley of Berkeley Castle In Gloucestershire. However, Walton did not rule out, and perhaps expected, a larger andience comprising clttks and Sentlefolk, mole and female. as we oft from the closing lines of his Prologus: 
And tuery lord or lady what 3e I; e 
Or cletk Pat likels for to cede I)is ... (stanza 22; p. 11) 
Walton is thought to have been translator to the Betkeleys, probably In 
succession to John Treviso. Indeed according to Almik Science, Walton's 
editor, it wits probably Walton and not Treviso who translated Vegedus' AN Re 
Af ilitari. 
Walton's Boethius i's to be found In some twenty manuscripts. There is also 
a revision extant in a manuscript In the Newberry Library. ' In addition to 
these are the copies of the printOd edition of 1525 made by Thomas Mchard, 
monk of Tavistock. The numbeir of extant m2nusctipts, plus the printed 
edition, may be taken as evidence of considerable circulation and no little 
su*ccess for Walton's work. There is, though, little other evidence about the 
reputation of the man or his translation. I lis Boethius Is not teretted to In any 
subsequent Middle English literature other than. pethapi, the Kingis Qualf 
(see below, p. 164). Only a few manuscripts of his own work Identify him is the 
author. His translation may not have been read as the work of one John Walton, 
but as the work of Boethius in English. 
The first three Books of his all-verse English tendering (including the 
Orpheus. -metre) are in eight-line stanzas with rive bests to the line and the 
rhyme-scheme abobbebe. as in Chaucer's AlonYx Tak. Books IV and V show a 
switch to the Troiluj stanza, that is ababbcr, with its one less b-chyme. Pcthaps 
all those b-shymes in the original stanza-form proved rather unmanageable, or 
perhaps Walton wanted to compete more obviously with Chaucerg particulally 
with his verse renditions of Doethius in Troilus. With this change of stanza- 
form it was easier to manipulate complex ideas concerning fate, providence, 
free will, determinism, absolute and conditional necessity, divine knowledge 
and foreknowledge, and other knotty concepts. In the pursuit of his thymes Walton makes another Oteration: although his dialect is East Midland he 
readily admits Kentish, Northern and West Midland features. 
Tbis lenetal hislarkol Information 6 token from Sclewt's Introduction, vii-xxt; slil-I. 
a. R. A. Dwyer. '71we Newberry's unknown mWon of Walion's Boethlus', Alf"m"Pw I 
(19M 27-30. 
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It. The Orpheus Aletre and its Commintaton 
The main features of the Latin original may be summ3rised thus. I lie poein 
opens with the general maxim that b2ppiness Is obtsined by gaAng on the cleat fount of the Good and by loosing the bonds of the heavy earth (11.1-4). Ilien 
the narrative itself commences. Otphem, we etc told, mourned his wire In 
weeping messuf es which moved nature but not the gods above (11.5- 17). Asul 
so, Orpheus went to I lodes where all the Inhabitants of hell were moved by hit 
eloquence. Cef berus was stuperied. even the rudes mourned, Tantalus lost his 
thirst, Ixion's wheel ceased whitlinghim fotind, the vulture stopped testing 
Tityus' liver (11.19-39). rinally, the Lord of Tortsius itturned rsutydice on 
condition that Orplieus did not look back at tier until flier were outside the 
bounds of bell (11.40-6). flut, tragically, lie did look back and lost tier 11gPjn 
(11.47-51). Doeddius closes the mette with an exhortation to blq audience: lie 
who wants to lead his mind up to the light or day above, will lose whatever 
excellence lie may have won when lie looks back down -on diow below 
(1]. 52-9). 
Boethius selected from the fore of Orpheus only what suited hit purposes In 
Dt Consolatione Philosophiat. A multitude of other stories about Orpheus and 
his accomplishments would have been in lite minds of hit audience, who would 
have been understandably cutious to diwvver flow floethius would treat one of 
the most illustrious PrWigies of InYJhologY-l Orpheus was known to them at 
the son of Apollo and the Muse Calliope. I it was also fabled as an Atgonautp a 
musical charmer ofn2ture, even a priest whodesetted thecultof Dionysus and 
turned to Apollo as a rationalist vegetarian pacifist. Apart from being die fitst 
and greatest poet lie was credited with the Invention of the alph3bet. But die 
lyrist of Thrace was well known as the husband or lover or Eurydice, wlicnn lie 
lost to the Underworld when a snake bit her. There were Some versions of die 
tale in which Orpheus' poetry wins tier back from the Underworld rut good. 
Boethius opts for the if adition of a second, permanent loss. Alost I felleme 
accounts and the Latin versions based on them hesped furdier woes on 
Orpheus. Ile ends up being ripped limb from 14nb by the women of Thracet 
who were incensed by his spurning of women following his kiss of Eurydice 
and, in some versions, the transfer of his amatory intentions to yotuil; boys. 
The story does not end in death, however, for Orpheus' severed head (Imted to 
Lesbos, with his lyre beside it. The natives did not waste this ses-borne 
opportunity to set up an oracle, with such success that the prime local 
competitor, Apollo, stew Jealous of his sons popularity. 
Doethius' rendition of the story become a pillar of the Orrheut-had'don in 
the Middle Ages, which readily seized on his interpretation or lite tole which 
warns us not to be like Orpheus who lost true happiness and the excellence of 
enlightenment because of his backsliding to limited worldly considerations. 
Inasmuch as Boethius was an auctor who was believed, respected and much 
studied, his interpretation wielded brunense influence. 
I This account o( Orpheus draws an John Illock r-tirdruan, OtpAtw in LU AlUdLe Ato 
(Cambridge, Mass. - I larvard University Press, 1970) 5- 10. 
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There was a vast medieval tradition of commentary on llocifilus. The glosses 
attributed to Reinigius of Auxerre (t. 904). although not particularly 
intellectually exalted, firmly grasp lJoethius' main point that the mette'speaks 
to those who, after they have tecognised the way of truth and advanced an It, 
return to human desites and thus ruin the work they have begun'. $ Rellilglan 
glosses Influenced the Important commentary or winian, of Conchcs (io8o- 
1145). 1 William also developed lite Interpretation of the sixth-witury 
mythographer rulgentius, who, In his Afi(ologiat, provided the Middle Age! $ 
with a inuch-favouted allegorical etymology or the main characters, In which 
Orpheus was 'orea (one', i list is, 'matchless sound'; Euiydice 'cut dike', dist Is 
'deep judgentent'; and Aristseus (the shepherd who was chasing E-urydice With 
the intention of raping her when slit was bittenly the snake) was 'stiston', 
that is, 'best'. * lit William's version, Orpheus, as 'otca phone'q reptesented 
wisdom and eloquence, the Important medieval commonplace which also 
Shaped Walton's treatment of this mette. Eutydice become the 'Judgernent or 
the good' and Aristacus was inteipte(ed as 'vittue'. William glossed the death 
of Eurydice as the sinking of the judgement of lite good to earthly (Itlights. 
Thus Orpheus was obliged to sink down to the Un(ltfwotld In order to rind out 
lite utter valuelessness ol"tempotalia', but fie did not succeed In this because 
lie failed to put 'lemporalis' behind him end backslid. William concluded his 
commentary, which otherwise Is not noticeably Chilstian, witla a quotation 
from the Gospel of Luke: 'No nian, having put his hand to the plough, and 
looking back, is lit for the Kingdom of GM' (ix. 62). 
Nicholas Trevet's commentsty on Doethius (a. 1307), extant In over 100 
manuscripts, was a dominating force In the cffect of De Conjolationd 
Philosophiat on English literary culture in the later Middle Ages. ' It was relied 
on heavily by Chaucer, Walton and Ilenryton. "I Trevet's treatment of the 
Orpheus mette can be said to centre on the following. True happiness Is said to 
critail the leaving behind of one's 'affecciones': Instead one , 
should look up to 
God. The 'integumentum fabule de Orpheo' reaches us that the '01'ectus 
terrenorum' impedes contemplation or the Good/God. Orpheus Is Interpreted 
I Cf. Friedman, OrtAtut 91-9. who discusses Femigius' Cominealary, rT. 911-10Z. See sho 
Jacqueline Beaumont, 'Fhe Latin Tiodition of flit De co"%acitiane rhamerhise,, In Borimm. ed. 
Gibson, 278-305,285-1. See In pattkvIst Joseph S. Wittig, 'King Alhed's 11orshint end Its Latin 
Sources: a Reconsidctstion% Apigle-Sexii" ExSl4*J 11 (1983Y 157-91, tog an Important discussion 
of whether cc not Alfred used a particular cornivientaty In rendering the Orpheus mette. Witt; g 
argues that 'the Old English Orpheus metre cannot be slwwn to detive from a ronicular 
commentary of even from the commentorks eoWdefed tif matie' (p. 113), but tathef from e 
knowledge of classical authors and a tiodiiion of learning. In an orperodix ihe#@ Is a valuable 
account of the manuscripts of Remilian and other commientaries. including selected glosse1which 
illustrate their character. consistency and diversity. 
Cf. Friedman, Orpheus 104-9; Beaumont. 'The Latin Tradition'. 2"-300. 
Cf. Faillentivs the Alythogrepher. tions. Leslie George Whitbited (Cohunbus. Ohio: Ohio Stoic 
Univef sity press, 1911) 96. 
Cf. Alinnis, 'Aspects', 314-15. and Man Donothey's article In this anthology. 
Cf. Alinnis. 'Aspects'. 334-49. r-or licaryson's treatment of the Orpheus story see Robert 
Ilenryson. Thellotmo wilPobert MmysoR. ed. Denton r-ox(Oxfowd: (3srendo" rms. 1910cy-Cl. 
132-53.391-425. Fat publishes a itonfictiption of Tievet's glosses on flit Orpheus frime, onede 
frown LciMori. British Library. NIS Add; t. 19515. fols 611-63. on pp. 314-91. 
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as the Intellective part of the soul Instructed In sapience (is die son of rhebus) 
and eloquence (as the son of the Muse Calliope). I list sapience and tlo(lucnce 
are thoroughly conipounded In Orpheus [i psiliculatly witnessed by Tlevct's 
use of the words 'piedicacione et Insitucclone' endpredicaclo per eloquenclarn 
inodulats' to describe Orpheus' poetic activity* a, ir his eloquence were so w1se 
that it deseived the prestigious nanie or preaching. Eurydice Is the offectIve 
part or die soul, with which 'vitlus', that H, the would-be rapist Atistseus, 
wishes to join, 'col"ilate', this Latin verb appiordstely meaning 'to cvpulietc 
as well as 'to Join'. Atistacus chases her through the field of this present life 
where she Is bitten by the snake, %which represents the sensuality which causes 
the offivus to sink to subjecting Itself to esahly delights and cages. Ilie Intellect, Orpheus, then ities to tescoe tilt affectlitt part of the soul by means 
of his sitpience and eloquence by pleading with Heaven, but the sicent to Heaven is difficult becsiuqe it Is Impeded by thoie coithly delights. Viettrote 
the intellectits has to go down "ad Inretoi isclocinando', that It, using Its rational 
powers, which ate properly allied to eloquence in order to overcome and 
recover the now pervertedly ausiken affeclut which Is Wind In earthly cues 
and delights. S2bience ond eloquence, In combitiadon, succeed In realigning 
the afrecti, e and intellective 1vits of lilt soul, but unfot tunattly the inulleaw, 
instead or rightly beholding the Good above, garts b*ck down at tilt offictui 
and so sinks down into (lie cares of the world. I liege Is much more to Tre, et's 
commentary on the Orpheus meue than thii, it should be said; ror example, lie 
offers lengthy allegotising of each "rnonstium' of hell. But tilt central ImPtUt of 
the jententia of Tievet's exposition may be summed up thus: all tilt good won 
by the labouts of sapience and eloquence sit lost when one adheres to die cuts 
and delights of the world. 
Itt. Irallon's Orphful More 
Before We 0"21YSC Wehon's procedures of itansladon, consideration must be 
given to the dominant conception of translation in the lste-medievsl period, 
when it was seen as skin to commentary. 'rtanslat; o est expositio sententle per 
Sli2trilinguarn'(7ranslation Is the exposition or meaning througlinq Rnother 
langu2ge'). " This definition was to be found In the most authoritative and 
highly used medieval dictionary, the Cwholiten (1286) of John of (lenom, 
Giovanni de'Balbi, or Jo3nnes januensis, as lie is variously known (cf. rp. 106- 
12a 
7 above). Translation, then, cluMaied the spurntia, that is die meaning, the 
reaching, of the text, by nicans of the target language. 'I'lAs deeper under- 
standing, the profundior inittligenthi, had to be tendered In words different 
from the original. " Expositio itntentie entailed allegorical interpretation or the 
John ot Genoa, CwWicea, 9.9.00,04 (Ven; cvo 14 13) 'Infol. 
cr. m. ii. ra,,, -ractu. on. of rewe -na FuTece. in Aw;, 9-1 Ekv--W@. - it-in in 
ne, wy pj rwtief of Atedevat nhe*wir. ed. James J. Aimphy (Beilteley sod LM Anwics: 
University of California rress. i9n) i2y-42. top. p. in. rat distvnion ct( the r6k of the 
cocnntentatoc as it relsted to other medieval literary Wes set A. 1. Alinnis. Alediertel IAOVY of 
Awborship: schawst; c jw., Y iq #, %, t-witiM. At. sý4-r ric", 1"4) 94-s. 
in my research towordi s Univerthy d lithO M. D. an the topkei'Med; eval Transladoo'Theorr 
and noctice writh Refeenct to Middle Eogfi, h Um ot Milo'. I wn lnveu; ptbv such wakfnk 
literary c6les as siTrmisted by itandatows. 
12a See A. J* Minniag tGloaynge is a glorims thyngl# 
PP4,106-7, 
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drawing of the meanings from lite ttyinologles of the names orpesting In the 
text. It may have proceeded front an tlaboraflon of lite literal sense and the 
Intention of the author. fit order to elucidate the stnfen64 Welton, like it 
commentator, draws on the tespecied glosses of Tievet, orten Incotpoesting 
them into his Englisli text tather than tianilsting the limal sense of Doedilus. 
And like a commentator fie Imposes divisions and icartangtinents on the 
original. 
With these principles In mind we now proceed to an analysis of Wahon's 
methods of translating, beginning with the first four and last seven lines of die 
mette, in which he creates a ftame In which the narrative Is, In both content 
and language, motalised more explicitly and consistently than It Is In the 
original. 
FROM 1119 GOOD 10 1118 OLISSFUL Wltll 000 
Bocthius' opening lines 
r-clix qui potuit boni 
Fontem viscie lucidum (11.1-2) 
are tendered thus by Welton: 
Full blisfull Is+st man liat may beholde 
Ile brighte welle of vericy blisrulnesse. (11fin2s 1) 
Boethius' 'boni' Is translated not 'of the good' but *of vettey blisrulnesse'. 
There is no precedent in Chaucer for this alteration of the literal sense, ror he 
renders 'boni" as or good' (1.2). Ilete Walton Is providing not a word-for. 
word translation but an exposit; o sententie by followizig Trevet's gloss 
TUCIDUAI FONTEA1 DONI id est Deum'. which equates the bright well of 
good with God, who represents true happiness, as I*icvct said a little earlier: 
I... ostendit rhilosophis que sit veto beadiudo et In quo sits (quia in Dco)'. 
Hence Walton's 'verrey blisfulnesse'. which closely translates Ttevet's 'veto 
beatitudo'. Thus, Trevet's glosses direct the English tendering. It should be 
noted, however, that Walton Is not simply using Tfevet as an additional 
source. Rather he is employing the commentary to reveal the deeper under. 
standing of his source-tcxt, In the best scholarly manner of his-oge. 
WORLDLY WRETCHEDNESS A14D RHYMINO WELL 
Boethius' third and fourth lines 
Felix qui potuit Stavis 
Terre solycfe vincla (11.3-4) 
declare that to be happy is to loose the bonds of heavy eat1h. Ttcvet expounds 
'gravis/Tcric ... vincls' as worldly 'affecciones' 
In which nxn enchain 
themselves and which drag them down. 
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FELIX scilicet Ille ecisin tit (3) QUI SOLVERu ro rua VINCULA 
ld est arfecclones GRAVIS TERRR que scilicet sum povitate hoinines 
per offeccionem sibi vinculmos dmcsutn tishit. 
In his version of these lines In the )7otce- 
Blisful Is lie that mol unbynden hym fco the boondes or the itcry citilel 
(11.2-3) 
-Chaucer does not translate the litetal senw. or snivece vi. ncie, which is 'unbind the chains'. Rather, he opts for an Iniketion of Tievet's '81bI 
vinculatos' In 'unbynden hym', a refleylve construction which eniphaiket that 
men bind themselves with the affective side of their natute. Walton goes 
further than Chaucer In following Trevet witla the more emphatically renclive 
*hymseir in his tendeting. 
And wel h hym Init may hyinself vnrolde 
No bondes of ris wocidly wiecchidnesse. (stanza 1) 12b 
Whereas Chaucer translates gfovis tette, metally as 'of the hevy eithe', 
Walton's 'of Iiis wotidly wrecchidnesse' tcriects Tlevet's $loss In wldcll die 
bonds of heavy earth are those worldly 'affeccion"'. 
The second Telix' of the metre (1.3) Is not iterislAted as *blissful'or 'hoppyt 
but as 'wel'. Walton, as has already been observed In respect of his translation 
or 'boni fontem' (11.1-2) as owene or vettey blisfulnes-te', equates happiness 
and goodness, not only on the srve&ic warrant of Trevet but al%o In accordance 
widi the general meaning or D, cortsotat; e"e rhiteserhiat, whicit repeatedly 
declares that they ate one and the same. Aloteover, *wcl* stirully Cnrurces the 
sentence by the device of homophony with 'welle' In the previous line. just as 
these words share the same sound, to are the different words they Itanslaite 
associated in the commentary. This Illustrates a kind of Inientive commentary. 
eloquence in [lie texture or theverse. In similar vein the two complementary 
poles of Trevet's exposition, 'vettey blisfulnesse'and 'woddly wrecchidnesse*9 
are highlighted in thyme. 
BLISSFUL LIGHT AND F"HILT HELL 
Below are the last seven lines of Wolton's tendering, which sonx manusctlPts 
label in the margin as the 'conclusio'. " 
This fable lo to 3ow petteyneth tight; 
For ye ýat wolde liften vp youte myncle 
Into I)e hyhe blisfull souetcyn light, 
Ir ye crisones futne doun youte tight 
Into pis roule wtecched erthely dellv 
Lo all ýat evue youfe labour h2jv yow d; ght 
Ye loose it when ye loken into hell. (stanza 9) 
19 Cf. Oxford. Bodleian Ubrary. AIS e. hlowt 33, fol. 75'. Set 0190 UncOl". Colhedral Ubtsfy 
MS A. 4.1 1, roi. 6r, Phkh ;a telvocluced In the t4votoper4tic r4ale VITmill OW 
dIk POP In 
Scleme's edition. 
12b Regardless what Walton thought he was doing with 
source at this point, it is necessaryt, for the sake of 
c etnees, to point out that the antecedent of Isibill 
is Iterreso 
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The fitst tht" of the lines above translate Doethlus' 
Vo3 hec fabols respkil 
Quicumque In supernum ditin 
Atenicm duccre quetitis ... (11.52-4) 
Chaucer translates 'quethis' (1.54) as 'desiteth or seketh' 0.61). theltby 
following Trevet who glosses It 'vultis'. Walton's tendition 'woldc' (units the 
notion of seeking In 'quedfls'. Instead itanslatitig Trevet's 'volds", which 
emphasises that dits s, above all, a matter of the will. Clisucer tran2lalel 
Isupernurn diem' (1.53) as 'the soveteyn clay (thar is to se)". into'-deer"tiss oll 
soverdyn g&Pd)'(lI. 62-3), thus rollowing Tievet's 'IN SUPFRNUAI DIC-All Id 
est bona superns'. In Isis rendering 'hylie blisfull soucteyn light' Walton gets #sovercyn' from Chaticer, and lie acquires his additional'blisfull' by translating 
Ttevet's gloss 'bons stiperns' In the saine way as lie expounded 'boni(1.1) of #of verrey blisrulnesie' (slants 1), that Is by inletchatiging happiness and 
goodness. 'Blisfull'rotms an antithesis witlOwtecclied', which occuis two lines 
later. This Is, predictably, a iecuttence of the pairing or 'blist"Inesse' and 
'wrecchidnesse' in the fitst stanza. Iliese rendctings owe much to Trevet and 
they highlight the teaching believed to be In the ouctor. 
Boethius' four fintil lines 
Nam qui Tartatiurn in specus 
Viclus lumins. Qexerit, 
Quicquid ptecipuum Irshil 
Pcrdit, dum vidct infoos (11.55-9) 
are translated thus: 
If ye efisones turne doun youte sight 
Into Pis foule wtemhed whely dell, 
Lo all Pat eyhe youte labour lvel) yow d; ght 
Ye loose it when ye lokcn into hell. (stanza 9) 
This resounding exhortation Is made more tffective In the English by being 
changed from the third per son (as In the Latin) Into the second person, and it 
is done under the Influence of the glosses on The three lines of the original 
immediately prior 10 this p2ssage. Trevet noted that these lines were wti(ten In 
the second person because Boethius spoke for 'your' Instruction to all men. 
Unde communiter homines alloquendo dicit I IEC FABULA RESPIOT 
VOS quis scilicet ad vestram infotmocionem est Inducts ... 
Thus we can see the logic behind Walton's directly addressing the audience. 
To the same effect he uses the word'ýis'in 'ýis foule wrecched erthely dell', as 
he also did in the first stanza with 'ýis woddly wrecchidnesse', thereby 
bringing the message neater to the reader. 
'Tartarium in specus'(1.55) Is tendered 'Pis foule wrecched erthely dell'on 
the basis of Chaucer's 'into the put of helle (that it to sr , ", whoso sent his 
thoughtes in erthly thipsget)' (11.65-7), which itself follows Trevet's 'IN 
SPECUS TARTAREUM Id est ad lessens fsvcndo cupWited utl supm 
expositurn est. 
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In the next line the glosi h pilvileged tother Ilion the Metal mcanitig of the 
otigmal. 'Qflcyold picciliumn tiolilt' (1.54), which stlesirs oil the tictlience 
mic draws, Imes Ilic iden or tictIlence and gohis Ilse Met of laimur Instead- To 
all lint evice yome hbout lipli yo%v d; ght'. I Isis comes ficion Tievel'n exposition 
of this line, 'OUICQUII) PIXECIPUMI TRA111T Id tot quicquid bon] 
laboratido isdqt4svit', which Weltan follows cloitly. 
The final lhie. 'Ye loo-te 1( %when ye loken InIo htll', leavei m tit no doubt 
iliat 'hell' wid 'lvis rotile wiecclied cithely dell'-whabll malcliedo es they ale 
in the lost thyme of Ilse metre-ate lixteed vive atid Ilse siestit. 
What of Wallons frem"Ient of flog fable Itselft live (11.5-5 1 Of the 
Latin)? Apino both Trevel and Choucir etc used lit pider that Justice "toy be 
done to the feach'itig of lJoethim. But It Is not only the terstettliei Which Is 
Wallon's 6ncetio; lie also stilves to achieve a veinsculdr clocluetice wottloy of 
his pliginal. 
Ilcie I% the beginnitig of the mariatin as rendefed by Wallon, foledirr *[III 
the corresponding Latin, beth of which will be discussed In the rollowbig 
sub-sections. - 
Ille poet 01plaeus will fiellynelse 
Ily-s wyfc3 deth holi welled wepyngly, 
And wili his songes full of dietynesse 
Made wodes rot to tenne wondetly. 
fie made sticines stooiden and shyde; 
The loynde f6ed not of loolmdes fell# 
Sclic lete je Iyoun lyen by here sydc-. 
The lism also ne dredde tvght @-dell 
To see Iv homid, hit liked Isym so wel 
To befe Ie $011ges 1721 so 11111y wrte; 
And boldely they dotsfe legidics dwell 
Pat nevite a beste had of Witte fecte. (stanzas 1-2) 
This cortesponds to the following posvige of Hoelldul. ' 
Quondam futicis comiusis 
Vates 'ricidus 1gemens 
rosiqu: tm flebilibus modt's 
Silvots cutrete imbiles, 
Anines state coegetal, 
Itinxi(que Inuepidum Istus 
Scvi-. q CCITS leonibus, 
Nec vism" lif"Ifit lepul, 
lain cantu placiduin csnem 
nwAvy roatic wrarma 
Tates Treicius'(1.6) is translated as *the poet Otpheus'(stonTA 1), a tendering 
whicl, could easily have come from elententaty knowledge Axput Orpheus as a 
7-hraclan poet. Nevertheless, It Is worth noting that It reflects Chaucer's 'the 
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poete of Trace (Orpheus)' (11.3-4) end Trevtt's gloss 'VATFS TRRICIUS Id 
est Otpheus qui eist de Tfacis'. 'Wili Iieuynesse' (stanza 1) Is an addition. 
Orpheus does not weep with heavyness is such In the otiginal, I lowem, these 
words correspond to 'gravis' (1.3), 'heavy't as In 
Felix qui potuit gtovis 
Terte solvere vincla. (11.3-4) 
When Walton tendered these lines as 
And "cl Is hyrn jvt may himself vnrolde 
No bondes of J)ij %voildly wrecchidnesse (stanza 
fie did not Include *gfsvis' In them. In ottler to tidy away this left-over lie 
moves a rendeting of 'gf avis' Into his next English sentence by turning It from 
an adjective Into a noun and oppending It to 'Otplicus', thereby echoing 
Ttevet's gloss on 'gravis teric" which associates the heavy Catth with the 
effections of men- 
GRAVIS TERRE que scilicct sus grantate hornines per efrealonem sibi 
vinculatos deotsuin Italtit. 
Orpheus Is Indisputably such a mon, burdened with Stlef: 'htuynesse' suits 
him. 
EXr; UNDING AND ENDI TIM) 
Chaucer and Walton follow Trevct's commentary In stinrliryins and clarifying 
the text of Doethius. But, It may be asked, which of die two, Chiticer or 
Walton, achieves the greater simplicity end clarity? Chaucer stemi to be 
considerably more ungainly and less d; gestible. 
The poete of Trice (Orphtui), that whilom hadde ryght gtect sorwe for 
the deth of his wyf, aftir that fie hadde makid by his weeply songes the 
wodes moevable to renne, and hadde makid the rrerls to stonden stille, 
and hadde maked the hettes and the hyndes to joynen dicedIcs here 
sydes to cruel lyouns (for io Aerknin Air jorti), and hadde maked that the 
hare was not agast of the hound, which was plesed by his song ... (11.3-13) 
To be fair to Chaucer, however, he is probably trying to be faithrul to the 
complex structures of the Latin. In so aoing he follows Jean de Aleun quite 
closely-"' But Walton, to be fair to him in his turn, was writing under the 
considerable constraints of thyme and metre In addition to lite ptesinte of 
commentary-tradition and the exigencies of expositio sententie, which makes his 
achievement all lite more worthy of attention. 
14 a. T. W. M schan. Tickspiqws of Tronslation: CAwntrOt Bocce (Normm. OUdmnm. - Up Im 
Books, 191S) 114-24. Machan's theocy that the Bocce 6 am unrtwiwd deah gnay account foc the 
ungainliness of some 44 its rendering. Fee )can's vtfs; m of the Orpheus inelre see V. L 
Dedeck-Illry. 'Boethlus'Do Commlatione by jean de Mcun'. AIS 14 (1932): 165-275 (111 Mel. 12. 
11.2-7; P. 232). 
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Turning now to a more precise examination of Walton's methods or translating the entire "a"Otio, It may be seen that lie Is engoginR In the 
rendering or syntactically complex Latin Into a sequence of shofict EnBIJ311 
main clauses and clauses with finite vetbi. Ile takes a participial or ablative 
absolute type of consituction and tender% It in English as s clause with a finite 
verb. His text thef e(ote has an appearance (more Ilion does the Lodn) of being 
composed of a seties of facts or events. 1his effect Is heightened because the 
verse-forniat tend. i to divide facts and events Acrof(ling to the line. Such dividing and rearranging go hand-in-hand with the manner of pioceedhil of the commentator, for instance Tievet himself, who re-ogders his text In individually digestible parts. 
In expounding the lines 'Inmiles iupctos quetens I Inretnis sdiii dolnos, (11.19-19), Walton produces a clear sequence of events. Whereas BoedJus' Orpheus apptooches hell complaining of the gocls @Wve, Welton's Otpheus first of all complains, then says that the godi dealt with him ctuelly and tells us 
why, and finally goes to the infernal houses. 
Of byhe goddes gin lie to compleyn, 
And seyde I)ci deden wil) hym ccuelly 
Pat Pei ne sent hym neght his wyf ageyn. 
lie wen(e Imn to houses Inficnall ... (stanzas 3-4) 
In this passage, as elsewhere, Unglidi constructions merely mitroting die 
Latin syntax are not favouted, for Walton sitives for a lucid vernactdor 
eloquence radier than a mock-Lotin complexity. The sarne 6 Uue or ids 
tcndcring of 'Silvas cur rere mobiles, / Amnes store coegerat'(11.8-2JLps! kJ d 
wodes for to renne ýwjndcLl lie made ottemes stonden ýjid @ýIde 
(stanzas 1-2). 1-he two Latin lines are well Integrated, tied together by ic r ie 
main verb 'coegetat' which completes the construcdon. 1-he p2toliel plural 
accusative-plus-inrinitive structures reinrorce coch other with a harmony of 
inflexions, a device emphasising thst the running woods and standing stiesuril 
are equally impossible. Ile adjective 'mobiles' Is employed where In normal 
usage there would be an adverb- this poetic usage harmonises hoppily with 
@silvas' and 'arrine3'. Chaucer translates 'silvas mobiles' literally ai 'wodel 
moevable' (1.7). However, Trevet had noted of 'mobiles' that Doethius his 
indeed put an adjective where an adverb would be more normal: 'MOBILES 
id est mobiliter- ponitur enim adiectirum pto adverbio. ' And so Walton, 
following Trevel, opts for on adverb to tender 'mobiles', but his choice 
"wonderly'does not translate the literal sense of *mobiln'or 'mobiliter'. "is is 
done, presumably, because a liter al translation of the adverb 'mobilitet' would 
entail attaching a rather tautological Intensifier to its assumed verb 'renne'. 
"Wonderly', paired in alliteration to 'wode3' (as 'silyss' was paired, under 
poetic licence, with 'mobiles'), stresses that the mobility of the trees Is Weed 
as miraculous as Boethius' poetic description suggests. In similar vein the 
additional verb 'abyde' is inserted, because it indicates miraculous volition AM 
awareness in normally inanimate, non-sentient 'stremes'. 
In altering the Latin in these two lines Walton does Justice to nuances In the 
original, and he does it with conscious attention to such features of EngUsh 
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style as smonth prosod; c cott"iness and the ornaments of assonance and 
alliteration. Likewise, in the next line, 'The hynde fired not of bounties fell'$ 
'houndes fell' is actually additional to Doethlus' Latin end serves to complete a 
deliberate h1f plus h1f sound pattern which Includes the nesc-hontophony of 
'hounde' and 'hynde'. Similar is the allifetation In the following line widi Its 
play an 'Iyoun' and 'Iyen': 'Sche leic Pe lyoun lycn by here syde. ' Such 
palpable litetary sitifice would have undoubiedly srpcslcd to a late-medicyll 
appreciation of fine writing. 
A MORE ORMIC ORNIZUS? 
Walton highlights end exaggerates key chat octet ist Ics, of Orpheus as a Poet In 
his version of this passage- 
Nec qui cuncta subegerent 
Mulcerent doininum modo, 
Intnites supetos quetens 
Inrctnas adiit dornos. 
Illic blonds tonantibus 
Cordis cormina lemperant 
Quicquid piecipuis dce 
hisitis fontibus hausersto 
Quod luctus. 43bot inpotens, 
Quod lucturn gerninans arnorp 
Dcflct Tteners commoycni 
Et dulci venism prece . Urnbraturn dorninm rogat. (11.16-28) 
-which he renders as follows: 
I [is songes list had so many a wylde best 
So mcke made to lyuen comply, 
1-hey myglite hym not comrorten viletly. 
Of byhe goddes gan he to compleyn, 
And scide Pei dcden wiý hyrn cruelly 
That ýei ne sent hyrn noght his wyf ogeyn. 
lie wente Pan to houses Infernall 
And faste his strenges Pere dressed he, 
And sowned out Pe swcte songes all 
Pat he had tasted or the wclles thre, 
Whiche Pat his modres were, Calliope 
Pat is goddesse and chief or eloquence, 
To wordes Pat most piteous might be, 
As sorwe had toght hym be experience, 
And loue also Nt doubleth heuynesse. 
To helle begin he his compleynt to make, 
Askyng mercy Pere with lawenesse 
At Pilke lordes of the schadcs blake. (stanzas 3-5) 
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'Mulceretit'(1.179 meaning 'soothed'), which refers to die fact that OlplicV, 
was not soothed by his own niensuies, becomes 'comfoilen' (slonza 3) In 
English, which Is the stock tendeting of the mote literacy Ocatisolatel. Similarly, "querens' (1.19) Is tendered with an emphasis an formal 111tefsty 
complaint, for it becomes "compleyn'(sistirs 3), whereas Chaucer goes only al far as 'pleynid hym' (1.17). In the same vein 'Deflet Tienere coinniovens, (1.26) becomes "ro helle began lie his conipleynt to nutite'(stnitz's 5), wheicas Chaucer, following niote literally lite words of the Hoethlon text, has lie 
commoevede the helle'(1.27). 1 lete Walton Is citiplia-iiiing the composition of 
a work of a definite genre. Ile does not even tell us that Orpheus ninved hell, 
which is what this line nicani In lite Latin. histead, he declates that Otpheui 
R12kes a complaint and then lie Icii lite reactions of lite Inhabitants of hell 
themselves speak for Orplieui' pmilc success, a somewhat rnote dramatic 
presentation than that offlered In the original. Ttevet's glms on'Denct Tienets 
commovem' links the Underworld to lamentation, for that Is what "Fiencts' 
means: 
DEFLUT inquam COMMOVENS TRENARA Isicl Id est Inretno et dicuntur Tiensts quasi lamentabilis a Itenus tieni quod est Imnentaclo. 
A corresponding noun to'lamentacioli die one used by Welton: 'compleynt't 
denoting a type of poem. 
Another example of Orpheus' statute as a poct being rmplissised tIvouAh 
the employment of a gloss from. Ttevet occurs when the lines 'Quicquid 
precipuis dee I Mattis fontibus hauserat' (11.22-3), which speak of whatever 
excellence Orpheus drew from his mother, beconm 
Pat fie had 12sted or the welles Ilife 
Whiche Pat his modres were, Calliope 
Pat is goddesse and cluef of eloquence (status 4). 
In Walton's English it is added that the wells are three In number; that the 
name of Orpheus' mother is Calliope, and that she Is diief of cloqucnct. 11he 
only part of ibis available from Osucer is the n3nie 'Calliope' (1.23). But all 
the additional material is provided in Trevet's gloss. 
QUICQUID HAUSERAT rRECIPUIS FONTIBUS MATRIS DEE 
scilicet Calliope: fontes autem Caltope, que dicitur cloquencis, sunt Ires 
scilicet gramatics rethorics dysietics. rancipalicites sunt autern tethotic-a 
et dialetica unde to(um effudit in cloquenciam quod de Istis fontibus 
112USCrSt 
... 
Walton's Orpheus tastes song, from his mother's vvells: the word 'taited'is not 
in the original. The picture of him lasting his songs at three wells enlisuices the 
miraculous and inspirational element in his presentation as a poet. Similarly, 
he 'sowned out ýe swete songes all ... To wordes Pat most piteous might be: (stanza 4). Here the word 'swctc' is not a literal translation of Doetidus 
'blanda' (L 20), which means 'gentle, enticing, smooth-tongued', but It does 
reflect Trevet's gloss on these particular lines: 
ILLIC TEmrERANS BLANDA CARMINA CHORDIS SONANTI- 
BUS quod dicit propter suavitatem et dulcedinem cloquencie cius ... 
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Trevet highUghts the sweetness of Orplicus'tloqucncr, 'dulcirdinem tloquencle 
cius', and Walton takes care to Include It In his text. Although It Is 
an inspired eloquence It Is nevertheless presented as being an t1ocluence or 
conscious craft. because he is depicted as deliberately choosing 'wotdcs list 
most piteous might be. This portrayal Is not In Doethius of Clisucef, but It 
does have roots In Trcvet's gloss on 'Quod luctus dabot Inpoictis' (L 24) which 
introduces the subject of putting words into a song. 
DEFLET ECIAM OAINH QUOD MrOTENS LUCUUS WHAT 
quasi dkerct orrinis vesba ad que horno per luctum Impellitur posuh In 
cormine ... 
By Incorporating Trevtt's 'verbs' Into his text Walton presents on Otplicus 
choosing more consciously Ilion his Doethisis counterpart the most offective 
words that might be ('wordes J)at most piteous might be'). 
The 'lawencsse' with which Orplicus asks mctcy or iiie Lord of the Underworld is not to be found InBo-cthius, aimucer orevcn Ttcvct. 
Askyng mercy Pere wili lawenesse 
At ýilke lordes of the schades blike. (stanza 5) 
This late-medieval Orpheus Is accorded a humility proper to the poet as 
petitioner. We shall discuss later Walton's own equally correct literary 
manners in the eloquent humility in each of his Prefatio"es Tra"itaroris, which 
are both addressed to Elizabeth Berkeley and also to God. 
The reaction of the lord of the'black shades to rise poetic appeal Is worthy of 
attention. Whenever fie speaks in Boethius (11.40-3) end in Chaucer (11.45- 
52) he uses the official first person plural. Walton shifts his response to 
Orpheus' poetry into the first person singular to emplissise that the Jqdge'a 
personal emotions have undeniably been stirred, 
'Pyte me haP conurt, I will restote 
This man his wyr pus wonnen wil) his song. ' (stanza 7) 
Moreover, when 'ýe juge of helle peynes strong' asserts the condition under 
which Erudice may be kept lie noticeably changes to his official 'we'. 
'if he beholde Ypon his wyf ageyne, 
Hys wyf fro hym cftsone will we take. ' (stanza 8) 
This reversion to the plural draws further attention to the special use of the 
singular. 
DOUBLE ENTENDRE AND LEAVING WE WIFE BEHIND 
The ientence of the speech of the lord of the Underworld Is expounded with 
considerable rhetorical skill. In the Latin Orpheus Is told that a low restricts 
the gift, i. e. thatj while leaving Tartarus, he should not tum his gaze. 
'Set lex dons coherccat, 
Nec, durn Tartats liquecit, 
Fas sit lumins flectere. '(11.44-6) 
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It Is E-eigUslied thus: 
'not Willi a 111%ve 141 gift wil I fellitylle 
I, pl villa lie llli%e Imcides haue roiseke, 
If lie beholde vpon Ith wyf ligeynet 
Ilya wyr rio, hyin thsone will we take. ' (stanza 
*I*he last line of Welton's tendeting Ii not In Doethim, but theit Is s ptcctdcnt 
for it In Choucer's hys wYr schAl comen ogeyn unto 111' (11.51-2). Ille 
tendering ol"dunt Tomato liquetit' (1.45), literally 'while lie leaves I'mitaius'l 
Is of special inteiest. 112pounded as *vnin lie thise bondes lisue fbivike", 10181 a 
palpable double meaning. Tondes'. memns bolle 'boundades, bouridt, boidels' 
and 'botids, chohm', In other woidi those seltsaine 'bondes of lih woildly 
wreccludome' encountered I" slonxii 1. The bonds of ltcqvy earth and the 
botioids of hell stand for the s2ine thingi. 1 lie wottl '(wake' Is alqo slit because 
it rneans both the physical leaving of hell and the mial foisokbill of all the 
worldly wretchednesi which Tocistus and the chains of heavy taid, Itplestille 
Walton's fe"deling liege also reflects TICTWO 1,0111cullf Aloss an poll of this 
passage, which equmc3 leavinst Tworios w*s1h the lemoval of the affim" floin 
earthly cages. - 'LIQUERIT TARTAIRA Id tit donec m1fectus absuictus fuetit a 
lerlenis., 
The saine play on 'boude3' is still active In the tiestment ofthe famous lines 
I leti, noctil pr9re leff"Iflos 
olpflells Eutiditilft suam 
Vidito Mdidit, occidit. (11.49-51) 
These are translated 
When lie was neygi, out or lie bondes blake, 
lie turned Isym and Etudice lie saw. 
Alias lie lost and left ins wyr behynde. (statirms 8-9) 
I-erminos' (1.49), munlaied as 'ietmes' and glossed sq. 'boundes' bY Climucef 
(11.57-8), i. s mideted as 'bondes', die same word pteviouily used to tendef 
@vincla' (L 4) slid *Tartats' (L 45), as we li3ve discuvted. AgAn Wollon pull$ 
according to Ilie sentence. Also of interest is 'lie turned hyin', rot which there 
Is 
no equivalent in the Latin. Evidently lie acquired It from Chaucer's 
'lokede 
obakward'(11.59-9)ptidTtevel'sglo-. son'vldit(1.51)"VIDITmpiciendat 
tergo'. Mote interesting Is die itamlation or *occidit, (I. s I) is *lie left his wyr 
bebynde'; this tendets not the literal seme of Doedous but Tievet's sloss on 
this word, 'OCCIDi-r in inretno earn telinquendo'p which states dist lie len 
her beliind. Thus, Orpheus doe% not kill his Eurydice. Ile leaves her behind. 
Wliy? The answer lies in ilie Rlosses In which theaffectus Is held to sink back 
down into eartlily cares and deliglits, 'in delectacione temporilium favendo', as 
Trevet puts it. The affecrui cannot die as such. It does not cease to be. It Is, 
therefore, more consistent wids Trevel's exposition that the Idea of 
leaving/ 
forsaking, so central to the sentence or llie mette, be dominant. By contrast, 
Chaucer translates *occidit' as 'and was deed': his Orpheus dies. Walton 
do" 
not follow this. 
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Finally, It may be added that, by tendetIng 'occidit' as lie does, pethops 
Walton sought to avoid the piciblem of whether loccid It' meant 'killed' or 'was 
undone'. " 
IV. The Prefaces: lvallon disorient Orpheus 
In his English translation of tile Orplicus-metre Wilton gives every Indication 
of striving to tender on expositio seretentie in eloquent form. I Iis piefaces show 
that this indeed is his intention. lie draws on the Orplicus-melte to potitay 
himself as a poet who, unlike Of pheus, will not betray himself Into averting his 
gaze from file stenimum bonum; thereby Walton adopts a pose skin to that of a 
'Sapient Orpheus. 
In the preface which precedes the whole work It would appear that lie wants 
the best of all worlds. His Ideal formula Is the age-old commonplace of 
sapience and eloquence (in which Orpheus was held to be Insitucted In 
Trevet's commentary: see above, rp. 142-3). His guide to sapience Is the 
Christian God, whose humble Instiurnent he Is. But this obedient literary 
instrument is very much tuned to eloquence, however much lie may protest 
that lie lacks poetic ability. Officially, perhaps even rather orriciously, lie 
pushes aside thi ides or his own eloquence with a palpably eloquent welter or 
modesty topoi. 1-his Is done In discussing the difficult subject-matter of his 
source, its excellence, and the intimidating shadows of his re"ritly 'conotilsed' 
fellow-poets, Chaucer and Gower. lie Indicates his Intention of oveigoing 
Chaucer by alluding disparagingly to a blameworthy Involvement In 71011111 
with paganism and worldly affections, at thT same time as lie draws attention to 
his own principle of sapience. But, even though the Muse has been rejected 
Walton continues to write in artificial, ornate and rhetorically colouled VC[se, 
and thus in reality adheres to the commonplace combination of sopienda d 
eloquentia. 
Important precedents for and examples Of SOPit"fid Ift flowntia were 
available to Walton. At the beginning of Cicero's De Inmritione, one of tile 
most used and authoritative textbooks for the teaching of thetot; c 
In die 
Is *Occidit' here means 'was undone': this Is deducible from the mette, which demands 'occlJit', 
the intransitive, and not the tionsitive neadie. rethaps there is m te warrant toc Cbetic"'s &A 
was deed' In a gloss of medieval dkiio"ary. 'OecidWin classical times did carry as one of he senses 
'perished' (cf. A Latin Dictionaty, ed. Chailion T. Lewis and Ounks Short (Oxford: astendon 
Press, 1379) under occUo 1.8.2, p. 1251). Tievet's 'OCCIDIT In Inferno eans itDriquendo, 
suggests that he took it to mean 'killed% and he was a good linguist. good enough In fact to be able 
to teed King Alfied's Anglo-Saxon Borthhos end nuke use of k Jos Bilen Donaghey demonstrates 
In his article in this book I. Trevet was also @were of inetfe: the first thing he notes in commentitig 
on Bit III met. 12 is that It is in glyconic mette like Bk I met. 6: 'FELIX QUI rOTUIT nbetrum 
xii et ultimum astius tcrcii hbtl quod dkitur Cliconium de quo habhurn eu oupce Ebro poirno 
metro sexto. ' Indeed Ttevet is by no meant on his own In assuming a meaning ol"killed* IM this 
word because this rendering Is to be round In the two.. -vied moJeto tionsladans or Doethhu, 
In the Loeb edition, Boethims: 71# TUAVitol rrociew. M Cotselerio" of rA; 1~f*, ed. If. F. 
Stewart and E. K. Rand, trans. S. J. Teitef (Cambridge. Mass., and London: I larvard UP vA 
Ileinerninn. 1973) 3 10-11. and In BmtAims. - M Conjolatim of PAJ~Pýy, lions. V. EL Waits 
(Ilarmondsworth: renjuin, 1%9) 114. 
NB For Brian Donaghey's artiolep. cited in the above 
footnote, see 'Nicholas Trevet's tree of King Alf-redle 
Translation of Boethius,, and the Datine of ble 
Commentary',, in Thos Medieval Boothius, # ede Minnial 1-311, 
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Middle Ages, the sudior Piits a conildefable tniplissis on the Inipoitance of 
wisdom and cloquence as an Integral pair or Ideas at the very hub of moral and 
civilised behaviour. Cicero declare% that theic must have been a great and wise 
man who instigated the atis of civilk3tion, and also petsoaded his fellows by 
eloquence to follow reason and cease their brutish ways. 14 This rather reminds 
us of Otplicui. What Is vitally Important In Dt Inttntione Is the doctrine that 
wisdom actually needs eloquence In order for It to be spri"isted six] huplemented. It 13 vital for humans to have the 'eloquence to persuade their fellows of the truth of what they had discoveird by te2son't for 4 'mule and 
voiceless wisdom' has no chance of success. " Such an sidiude Is In hatitiony 
with Boethius, Gower, and Walton himself- they all use poetic rotin in their highly sapiential works. Cicero also states the necessity of wisdom for 
eloquence, for 'eloquence without wisdom Is generally disadvantageous and 
never helpful'. " 
Not only could the hiter Aliddle Ages count on Cicero for an authoritative 
conception of sopirritia et eloquentia; they also had the ultimate example of St 
Jerome himself, the most reveted of all translators, whose rendering of die 
Bible was believed to have satisfied every possible dertiond of wiulom and 
eloquence. Under the heading 'iniciprei' (*translatorl In John of Genoit's 
Catholicon there is a fascinating account of Jerome's Latin Vulgate as being at 
once faidiful to Christian teaching and eloquent. 
De hebreci autem in latinum eloquium lantunimodo Icionlinus piesbiter 
trium linguartim peritus c3s&m sclipturas convettit cloquenter que 
tr2nSrudit cuius In(etpiclacio, metito ceteris anterettur. Nain est velbottun 
tenacior. et in sentenciis ver2cior. et In vetbis clador. sique utpole a 
christiano interprete vefior. 1' 
Jerome outstripped his predecessors. Ile translated 'eloquen ter' Celoq uentlyl, 
and his version was 'truer' in its sententiat (1n sentencils vetsc; Or'), which 
means that it W23 truer to Christian teaching. Given the literary qualities which 
medieval commentators noted in the Bible it was necessary ror a Bible- 
translator to use eloquence as a means of being f2ithrul to the original. 
In the same way, Walton evidently saw cloquence as necessitated by die 
authority of De Consolatione PhilosoPhiat. Indeed, he had ample warrant from 
Boethius himself for applying eloquerilia et lopimlia, for the work shows how 
Poetry Can serve wisdom, and how, if abused, can undermine it. 
The affective powers of poetry ate capable of disrupting te23on or tight 
belief, thereby impeding a proper appreciation of the sionmum benum. At the 
very beginning of the work the wretched and unenlightened Doethius speaks 
$weeping measures' ('Oebilis modos') without sapience, his reason over- 
whelmed by his affections and his gaze theterore averted from the Sovereign 
Good (I met. 1.2). Seeing this, rhilosophy drives away the Muses. 
94 Cf. Cime, De liemftlimw 1.11.2-3 in Citem. - De lRrf"timw, De Opfww cfwm rot4re, 
trini. lt. M. flubbell (London and Camtnidte, Malt.: glehnmam WW lie"ud UniýmkY 
rrtss, 1949) 4-7. 
11 Cf. Cicefo, De Inrentime 913 (rp. 6-7). 
10 Cl. Cimo, De Inmortiowir 1.1.1 (pr. 2-n 
ei logn o(Genom, CetWicoq, s. v. Werives (Meint, 14M rep. We«meed: Gregs, WO immlog. 
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On the positive side, rhilosophy Is perfectly prepared to giont, In Ilk It 
pr. 1, that, when sweet rhetoric Is constrained by philosophy. then It is fine, 
desirable and uscrul to her ends, which slit prova repeatedly throughout Dt 
Consolatione PhilosopAiae by expounding her doctrines In poetic fotin. It Is 
thererore fitting that her commendation Invoking poetry, though In'Prose In 
the original, is tendered in poetic for in In English. 
Com forti, now swelnes rethoden 
Wil) sotilte of sussioun 
Wiche only I)cnne Ild weits canst demene 
When thow ne Icuest oute Institucioun. 
Musik also wili sweinesse of thl town, 
Par art a damysele of oute awne house, 
Attempre wel thi tunes vp and doun 
Pat to Pis man may be deliciouse. (stanza 6; p. 63) 
The sentence of philosophy has more Impact on human heatts when exptessed 
in song: witness the reation of Doethius In l3k III pr. I to the vetses about love 
which Lady Philosophy has just delivered. Doethlus exclahns: 
'Oo soutraigne solace of littln Ims disuessed, 
Youte sentence and 30ute songts boje Intere 
Ful hugely my langour haý tepressed, 
In so fetforth list now, as senieth me, 
I hime i-nogil of strengthe and suffissunce 
As peregal to alle aductshce. ' (stanzas 1-2; p. 125) 
Sentence and song are assimilated together (*inrere"). 
When. in the Prologus which Is placed after the rrefatio Trantlatoris and 
before Bk 1, Walton describes Di Consolatione Philosophiat, he states clearly 
that rhetoric, verse, philosophy and even 'tectcacioun' are the prime festutes 
of the work. Boethius 
as for a tccfeacioun 
Berwyng hym-self in philosophie 
I le wrot Pis book of consolocioun 
In prose and mette enterclisungyngly 
Wili wordes set in colour wonder wclc 
Of rethoryk endited crartily-, 
And schewyng ýmt J)is welp is temporele 
And noght to be desired neuer a dele 
Ne worldly ineschief nopyng for to drede, 
Enforsyng vs be resoun naturcle 
To vertu fully for to taken hede. (stanza 11; pp. 7-8) 
Walton knew his duties to his ouctor, and one of these was to do Justice to his 
eloquence. In the opening lines of his preface Walton declares, under the guise 
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of an inability-topos, Ilse rotir qualities necessaty 10 ptoM translation, and the lost of these Is eloquence., 
Imuffischmunce of cunnyng and of wit 
Defaut of hmpge and or eloquence 
Pis woik from ine schuld Issue withholdyn 311. (monza 1; p. 1) 
Tunnyng' is Ilse knowledge and ability necessary to the task In hand. 'Wit, Is intelligence. 'Defout of langage' could tefer to either or both of WAI(on's own 
personal lack of linguistic resnumerulness or the shotimnInji of Ilse Engllih language for Ilse treatment of such on exalted and ditricult Latin wwk. Lastlyt #eloquence' is seen as not a bomm but a necessitY. 
Having named Ilse four qualoidiS needed for proper Itanilatkno, Welton 
ptoceeds to discuss Ilse fitst two otthern, 'cunnyns'snd 'wit'. In liesterdelaH. 
fie Complains that 
This subMe matete of bo-ecim 
I lecre in l4s book or consoladoun 
So bye It Is, so hord and curious 
Ful fair abouen myn estim3cioun (stanza 2) 
The Latin term materia was used In the schools ind In commentatles on 
auctores. Like its English counterpart here, 'matere', It means not only 'subject 
matter'/ 'content' but also the notion of a wlmle literary source. " Not only Is 
the 'H12tcre' of Boctliius difficult, because it is 'sublile' In lit philosophical 
content, but also because it is the ivoik of a teveted and respected auttor whose 
auctoritas must not be undermined by misunderstanding. I It Is chiming thst 
De Comoladone Philosophiet Is above his independent ficulty nf judgement. 
Ile says that it is 'aboutn' his 'estimacioun', his tit f stimadw. Not content to 
bemoan this just once, lie repeals he's complaint In the Prefacie Trianitatorij to 
Bks IV and V. 
Lo of so hye a mater for to liete 
As after Iiis myn suctour doth pursue, 
This wote I well, my wittes ben vnmete 
The sentence for to saue in mette tiewe. (stanza 3; p. 210) 
Not only, then, does lie lack the Intelligence Cwhics') to Ineserve the se"I'mr; 
he also has the difficulty of preserving 'metre trewe'. 
Walton's solution for these difficulties is to pray for the guidance of God. 
This mater wiche Pat is so excellent 
And passeth bol)e my cunnyng and my myglit 
So saue it lord in Py gouernement 
Pat k2nnest terormen alle Ping to tight. (stinu 3) 
I lere Wallon is relying on lite stcKk theory of instrumental efficient Clusality, 
in which the writer is conceived or as [lie operative cause and God as the 
" Cf. Alinnis, Afediival Ilemy of AmithonAip 11. 
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ultimate moving or permissive cause. " Ile cntnlsts his culerpilse to lite 
governing influence of God, who has the power to correct his dcriciencics. 
With the help or God the teaching of the text will be piescmd: 'With help or 
god I)e sentence schal I saue' (stanza 4), fie declates whit all (lie certainly of 
faith. Ilie word 'schal' Is employed with Intentional cunning, for It cats nican 
4must' as well as 'shall'. So. paradoxically, there Is on one side the sense or a 
difficult duty for a man of limited ability, and on the other side an over. 
ridingly confident Christian writer at case with his Instrumentality asscrillis 
that he shall 1to ýe text ... ne vary nogh( I Out kepe I)c ticnienct In his liewe 
entent' (stanza 3). Thus he will be able to expound the sinte"(o. as a proper 
translator-commentator. 
It Is fitting that the divine aueior of all wisdom, which Is the subject And 
sentritco of Do Consolationo Philosophiat, should be lite object of Wilton's 
prayer. 
Pat it be noght be my translacioun 
Defouled ne corrupt to god I praye. 
So Ikelpe me wili hys inspitacloun 
Pat is of wisdom boýe Jok and keye. (stanza 2) 
In God the truths of wisdom are hidden and revealed: Ile is lock and key to 
them, and provides inspiration better than that of tiny Muse. With God's aid 
neither the sentince nor the intrinsic literary qualities, which are part slid 
paicel of De Consolatione Philmophide. shall be 'defouleA ne corrupt' by 
Walton's rendering. A proper English verse Doethius owes it to the Latin 
original to keep good mette, and this particular concern manifests Itself In the 
intention of putting the requirements of nAetre before those of wofd-for-word 
translating. Ile proposes to use 'wordes ... als neigh as may be broght I Where lawe of metir is noght reisistent' (stanza 3). In no way does this 
relegation of word-for-word rendering contradict the earlier statements 
(stanza 3) that thef e will be neither variation from the text nor mistendering of 
the 'sentence in hys itcwe entent', because Walton is not essentially a 
word-for-word translator. Ile is In the tradition of let ome, who declared that 
his translation of Job followed sometimes the words, sometimes the sense, end 
sometimes both at once: 'vel vetbum e vetbo, vel sensu e sensu, vcl ex uttoque 
commistum'. 11 Ile also follows his professional predecessor John Tieviss who, 
in his epistle to Lord Berkeley on the occasion of the translating of I Vgden's 
Polychronicon, declared that he indeed changed word older and construction, 
but never the sense: 'But for all such changing, the meaning shall stand AM 
not be changed. "' To translate word for word could destroy the imtence. 
Metre, however, offers a challenge to [lie inventive maker# to reconcile the 
demands of prosody and exposido sententie, a challenge all die more awesome 
11 Cf. Minnis. Ateditmi Theory efAwAorthip 74-84. foe discussion of Iketary aMicadons of the 
theory or instrumental cffickni causality. 
" a. Letter 57 to Parnmechius, in Psirvkpfis latiew. ed. J. P. xvirne (r". iw-m) zt, 
col. 1138C. 
11 The Epirds of Sir John Trtrise, CkepWa into Lord Thmes of Berkley. sord" A# wend4tim of 
PolwArooskon into our Exilish tonrue. In Fifteenth Crntwy Prom and Vffw. td. Allied W. Pollard 
(Westminster: Archibald Constable. 1903) 209-10. - 
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with a work or such pitaosopmcsi and literary pitstige as De Consolatiotie 
Philosophiae. 
Neither Chaucer nor Gower took tip this particular gauntlet. Neillict ulade a 
complete verse tranilation of Doed4us. This left a gap In the casion of Unglilh 
poem for Walton and It presented commercial oppottunitics to all those makers 
of books who contributed to the considerable circulation of his work. 
Chaucer's Doece, being written In rather laboured prose, locked the appeal of 
verse, and according to common critical opinion wai not Intended for general 
circulation and was written for the purpose of studying the Lalln original. 
Welton's work, by contrast, was clearly Intended as an English Doet. hius 
complete with both setirttice and vernacular eloquence. 
Welton claims knowledge or English verse and prose transWing of D# 
Consolatioti, e Philosephiae: 'diucrse nien' lisve translated Boohiiii, some 'in 
mcdr' and some 'in prose pleyne' (stanza 4). This lost tereten" could well be 
to Chaucer's Boete which is Indeed translated "pleyne'l, that Is widt renderings 
clarifying lie sentence or the ofiginai sithough at times following Latin 
constructions in a manner not always natural to English. " 13ut what about the 
reference to English rendetingi In verse? It could be an allusion to Chaucer 
who in Troilus (111.1744-71; IV. 974-1078) translates Uk 11 met. 8 and a 
substantial passage of Sk V pr. 3 Into his poem. " Wrilton luiew Pviluj, for In 
this same preface lie manirests an ambition to outdo the poet of 71roilin (s" 
below, pp. 161-2). It should also be said that 11 is not Impossible that he lied 
knowledge of French verse or voise-and-piose hanslations of Doethwo, and 
was extrapolating rrom that. " 
lie writes about Chaucer and Gower as If Intimidated by their tcputations 
and excellence: 
To Chaucer pat is floute of reohoryk 
In Englisshe tong and excellent poelet 
This wot I wel, no Ping may I do likeg 
togi, so Pat I or makyng entirmete; 
And Gower Pat to craftily doli trete 
As in his bookes or moralite; 
Pogh I to Peyin in m3kyng am vninete, 
Zit must I scliewe it forth Pat is in me. (stanza 5) 
And so, as earl; as 1410, it would appear that already a canon of Eng*qh 
literary excellence was established or at least thinkable. We should not let 
Walton's own modesty topoi mislead us into thinking that he did not comesdef 
his own'makyng'to be competing in the same field of fine writing: indeed, the 
canon or Oseney a-spired to inclusion in the canon of poets. Arter all, he does 
refer to his own activity as that or Imakyng' twice in this stanza, just as later In 
this same preface he uses the word 'endke' (stanza 8). Also wolthY or note Is 
24b 24 a. Glynnis CrorP*9 discussion o( the cocresponcling French term 'plaim' In her conts ibution to 11 
this anthology, rr. 72-5. 
For Trailan see Robinson's edition, 385-479. 
See J. Keith Atkinson, 'An Early Fourieent h -Century French Doethian Orrhew', rarery" 26 
(April. 1990) 52pp., rot a French verse translation of the Orpheus metrt. rot other riench verse 
(and prose) translatiom see the essays by Glynnis Crorp and J. Keith Addmon In this andvolua. 
24b For Glynnis Cropp's artlc3eq see 'La TIvr@ d@ Tknobee 
de Consolaciont Prom Translation to Glossed TexV. in M. O. 
Medieval Bopthiusp ed, Minnie, 63-88# PP*72-75* 
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the assumption that English is a language capable of eloquence and flithis or 
thetotic-and, moreover, ihe treatment of high motel 'malete', for Gower Is 
distinguished for writing about 'moralite' 'craftily'; thst it, lie uses his 
eloquent skills as a viahere to 'treie' his ispiential 'inatere. 11 I'lle proper Me or 
eloquence is as the servant of wisdom. Walton views any deviation from this 
principle with open abhottence. 
The thetorical climax or Walton's preface consists of a rejection of the 
excessive worldly effectivity or pagan Muses. of Chaucer In Troilus (When lie invokes the Fury Thesiphone), and of Orpheus as depicted In Hk III met. 12. All these are spurned In favour of the benign Inspiration of the Clif Istlan God 
who Is the true sunipwirri honunt. 
Saint Jerome, patron saint of if anslaiots. aiufch Father and holy man, " Is invoked to Icnd authority to Walton's own distaste for the false gods of pagan 
antiquity and the worldly desires associated with them as fQund In '1vese olde 
poysees derk, In other words the classical fables In which such wretched 
Material abounds. 
Noght liketh ine to labour ne to muse 
Upon ýcse olde poysces deik, 
For Distes feith suche J)inges schulde tefuse; 
Witnes upon letoin 1v holy cletic. 
llit schulde not ben a Cristen mannes wctk 
The false goddqs narnes to renewe, 
For he I)at lialli iesayucd Csistes metk, 
If he do so to Ctist lie is vnttcwe. (stanza 6) 
It follows that Venus is rejected as 'oure gyde', for she Is only a guide fit for 
loule lustes'. A true guide, as it says In Bk IV pr. 1, is Lady I'lolosophy, tile 
'soueraigne gidoresse of verrey light(stanz3 2; p. 213), and the uldinate guide 
is God. 
Walton shows himself In his true colours, thelotical colours at that, when fie 
uses the 'pagan eloquence versus Christian sapience' discussion to outdo both 
Orpheus and Chaucer. T'he benign influence of God tendets insignificant tile 
eloquence that the Muse Calliope or the Futies could provide. 
And certayn I h2ue tasted viondcr lyte 
As of the welles of calliope 
No wonder Pough I sympilly endite, 
11 Cf. Alinnis's study of Gower 'I r6le to sat4m# In be Wessio Anwitir. In Altdir"I Thirsty sif 
Authonhip 177-90. 
" As an esirsor Jerome was thotight to have lived a holy life befitting the great translator of dw 
Bible. Walton says that Jerome was holy (as wtll as a clerk) because his goodness eutheniketes 
what he wrote. In the same vein good living was seen to be put and parctl of tood translating In a 
declarer ion made in the prologue to the second vef %ion of the Wycliffite Bible- *... bI Ps manet 
wiý good lyuyng and greet Itsucl. men moun cisone to lfvýe and clett translating and tiew 
vndersionding of holi writ .... 
, Cf. 'Prologue to the Wychffle Bible. charter IS'. In selotiont 
front lrycliffiie Irntinjo, ed. Anne lindson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Pitu, 1971) 72. 
Similarly. Walton's conumporary fellow-tronslator. Nicholas 11j"t. tecommended Welief Ildion 
as @'holy lyuyere'. Cf. NitAistat 1. ~: IleAlirroweliAs B1etwJLyjo1jtm Christ. ed. Lawrence F. 
Powell (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1908) 165. 
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Yit will I not vnto Tessiphone 
Ne to Allecto ne to Megare 
Besechyn after craft of eloquence, 
But pray I)at god of hys benignite 
My spirit enspire wil) hys influence ... (stanza 8) 
The reference to the 'welles of calliope' alludes to the Orpheus metie 
(stanza 4). We have already discussed how Walton emplissised the eloquence 
of these wells by using additional material from Trevet (see above, p. 15 1), and 
how Orpheus' poetic gifts in die end did not tender him invulnerable to 
worldly wretchedness. In similar vein Orpheus is trumped bi the Prefacio 
Translatoris to Bks IV and V, for heri we rind a prayer addressed not to wells of 
eloquence but 'To lie [, at art lie welle of sapience, / AJI-mygliti lord'(stanza 9). 
This prayer is strategically placed for maximum effect immediately after the 
Orpheus metre. It is also significant (fiat following Bk V in die printed edition 
of 1525 there are some acrostic verses containing the names of Walton and his 
patron, a prayer to the Christian God and also an address to the writer's 
#souereyn lady, who is named, appropriately, '12dy Sapience't whom die poet, 
coveting her excellence, aims to please. " 
Walton refers in the above passage to the Furies, because in Trevet's glosses 
on the Orpheus metre they are expounded individually as dirce excesses of die 
will: Allecto its cupidity ('cupiditatem'); Thesiphone as lust ('libidinem); and 
Megera as anger ('iram'). Thesiphqne, highlighted by being mentioned firsto 
represents the same'foule fustes'(staiiza 7) associated with the pagan gods. As 
the voice of the Furies ('supposita vox' in Trevet) it is she who bursts rorth into 
words. " As such she is diametrically opposite to the restsoned eloquence of 
Boethius and as a guide for a poet she could not be more different from die 
benign and sapient God whose humble literary instrument Walton wants to 
be. ' 
Thus lie spurns the eloquence of the Furies. 
flowever, there was a poet who did call on the Fury Thesiplione to aid Ws 
poetic endeavours. Chaucer, in the opening lines of Troilus, 
invokes her to help 
him write about the affective excesses of love. 
Thesiplione, thow help me for t'endi*te 
Thise woful vers, th2t wepen as I write. 
To the depe 1, thow goddesse of torment, 
Thow cruwel Furie, sorwynge evere yn peyne, 
Help me, that am the sorwrul instrument, 
That helpeth 1OVerCS, 23 1 k2n, to pleyne. (Troilus 1.6-11) 
This passage shows that the narrator of Troilus is intentionally cast as being 
overwhelmed by the affections and thoroughly unenlightened 
by the summum 
bonum. To drive the point home Chaucer depicts his verses as weeping w1we 
he writes. 'Vets, that wepen as I write' echoes not only 'flebUis ... modos' 
(1.2), the tearful measures of Boethius at the beginning of Bk I met. 1, 
but 
Cf. Scieme's intioduction, xliii-xliv. 
Cf. Whitbresd, Fulterilius she Afychogropher 52. 
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also the'flebilibus modis'(1.7) of the gtief-stricken Orpheus in Bk III met. 12 
(which Chaucer also translated in the Boece). 
Clearly, Walton is alluding strongly to Chaucer's use of Thesiphone and 
declaring a stance of formal opposition 10 it When Ile says that Ile Will not 
'besechyn after craft of cloquetice"vnio Tessiphone' but pray for the inspiration 
of God instead; for he knew all too well that such weeping measures were the 
classic hallinatic of Boethian unenlightenment. A poet who is the declared 
Instrument of God must surely be superior to 'the 3orwful instrument' (1.10) 
and the servant of the servants of the God of Love. It is, then, evidently wid) 
Troihis in mind that Walton, openly contrasting himself with Chaticer, refuses 
dto whette now I)e dartes of cupide'or invoke Venus so that 'we may oure foule 
lustes Wynne' (stanza 7). Unlike thaucer, fie offers neither approval nor help 
to lovers. Instead of Chaucer's mock-episcop2l preaclibig to lovers Walton 
performs a genuinely pious 'obseruaunce' in honour of the borturn 
with the laudable intention of serving and pleasing his patron, as lie openly 
states in (fie closing lines of this preface: 
In honour of 
1)2t sofferayn blisfulnesse 
And eke in reucrence of youre [i. e. his p2tron's) worthinesse 
This simple wetk as for an obscruance 
I schal begynne after my simpelnesse 
In wil to do 30u'r seruice and plesance. (stanza 9) 
In the light of Walton's attitude, to Troilus, his choice of the word 'seruice' 
invites comment. It is fitting that fie should take this term from the language of 
courtly love and give it a sapient application. 
Pointed allusion is used not only in detruction of the poet of Troilus, but also 
of Orpheus. Material very closely paralleling Walton's own expositio jententie in 
the Orpheus metre is employed to advertise his suitability as a translator of 
Boethius. The same beholding of 'verrey blisfulnesse' and shunning of is 
worldly wrecchidnesse' (stanza 1) so prominent in Bk III met. 12 govern is 
sclf-presentation as a divinely inspired instrument of wisdom. lie wishes to 
demonstrate that he is, therefore, unlike Orpheus who, averting his gaze from 
the summum bonutio, looked back down into the hell of worldly wretchedness. 
His conclusio to Bk III me!. 12 exhorts the audience not to do tbis: 
For ye Pat wolde liften vp youre mynde 
Into Pe hyhe blisfull soucreyn light, 
If ye efisones turne doun. youre sight 
Into Pis foule wrecclied erthely dell, 
Lo all Pat evire youre labour hap yow dight 
Ye loose it when ye Joken into hell. (stanza 9) 
In a striking allusion, the prayer which closes the prelace resonates emphatically 
with the language and sentence of the Orpheus metre. lie besetches 
... Pat god of hys 
benignitc 
My [i. e. Walton's] spirit enspire wip hys influence; 
So ýat in schenschip and confusioun 
Of all Pis foule worldly wrecchydnesse, 
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fie helpe me in ýh occupacioun. 
In honour of J)at sofferayn blisfulnesse (stanus 8-9) 
All the undesirable affections which Orpheus failed to overcome, 'all ýjs foule 
worldly wrecchydnesse', are to be discarded, so Walton intends, in favour of a blessed and sapient instrumentality under the ultimate siontrium borturn, God. This petition, together with the fact of his choice of poetry as the medium rot 
translating Boethius, shows Walton striking the attitude of a late-medieval English 'Sapient Orpheus'. 
It may be concluded that there are a numb" of points about Walton's Boethius worthy of comment. If further proof of his use of Trevet were 
needed, then his rendering of Bk III met. 12 provides it. In the Orpheus ruetre 
at least, it would be somewhat misleading to say that Chaucer's Beece was the 
main source, because Walton used it as a (generally reliable) short cut to Trevet. 11 It would appear that Walton did not follwy Chaucer so much as 
exploit his hard labour, reserving the right to go direct to Trevet, which lie does with frequency and discrimination. Many of Wahon's words reflect Chaucer's, but (lie spirit and the sentence is from Ttevet. 
During his exposition of Bk V pr. 3 Walton completes a stanza with a 
challenge: 'But who can saue it wip a better glose? '(stanza 113). 111 lis versiried 
Cf. Mortis, 'Aspects', 34). 
I am currently preparing for publication-a comparative study of Clisucer's and Walton's 
expositions of this pross, entitled 'the "Ilrigous Ques6oun" of rredestineflori and Nee-will: 
Clitiucer's Troilus mod Walton's Doethms Compared'. It is Interesdrig that die famous discussion or 
free-will and predestination in Twitter IV. 974-1078, translated ftom Bk V pr. 3, has less clarity 
and elegance than Walton's version which is written In the same stanza-form. Ibis may be 
illustrated by the difficult passage In which the case of the man sitting on die Best Is discussed. * 
Chaucer starts to rerWer this in clogged and convoluted English: 
Tor i( ihef sitte a Pion yond on a we, 
I ban by neces-ke bilinveth it 
1 112t, CefleS, iltyn opynyoun m"h bc, 
That wenem or conjeciest that he sit. ' (11.1023-6) 
Welton translates the meaning mote concisely And more clearly: 
'As if I sim and Imw suppotem it, 
Then nedes soth is ýyn opin; oun. ' (stanza 9; p. 293) 
Note Walton's intelligent use or *I*, which is simpler than hov; ns a third party complicate the 
argument. A systematic comparison or both renderings in their entirety would substantiate the 
case that Walton's exposition is superior to the one in Troilus. Derendets of Chaucer may wish to 
argue that the muddle and lack or clarity in this section Is a dramatic device illustrating the 
confusion and distress of Ttoilus. On the other hand I( would be more effective, perhaps, ir his 
plight were expressed clearly. It seemi improbable that Chaucer would intentionxily render 
Troilui' bad philosophy in bad verse. Ehewhete In his works it is one of Chou"t's character ist; c 
achievements that he reserves some or his most skilled writing rot dub4oui arguments-as with the 
Pordoner, for ciample. There 1,; certs; nly no warrant few poor wtidng In the Latin original. I" 
which the character or Roeihius utters unenlightened opinions that are always well expressed (in 
prose and verse) even though Lady philosophy proceeds to correct them. Likewise, Walton avoids 
muddle in his rendering of such paosoges-ror instance, Bk I met. 1, a classic poem or Boethian 
unen6ghtenment spoken by a wretched and misguided Boethius. In sum, the poor quality or the 
verse in Troilus' rmnnlogue xpmrs to reflect Chaucer'# difficulties In translating in abstruse 
argument Into Middle English verse, on undeniably swesome task. 
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glossing does indeed 'kepe ýe sentence In hys trewe critent. And it would 
appear that its late-medieval audience found it to be 'a better glose' not only 
because its sentence could be relied on but also because of its palatable 
verse-form. It is precisely this combin2tion of eloquence and wisdom in 
Walton's Boethius which, apparently, James I commends at the beginning of 
The Kingis Quair. The king's assessment of his rendering as'metir sucte full of 
moralitee' would suggest that Walton's r6le as a 'Sapient Orpheus' was no 
empty posture. It earned royal recognition. " 
Ack; lowlidgements 
ism grateful to rrorissorAlichael A lexanderg professor). A. Buff ow. Air Tony I lunt, Mr George 
lack and Dr Clive Sneddon for reading through a draft of this study. In particular I am grateful to 
Dr Alastair Minnis for his helpful comments during the preparation of this article. 
is Cf. James Stewart, TAe Kintit Quair of. 7amet Ssetwrt, ed. Matthew P. McDiarmW (London: 
licinemann, 1973) 79, stanza 4; 11 gn. 
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APPENDIX 
I lere are six further examples of Wal ton at work as a poet-conunentator in 
[lie Orpheus metre. 
1. FEARLESS BEASTLY COILABITATION 
The summary of the behaviour of the antinals soothed by Orpheus' measures 
And boldely they dorste togidres dwell 
Pat neviire a beste had of othere fiere (stanza 2) 
comes neither from Boethius nor. ftom Chaucer but from Trevet's gloss on 
'intrepidum latus'(1.10) which W21ion has translated four lines rulier SIS Othe 
hare also ne dredde noght a-dell'. Trevet's exposition tAps iNTREPIDUM 
id est sine terrore convivendo' clearly shapes the added lines. This same gloss 
on peaceful animal cohabitation is still exerting its influence in the next s(anza, 
when 'cuncta subegerant' in 
Nec qui cuncta subegerant 
Mulcerent dominum modi (11.16-17) 
is rendered 'so many a wylde best / So rneke made to Iyuen comynly' 
(stanza 3), in which 'to Iyuen coinynly' reflects Trevet's 'convivendo'. 77hig 
rendering also is influenced by Trevet's specific gloss on 'cuncta subegerant': 
'CUNCTA SUBEGERANT id est alios homines vicerant ut morigerate 
viverent' in which 'morigerate' ('meekly'/obediently') provides warrant for 
'meke'. 
11. MCIIING AND EXPERIENCE 
Boethius' 'Qued luctus dabat inpotens' (1.24), meaning "what impotent 
excessive grief gave, is translated by Walton as 'As sorwe had toght hyrn be 
experience' (stanza 4). Tabat' is doubleted in Chaucer's Boece as 'yeve hyrn 
and teche hym* (11.26-7). 11jere is no such notion of teaching in Trevet. 
Walton drops the literal sense of 'dabat' and opts for 'toght' alone. 'Be 
experience' comes from Tfevet's gloss on the next line, 'quod lucturn geminans 
arnort, which is about love doubling the grief of Orpheus. Trevet's gloss 
165 
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'AMOR GEMINANS LUCTUM presencia enim nociui causat simplicem 
lucturn' says that experience of his predicament caused Orpheus grief. It is this 
notion of experience that Walton adds to his original. 
Ill. SLEEPING CERBERUS 
Walton's Cerberus 'Pat woned was to wake' is made by Orpheus' poetry 'to 
falle on-slepe' (stanZ2 5). The dog does not fall asleep, as such, in BOethius, 
Chaucer or Trevet. Perhaps this added somnolence came from Walton's 
knowledge of the Actseid Bk VI when Aeneas i's in the Underworld with the 
priestess Deiphobe. When they c6me across Cetberus they tackle him in this 
way. 
But the Priestess, seeing that the snakes of his mane were beginning to 
bristle, threw before him a morsel, which she had charged with 
drowsiness from honey and'drugged corn. Opening wide his three 
throats, the dog, being mad with hunger, seized the offered food, and 
relaxing his giant back fie sprawled all his length across the floor of the 
cave. Now that the guardian was unconscious, Aeneas dashed to tile cave 
and quickly escaped .. . 1' 
Here, Walton provides his own additional commentary. 
01 
IV. FURIES AND SINNERS 
Boethius' Furies avenge crimes ('scelerum' (1.32)). Chaucer's avenge 
'felonyes' (1.34). Walton's avenge 'synne'(stanza 6), a rather more Christian 
word indicating a generalised theological concept instead of a series of criminal 
incidents. This alteration May have been influenced by Trevet's rather liturgical 
gloss in which the three sisters are associated with the three categories of sin, 
i. e. sin in thought, in word and in deed: 
Deinde describit aliud monstrum, ubi notandum quod omne scelus vel 
est in cogitacione vel in sermone vel in opere, propter quod ponuntur 
esse tres dee sceleris que propter conncxionem istorurn ad invicern 
dicuntur esse sorores. 
Trcvct's Furies are united in a sisterhood of 'synne'; hcncc Walton's use of the 
singular. 
Trcvct associates this trio with the sinful excesses of the affectus, narnely 
anger, cupidity and lust: 'Allecto ... signific2t cupiditatcm, Ilesiphone ... significat libidincm, Ategera ... significat iram. ' Perhaps this influenced Walton to introduce a named class of sinners, 'surfetoures', who are indeed 
chained to 'worldly wrecchidncsse' (stanza 1). 
" Cf. the Penguin Classics edition, Virgil. TA# Amid, trans. W. F. Jackson Knight (Ifennonds. 
worth: Penguin, 1958) 159-60. 
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'Surfetoures sinyten so wil) feere' translates Boethius' 'sontes agitant inctu, 
(1.3 1), with '2gitant'('torment'j'vex') becoming 'smyten'. rethap3 Walton has 
been influenced by the word 'feriant' in Trevet's 'que ideo Furie oppell. vitur 
quod stimulis suis mentem firiant and has taken Teriant' as Part orferio, 
-ire, 'to strike'. 
V. POETIC FOOD FOR A VULTURE OF CULTURE 
Now we shall discuss the lines which deal with (fie griiesoine punishment of 
TitYus who, for his sins, had to endure a vulture continually tearing at his 
liver. On hearing Orpheus'measures (fie vulture ceases this torment. Doethius 
describes this rem2tk2ble event thut-` ' 
Vultur dum satur est modis, 
Non IrUit TiCii iccur. (11.38-9) 
Walton's syntax does not follow that of the original: 
The gryp liat ele I)e m2we of Tycius 
And tired on it longe tyme before, 
This song to hyrn was so delicius 
I le left it of and tired it no more. (st2nza 7) 
It has a greater resemblance to Chaucer's rendering, which is as follows: 
The fOUI that hightC V0110r, that'etifli the stomak or the gyser of Tycius, 
is so fulfild of his song that it nil eten ne tiren no more. (11.40-43) 
Chaucer translates 'vultur' as 'die foul that l4ghte vol(or'(11.40-1), a doublet 
of transliteration-plus-gloss which would seem to indicate that 'vultur' wits in 
unusual word. Walton uses the better known 'gryp' (St2nz2 7), as does 
Henryson in his version of the story. " Not wishing to get caught up in 
anatomical pedautties, Walton translates 'iecur', strictly speaking 
'liver', as 
#mawe'(St2nza 7). Trevet went to the trouble of glossing 'iecur'as'ep2r', so it 
might have been a 'hard word'. Since Chaucer renders 
it 'the stomak or the 
gyser', Walton had a vernacular precedent for a certain amount of alimentary 
generalisation. Walton also informs US that 1he gryp Pat ete [)e niawe of Tityus 
... tired on 
it longe tyine before'. There is no rererence in eidier Boet. hius or 
Chaucer to his long time before. It m2y be an expansion of Trevet's 'ipswn 
iccur continue depascit', which states that Tityus' liver was continually 
devoured. 
In Walton's treatment of the narratio there is an intention to heighten die 
emphasis on the status of Orpheus as a poet (see above, pp. 150-2). This 
intention affects even the 'gryp'. Boethius' vulture is 'satur' ('61ledi'sated') 
with Orpheus' measures. Chaucer, in similar vein, renders 'S2tur' as 'so fulfild' 
(L 42). By contrast, Walton's 'gryp' rinds the song 'so delicius', appreciating 
quality rather than quantity, and is truly a vulture of taste rather than a "gloton 
of wordes. This added emphasis on the sense of taste is in line with the 
additional "swete' in 'swete songes' (St2nza 4) and the point that Orpheus 
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tasled, tailver thmi (Itew, eloqtietice rtom tiee iiotte wens or c2move (stanza 4) 
(see pp. 151-2 obove). Also, 'delicius' thymes nicely with 'fyclus'. - 
". 4 .1 
VI. IIIH JUDGE Of SIIADES, OF SOULS, OR OF IIOLL-rms? 
Bocillius' "flibiter ulubtemin'(11.40-1), tetideted by Chaucer 'lord and Juge of 
soules' (1.44), Is tratiOmed by Walton as 'j)e hige of helle peyetes stjoivg' (staitza 7). Strictly %pealchig, lie Itidges souls, siot poidshmen1s. Willon's 
tratislation would appear to be a cotidensation of Trevet's glo3s on 'arbiter 
unibirstuni': 
TANDEM ARDITER UMnUARUAI id est Rotdasminius (stcotedtioat 
qui opud hiferns dieitur aviltsias engere ad fotendutiv 
cominissum et unicuIque secunduni meeite pejims distribuete. 
Rissidstimmlius distritiules punishineute (*iiettis diiiiibitete'). Wollvit acquites 
#peyties' froilt Trevets *petins', otid thus Rhodämmutlius beccities Ihe *juge, of 
gliese 'Peylles'. ' 
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GLOSSARY OF LATIN TERXS 
In compiling this glossary I have nade use of the index of 
Latin terns in Minnis, pp, 312-6. 
accessus prologue, introduction 
actor writer, in contrast with auctar 
affectus affections, affective disposition of the soul 
aspectus gaze of the intellect 
assertor one who asserts 
auctor author 
auctaritas authority, a portion of an authoritative text or 
C-aying Qt r4ri Aul-Aar. 
capituluji chapter-division, or sunnary of chapter 
causa efficiens efficient cause, i. e. writer. author 
duplex causa efficiens twofold efficient cause, i. e. twofold 
authorship, e. g. God and an inspired human author 
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causa finalis final cause, purpose 
causa forzalis formal cause, form 
causa Aaterialis naterial cause, subject natter, sources 
cbaracteres scripturae styles of writing (lexegematic' when the 
auctor speaks in his own person, I dramatic' when he speaks in 
the persons of others, and 'mixed' when both styles are used) 
colum punctuable unit of discourse complete in construction but 
incomplete in exposition of a significant thought 







constructibilla constructibles, i. e. words as members of 
0 
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grammatical classes constructing discourse 
cui parti pbilosopbiae supponitur to which part of 
learning/philosophy the work belongs 
divislo division of a book into parts; division of literary 
materials 
divisio textus division of the text for the purposes of 
conmentary 
duplex causa efficiens see under causa efficiens 
e. zpcPsItio exposition, interpretation, commentary 
expositio sententle exposition of meaniugtteaLching 
expositio sententle per aliam linguam exposition of the 
meaning/teaching through/by another language 
expositor one who expounds a text 
form literary form; duplex fDrm twofold form, i. e. both 
structure and manner of proceeding; iýarAa tz-actandl form of 
treatment; Awin tractatus forn of the treatise, structure 
glos(s)a gloss, commentary 
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Lmaginatio imagination, meditation 
ingressus Introduction, prologue 
intellectus intellect, intellective part of the soul 
Intentia intention, purpose; intentlo auctaris intention, purpose 
of the author 
Interpres translator, Interpreter 
intr-oltus introduction. prologue 
ipsissima verba the actual words of a text 
lectlo the reading of a text prior to meditation or exposition 
lec t. pris arbitrium freedon of the reader 
littex-a the letter, word-for-word construction, literal meaning 
mteria subject matter, sources; introductory material, i. e. 
prologue; mteris comunislexsecuta known or common literary 




nodus agendilprocedendi Iscri bendi / tra c tan di mnaer of literary 
procedure or treatment 
nadus essendl mode of being 
. modus excerptoris mode or manner of excerptor (of materials) 
modus intelligendi mode of understanding 
modus significandi mode of signifying 
marallsatia moralisation drawn from text 
nar-ratio narration, narrative section of text 
ni)jm--n auctoris nane of the author 
namen libri name or title of a book 
of. ficlum praedicatorls office of preacher 
cratio prayer 
ardinatin, arrangement of parts of a work or book 
ardo artificialis artificial narrative order 
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arda libri the ordering of material in a book 
arda naturalis natural or historical narrative order 
a. riginalia whole works of authority in unabridged torn 
paur. a constans punctuable unit of discourse incomplete in both 
meaning and construction [cf. columd 
pausa finitiva punctuable unit of discourse containing a complete 
thought (cf. perlodus and sentential 
pausa suspensiva punctuable unit of discourse incomplete in both 
meaning and construction (cf. ci: inal 
pazwbola parable, similitude, comparison of dissimilar things 
pe. riodus period, unit of discourse containing a complete 
significant thought (cf. sententia and pausa flnitival 
pe. rsona narrative persona 
prefaclo preface, prologue, introduction 
p. rofundiar intelligentia deeper understanding 
probeAduir proem, prologue, introduction 
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prologus prologue, introduction 
recapitulatio recapitulation 
recitatio recounting, repeating, reporting 
reportatla reporting 
scriptar scribe 
sensus sense, meaning, the open meaning of a statement or text 
not necessarily needing an act of further exposition for the 
purposes of elucidation; sensus literalis literal sense 
intended by the human author 
sententia meaning. teaching, deeper understanding; a punctuable 
unit of discourse containing a complete thought [cf. pausa 
finitiva and periodus); sententia litterae the teaching or 
meaning proceeding fron the literal sense 
signum efficiens sign creating what it signif Les 
titulus title, nane of a work 
translatio translation; transferred sense; metaphor; unusual or 
defamiliarising use of language 
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translator translator 
utilitas utility, usefulness, value of a text 
vita auctoris life of the author 
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GLOSSARY OF XIDDLE ENGLISH TERMS 
In compiling this glossary I have made indirect use of the 
index of Latin terms in Minnis, pp-312-6. 
affecciouns affections, affective disposition of the soul 
assertour one who asserts 
auctaritee authority, a portion of an authoritative text or 
saying of an auctor 
auctour author 
cause effycient see effyclent cause 
cause formal see for7ml cause 
cause fymal see fylnal cause 
cause joateryal see nateryal cause 





drawe translate; drawe fz-om latyn into EDglyshe translate 
from Latin into English; drawere cut translator; drawynge owt 
effycient cause efficient cause, i. e. writer, autbor 
e. kenn ... azung see in-ecben 
entent intention, purpose 
estories see storye 
exposicioun exposition. interpretation 
expositour one who expounds a text, commentator 
Yox-mal cause formal cause, form 
Yorne f orn; forAe of procedyng manner of writing, literary 
procedures 
. fouz, e causys the Aristotelian four causes of a text I see 
ef. ficyent cause; forml cause; fynal cause; mteryal cause] 
-496- 
fruyte profit, value of a work 
fynal cause final cause, purpose 
glase gloss 
in-ecben (also ekenn... anang) insert additional explanatory words 
amongst the words of a text or source 
inte, rp. retour translator. interpreter 
kindeli ordre narration following the natural or historical order 
of events 
lesssoun reading for the purposes of interpretation 
lettre letter, i. e. word-for-word construction or meaning 
lettural vnderstandynge the meaning or teaching proceeding from 
the literal sense 
lore teaching 
manere manner of literary procedure or treatment; imnere of lare 
literary procedure or form used to communicate teaching 
natere subject matter, sources 
-497- 
nater, yal cause material cause, subject matter, sources 
mditacloun meditation 
origynals whole unabridged works of an author 
persoun narrative persona 
pz-efacyon preface, proem, prologue, introduction 
prDfYte the prof it or value of a literary work 
probame proem, prologue, introduction 
recapitulacioun recapitulation 
rebersynge citation, reporting 
sense the meaning Intended by the author 
sentence neaning, teaching, deeper understanding 
sbowe expound, clarify, demonstrate 
storye history, historical sense of Scripture; estories portions 
of historical Biblical narrative 
-498- 
tabyl table of chapter sunmaries 
tityl title 
translacioun translation 
t. ranslatcur translator 
y. maginacioun imagination, meditation; a passage of meditative or 
imaginative writing 
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